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This book is an exposition of the economics of John Ma3Taard

Keynes.,By any test, Keynes ranks as one of the great econo-

mists of aM time and as the most influential economic thinker

the twentieth century has so far produced. His hook. The

General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, pub-

lished in 1936, has already become one of the classics of eco-

nomic thought. Unfortunately for the undergraduate and for

the general reader, the General Theory is addressed to pro-

fessional economists and is not very intelligible to others.

However, the fundamental ideas imderlying Keynes’ work are

relatively simple and can be understood by anyone who Is

acquainted with broad problems of economic policy such as

^unemployment and inflation.

The presept discussion of the economics of Keynes fhcuses

on the forces which determine the volume of effective demand,

an insufiiciency of which leads to unemployment, and an ex-

cess of which causes inflation. The plan has been to follow the

outline of the General Theory and to bring in at appropriate

points the other aspects of Keynes’ work which contribute to

his fundamental position. Restatements and medifications

made by Keynes in articles after'1936 have be^ incorporated

into his general theory, with the last statement being taken as

definitive. The chapter on war and postwar inflation is based

mainly on Keynes’ How to Pay for the War (1940). In the

concluding chapter, an interpretation is given of the meaning

and significance of Keynes’ entire contribution to economic

theory and poKcy.

The subject matter of this hook is the economics of Keynes

rather than Keynbsian economics. The distinction is impor-

tant, In rwent*years the scientific, as well as the not-so-sciai->
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tific, literature in economics has been filled with books and

articles refining, enlarging, criticizing, and “refuting” what

is now commonly referred to as “The New Economics,” The

positive contributions of others in this vast literature are im-

portant, hut in a book of this size and type it is not possible

to encompass the field of discussion and controversy. The
basic idea behind this book is the need for a simple and thor-

ough exposition of the ideas of the one man who stands out

above all others as the chief architect of “The New Econom-
ics.” The extent to which Keynes dominates recent^ develop-

ments in economics is indicated by the fact that “The Keynes-

ian Revolution” is a synonym for “The New Economics,”-

Occasionally in the text and in footnotes, some of the more
impQrtant extensions and refinements of Keynes’ work have
been introduced, but there is no systematic attempt to survey

the supplementary literature or to interpret the numerous
debates which have centered aroimd Keynes. For the benefit

of readers who wish to pursue these issues further, a list of

suggested readings is included for each chapter, as well as a,

bibliography Of Keynes’ own writings at the^end^of the book.

Perhaps the chief task which confronts a writer who at-

tempts to simplify and clarify economic theory is to discover

a method which will give concrete meaning to the abstract

concepts which constitute the theory. Arithmetical examples,

diagrams, and summaries are all useful, but they are not

enough. From a pedagogical as well as from other points of
view, I am thoroughly convinced that Keynes’ theories are
most easily understood when they are related to the policies

with which they were associated in his thinking, especially

since Keynes’ ideas were always '^oriented toward positive

policy. Keynes did not forge new- tools of analysis just for
the love of tool-mak?ng. His ideas are operationally signifi-

cant and have been translated into action by statesmen. The
meaning of his abstract theory is to be discovered on the solid

ground of economic policy, that is, in terms of its conse-
quences when put into practice. Hence, if there isi. anything
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distinctive about this presentation^ it is the self-conscious

manner in which I have attempted to explain the somewhat

complfcated and, in many respects, intrinsically difficult body

of theory by linking it to the policies which Keynes advocated.

Although the Keynesian tools of analysis are now being in-

corporated into the new principles of economics, this does not

involve an acceptance of Keynes^ practical policy or social

philosophy* The concepts developed by Keynes are not limited

to the uses to which he put them. They have proven useful

tools for others with different ideas about policy. Neverthe-

less, it sLould be recognized that in the larger sense, the tools

of^analysis which economists use are never divorced entirely

from their preferences with respect to policy. People with

widely differing social philosophies make use of quite differ-

ent tools. Those who believe firmly in the laissez-faire prem-

isetthat the economic system of private property is self-ad-

justing at full employment without inflation have no positive

use for most of the tools of analysis forged by Keynes. There-

^
fore, it seems safe to conclude that the widespread acceptance

of Keynes’ ^heory is an indication of a declining fafth^mong

economists and others in the automatic, self-adjusting nature

of our economic system^

Despite the widespread acceptance of his ideas, Keynes

was and remains a controversial figure. In so far as matters

of controversy touch the present volume, it is what would

probably be called ^^sympathetic” to Keynes. In my judg-

ment, a good exposition of any economist’s work should be

sympathetic in order to he understanding and illuminating.

However, I am not unaware of Keynes’ shortcomings as an

expounder of the ideas ctf people of whom he was critical and

of his impatience for detail. Keynes was an original thinker

in the sense that he arrived at his idea^; in his own way. The

ideas he advanced were his own ev^n though someone else

may have expounded the same or similar ideas at an earlier

date, 5Sor this^asVell as for other reasons,, no attempt is made

to trace the antecedents of Keynes’ ideas either as they relate
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to heterodox predecessors on the principle of effective demand

or to the more contemporary Anglo-Saxon and Swedish writ-

ers on monetary theory. Much more important than the influ-

ence of other people was the influence of historical circum-

stances in leading Keynes to his new theory. To explain this

is one of the main purposes of the final chapter. In connection

with Keynes’ criticisms of what he called “classical” eco-

nomics, especially the work of Professor Pigou, it should he

observed that Keynes was prone to state Ms case strongly in

order to lend clarity and persuasiveness to his position.

My concentrated attention was first directed to Keynes by

the late Professor Leo Rogin of the University of Califorfiia,

who from the beginning recognized the revolutionary signifi-

cance of the General Theory. Professor Rogin’s untimely

death is an irreparable loss to the economics profession, which

has been deprived of one of its great minds. ^

^The present volume was written at the suggestion of Dr.

E. A. J. Johnson of New York University and editor of the

Prentice-Hall Economics Series.

I wish; to express my sincere gratitude to all who have as-

sisted in the preparation of tMs book. Dr. Allan G. Gruchy
of the University of Maryland, Dr. H. Gordon Hayes of Ohio
State University, Dr. Everett E. Hagen formerly of the Bureau
of the Budget and now of the University of Illinois, and Dr.

Paul A. Samuelson of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology have read the manuscript and made valuable sugges-

tions for its improvement. Special acknowledgment is made
to Dr. Gruchy for Ms keen criticisms and stimulating counsel

throughout the entire period of preparation of this book. His
generous assistance and valuable .suggestions are deeply

appreciated. I am grateful to Willard 0. Ash of the University

of Maryland for helpful suggestions regarding Chapter 5.

Most of all, I am indebted to my wife,- Louisa^Gardner Dil-

lard, for invaluable assistance at every stage in every detail in

organizing, writing, typing, checking footnotes, preparing

bibliography, and reading proof. As a small -token^of my
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appreciation for all she has done^ this book is dedicated to heio

Harcourtj Brace and Company, the American publishers of

Keynes^ works, have kindly granted permission for use of

quotations, especially from The General Theory of Employ-

ment^ Interest and Money. The page numbers inserted paren-

thetically in the text refer to the General Theory unless other-

wise indicated by the context Appreciation is expressed to

The Journal of Economic History for the use of part of my
articles ^^The Pragmatic Bases of Keynes^ Political Economy-^^

Dudley Dillard
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Iiitrodiictioii and Fimdamental Ideas

I am more attached to the comparatively simple fiinda-

mental ideas which underlie my theory than to the par-

ticular forms in which I have embodied them « « . *

J, Keynes, The Qaarterly Journal of Economics.^

February, 1937, page 211,

Within the first dozen years following its publication, John

Maynard Keynes’ The General Theory of Ei^ployqient, /n*

terest and Money (1936) has had more influence upon the

thinking of professional economises and public policy makers

than any other book in the whole history of economic thought

in a comparable number of years. Like Adam Smith’s Wealth

of Nations in the eighteenth century and Karl Marx’s Capital

in the nineteenth century, Keynes’ General Theory has been

the center of controversy among both professional and non-

professional writers. Smith’s bpok is a.ringing-challengo-to

mercantilism^ Marx’^^obk^is ,a searching criticism of capi-

talismTanffKe^IeS’Hrotdcds^Trepudiatiun^fjhe^oundations

oFTalssez-faire. Many~economists wht> were afUriTTugMy

cnticaT^^Keynes have 'deserted their old position for the

Keynesian camp. In book after bool^ leading economists

acknowledge & heavy debt to the stinfuiating thought of Lord

Ke3mes.

If tfes inflirencfe of Lord Ke3Taes were*limited to the field

1
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of technical economic doctrine, it would be of little interest

to the world at large. However, practical economic policy

bears even more deeply than economic theory the imprint of

Keynes’ thought. A few examples of the wide and growing

acceptance of Keynes’ philosophy of governmental interven-

tion, public investment, and other forms of economic policy

designed to fill the gaps in the private enterprise economy

are: the economic policies of the New Deal, the special eco-

nomic message of President Truman to Congress at the close

of the second world war, the English, Canadian, and Aus-

tralian “White Papers” on unemployment policy, the Mur-

ray Full Employment Bill of 1945 and the Employment Act

of 1946 in the United States, the provision in the new French

Constitution which requires an annual employment budget,

the newer thinking in the field of fiscal policy, the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund, and the International Bank for Recon-

struction and Development. It appears that the trend in eco-

nomic policy in those countries where private enterprise is

still vigorous will he in the direction which Lord Keynes
charted.,Man> of his ideas^juadjoaost

,
of his Awretical appa-

ratus can be useful in socialist economies tiver? though bm
fundamental social philosophy is anti-Marxian.

During his lifetime Keynes wrote numerous books, many
of which are outstanding contributions to special fields of

economics. Clearly, however, The General Theory of Em-
ployment, Interest and Money contains the essence of his

contribution to general economic theory. This work, published

when he was fifty-two years of age (he lived to be sixty-two),

is a product of his mature thqugjit. It seems appropriate that

a book on the economics of Keynes should begin with a dis-

cussion of the fundamentals of bis* thinking as outlined in

the General Theory. The fundamental ideas are to be dis-

tinguished from the form in which these ideas are expressed.

In the first.restatement T)f his position after publication of the

General Theory, Keynes wrote: “I am more attached to the

comparatively simple fundamental ideas w^ich underlie my
theory than to the particular forms in which I have embodied
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them « » The theory stands or falls on these basic ideas®

The foYms in which the ideas are presented, on the other hand,

allow for compromise* It is mainly these forms which have

been the subject of debate subsequent to the publication of

the General Theory. Once the fundamental ideas are clear^

the rest falls easily into place* A full statement of the under-

lying ideas involves, of course, an explanation of the frame-

work upon which they are built, but for the purpose of a

general introduction the framework can be temporarily

neglected* These fundamental ideas center around the fol-

lowing: tl) the general nature of Keynes^ theory, (2) the

role of money, (3) the relation of interest to money, (4) in-

vestment, and (5) uncertainty about the future.

(1) A General Theory: In the title of his book The Gen^

eral Theory of Employment^ Interest and Money Keynes^

emphasis is on the word general. His theory deals with all ^

levels of^mployment in^contrast with what_he
^
cg,!ls„

ea^economics, wEicET is concerned with the .^^oialxase^^f

fuU empoyment. The purpose of Ke3mes’ general theory is to

expdaih”"wiit^^ the volume of exnpl^ymenj: at "any

given time, lyhether it happens to be full employment, wide-

spread imemplognent, dr so^ intermediate level. For

reasons to be explained in the following chapter, the classical

school assumes there is a tendency for the economic system

based on private property in the means of production to be

self-adjusting at^ull employment. Kejnes challenges this

assumption and calls thehlassical theory which is based on it

a special theory, applicable only to one of the limiting cases

of his general theoryTKeynes attempts to show that tbejor-

mal situation under laissez-faire capitalism in its_„pjtesent

stage of development is a fluctuating^ sl^te of economic activ-

ity^ which may range all The way from fuU emplojmoit^to

widespread unemployment, with the characteristic level far
21a —

^

1. ‘‘The General Theory of Employment” The Quarterly Johmal of Eco-

nomicSy February, 1937, Vol. LI, No. -£, page 211.

2. Keyil^, J. M!, The General Theory of EmpIoyirthTit, Interest and Money,

New York: Haicourt, Brace and Co., Inc., 1936.
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short of foil employmeBt AlthoBgli imemployment is charac-

teristic^ it is by BO means inevitable. Another ‘^general” as-

pect of the general” theory is thaf it explains inflation as

’Readily as it does imemplo5mient since both are primarily a

matter of the volume of effective demand. When demand is

deficient, unemployment results, and when ffemand is ex-

cessive, inflation, results. If Keynes’ more general theory is

correct, then the' special theory is at fault not only in being

the theory of a limiting case, but also in being largely irrele-

vant to the actual world in which imemployment is obviously

one of the gravest problems. Most of the significarft differ-

ences between the classical theory and Keynes’ tlieory stem

from the difference between the assumption that full employ-

'^ent is normal and the assumption that less than full em-

ployment is normal. The one is a theory of a stationary’

equilibrium and the other a theory of a shifting eguilibriujpi.1-;

.There is another equally important meaning associ^ed

with the term “general” as it appears in the title of Keynes’

^book..His theory relates to changes in employment and output

_in the economic system as a whole in contrast with traditional

theor;^ which relates priniarijy, but not entijely^to the eco-

nomics jofjhe individual J^usiness firm and the individual

industry. TheTasTc concepts oF Keynes’ over-all theory are

the aggregates of employment, national income, national

output, aggregate supply, aggregate demand, total social

consumption, total social investment, and total social savings.

The relatiotiships between individual commodities expressed

in terms of individual prices and values, which constitute the

chief subject matter of traditional economics, are important

in Keynes’ general theory, but 'they are subsidiary to the

aggregate or over-all .concepts of employment, income, et

cetera. A little reflection will reveal that conclusions which

are valid for the individual unit may not be valid when ap-

plied to the economic system as a whole. For example, some
people may get rich by stealing from others, Kut obviously

a whole community, cannot enrich itself merely by mem-
bers plundering each other.
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(2 ) The Theory of a Monetary Economy: Duririg Ms
early Career, Keynes was primarily a specialist in monetary

theory and monetary policy. His greatest work prior to Ms
General Theory was a two volume Treatise on Money. Whien

he moved from the narrower field of monetary theory to the

broader field of general economic theory, Ke)mes took money
along with him and gave it a place of tremendous importance

in the determination of employment and production in the

economic system as a whole. He refers to Ms analysis as

“the theory of a monetary economy.” (pp. vii, 239, 293)

Money serves three functions: 'as a medium of exchange, *as

a unit of account, and'as a store of value. Of these three, the

store-of-value function is most important in defining Keynes’

“monetary economy.” People with more income and wealth

than they currently consume may store the surplus in several

forms, including hoarding money, lending money, and in-

vesting in some type of capital asset. If they choose to store

their wealth in the form of money, they receive no income;

if they lend their money, they receive interest; and if they

purchase an investment asset, they expect to receive profits.

Since money*as 9 store of wealth is barren anS other !?orms

of wealth yield returns in the form of interest or profit, there

must be a special explanation why people sometimes prefer

to store wealth in the barren money form. Keynes gives as

an answer the fact that money may be the safest form in

which to store wealth. In lending money and in buying in-

come property, there are uncertainties which do n»t exist as

long as one’s wealth is kept in the money form. Owners of

money have a type of security which owners of other kinds

of wealth do flot enjoy.
*

When wealth-holders generally express a preference for

hoarding money rather than lending or investing it, the pro-

duction of real social wealth is handicapped. TMs preference

for owning money rather than owning income-yielding wealth

exists to a significant degree only in a world. in which the

jeconomijp futui^eJ&jmceitain, If the world,were one in wMch
^i^economic future could be predicted with mathematical
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certainty, there would be no sense in storing wealth in the

barren money form/ Only the highly uncertain nature* of the

economic future explains why there is a preference for stor-

ing wealth in the form of non-income-yielding money. As

Keynes says, the desire to store wealth in the form of money

is “a barometer of the degree of our distrust of our own calcu-

lations and conventions concerning the future. . . . The pos-

session of actual money lulls our disquietude; and the pre-

mium which we require to make us part with money is the

measure of the degree of our disquietude.”®

(3) Interest a Premium for Not-hoarding Money: The

desire of wealth-holders to store wealth in the form of money
against the risks of lending is not an absolute desire. It may
be overcome by paying a premium in the form of interest.

Interest is the reward for parting with control over wealth

in its liquid form.'T'he rate of interest depends on the inten-

sity of the desire to hoard, or on what Keynes calls “liquidity

preference,” for speculative purposes. The stronger the

liquidity preference, the higher the rate of interest which

mustJjepaid.’An increase in the desire of the public to hold

money increases the rate of interest, although \l is possible

for the banking and morfetary authorities to meet this in-

creased desire by increasing the quantity of money. Keynes’:

emphasis is not on the actual hoarding of money but on the

desire to hoard. “Hoarding” is one of those phenomena
which appear quite different when looked at from the indi-

vidual, as compared with the economy-wide, point of view.

An individual wealth-holder can increase the amount of

money he holds only at the expense of someone else as long

as the total supply of money does not increase. Therefore

when the public as a whole wants more money, it cannot get

it, and the increased desire for money results in the necessity

of paying a higher premium to those who do part with their,

money. But when the price that must be paij for money in-

1

creases, many types of new business activity that might be|

3. *The General Theory of Employment,” op. cit, page
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carried ont at lower rates of interest will not be carried out

at alL Therefore, increase in interest rates tmdsjo^ reduce

effective demand and 9
_^__in_iprmal times, to cau£e unemploy-

ment.

Although the notion that interest is a reward for not-

hoarding money may seem very ordinary from the layman’s

point of view, it is most unusual from the point of view of

traditional economic theory. Interest has been looked upon

by economists as a reward for saving, that is, a reward for

postponing consumption rather than as a premium for sur-

rendering liquidity. The importance of interest and money

in Keynes’ theory is indicated by their inclusion in the title

The General Theory of Employment^ Interest and Money.

As further discussion will indicate, the uMmate ffieqxelic^

explanation of unemployment^ in Keynes’ theory is found- in

the peculiar properties of money and interest. In the absence

of money or of any form of wealth with the properties of

conventional money, Keynes contends the economic system

would tend to be self-adjusting at the point of full employ-

ment (p. 235), Although the title indicates a theoretical em-

phasis on and interest as the basis of the ultifn^e ex-

planation of unemployment, from the point of viewj3„t.pi:ac-

tical policy Keynes^places even greater- stress on the instahil-

of demand for capital assets arising fromAhe irrationality

of the private investment xnarket.

(4) Investment the Important Determinant of Employ-

ment: In a society characterized by great inequality of wealth

and income, economic

sume is limited. The rich have more income than they wish

to consume currently and tKe poor have so little income that

their ability to consumers narrowly restricted. As a conse-

quence, there is a sizable potential surplus of resources in

excess of what is needed to produce consumers goods. This

surplus, if it is to be used at all, mmt be devoted^ to produc-

ing things that are not to be currently consumed,^his pro-

duction* in excess of what is currently ijonsumed is called

investment. Investment includes such activity as building new
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factories^ new houses^ new railroadsj, and all other types ^ol

go©^ which are not to he consjimed
^

as ast as they aire pro-*

diiced* The distinctioii between consumption and inv^stmeiit

is^fimdamental to Keynes’ entire analysis- His theory reduced

. to itshimplest terms states tb&t employment depends upon the

anipunt^ofJnvestiTOiit, or that iinemployment is caused by an

iiisufficjeui^y of investment- This^ of course, is a great simpli-

fication. Nevertheless, it indicates the emphasis on invest-

ment, Not only do some workers receive employment directly

in building new factories, houses, railroads, et cetera, but the

workers so employed spend their money for the products of

factories already built, pay rent on houses already built, ride

railroads already built, et cetera. In brief, en^loyment in

inyetoieiitjctiyity helps to maintain demand for the con-

sumption output of existing facilities. In order to make full

use of the factories already in existence, we must always be

building new factories. Otherwise, in our society with its

characteristic widespread inequality of income, there will

not be enough money spent to keep the old factories going.

If investment falls off, unemployment results. Clearly, it is

very linportant to understand what determines the amount of

investment that actually tal^es place. The most important sec-

tion of Keynes’ General Theory is Book IV entitled, ^The

Inducement to Invest.” If we mean by a ^^cause” that factor

in a complex combination of factors which fluctuates most

widely and suddenly, we may say that investment is the de-

terminant employment. Employment fluctuates primarily

because investment fluctuates. (Unemployment results pri-

marily from an inadequacy of ihvestment^f investment can

be controlled, total employment* can be contrdlle(^ A high

level of employment depends upon arhigh level of investment.

The clue to understanding the general theory of employment

is found in the ansi^r to the question: What causes invest-

ment to fluctuate and characteristically to be less than the

amount required for full employment?

(5) Psychologiml Irrationality a Cau§e &f Insmbility:

Investment fluctuates because present knowledge about the
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future rests on a precarious basis and therefore decisions

which relate to the Micertain future also are precarious and

subject* to sudden and sweeping revision. Since investmeiit
^

is ^production other than for present consumption^ it js^cpii: ^

nected with the future in a direct manner. Although invest"

ment may take the Toim of producing more consumers goods

than are currently consuMed^ the more important form is

investment in durable producers goods^ like factories^ houses, ^

railroads, apartment houses, et cetera.^ A decision to build a
,

factory depends on.what is expected to happen in the future.*^

However* the outstanding fact about the future, so far as

economic life is concerned at least, is that^e know j'eij

little about^il. The potential investor must be guided..by his

in reaching his decision to build or not to build

a new factory. The_vague ^and uncertain state lof^Qur knowl-

edge rules out the possibility,jhat these expectations ^can be

reduced to a rational, scientific basis. Yet as practical people

living in a society whose productivity depends upon large-

scale investment in durable assets, we must make and do

make decisions concerning the long-term futur^, even though

they rest on®a ff)undation of shifting sand. Since those who

make these dollars-and-cents decisions have very little confi-

dence in the correctness of the judgment which leads to any

particular investment, the prevailing attitudes which affect

investment and employment so seriously axe easily provoked

to sudden change. If wealth-accumulation were a matter of

secondary importance, the vague and uncertain sfete of our

knowledge of the future would not matter so greatly. Bcit‘

under modern industrial caghalism, wealth-accumulation
‘

(investmenty^is'^^bTslForSie success|ui functiomn,g„of the,^

entire economic sjstem.
•

In ihe market place, entrepreneurs and other prospective

investors shelter themselves from the turbulent stream of

4. Houses miglit be includied in durable coisjsuiiiers goods, but iBCome

statistics classify them.under investment. They aore of such obvious importance

that tbey^ave betn used for illustrative purposes even tbougk they are

not strictly a producers good.
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coming events that flows out of a dimly lit future by adopting

protective attitudes that give the appearance of rational con-

duct. These attitudes include the assumption that the*present

is a much better guide to the future than a candid examina-

tion of the past would warrant. .There is, in other words, a

tendency to abstract from the fact that we know very little

about the long-term future. The further assumption is made
that existing opinions as reflected in the stock market, bond

market, and other organized markets are based on a correct 'i

summing up of future prospects. Finally, because investors

have so little confidence in their own opinions, they tend to

rely upon the judgment of the majority or average. What
Keynes calls “conventions^! judgments” become the basis of

market-placg behavior. They are conventional because they

involve a gen'eral concurrence of opinion or the acceptance

of a convention as a substitute for genuine knowledge which

does not exist. Although investors have grave doubts concern-

ing the soundness of action based on mass psychology, they

accept it as correct behavior in the absence of any positive

evidence that ^t is incorrect. When something new does tiun

up to indicate that past behavior has been*inc®rrect, a vio-

lent, shift takes place. judgments lend some
stability jls. long as the, convention is accepted^, but when the

convention breaks down, instability becomes the order of the

day. Thus the state of expectations rests on a razor’s edge and
investment markets .are charged with potential panic. When
one conventional judgment gives way to another, all new
judgments tend to move in t^e same direction. The sweeping
nature of changes in conventional judgments stands in con-

trast with the classical theory oJ the market which assumes
that the pessimistic decisions of som'e strong-minded individu-

als will offset the optimistic decisicms of other strong-minded
individuals. •

By assijming that tnvestors possess presfent knowledge
about the future quite different from that which they actually

possess, the classioal theory underestimates ‘*the concealed
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factors of utter doubt, precariousness, hope and fear,^^^ The
oyer-rationalistic psychology of the classical economists leads

to a misinterpretation of behavior in the investment market,

and to a neglect of the strategic role of money as a protective

link between the present and the uncertain future. For as we
have seen, the uncertain future which makes real investment

hazardous also lends enchantment to money as a store of

value*

Despite these important differences between the psycholog-

ical assumptions of Keynes and those of the classical school,

there is one respect in which their psychological theory is

similar. The classicists assume rational behavior on the part

of individuals. The individual behavior posited by Keynes is

also rational, within the limitations of the given situation. It is

quite rational for a bewildered investor to want fo hold money
during a depression-created crisis, even though this behavior

brings results that are highly irrational from the point of

view of the economic system as a whole,,WhereasJtha,cIassical

economists are concerned with rational l)ehavior in a rational

world, Keynes is concerned with rational behavior in ^n irra-

tiorm^ world,® •

Under five separate headings w« have outlined the funda-

mental ideas of Keynes’ General Theary. It is a general

theory that pertains to all levels of employment for the eco-

nomic system as a whole. It is a theory of a monetary economy

in the sense that money is an important form in which to store

wealth, and interest is the premium paid for nof-hoarding-

wealth in this formTItis a theory in which fluctuations in the

volume of investment account ioi fluctuations in employment.

Fluctuations in the volume of investment are largely accounted

for by the fluctuating and uncertain nature of expectations re-

garding the future returns*from capital assets and the future

terms on which money may be lent at int(^est. From the pres-

entation of thesfi basic ideas, it is apparent that they ^re closely

related to each other. One idea cannot be discussed without

5. ‘The General of Employment ” op. cit, page 222.
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bringing in th6 othcrso Tbc tbcory o£ interest and money is

really one theory. Investment involves consideration ofmoney

as an alternative form of storing wealth. Investment' in real
j

capital assets occurs only if the expectations of profits are in'

excess of the premium that must be paid for borrowing

money. The uncertain nature of knowledge about the future

accounts both for the existence of money as a store of value

ahd the precariousness of investment in real capital assets.

These related ideas are all brought together into one theory

of employment, which is the essence of the General Theory,

and may be stated as follows f"ln a world in which* the eco-

nomic future is highly uncertain and in which money is an

important form for storing wealth, the general level of em-

ployment depends upon the relation between the expected

profits from Investment in capital assets and the interest

premium which must be paid to induce wealth-holders to

surrender control of their money. If there is confidence in the

future, real investment will occur and employment will be at

a high level. Although interest will continue to be paid for

not-hoa^ding, this premium can be paid and still enable entre-

preneurs to carry out real investment on term* which they

expect to be profitable. Wh«n confidence in the future is lack-

ing and the expectations for profits are dim, the premium re-

quired to get wealth-holders to part with their money will

exceed the expected rate of return. Investment and employ-

ment will fall to a low level. A depression is a period in which

the premitim that must be paid for not-hoarding money ex-

ceeds the rate of return e:^qcted from building new capital

assets of almost every type. T|?erefore, men are not employed

to build, new factories, and lacking income, they have little

money with which to* buy the output of existing factories.

While the economic storm is raging*, no one is able to pay the

premium necessary 1:o lure away from wealth-holders their

highly preferred cash. •Wealth-accumulation dwindles, work-

ers lose their jobs, and the storm grows worse.

Eefer^nces for Fiartlier Readlilg
See references at end of Chapter 3.



CHAPTER 2

The Classical Backgroimd

I shall argue that the postulates of the classical theory are
applicable to a special case only and mot to the general

case <. , , Moreover, the characteristics of the special case

assumed by the classical theory happen not to be those of

the economic society in which we actually live, with the

result that its teaching is misleading and disastrous if

we attempt to apply it to the facts of experience*

J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment^, Interest

and Money

To UNDERSTAI4D tbc nature and novelty of Keynes’ ideas, ?t is

useful to know their setting. The fundamental ideas sketched

in the preceding chapter represent a reaction to what seemed

to him the unsatisfactory character of the prevailing princi-

ples of economics. On the first page of the text of the General

Theory, Keynes says, . . the classical theory ... is mislead-

ing and disastrous if we attempt to apply it to the’facts oi

experience.” Classical economics^ bears to Keynes’ General

Theory much the same relation that mercantilism bears to

Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations. Just as it would be difficult,

if not impossible, to understand Smith without knowing some-

thing about mercantilist theory and practice, so jt is difficuli

to understand Kevnes without knowing* something abojul

classical theory and practice_An insistence upon practice as

wll as principles is important because the ultimate meaning

Haroouit^ Brace tind tk)., Inc., 1936, page 3.
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of tlie principles is to be discovered only when they.are put

into practice. ,•

The term “classical economics” as used by Keynes refers

to the traditional or orthodox principles of economics which

have been handed down and generally accepted by academic

economists since the time of David Ricardo, the famous Eng-

lish economist of the early nineteenth century.^ Although

these principles have been refined and elaborated by many

writers of varying shades of opinion, they comprise a well-

established body of doctrine which forms the core.of analyt-

ical material presented in principles of economics text-

books which appeared before 1947. This set of principles

has become so widely accepted over a period of more than a

century that jt merits the label “classical.” Keynes has been

criticized for viewing the classical theory as a sm^Ie^odyToI.

vimrfieH~tEought. Undoubtedly he was guilty of oversimplify-

ing a vast body of doctrine contributed to by many able

scholars. Whether his oversimplification is in general unfair

to the classical position is an issue on which there is likely to

be disagreeihent. However, the present chapter is concerned

with the classical theory as background and not with what

Keynes said it was. So far as possible, polemics have been

dispensed with in the following discussion of the classical

background.^

1. As Keynes points out, he uses the term ^classical economics’* and
‘‘classical economists” in a rather unusual sense. He means by “classical

economists^ the followers of Ricardo, including John Stuart Mill, Alfred

Marshall, and A. C. Pigou. The term “classical economists” waa invented by
Karl Marx to refer to Ricardo and his predecessors, including Adam Smith.

Throughout this book the term “classical” is used in the eense in which
Keynes employs it, to refer to the orfhodox economics M the past century

and a quarter. The writings of Professor Pigou are the special target of many
of Keynes* criticisms of

*
“classical” economics because Professor Pigou is

the latest of the great representatives ol this body of doctrine. However,
Professor Pigou, along ^ith many other economists, has modified his position

as a result of Keynes’ influence. Nevertheless, he has accepted the mantle of

classicism jind continues tcf write in its defense, •

2, A full understanding of Keynes* attack on classical economics presup*

poses a knowledge of Keynes’ own theory. His mor^ detailed criticism of the

classical position will lie found in the General Theory, Chapter 2f “The Postu-

lates of Classical Economics.” In this chapter his criticisms are specifically

directed at Professor Pigou’s The Theory of pnemploymenL Keynes recognized
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Whatever may be said about the fairness of Keynes’ crit-

icisms,-.^e was not an uninitiated outsider when he launched

his attack on the citadel of classicism. He was brought up on

and for many years adhered to the Cambridge version of the

classical theory. His father, John Neville Ke)mes, was a dis-

tinguished lecturer at Cambridge University and a close

friend of Alfred Marshall, the greatest of all the Cambridge

classical economists, whose Principles of Economics, first

published in 1890, still stands as the landmark of classical

achievement. John Maynard Keynes was a student and dis-

ciple of Marshall. During most of his career, he accepted and

taught the classical principles in the form in which they

emanated from Marshall. There is much in the classical prin-

ciples which Keynes continued to accept as valid and useful.

In his last article, which appeared posthumously in 1946, he

wrote : “I find myself moved, not for the first time, to remind

contemporary economists that the classical teaching embodied

some permanent truths of great significance, which we are

liable to-day to overlook because we associate them with

other doctrines which we cannot now accept ivithoijt much

qualification*. . *. It shows how much modernist stuff, gone

wrong and turned sour and silly^^is circulating in our sys-

tem . . By 1946 Keynes probably felt his triumph over the

classical theory was secure enough to justify this warning to

the younger “revolutionaries,” some of whom he felt had

gone too far in throwing overboard the classical tradition. In

his General Theory, Keynes emphasized the differences rather

than the similarities between his and the classical theory 4n

order better to drive home his njam points.'

It would, however, be a mistake to underestimate the fun-

damental significance of Keynes’ attack on classical eco-

.. •

the shortcomings of this chapter and stated it was the part of his Cenerd

Theory most in need of revision. Some of the changes are to- be found in

Keynes’' article, “Relative Movements of Real Wges and Output,” The Eco>

nomic lournah March, 1939, VoL XLIX, No. 193, pages 34-51. His fundamental

argument remains unaSected by these amendments,

3. "Thebalance*of Payments of the United ^States,’^ The Economic Joumd^

June, 1946, VoL LVI, No. 222, pages 185-186.
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nomicSa In an age in wMcli laissez“faire is dead^ it is im«

portant to divorce economic theory from laissez-faife^ even

though that marriage^ which was performed so well By Adam
Smithy has been losing ground at least since the time of John

Stuart MilL Viewing classical theory as a whole^ its practical

meaning is still to be found in the presumption in favor of

laissez-faire. Viewing Keynes’ theory as a whole^ its revolu-

tionary nature lies in the repudiation of any presumption in

favor of laissez-faire. In this sense5 Keynes’ challenge strikes

at the heart of classical theory and ramifies especially into

the fields of unemployment theory, monetary theory, interest

theory, price theory, inflation, business cycles, fiscal policy,

international trade, foreign exchange, and other major fields'

of economics. \

The Content of Classical Economics

Classical economic theory
_
rests on the assumption^ of full,

employment of labor an^ other. There may be

lapses from full^mploymen^^ but these axe regarded^s_ab-

nof^ia} and tSiejr^explanation ^es^ constitute a basic part

,

pf_the_£i^ject malte^oi classical economics. If at any time 1

there is not actually ful? employment, the classical theory

asserts there^kj.lways a tendency toward, full employment.^

rhejaormal_^sjtuation is stable equilibrium at fuU^employ-

mrat. If disturbance does persist, it is attributed by the class-

ical school to interference by government or private monopoly
with the free play 'of^market forces.'**”As a general rule to

which there are minor exceptions, the social pqlicy w^h
guarantees_^ normal^ full employment _isjaissez-fam^^ the ab-

sence of government control of private enterprise. Iri contrast

with this, Kgynes ta^esjfie normal^ condition ofJaissezjaire

-apfiafem to be^ a^fluctim^^T^^Ipremp The pri-

mary purpose of Keynes’ theory is to explain what_^determines

theyplume of,en^loy^nt,al~a^ time.

4. Figou, A. C., EquUibrium and Employment^ page 78. London^ MacmlllaE
and Co^ Ltd., 1941. See also. Lapses from Ft^ Enip&ymenty Cliapter V«
London: MacmiHan and Co., Ltd., 1945.
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r:: aL:3iiiptL':g id explain wha^ dscerraines Lie rcl-

^vi':5_^-:^^ep?plcyrneni. :n0 classfSpd^'^Sid^y
^ fnU en>.

ploy^^erJ: a :c gees on lo explain no'-/ ji^we^'z tc:a.. Yoiniie cl

re3cnLces\ls'_auoqe.ied. in_pied:u-c:^on_ and io'-v' the incc/ne^

ce.::ve_d iro:^ nrcdncroTi.d3 dis.r:bu:e£ Ic Lne c'ls'srerd types

o£ vecenrees pc.r::c:pa::ng in pronnexion^j Ine markex forces

-vfalcn ana care resources in proanction ana aeiermine tne

rewards in distribution are suppby and__ demai^.* The genera]

reiatiors of srpply and demand determine the isladve values

ot individuai resources and commodities. Expressed in terms

ef inone^u these values are prices5 and tbe pricing system is

the unconscious "^^pianning"’ rneebanism which guides private

Indhd coals, in pxirsuic o± inanlrrram individual rewards^ zo

a 'locate econonncally and mVij the total resources oi lie

economic systenn Thls^ in brief outline^ is the "welikno'wn

'ieory of vaiue^ nisxiibuiion^ and productiouj which forms

the core of classical economic ikeory^

Classical theory focuses on the use of a given quantity of

resources by individual firms and individual industries

wiibu ibe economic system as a whole. Tf more ^^esournes^re

employed in^one^industry^ they are assumed to be drawi
away from otlier industries. If mofe resccrces

by one firm, they are assumed to be drawn away from other

firms. Thus the_choice is between employment .here .and-j©?^-

“^o^/ment there, and not between employment and imempioy=

ment. Additions=lo lotai output in one direction are at the ex-

pense of deductions from -total output somewhere else in the

economic system and are not additions to total output result-

ing from putting to work pr^vi^usly unemployed resources.

classical economics is a study of t^^^ternatiye uses of

a given quaimtycrempldye3“f8sam*ces£ resources are

ideally allocated^ there isTio way 'Ey which total output can

be increased by reallocation. In the long ran, o£ course, in-

creases in population and productivity and the discovery of

new resources result in incieases in total employment and

output. In contrast with the emphasis upon the use of a given

total quantity of resources by individual firms and industries,
«
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Keynes’ general theory of employment deals with changes in

output and employment in the economic system as a wllole as

a result of fluctuations in the quantity of employed resources.

Acceptance of full employment as the normal condition of

an exchange economy is justified in classical economics by

the assumption that supply creates its own demand. This as-

sumption or “principle” is called Say’s law of markets, after

J. B. Say, an early nineteenth-century French economist who

was one of the first to state the “law” in a dogmatic form. By
supply creating its own demand is meant that every4)roducer

who brings goods to market does so only in order to exchange

them for other goodsisfSay assumed that the only reason peo-

ple work and produce is in order to enjoy the satisfaction of

consuming. In an exchange economy, therefore, whatever is

produced represents the demand for another product. Addh
tional supply is additional demand^The analysis is carried on

in'WfmTorBixfef^’ltut tKe'ISt 13iat sales and purchases are

made with money is assumed not to affect the process, except

that exchange based on money is more efficient than exchange

bas(i>d on barler. When a resource is put to work a product

(output) is produced and income is paid to those who con-

tribute to its production. The sales receipts or proceeds which

an employer can expect to receive from the output produced

is assumed to cover the cost of the output for all levels of

employment in the economic system, provided tlie contribu-

tors of regources are willing to accept rewards commensurate

with their productivity. This does not mean that each addi-

tional worker need purchase'exactly the same product which
he himself producesVlt signifies- merely that the new income
from his employment will create a sufficient demand to take

off the market an amount of output equivalent to that pro-

duced by virtue of his employment. As long as production is

directed into proper channels, whatever is produced can be
“sold. Misdirected proSuction may result in temporary over-

supply of some particular items but there can be no general^
overproduction as dong as supply creates its own demand. If

errors result in excess production of^some particular items of
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output, this will be corrected when entrepreneurs shift froni

the production of things they cannot sell (at a profit) to the

producfion of things they can sell (at a profit). In brief, Say^j
.

law of markets is^a^enial of the possibility of general over-

production, that is, a denial of the possibility of a deficiency^

of aggregate demand. Therefore, the employment of more re-

sources will always he profitable and will take place up to the

point of full employment, subject to the limitation that the

contributors of resources are willing to accept rewards no

greater than their physical productivity justifies. There can be

no general unemployment, according to this view, if workers

will accept what they are Vorth/’

In an exchange economy, Say’s law means there will always

be a sufficient rate of spending to maintain full employment*.

The classical justification of full employment as ‘"‘normal”

rests on the assumption that income is spent automatically at

a rate which will keep all resources employed. Although most

people spend most of their income fairly “automatically” for

things they need or want to consume, there is also in any

community a certain proportion of income that ^ saved. This,

however, is mo (Sbstacle to spending or employment in the

classical analysis because what each individual saves is as-

sumed nevertheless to be spent. (Saving is spending for pro-

ducers goods (investment)) Since saving is just another form

of spending, according to the classical theory, all income is

spent, partly for consumption and partly for investment (pro-

ducers goods) . .There is no reason to expect a break in the

flow of the income stream and
^
therefore supply creates its

own demand.
‘" Flexibility in the rate of interest is the mechanism which is

supposed to maintain equality of community saving and com-

munity investment in the classical scheme. If the amount of

saving tends to become excessive, force? operating through

the rate of inte’rest are set in motion tS reduce saving and to

increase investment until they are brought to -equality with

each othter. Imthe first place, the higher i-ate of saving will

tend to lower the rate of interest, and a lower irate of interest



will lessen the Incentive to save. Since interest is viewed as the

reward for savings an increase in interest rates will increase

saving and a decrease in interest rates will decrease saving.

In tie second place, the lower rate of interest will increase

the incentive to invest to an extent which will absorb the addi-

tional savings which remain after the rate of interest has de-

clined. Other influences also enter the picture to maintain the

efjuality of saving and investment at full employment. ‘An

increase in saving''represents a decrease in the demand for

consumption goods’ and causes their prices to fall. Lower
prices mean lower profits, which cause resources to shift out

of the consumers goods industries into invests^ent goods in-

dustries, where the demand has increased. ‘'It should be
observed that saving is linked to investment by a delicate

mechanisnl, yet one which bears a heavy burden in making
the adjustments that preserve full employment. If it seems
strange that investment should increase at the very time con-

sumption is "decreasing, this is explained in the classical theory
in terms of the presupposition that a decision to consume less

todjy ^ linked directly with a decision to consume more at a
later date. The classical theory does not ahknoViedge that a
fall in consumption, instead of leading to an increase in in-

vestment, may lead to a fall in total demand and thereby to

unemployment. Nor does the classical theory recognize as a
significant motive for saving the desire for wealth as such.

The Meaning of Full Employment and Unemployment: The
assertion that classical economic theory rests on the assump-
tion of full employment calk for definitions of “full employ-
ment” and “unemployment.” fo is more accurate to say that
the classical position assumes there is no involuntary unem-
ployment, as distinguished from voluntary aiid frictional

unemployment) Voluntary un^employment exists when poten-
tial workers are 'Simling to accepTtfie'going'waeefor'waees
slifflfly dess than the going wage. Workers on strike for

are^ an example of voluntary tmemployment.
They are voluntanly unemployed in the sense that by taking
a lower wage than they are asking^they could be .employed.
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There are other forms of voluntary idleness on the part of

potential workers which hardly Justify being classed as xmem-

ploymefit at alh/Some wealthy persons^ the ^Tdle rich/^ and

some habitually lazy people^ the ^Tdle poor/^ are of this type.

When people refuse of their own volition to wprk^ they should

not he classified as unemployed, and therefore full employ-

ment can exist even though some people are voluntarily idle,

"--^h rictional unemployment exists when men are temporarily

out oTlvoS^ecau^^TS^Sflections urtbeTaEoFffli^^
”

Man^faHorsTnay^ccoun^ frictional unemployment: the

immobility of labor, the seasonal nature of some work, short-

ages of materials, breakdowns in machinery and equipment,

ignorance of job opportunities, et cetera. In a dynamic society

in which some industries are declining and others are rising

and in which people are free to work wherever they wish

(providing they can find a Job), the volume of frictional un-

employment may be fairly large at any time. In the United

States, where the total labor force is approximately sixty

millions, it is estimated that frictional unemployment aver-

ages at least two millions, or about three per cen% at al^ tigies.

Frictional uifem|iloyment is undesirable and every possible

step should be taken to minimize it within the limits of free-

dom of occupational choice, but it is not a major problem

because employable persons seeking work will not, as a rule,

remain unemployed for frictional reasons more than a few

weeks or months.

employmenf ’ as thus defined is consistent witi^ol-

_^Wtar^7uiiempQ3nn^xr andTallows^^^^ of

frictional unemployment
^F^"emp!o^iiir^strin^l£e^

sence of involuntary unemployTOentTlnTEemasSca^

ibis typeofimempoyniiff^ €rist.f While there is

5. Keynes cites the following passage from Professor Figon^s major work,

the Economics of Welfare, to illustrate how the classical economists ignored

the problem of invohintary unemployment: “Throughout this discussion, except

when the contrary is expressly stated, the fact that some resources are gener-

ally unemployed against the wiE of the owners is ignored. Tim i&es not a§ert

the suhstamce of the argument^ while it simplifies Sts exposition/* Pigou,,

Economics of Welfare, 4th edition, page 127. Cited in Keynes* Qeitetid Theory^

page 5. The ijialics are supplied by Keynes.
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more involved in the issue between Keynes and the classicists

than mere facts, the latter cannot be ignored since, after all,

issues like this must ultimately be resolved by an appeal to

common sense and the hard facts of experience. In the United

States at the bottom of the depression in 1932, there were
approximately 15,000,000 unemployed workers, and at the

top of the business cycle in 1937 there remained more than

7,500,000 unemployed. Allowing for as many as 3,000,000
frictionally unemployed, it hardly seems plausible that the

remaining millions were in any significant sense voluntarily

unemployed. Millions tramped the streets looking for work at

almost any price and found only “No Help Wanted” signs.

The same conclusion seems justified for the United Kingdom,
where between the first and second world wars the percentage
of workers out of employment seldom fell below 10 per cent,

and ranged upward to 22 per cent of the registered workers.
Since 2 or 3 per cent is considered normal frictional unem-

'

ployment, is it any wonder that Keynes and others found
unsatisfactory a theory which appeared to do such violence
to the facts of experience?

^

ifow do the representatives of the classfcal cchool recon-
cile their denial of involusitary imemployment with the im-
^niahle fact that there do exist large numbers idle men
and women who want work but cannot find it? The crux of
the answer to this important question seems to be that collec-
tive action as taken by labor xmions and in the form of gov-
ernmental intervention creates an imperfect labor market in
which wage rates are not free to fall to their competitive
levels. Monopolistic behavior^gn^tbe part of labor and labor’s
friends is responsible for unemployment. Under' perfectly
free'bon^Jg^dnTWr whairPrbfessor Pigou calls “thorough'
going competition,” among wage' earners, wage rates fall
under the pressure df unemployipent until all who are willing
to work ftan find emp5oyment.(^ long as thfere is anybody
unemployed, he will, under thorough-going competition, offer
himself for emplofment and beat down wage rates ilntil it is
profitable for employers to hire everyone who wants to work.
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Professor Pigou contends that these conditions substan-

tially obtained prior to the first world war when iinemploy-

mentj apart from cyclical marnlestations, remained at a low

levcL Since that time and to some extent even in the earlier

period, certain new pheimmena have amen to weaken ^eatly

the competitive forces in the labor market. Chief among these

are collective bargaining by trade unions, minimum-wage

laws, unemployment insurance, increased work relief pay-

ments, and tacit agreement among workers generally not to

accept Ipwer wages than what thw^nd the community con-

'^sider a reasonable living wage^^m pressures exerted

by labor unions and gQveinmentji^rvM!TI!M“°ln"^

market have tended to maintain wage rates abovFtKTlCTSr^

tnSTemand^rjscork-ts-safasned before ,everyone wili-

,|ng to wor£ at prevailing wage rates can find ^inployme^

^MticE oflBrsTMenT^oynien strictly voluntary on the

.part of the individual unemployed worker since there is rela-

Itively little he can do about the closed shop, minimum-wage

uaws, or the more-than-competitive wages being received by

the employed. In fact, relatively high unemplbyment wjsur-

ance payments and poor reliefremove the incentive for wage

earners to work for the low wag^ rates which many of them

must accept if they want employment.'^ome individuals can,

of course, find employment by accepting wage reductions

which other workers refuse to accept. However, many prefer

to remain idle rather than be subjected to the humiliating

taunts that they are despicable “scabs” who lower the stand-

ards of fellow workers. Where the union contract or the law

does not restsain, the forces.of»class pressure may work with

great effectiveness to maintain wage rates above the competi-

tive ideal which would permit full employment. The conclu-

sion drawn by the classical school from^these considerations

is that in spite of strong group pressure this type of unem-

ployment is nevertheless voluntary in the sense Aat accep-

tance of lower wage rates would create a derhand for more

employment. If wage rates were lowered sufficiently, all non-

frictionak unemployment would disappear. Thus, according
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to the classical theory, labor is guilty of a type of grpup be-

havior in the form of collective bargaining and oflierwise

which causes many fellow-workers to suffer unemployment.

The responsibility for unemployment is placed at the door of

labor itself. The practical lesson is clear: Since unemploy-

ment, apart from the frictional type, is caused by wages being

too high, the cure is lower wages.®

Keynes’ Objections to Classical Theory

What Keynes objected to most strongly in the classical rea-

soning is the notion that unemployment will^isappeaiLif
workers will just accept sufficimtly low wage ra^es. He repudi-

ates the assumption that the labor market is always a seller’s

matket in which labor can be sold if workers will just be will-

ing to accept wage cuts. There are two aspects of Keynes’

objection to Pigou’s view that flexible wage rates will cure

unemployment. The first may be called the practical and the

second the theoretical aspect.

In a practical sense labor unions are an integral part of

modern democratic economics, and welfare le^slation such

6. While It would be unfair t(f attribute the position stated in the above
paragraph to many of the so-called classical economists, it is, I believe, a cor^

rect paraphrase of the meaning of Professor Pigou’s Theory of Unemployment,
upon which Keynes bases his statement of the classical theory of unemploy-

ment, In his Lapses from Full Employment, published in 1945, Professor Pigou

says he is in favor of attacking the problem of unemployment by manipulating

demand rattier than by manipulating wages. This involves a major departure

from the classical position and a major triumph for Keynes. Despite his posi-

tion on policy, which clearly differs from that taken in his Theory of Unem-
ployment (1933), Professor Pigou continues to defend the classical position,

although he acknowledges some oversights in formulation. In^ Lapses from Full

Employment Pigou concludes a chapter, “The Classical View,” with this

statement: “The final result of this discussion is to suggest that, though there

are subtleties of theory which the classicists did not envisage, for broad prac-^

tical purposes their conclusion was correct.^ In stable conditions, apart from
frictions, immobility an^ so on, thorough-going competition among wage-

earners would ensure the establishment and maintenance of full employment
except in c^cumstances which we are very unlikely to fneet with in fact.”

(page 25). It is left for the reader to try to reconcile this statement with that

in the Preface, where states: “Professor Dennis Robertson . . . has warned
me that the form of the book may suggest that I am in favour of afiackmg the

problem of unemployment by manipulating wages rather than by manipulating

demand. I wish, therefore, to say clearly that ffiis is not (page v)

.
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as jr.iTura'iiii-'wage ia^ws anc icXieaplojiBeiii iasurasace are

iy liere :o s'lav, Tiiereioxe, it Is bad coiilacs eveii li iL

.

prcbs*'

3AU'UjLi^ -JC CDiis^dered gcad 3Coi:C’_’n:cs J,c ZC IBDCC

tijiiions cizCi to libera], labor legisiado'ao* Pigou^s soinlion oi

wzgd Taxes cehlzi oizlj te realisea in a freely comped-

d7a la^cT iTiamet or in a ccrnnleier/ auLiioricanan tecononry«

Ir: democratic societies, vnich bci Keynes anil Pigon presup-

posCc, iaoor unions are not likely i3 oe eliminaied, miniiniirn'-

wage laws are not like!]," io be zeze&^en. luiernplOjTnient coir**

nensatioi; Is not likely to be lowered, and public cpmion as to

wba: consdcutes a reascnaoie iivirg ^-^age is not iikeiy to ne

revised do'vnwards in tbe lignc of :ne tremendous pro-

vductivitj" 01 rrocein leclmelcgyr A minimum charge againsi

Pigo’As thecr3r of unamc-Oj^men.: is its irre.'evaijce as a guide

Lc nzhey under conditions as Aiey have come lo exist m die

actual -vend of the past se^-^-eial decades and as they will

probsbl}/' continue to exist in the foreseeable future^ ^
Eio^/zeysi, even if all the conditions necessary to restore per-

fectly free cr ihorougb-going compedtion among wage earners

might.3 by some miracle, be realized, this woSld not :^eec

Keynes'’ furicfame/ital challenge to the classical school. His

theory.of employment and uneirApioyineiit -does not rest on the-

premise of_ rigid wage rates, He_£lB?iteruia.lbat me.volume,01

y eiiective demand not by the

wage bargains between workers and employers, Kejmes^ uiii*

mate theoretical ex^planation of unemployment rests, as was

hinted in the preceding chapter and as will be developed more

fully subsequently, on the stieWpess^ofjidexest rates taken in

conjunction wkh the irrationality of business mer/s expecta-

tions about investffient in durable capital assets.^n Keynes'’

view, the "peculiar characteristics of a developed mone^ry

economy account for unemployment, Evei^ if wage rates were

perfeedy flexible and commodity prices^periectly competitive,

unemplcyment could stilhexistbHis explanation o£ uliemploy-

ment does not depend on the cleclme of coippetition oi recent

decades.

While the above discussion does not do Justice to the rela-
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tions between Keynes and the classical theory,^ perhaps

enough has been said to indicate the circumstances which pro-

voked him to advance The General Theory of Employment,

Interest and Money in 1936. The great depression of the

1930’s, like all depressions, involved tremendous loss of

human and material values. Mass unemployment is second,

perhaps, only to war in the magnitude of its human degrada-

tion and physical wastefulness. The world was poor not be-

cause it lacked material resources, technical skill, or the will

to work, or even because it misallocated its employed re-

sources; it was poor because something was radically wrong

with the way men thought and conducted their economic

affairs. The practical advice which came implicitly if not

always explicitly from the classical theory seemed misleading

and disastrous. Cutting wages and salaries seemed to Keynes

both demoralizing and unsound. He sought a means to pros-

perity through monetary expansion, public investment, and
other forms of governmental action. This represented a de-

parture from traditional laissez-faire, but Keynes had no

illusions aboill the invisible hand that is supposed to guide

men in the right paths if they will just pursue their own self-

interest., He had long since written off laissez-faire. Keynes
disagreed with those who seemed to say we cannot do what we
must do because if we do we shall lose our freedom. Such a
view seemed to indicate a lack of faith in freedom and repre-

sentative government rather than their defense. Keynes wanted
governmental action because he saw the need for rules of the

road from which all will benefit but without which p^p!e grt

in each other’s way and no one gets anywhere. As one writer

has aptly stated, Keynes was the first academic economist of

high professional repute since Malthus to attack the doctrine
j

that the economic forces of a private-property economy tend '

to bring about the employment of all who wish to work at the j

prevailing wage rates.
^

f—

7. Tliis is discussed rnpre fully in the final chapter.
^

8. Hayes, H. Gordon, Spending^ Saving, and Employment, page 133. New
York; Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1945.
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The great fault of the classical theory is its irrelevance to

conditions in the contemporary capitalist world. In many sig-

nificant respects, the classical theory, as summed up by Alfred

Marshall, is more useful in a socialist economy, which may
be assumed to conform closely to the ideal of full employ-
ment. In capitalist economies where widespread unemploy-
ment, business cycles, inflation, and other forms of instability

constitute the chief problems of public policy, the basic need

is for a theory which will diagnose these ills in a manner
which will furnish a guide to action for their solution or

alleviation. Such a new and more relevant theory has emerged
in Keynes^ general theory of employment, interest and money.

s/Referenees for Fiirtlier Reading

See references at end of Chapter 3.



This analysis supplies m with an explanation of the para»

dox of poverty in the midst of plenty* For the mere
existence of an insiifficiency of effective demand may^ and
often willj bring the increase of employment to a stand-

stiU before a level of full employment has been reached

o o * Moreover the richer the communityj the wider will

tend to be the gap between its actual and its potential

production; and therefore the more obvpous and out-

rageous the defects of the economic system^
r

J, M, KeyneSj The General Theory of Employment^ Interest

md Money

A SUMMAEY of Keynes^ general theory of employment natu-

rally focuses on the principle of effective demand, which em-
bodies in a systematic mamler^the fundamental ideas dis-

cussed in Chapter 1 above* The purpose of this summary is to

give the reader a bird's eye view of the whole theory before

presenting a detailed account of its individual parts* Subse-

quent discussion of th^ individual parts will have more mean-
ing if their relations to the rest of the theory are already

understood* This appears to be the best way to resolve the

dilemma which inevitably arises in explaining a systematic

^ Haxcourt, Brace and Co,, Inc., 1936, pager 30-31.

28
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body of thought: The parts have meaning only in relation to

the whole, yet the whole is made up of individual parts which

must he appreciated before the whole can be explained. In

our preliminary survey it will be necessary to use some spe-

cial terms whose full meaning must await more detailed

explanation in subsequent chapters.

The Principle of Effective Demand

The logical starting point of Keynes’ theory of employment is

the principle of effective demand.^ Total employment de-

pend^s on total demand, and unemployment results from a

deficiency^of total demand. Effective demand,manifests itself

in the spending of income. As employment increases, income

increases. A fundamental principle is that as the read income

of a community increases, consumption will also increase

by less than income. Therefore, in order to have sufficient

demand to sustain an increase in employment there must be

an increase in real investment equal to the gap between in-

come and the consumption demand out of that income, fe

other words,^ employment cannot increase unless investraent

increasesTlhiTislK^oi^orthe principle of eff^tiye^^^mdl

SmceTfls fundamental to th^generrf thewy of employment,

it'l^T Be~ristated on an expanded basis in Ae following

paragraphs.

Aggregate demand and aggregate supply

The term “demand” as used by Keynes'refers to aggregate

demand of the whole economic system. Aggregate demand

must be clearly distinguished from the demand for the prod-

ucts of individual firms and individual industries which is

the usual type represented in supply and demand diagrams,

'

The demand for a firm or industry means a schedule of vari-

1. As explained 'below, the adjective “effectbV’ is used to designate the

point on the aggregate demand curve where it is intersected^ by the aggregate

supply curve. There are other points on the aggregate demand curve but these

are not effective m determining the actual volume of "'employment. “Effective’’

is also helpful m emphasizing the distinction between mere desire to buy and

desire plus ability to buy. Only^the latter has economic significance.
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ous amotmts of a commodity which wiU be purchased at a

series of prices. Price means the amount of money received

from the sale of a given physical quantity of output such as a

bushel of wheat or a ton of steel. Since the output of the entire

economic system cannot be measured m any simple physical

^t like a bushel or ton,

ployed as the measure^ofjou®aLAS.a.^w^jrhe^^^^^^

i5i31nr*^ri^’’Tor output of any given amount ofym-

bloyment is the total sum of money, or proceeds, which is

Lpected from ihe^s^e of^fee,^ut prodi^d^
i^r^iaSTis exnpioys^. The aggr^tejeim^^

(N).

Figure 1. Aggregate Demand and^ Aggregate Suppty.
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or “ag^egate demand function” as Keynes calls k (repre*

sented by DD in Figure 1), is a schedule. of the proceeds ex-

pected from the sale of the output resulting from yarying

amounts of employment. As more labor is employed, more

output is produced, and the total proceeds are greater. In

other words, aggregate demand price increases as the amount

of employment increases, and decreases as the amduirt“df"

employment decreases.

“In Figure 1 the aggregate demand price or proceeds is rep-

resented along the vertical axis, and the quantity of employ-

ment (N) along the horizontal axis. The aggregate demand

schedule slants up toward the right, indicating that demand

increases with employment. This contrasts with an industry

demand curve which slants down toward the right, indicating

that the quantity sold will increase as the price falls.

In a business-enterprise economy in which production is

motivated by profit, each business man will employ that

number of workers which will yield him the greatest profit-

The total number of men employed in the whole economy is

the total or aggregate of those employed by all entreprenetq;s.

A certain minimum amount of proceeds will be necessary to

induce employers as a whole to offer any given aggregate

amount of employment. This minimum price or proceeds

which will just induce employment on a given scale is called

the aggregate supply price of that amount of employment.

The aggregate supply function is a schedule of the njinimum

' amounts of proceeds required to induce varying quantities of

\emplqymentaAs the amount of proceeds increases, a greater

amount of employment will bq offered to workers by employ-

ers. Therefore, the aggregate supply schedule (ZZ in Fig-

ure 1), like the aggregate demand schedule, slants up toward

the right as the amount of employment (N] increases. It will

not, however, follow the same course. There will he some

amounts of empIo}Tnent for which the proceeds experted will

exceed the proceeds necessary to induce a given volume of

employment and there will be some amounts of employment

for which the proceeds expected will not be sufficient to in-
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duce tliat amount of employment In between there will be

some amount of employment for which the expected proceeds

will just equal the necessary proceeds to make the employ-

ment profitable to entrepreneurs. At this point the aggregate

demand function intersects the aggregate supply function, and

the point of intersection determines the actual amount of em-

ployment at any time. This is the crux of Keynes’ theory of

employment. The aggregate demand schedule (DD) and the

aggregate supply schedule (ZZ), as represented in Figure 1,

intersect at the point E, corresponding to the amount of em-
ployment N. E at the point of intersection represents the ef-

fective demand. At this point, entr^rmieiixs.maximize thdr
expected profits. IfeitESrmore or less employment were
offered, profits would be less.*Thus at any one time, there is,

according to Keynes’ theory, a uniquely determined amount
of employment which will he most profitable for entrepre-'

neurs to offer to workers, ^here is no reason to assume this

point will correspond to full employment. The labor market
is not, as a rule, a seller’s market. Aggregate demand and
ag^egate supply might be equal at full »employment^but
this will occur only if inwjstment demand happens to equg.1

the gap between the aggregate supply price corresponding to

full employment and the amount which consumers in the ag-

gregate choose to spend for consumption out of income at full

empioynient. According to Keynes, the typical investment
demand will be inadequate to fill the gap between the amount
of income corresponding to full employment and the con-’

sumption demand out of thaj: income. Therefore, the aggre^
gate demand schedule and the aggregate supply schedule wil^
intersect at a point of less than full em’ployment. This estab-'^

lishes an equilibrium from which there will be no tendency to.

depart in the absence of some external change. In the absence
of a large volume of expected proceeds from the sale of in-

vestment gooHs, Ae total proceeds expected by employers
will be less than is necessary to induce them to offer employ^,
ment4;o all who are willing to work. Full employment is im-'’
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portant^ only as a limiting case. It may be defined as an ^

amounts of employment beyond which further increases
_
in

efiective demand do not in^eaiF^oiitpiiFan^

(po 26).

The maxim that ‘^^supply creates its own demand^^ means

that any increase in employment will lead to an additional

amount of proceeds sufficient to induce entrepreneurs to offer

the increased employment. If this maxim were valid^ aggre-

gate demand and aggregate supply would be equal for all

amounts of employment (N). On a diagram similar to Fig-

ure the classical theory would represent DD and ZZ as

equal for all amounts of employment (N). Since the expected

proceeds would always be adequate to induce more employ-

mentj competition among entrepreneurs for 'Workers and

among workers for jobs would lead to an expansion of em-

ployment as long as anyone is inYoluntarily unemployed. The

classical theory breaks down in attempting to apply Say’s law

to the demand for investment. For while it is true that more
|

employment will create more income of which some will be
j

spent for consumers goods, all of it will not be^spent in Ais
^

way and there is no reason to assume that the difference will

be devoted to investment expenditure. If investment does not
‘

increase when emplo3rment increases, the sum of consumption

demand and investment demand will be less than the aggre-

gate supply price for the higher level of employment. Entre-

preneurs will reduce employment to a level at which the ag-

gregate supply price exceeds the consumption demand by the

actual amount of investment.

Fiirtlier statemeiit ef the principle of effective demand
Since there is little that is novel about the aggregate supply

function, the essence of Keynes’ theory is iound in his analy-

sis of the aggregate demand function.
^

Since employment de-

pends on demand and total demand is equal to total income,

the geneij^al theory of employment is also a theory of aggre-

gate demand or of aggregate income. Since the value of total

output is equal to total income, Keynes’ ftieory may also be



C.1W a ieory of aggregate «utput

t},p Broduction of output on the one hand and m the. creation

of income on the other. Total output will have a value equal

to total income. Total output consists of the production of con-

sumers goods and the production of investment goods. Total

INCOME
(IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

Figure 2. Income Determined by the Propensity to Consnme

and the Amount of Investment.

/2 Any number of divisions of total output could be made. For some pur-

poses it is convenient to make a three-'old division of total national product

by setting the contribution of government apart in a separate category. For

o*er problems a four-fold division into consumption, pnvate investment, g -

emment investment, and foreign investment (net exports) is used. In the

General Theory Keynes uses only the two-fold division into consumption and

investment. At this point in our discussion it would complicate the analysis

and add little to the esselCtial meamng of Keynes theory to dep^t from his

simple clSssification of output as consumption and investment. This two-fold

division is not wbitrary. It is based on the empirical premise that the behavior

that determines consufi.pt.on and that which determines

in a way which has great practical significance. One is stable m relation to

income and the other is highly unstable and largely autonomous.
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income ip earned from the production of consumers goods and
the production of investment. If we start from less than full

employment, any increase in employment must be divided

between consumption output and investment output in a man-
ner which corresponds to the way in which income receivers

choose to divide their increase in income between consump-

tion expenditure and saving.

Assuming as Keynes does the aggregate supply function to

be given, the thesis of his General Theary is that employment

is determip.ed by aggregate^demandjj^^hi^ injurn_depends on

the prdpiniitylo^consume and the amount of
^

investmentId: a

giyenjime. y
Since employment is assumed to be uniquely correlated

with income, we may show income along the horizontal axis in

place of employment, which was represented there in Fig-

ure l.^The value of total output is shown along the vertical

axis. Since total income is equal to the value of total output,

the equilibrium adjustment 'must lie along the 45*^ line indi-

cated in Figure 2.^ The point of effective demand (E) will be

on the 45^ line at the point at which the volume of investm^t

is equal to the^distance between this line and the consumption

schedule, CC.

The consumption schedule (propensity to consume) will be

discussed in detail later. This schedule represents the stable

relationship which Keynes assumes to exist between the size

of the national income and the amount which will be spent by

3. The 45® line in Figure 2 is not the same as the aggregate supply schedule

in Figure 1- The 45® hne is merelx..i Jine alojig-which-incom^ e(iuals output

-

for any value M^u^put. Keynes did not use a diagram to explain his theory
^ ^

of efifectire demand, hut geometrical drawings have been widely used for this

purpose. Figure 2 differs from most of the diagrams of this type in that it

shows Output” along the vertical axis. It would perhaps be more appropriate

to call this the “demand for output.” If Figure 2 were to be broken down into

more detail, it would shov^ncome, which is along the -iiorizontal axis, divided

into two parts, consumption expenditure and saving; and output, which is

along the vertical axis, divided into consumption oTitput (or consiiruption de-

mand) and investment demand. This presentation has pedagogical advantages

over diagrams which show consumption, investment and paving along the verti-

cal axis. Th^proportionality of the two parts of these two lines is an essential

condition of an equilibrium position. It also can he used to show the meaning

of the equalk3?*of saving to investment.
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the piiblic for coBsumptioiu In Figure 2 the consy.mptioH

schedule is drawn to represent the following assumed rela-

tions hetween income and consumption, in billions of dollars s

Income 100 125 150 175 200

Consumption 100 120 137.5 150 160

This schedule foEows the fundamental maxim that when in-

come rises, consumption also rises, but less than income. The

difference hetween income and consumption increases from

zero at $100 bi llion of income, to $5 billion at $125 billion,

to $12.5 billion at $150 billion, to $25 billion, at $175

biEion, and finally to $40 billion at the assumed full employ-

ment income of $200 billion.

If AE ($25 billion) is the amount of investment at a given

time, the total output most profitable for entrepreneurs to pro-

duce will be $175 billion. This total output will consist of

two parts, $150 billion worth of consumption output in addi-

tion to $25 billion worth of investment output. Total income,

which is equal to total output will also be $175 billion. If the

amount of investment becomes less than AE, income must fall

bels>w $175 feillion. When investment is zero, income will be

$100 billion, and all output will be consumption output. The

distance FB ($40 billionj represents the amount of invest-

ment that would be necessary to raise income to the full

employment level of $200 billion.

Since consumption expenditure increases by less than in-

(iome wh^in income increases, there can be no increase in em-

ployment unless there is an increase in investment./ This

means that investment must increase to fill the gap between

income and consumption. Lees than 100 per cent of any in-

crease in aggregate income will he spent for consumption

goods and consequenfly less than 100 per cent of output must

be in the form of consumption goods. Otherwise what is pro-

duced will not correspond to what is demanded out of the

higher income. In the absence of an increase in the demand
for investment, business men who employ additional workers

to produce more output will be unable in the aggregate to sell

what they produce except at losses. If newly employed work-
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ers are ,S8t to producing ail consumers goods, there will be
an insufficient demand to buy these goods ai prices profitable

to entrepreneurs because only a part of the newly created

income will be spent to buy ccnsamers goods- In the circum-

stances illustrated in Figure 2, let us suppose entrepreneurs

w-ere to hire the unemployed woikers to produce an additional

-^5 billion worth of consumers goods. This would make a
total output of $175 billion of consumption output and $25
billion of investment output, and a total income of $200
billion. Since out of this income only $160 billion will be

spent for consumption, there wdll be $15 billion worth of

unsold consumption output. Losses will result because all the

additional workers have been employed to produce con-

sumers goods and only part of the additional demand will be

lor consumers goods. But if newly employed v/orkers are set

to producing less than 1 00 per cent of consumers goods, there

will be no market for the non-consumer (investment) goods

in the absence of an increase in the demand for investment.

Losses will result in either case because the proceeds received

by entrepreneurs v^ill be less than sufficient to cover the toThV

costs (aggregate supply price) of tlje higher level of employ-

ment. Consequently output and employment will reach an
equilibrium only at the point where income exceeds consump-

tion by the actual amount of investment. This illustrates again

the principle that employment cannot increase unless invest-

ment increases. This principle rests on the assumption'that the

propensity to consume (consumption function) remains

unchanged.

Tlie Propensity to Coirstime

Consumption demand depends on the size of income and
the share that is spent for consumers goods. We have already

observed that for,any level of national income there is a fairly

stable proportion which will be spent for consumption by the

public. If^the American public chooses to spend $160 billion

for consumption when the national income is $200 billion, the

average pi'^pensity to consume at this point is 80 per cent.
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Some income recipients «iU spend moreto 80 per.cent and

M^^rAt difierent levels of national income tte amonnt of

^Lnmption will change, and the proportton which total con-

a“Sn is of total income will also change. The absolnte

LoL of consumption witt increase as income increases, and

fwiU decrease as income decreases. A schedule

various amounts of consumption ^ich correspond to differ-

ent levels of income is tlie “schedule of the propensity to con-

sume ” which for the sake of brevity is referred to simply a
,

Propensity to consume.” lusafuncff^^

licating how consumptionyan^;wEi^mp^„v^^^^^ a

V^io£lnpm^be shown for an individual or family con-

sumption unit, but in Keynes’ theory it is the relationship

betireen aggregate community consumption and aggregate

community income that is important.

Keynes’ assumption that the propensity to consume is rela-

tively stable in the short run is a generalization about actual

acperience’and is an essential part of ±e stocture oi his

theory If this assumption is valid, the amount of commu-

idty consumption varies'in a regular manner with aggregate

income. What the actual schedule of jhe

sume will be at any time depends on the established custom

of the community, the distribution of income, tbe tax system,

and oAer factors, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. A

high propensity to consume is favorable to employment be-

cause it leaves relatively small gaps behveen income and the

consumption out of income corresponding t® different levels

of employment. If the schedule of the propensity to consume

is relatively low, the gaps between income and consumption

will be greater ^d, in order to maintain high levels of em-

ployment, the amount of investment must be relatively great

If the*average propensity to consume were 100 per cent for

all levels oi income, full employment would be assured be-

cause no investment would be required. As income was re-

ceived, it would all be spent for consumers geods. bupply
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would create its own demand. However, it is a characteristic

of the actual world that the average propensity to consume is

less than ’100 per cent for all high levels of employment.
Only if employment falls low enough, will a point be reached

where consumption is equal to income. This is a lower limit

below which employment will not fall, except perhaps tempo-

rarily. In wealthy industrial societies this level of employ-

ment is so low that it would provoke revolutionary action if

long maintained. Investment is required to maintain employ-

‘ment above a relatively low and socially intolerable level.

Hie Inducement to Invest

Effective demand for investment is more complex and more
unstable than effective demand for consumptiop. As previ-

ously indicated, investment means producing more than is

currently consumed, and takes the form of adding to the ac-

cumulated wealth of society. Although investment sometimes

takes the form of additions to the stocks of finished goods id

the hands of retailers and wholesalers, its most importanij

form is in expenditures by business men for factories, mai
PdJwfiRI 1 1]KllillIKaitt

ment to business men to build factories and to invest in other

ways arises from the expectation that such investment will

prove profitable. Since these expectations are often based on
precarious estimates of the future, the volume of investment >

is subject to wide fluctuations. Business men will borrow to

invest up to the point at which the expected return from new
investment is equal to the cost of borrowing funds with which

to carry out the-investment. The inducement to invest is de-

termined in Keynes’ analysis by the business men’s estimates

of the profitability of investment in relation to the rate of

interest on money for investment. The expected profitability
‘

of new investment, is called the marimaT^ffimencyofcapital.

The marginal efficiency of capital

The mafginal efficiency of a capital asset is the highest

rate of return over cost expected from producing one more
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'unit (a marginal unit) of a particular type of capital asseL

In the language of the man in the street, it may be thought of

as the expected rate of percentage profit per year on real

investments of the most efficient type. Assume that in a grow-

ing community a store building that can be built for $20,000

will yield 11200 per year in rental and has depreciation and

maintenance of |200 per year, giving a net return of $1000

per year. If the rate of interest is 4 per cent, this building is

worth $25,000 ($1000 divided by .04). A building of this

type already constructed should be worth $25,000. However,

it will he preferable to borrow $20,000 at 4 per cent to build

a new building, and receive a net return of $1000 or 5 per

cent. The efficiency of this type of capital asset is 5 per cent,

which is higher than the rate of interest of 4 per cent. If 5
per cent is die highest rate of return which can be secured

from any type of real investment, the marginal efficiency of

capital in general is 5 per cent. Investment continues as long

as the expected rate of return exceeds the rate of interest. If

the cost of construction of a new asset is less than the pur-

chase price^f the old asset of the same type, it will be profit-

able to build a new one rather than to bu*/ the old bne. This

explains what is meant by the expected rate of profit being in

excess of the rate of interest.

Keynes uses the term marginal efficiency of capital rather

than expected rate of profit or some other conventional term

like the marginal productivity of capital because he wishes

to emphasize the dynamic setting in which the present and

future are linked by the expectations of investors. In the

example of the storti building referred to above, the fact

that the current yield from such assets is $1000 per year

does not justify the assumption that the yield will continue

at this level in the future. It may rise above $1000 in some
years, fall below ^1000 in other years, or behave in almost

any other way depen'fiing on the future courle of events, some
of which may be foreseen clearly but not with certainty,

others which may he only dimly anticipated, and Still others

which are completely imforeseen at the time the investment
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is made.^lE this dynamic setting^^ the investor is extremely

cautions .about investments that will realize their value, if

at all, only over many years to come. The longer the period

involved, the greater the chance that iinforeseen events will

intervene to disappoint today’s investors. The role of capital

assets as a link by which wealth-holders Fridge the gap ^be-

tween the present and the future is one oiTtho fundamental

ideas underlying Keynes’ endre analysis.

efficiency of”capital is characterized by

short-term^ instability and a tendency toward long-term de«

dine. Fluctuations inAe marginal efficiency of capital are

'the fundamental cause of^nu^ess cyck. Feverish build-

ing activity in the capital goods industries that marks the

later phase of the expansion stage of the cycle results from

the optimistic expectations of investors. For some time the

increased activity brings larger profits and adds fuel to pre-

vailing optimism. Meanwhile, however, great additions to

the existing supply of capital goods force down the expected

rate of return below the rate of interest. The cessation in

capital accumulation (investment) which follows 4eads inevi:

tably to collapSe and depression. This transition from expan-

sion to contraction is frequently highlighted by the gyration of

the stock exchange, whose violent fluctuations are an objectifi-

cation of the instability of the marginal efficiency of capital.

The speculation and financial manipulation that characterize

stock market activities are among the chief manifestations

of the instability of capitalist economies. ^

Since every new investment competes with every old in-

vestment, there ts a tendency in the secular long run for the

growing abundance of capital assets to cause a decline in the

rate of return. This tendency may be o&et by unusual cir-

cumstances like those which characterized the western world

during the nineteenth century when rapi^l growth in popula-

tion, the existence of great undeveloped geographical fron-

tiers, and ^eat technological innovations like the railroad

provided unprecedented demands for new capital, and fore-

stalled the fall in the rate of return to capital. Geographical
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expansion has come to a close with the end of the frontiers in

America and elsewhere, population growth has slowed down,

and inventions are more of the labor-saving than of the

capital-ahsorhing- TypeT These uirderiying structural changes

of recent decades provide a plausible explanation for the

mass unemployment which struck capitalist economies in the

1930’s. However, the unemployment trends set up by a fall-

ing marginal efficiency of capital can be offset, at least tem-

porarily, by a corresponding fall in the rate of interest.

The rate of interest ,

The rate of interest, the other factor which determines

the volume of investment, depends upon two things: (a) the'

state of liquidity preference and (b) the quantity of money.

The former is the demand aspect and the latter the supply

aspect of the price of money, that is, the rate of interest.

Liquidity preference refers to the desire of p^ple to hold

somToFfFeiFassets in the form of money. The quarihty of

tnoney refers~to the amount of. funds in"The form of_coins,

paper currency, and bank deposits outstanding in the hands

4)f'tHe puHKc."

There are several reasons why peoplb mdy wish to hold

wealth in the form of •money. Classified according to mo-

tive, these include the transactions motive, the precautionary

motive, and the speculative motive (p. 170). The demand

for money for the transactions motive refers to the use of

mone^ as a medium of exchange for ordinary transactions

such as buying ]raw materials, paying rent, paying wages,

paying dividends, et cetera. For any given level of employ-

ment, output, and prices, .there is a relatiyely definite and

stable quantity of money needed for this purpose. As the

level of employmeht and output rises, the number of transac-

tions will, of course, increase a'nd thus increase the demand

for money for transactions. Likewise, a general rise in prices

or w£^es will increase the amount of ihoney needed for

transactions. The precautionary motive for holding money

arises from the need for meeting unforeseen Emergencies

which will involve outlays greater than those, involved in
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the usual anticipated transactions. Here again the amount

of money.needed to satisfy this demand is relatively stable

and predictable.

The type of liquidity preference which is important in

relation to the rate of interest is that arising in connection

with the speculative motive. Keynes defines the speculative

motive as “the object of securing prohrironTtnoWillg'"hetter

tEjuTthe^^^rl^rwl^ the future T^f bring lorth’’(p7T70

Quiie~a:paff from nee3s~fOT money as a medium of exchange,

people hold money as a store of wealth. They hold their

assets in this form because they prefer it to any other means

of storing wealth. This is a type of speculation because in

holding their wealth in the barren money form, people are

speculating on the chances that conditions will change so they

will be able to convert their money into earning assets on

better terms at a later date, and on terms which will be

enough better to offset any earnings that might be made by

parting with liquidity now. Chiefly responsible for this type

of preference for money is uncertainty concerning the future

rate of interest. If it^is thought that the mtSeSTrate may rise^

in the future, there will be an incentive to hold money and

avoid buying income-yielding securities such as bonds. A
future rise in the rate of interest may wipe out an amount of

the capitalized value of purchased assets to an extent that

will more than offset any temporary returns in the form of

interest or dividends. The lower the interest rate goes, the

stronger becomes the incentive to hold weah;h in the form ofi

money. There is an increasing danger ofjamtaljjiss arising

from a slight~rise~in the interest rate. The long-term rate of

iiiterest wilr^e especially sensitive to liquidity preference"

because over a long period the uncertainty of events increases

in a sort of geometric proportion, ,

In the light of these circumstances, the^demand for money

to satisfy the speculative motive is subject to erratic fluctu-

ations, in contrast with the relatively stable demand for the

transactions and precautionary motives. When liquidity

preference for the speculative motive weakens, the interest
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rate will fall, aad wten liquidity preference for flip specula”

live EioliTC strengthens, the rate of interest will ris^. Liquid-

ity preference rises and falls according to the changing atti-

tudes of the public toward the economic and political future.

Thus the level of the interest rate depends upon factors which

are HgMy psychological in. nature. The so-called psychologi-

cal factors are themselves conditioned by more objective

events in the economic and political arena.

A rise in the interest rate resulting from increased liquid-

ity preference indicates that the desire to store wealth in the

form of money is not an absolute desire, hut one which is^

relative to the desire for rewards offered by other alternatives.

If the reward for surrendering liquidity is high enough

—

that is, if the interest rate is high enough—illiquidity will

be risked. The interest rate is a price which fluctuates accord-

ing to the supply and.^emamLioranoney. The supply is fixed

by the banking system and the demand is determined by

the preference for holding cash. As long as the supply re-

mains fixed, the price, or rate, varies with the demand. The

«ate of interest is the price which “equilibrates the desire to

' hold wealth in the form of cash with the available quantity

of cash” (p. 167). If tlie rate of interest were lower at any

particular time the public would want to hold more cash

than is available, and if the rate of interest were higher at

any time, the public would not wish to hold all the cash that

is available.^ Interest is the reward paid for the use of money,

and the reward, Ijke any price, mu^^Belieither tocTEgTnOT
too low in relation to the supply.

Although the public does,, not control the quantity of

money, the banking system does. All the public can do when
it wants to hold more money and there is no more money is

to bid up the price, the rate of interest. But the banking

authorities are in apposition to answer the demand for more
money®by increasing the supply, and thus preventing the rate

of interest from rising. Consequently, the position of the

4- The word as used here is equivalent to ‘^money’® including demancl
deposits.
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banking and monetary auAorities is strategic in relation to

tbe rate of interest. By pursuing a policy of a flexible money
supply, the banking system can, within limits, control the

rate of interest. If the banking authorities cannot control the

psychological ups and downs of the public in its attitude

toward liquidity preference, they can at least offset the effects

of these changes on the interest rate by letting a public which
desires to hold more cash actually hold more cash. It is cru-

cial to Keynes’ position that the monetary authorities should
be strong and during depressions should pursue an easy
money p61icy which will lower interest rates and permit them
to remain low.

In the transition from depression to recovery, the demand
for money for transactions will be increasing. If this in-

creased demand must be met by drawing upon money used
to satisfy the speculative motive, the rate of interest will rise,

and recovery will be impeded. Therefore, unless the banks
are ready to lend more cash, or unless the liquidity prefer-

ence of the public for the speculative motive decreases con-

siderably, the volume of investment will fall off and recovery
may be nipped before it has really begun. This shortage of
money would retard investment and recovery no matter how
much the desire of the public to save might iiicrease.

The Relation of Investment to Consumption
There exists a definite relation between the amountj,o£ con-
sumption output and the amount of investment output which
it will be profitable for entrepreneurs to produce. Given the
propensity to consume, the amount of consumption demand
depends on the size of fictional income. National income is

created partly from the output of consumption and partly

from the output of investment. The volume of investment de-

pends on the inducement to invest as determined by the prin-

ciples discussed in the preceding section. Hence, Ae 'amount
of consumption goods that it will he profitable for entrepre-

neurs to produce depends partly on the amount of investment
output that is being produced. If the inducement to invest is
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such that entrepreneurs in the United States are producing |40

Billion worth of investment goods, and if the propensity to

consume is four-fifths, it will pay to produce $160 billion

worth of consumption output in addition to the $40 billion

worth of investment output. The output is divided four-fifths

to consumption and one-fifth to investment because demand is

in the ratio of four to one. If output is to be sold without losses,

it must be proportioned between consumption goods and in-

vestment goods in the ratio which corresponds to the ratio in

which income receivers choose to divide their incomes be-

tween consumption expenditure and saving. The amount of

total output it will pay to produce in this ratio depends on

the amoimt of investment demand.

In the arithmetical example cited in the preceding para-

graph, the $160 billion of effective demand for consumption

comes from the income, some of which is earned in invest-

ment activity. For example, men working on the construction

of a factory (investment goods) spend part of their incomes

for groceries and clothes (consumption goods) just as do
men who work in factories turning out consumers goods. Thus
if the number employed in building factories decreases, so

will the demand for consumption goods decrease. Using the

abo^ figureV suppose investment falls from $40 to $39
billion. If the ratio of consumption to investment remains

4 to 1, there will have to be a fall in consumption to a level

of 4 times $39 billion or $156 billion. From a fall of $1
billion in investment there results a fall of $4 billion in

consumption, making a total fall of $5 billion. National in-

come decreases from $200Lto_$195 billion ($156 plus $39
equals $195). While the ratio may not remain exactly 4 to 1,

it will not change v^ry much as long as total income remains
in the neighborhood of $200 billion.

What would happen if entrepreneurs did not reduce their

output'of consumptfon goods by $4 billiori" when investment

falls from $40 billion to $39 billion? Suppose they continued

to produce the same amount of consumers goods’ as before,

$160 billion worth. They would be unable to sell all the con-
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sumers gqods produced, Lecause the workers who lost their

jobs in imfestment activity and other income recipients whose

incomes had been lowered as a result of the falling ofi of

investment would not spend as much for consumers goods as

before. When incomes are less, consumption expenditure

will be less, given the propensity to consume. The original

impact of the $1 billion fall in investment is to lower income

from $200 billion to $199 billion. But this is not the end of

the process. Retailers and others whose sales are reduced

will suffer reduced income, wholesalers who sell to retailers

ytill also suffer reduced income, and tBfe manufacturers who

sell to wholesalers will suffer likewise. This process of cumu-

lative income reduction will go on until the total fail in in-

come resulting from a decline in consumption demand is 4

times the fall in investment demand. The over-all ratio of

4 to 1 between consumption and investment will be reestab-

lished at 156 to 39, or at a total income of $195 billion. These

relations between investment and consumption will be ex-

plored more fully in the discussion of the multiplier in

Chapter 5. .

~

What would*be the result of applying the classical theory

to the above situation? Under condiiSons of full employment

assumed by the classical theory, income and total effective

demand remain constant in the short period. Effective demand

will always he sufficient to lead to full employment. Starting

with an income of $200 billion, divided $160 billion lo con-

sumption and $40 billion to investment, a f^li in investment of

$1 billion would have to result in an increase in consumption

from $160 billion to $161 billion. This would change the

ratio of consumption to investment in a way inconsistent with

Keynes’ principle of effective demand. It'would also seem to

violate common sense because it assumes ^consumption will

increase at tlie vejy time when men are Igsing jobs and spend-

ing less for consumers goods than before. Although the

classical analysis may seem to violate common sense, it is not

vfithout an answer as to why decreases in investment lead to

increases in consumption. The answer relates to the classical
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theory of the rate of interest, wMcIi brings the voljime of in-

vestment to equality with the volume of saving,, a subject

which will be explored further in Chapter 8.

Siimmary of th© General Tlteo^
of Employment

From the foregoing discussion and from Figure 3 it may be

seen that there are several alternative ways of expressing the

essence of the general theory of employment. An over-all

summary may be stated in the form of the foUoVing propo-

sitions:

1. Total income depends on the volume of total employment,

2. According to the propensity to consume, the amount of ex-

penditure for consumption depends on the level of income,

and therefore on total employment (from No. 1 above),

3. Total employment depends on total effective demand (D),

which is made up of two parts; (a) consumption expendi-

ture (Di) and (b) investment expenditure (D2 ).

^ (D = -j- Dg)
4. In equilibrium, the aggregate demanJ (D; Is equal to the

aggregate supply (2). Therefore, aggregate supply ex-

ceeds the effective demand for consumption by the amount
of the effective demand for investment.

(D = Di + 152> or D2 = D— Di. Since D— Z, there-

fore D2 = Z— Di.)

5. In equilibrium, aggregate supply is equal to aggregate

demand, and aggregate demand is detexmiaedJMLiha-m
pensjtQo consume and-the.Jiadxunftu£^ There-

fore, the volume of employment depends on (a) the aggre-

gate supply fxmction, (b) the propensity to consume, and

^ (c) theyolume of investment,*

6. Both the aggregate supply function, which depends mainly

on physical conditions of supply, and the propensity to

consume* are relatively stable, and therefore fluctuations

in employment depend mainly on the volume of mvestment.

7. The volume of mvestment depends on (a) the marginal
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eflSciency of capital and (b) the rate of interest. _

8. The marginal efficiency of capital depend on (^) the ex-

pectations of profit yields and (b) the replacement cost of

capital assets.

9. The rate of interest depends on (a) the quantity of money

and (b) the state of liquidity preference.

These propositions contain the essentials of the general

theory of employment. Our further discussion will involve a

more detailed analysis of the factors influencing effective

demand. Concerning the aggregate supply function, Keynes

has nothing of importance to add to traditional treatments,

of the subject matter, although Ms form of expression is

somewhat novel.

We may. now carry our provisional survey one step fur-

ther and indicate some of the interrelations among these main

elements of the theory. Employment depends on effective

de^nd, which is determined by the propensity to consume

and the inducement to inyest. If the propensity to consume

remains unchanged, employment will vary in the same direc-

Hon as the volume af investment. Investment tends to increase

either with a fall in the rate of interest or a rise in the mar-

ginal efficiency of capital, or Both. But the tendency for in-

vestment to increase through a fall in Me rate of interest may
be offset by a simultaneous fall in the marginal efficiency of

capital. An increase in the general level of economic activity

will increase the demand for money as a medium of exchange

and, by draining^the fxmd of money available as a store of

value, will increase the rate of interest unless the monetary

authority and banking systsm.act to increase* the total supply

of money. And even though the quantity of money may be

increasing, the rate of interest may nevertheless rise as a

result of an unfavorable shift in the attitude of wealth-holders
r-

toward liquidity. Expectations of rising future yields from
capital assets will tend to raise the marginal efficiency of

capital and thus raise investment and emplo3Tnept. This fa-

vorable effect may be offset by a simultaneous rise in the

current supply price (cost of production) of capital assets.
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Although rising investment will usually he accompanied

by rising ’employment, this need not happen if the propensity

to consume is falling. On the other hand, employment can.

rise without a rise in investment if the propensity to consume

is rising. As a rule, however, the propensity to consume, or

consumption function, is stable in the short run.

Finally, increases in investment bring about increases in

income, and out of larger income there arises a greater de-

mand for consumption which leads to still further increases

in income. Taken in reverse, this process means that a fall

in investment will decrease income and out of the decreased

income there will be less demand for consumption, which

leads to stiU further decreases in income. Once set in motion,

movements of income and employment tend to be cumulative.

These cumulative movements accoimt for the .fluctuating na-

ture of employment. Limits to amplitude of fluctuation are

set in the downward direction at the level at which income

falls to equality with consumption, and in the upward direc-

tion at full employment. Actual fluctuations will not, as a

rule, range all the way from one extreme to the other. Ar?

upward movenffent wll characteristically stop short of full

employment and a downward movftnent will usually stop

short of the point at which income has fallen to equality with

consumption. What th6 actual range will be depends upon the

strength or weakness of the propensity to consume and the

inducement to invest under the prevailing circumstanqps.

Practical Meaning of the Main Ck>ncepts

Among all the terms and concepts used by Keynes in The

General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, the

three which stand out above all the rest as* the strategic, inde-

pendent variables are the propensity to consume (consump-

tion schedule), the marginal efficiency of capital (investment-

demand schedule), and the rate of interest (liquidity-prefer-

ence schedule). The choice of these three independent vari-

ables or strategic factors arises from the nature of Keynes*

interest in practical policy. The ultimate purpose of his
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tlieory is to explain what determines the Yolnnie of employ^

or in terms of the practical problems involyed^ y/hat

causes imemploymeiit^ To explain the cause means^ in a

significant sense, to point to those factors or to a course of

action which, if changed or followed, will remedy the maladjo

Thus when we say a common cold is caused by sitting in a

draft, we usually mean that by not sitting in a draft a coM
will not occur or is less likely to occur. To explain unemploy-

ment means to indicate those aspects of the economic system

which need to be changed or subjected to social control im

order to assure a high level of employment. Keynes says:

#0ur final task might be to select those variables which can

be deliberately controlled or managed by central authority

in the kind,of system in which we actually live.”® v
Realistic theory is necessarily conditioned by the theorist’s

sense of values and by his ideas as to what is practicable

policy. The realistic nature of Keynes’ theory may be attrib-

uted largely to his vital concern with a specific type of eco-

nomic program. This does not mean that Keynes’ theoretical

"Boncepts are worthless in relation to policies other than those

advocated by him, nor does it mean that his" policies or any

other policies necessarily follow from Ms abstract, theoretical

conceptsr However, a recognition of the social values and

ipracticai aims of a pioneering theorist like Keynes gives a

sicher insight into the meaning of his abstract theoretical

concepts and proposition^A concept like the propensity to

consume, or consumption function, is a formal, mathematical

relationship between amounts of consumption corresponding

to amounts of income for the community as a whole. But this

is only the hare bones. The full meaning of this formal con-,

cept as used by Keynes emerges in terms of the use to which i

he puts it. He uses it to show the necessity of a high rate of -

consumer expenditure, which, perhaps, can be obtained by

p. more equal distribution of income and wealth. He uses it!

to indicate the desirability of steeply progressive taxation
|

5, Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money. New
York: Harcouxt, Brace and Co., Inc., 1936, page 247.
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and large goTernment outlays for social services* The pro«

pensily td consume is further refined in the form of the mar»

ginal prof^ensity to consiiine^ wMA is used to derive the con-

cept of the investment inultiplier^^he common-sense meaning

of the investment multiplier is that in times of depression

when private investment lags^ govemiuent investment in puh-^

lie works will increase the national income not only by thel

amount of the public outlay but by some multiple of it* I

In these terms Keynes makes a case for public works ana

becomes an advocate of public spending* His theory is re-

ferred to as a ^^spending’^ theory. To call a theory a spending

theory has no meaning except in relation to some fairly spe-

cific steps or policies that may be followed to increase aggre-

gate demand above what it would be in the absence of such

policies. When we trace the concepts to their pracftical conse-

quences5"''the lifeless forms of abstraction begin to take on

definite shape and meaning. We see them emerging as plans

of action, altered behavior, policies* The theory is put into

practiceft)iily when theory is put into practice—^that is, only

when we trace the theory to its practical consequtnees—cai^

we hope to tesh its validity by an appeal to facts and thus

arrive at an evaluation of its probgble workability in the

actual world. ^
The operational or® practical meaning of Keynes’ theory

will be referred to often in this book in the belief that this

method will facilitate the understanding of what is likely to

appear to be an intrinsically difficult body of doctrine.

this juncture we allude briefly to the operational significance '

of Keynes’ theories of the rate of interest and the marginal '

efficiency of capital, the two independent variables which, 4

along with the propensity to consume ref^red to in the pre-

ceding paragraph, determine the level of employment. The

uniqueness of Keynes’ theory of the rate oi interest runs in

terms of the importance of controlling the? quantity of money.

The novel concept is liquidity preference for the speculative

motive. Wealth-holders have a preference for keeping their

assets in a liquid form, the form of money, and it is this
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desire to hoard which determifies the level of interest rates.

An easy money policy under a strong monetary authority can

keep down the interest rates and thus stimulate ilivestment

and employment. However* Keynes’ practical sense is too

strong to lead him to attach sole importance to interest rates

and so we find a parallel stress on the marginal efficiency of

capital. iThe chief characteristic of the marginal efficiency of

capital is its great instability. It may fall so low in depression

that no reduction in interest rates will induce private invest-

ment,,To alleviate the consequences of instability in the mar-

ginal efficiency of private capital, Keynes advoca'les govern-

ment direction of total investment, including public invest-

ment, to compensate for the inevitable fluctuations in private

investment. A low rate of interest and a high marginal effi-

ciency of capita^l are the conditions favorable to investment

and employment. Since the natural tendency is for the rate of

interest to stay up and the marginal efficiency of capital to

come down, laissez-faire policies will leave the volume of

investment short of what is necessary for full employment.

.Poth of these determinates of investment involve psychologi-

cal attitudes toward the future which cause iwestment to be
much less stable than the volume of consumption. The insta-

bility of these factors determining investment leads Keynes
to say that employment is determined by investment.^

Paradox of Poverty and Potential

Plenty

Keynes’ principle of effective demand furnishes an explana-

tion of the paradox of povertyin the midst of"potential plenty,

one of the grave contradictions of modem capitalism- A poor
community will have little difficulty employing all its re-

sources because h will tend to spend on consumption a large

proportion of its total income. Only a small gap needs to be
'filled by investment, and since the stock of accumulated
capital assets will he slight in the poor community, the de-

mand for investment will be brisL A wealthy community, on
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the contrary, will have great difficulty maintaining full em-
ployment^because the gap between income and consumption

will be large. Its investment outlets must be great if there

are to be enough jobs for all. -Failing to find these outlets, the

potentially wealthy community will be forced to reduce its

actual output until it becomes so poor that the excess of out-

put over consumption will be reduced to the actual amount

of investment. To make matters worse, the very fact that a
community is rich in accumulated capital assets weakens the

inducement to invest because every new investment must com-

pete with an already large supply of old investments. The
inadequacy of demand for investment reacts in a cumulative

fashion on the demand for consumption. The factories that

are already built cannot be used because more factories are

not being built. Unemployment on a mass scale exists in the

midst of potential plenty. Thus as Keynes says, “the richer

the commimity . . . the more obvious and outrageous the de-

fects of the economic system.” Keynes finds no reason to

assume that the growing gap between income and consump-

tion at high levels of employment will be filled automatically^

that is, withouf conscious social action, except imder special

historical circumstances like those existing in the nineteenth

century or in time of war. War has a distinct if ironical ad-

vantage over peaceful industry in that it calls for the pro-

duction of things which are to be exploded and shot away and

do not remain to compete with more production of the same

type at a later date. If war and threat of war are banished

from the world, the capitalist countries ^ill once more be

confronted witl^ the tasks of findipg sufficient outlets for new

investment to provide employment for all of its millions oij

workers who cannot be employed in consumption industries.^

•
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CHAPTER 4

Investment, Saving, Income,and
the Wage-Unit

It is true, that, when an individual saves lie increases his

own wealth. But the conclusion that he also increases

aggregate wealth fails to allow for the possibility that an

act of individual saving may react on someone else’s

savings and hence on someone else’s wealth.

M« Keynes, The General Theory of Employment^ Interest

and MoneyJ^

In Keynes’ General Theory aggregate investment always

equals aggregate saving. This equality is a condition of equi-

librium regardless of what the level of employment happens

to be. Equality between investment and saving is a conse-

queni^pf .changesjn the lev3~ofiTOome. If investment in-

creases, then income will increase until the saving out»of the

higher incoin^ is equal to the increas^jjivestment; and if

investment falls, income will fall until the saving out of the;

lower income is equal to the feduced investment. Hence,'

these concepts are geared to the fundamentajjdea of a shift-

ing^Wlibriim a8distiiS^^eJl^ronra~^ âl, full-employ-

mCTfe^lKBrium in wEiclT investment equgls saving only at

fulTSiploymraiCTuves^^ savmg7~^d ' Income are key

terms which'Mist be defined more fully. Like any set'of con-

• Harcourt, Brace and Co^ Inc., 1936, pages 83.54,

m
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cepts, they take on their fuli meaning only in relation to the
'W'hole theory of which they are a part. It is not the^individual

definitions in isolation that are important but the concepts
itt relation to each other and to the rest of the theory. If we
hear in mmd that Keynes’ method is one which investigates
ihe problem of unemployment in terms of an egmlibrinm

which the equality of aggregate demand and aggre-
gate^supply is the fundamental condition, we may avoid the
confusion that has characterized many discussions of saving
and investment.

Since Ke)mes’ theory deals with the economic system as a
whole, the terms investment, saving, and income mean aggre-
gate or total national or social investment, saving, and income.
Investment is the addition to the existing stock of rea/ capital

such as the construction of new factories, new office

buildings, transportation facilities, and additions to inven-
tories. This use of the term is to be carefully distinguished
irom purely financial investment such as the .purchase of a
stock or bond in the securities market. In the latter case, one
party exchanges money for securities and another party ex-
changes securities for money. The additionaFfinancial invest-
Jnent of the party who•'purchases securities is just offset by
toe financial disinvestment of the party who sells securities,
blence, if we look at both sides of a financial

J

nyestment it is
con^tent with^evnes’ definition of (aggregate) investment
ccause.in _^eecoHomm system, as a whole financial invest-

^^Btoj^ancel each other. No addition is made to real capital
as a result of such a transaction and thereforeljo~reaJ inJ^fi8t-

suent_occurs. When new sepurities are issued to finance plant
expansion, et cetera, and labor and materials are purchased

capital assets, it is the latter and not the pur-
chase of the securities as such that constitute the real invest-
ment.

The exact line ordemarkation between investment and con-
sumption is not a matter of great importance so long as it is

consistently maintained. Some expenditures such as those for
cod and clothing are clearly consumption. Others such as
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the building of factories and railroads clearly represent

investmeiit. Some items such as consumers durable goods are

not so easily classified. It is customary, for example, to

regard outlays on housing construction as investment and

outlays for automobiles as consumption, but this distinction

is clearly one which might be, and has been, a subject of

debate. The fact that there are no hard and fast rules for

classifying some items as investment and others as consump-

tion does not raise any important theoretical question. In

statistical tabulations of the division of total output, it is, of

course, important to indicate what items are placed in each

category.

Investment includes additions lo inventories as w^j_as.-tQ-

fixed capital. These additions may be either intentional or

xmintentionaL Intended increases are motivated' by larger

volume of sales or by anticipation of price changes or by

other related factors which are part of the ordinary planning

activities of business enterprise. Unintended investment is

the, accumulation of unsold finished goods (liquid cyutal in

Keynes’ terminology) arising fromomfore^en chas^es in the.

marJcetTSome^writers view the distinction between intended

andT unintended accumulations of inventories as of prime

significance but for Keynes’ general theory the difference is

not important (p. 76)^

^ Saving is defined as. the excess of income over consump-

Sbn^xpenditure. This definition applies to individual saving

and to aggregate saving of the economic system. An indi-

vidual who ha§ a yearly income of $2000, taxes being dis-

regarded, and spends $1800 for consumption, saves $200. An
economy which has a national income of $200 billion per

year and spends $180 billion for consumption, saves $20

billion. In^both cases, saving is equal to income minus con-

sumption. However, in deallnglvidrtilF'Svffi^^uir^ of

the economic system, account must frei|uently be taj^en of

factors which may be ignored when we are concerned only

with the behavior of the individual units in isolation. Saving

is behavior^ of this type. Although individual saving and
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community saving are both defined in the same terms, and

although community saving is the net resultant of the saving

of all individual units within the community, indiydual

saving does not always result in community saving. Indi-

vidual saving is not-spending for consumption, and a failure

to spend by one individual may reduce the income of others

and hence impair their ability to save. Unless it is clearly

understood that the kind of saving Keynes is talking about in

tbe General Theory is aggregate or collective saving, the

equality between investment and saving will be difficult to

^he fundameMal fact about saving is that its volume de-'

pends upon income. At varying levels of national income, the

cdifltoimity will want to save arnounts which are more or less

stable and predictable at anj^given time. In other words, tbe

propensity to save is stable.'Tnvestment, on the other band,

does not de^n'cTto any significant degree upon the size of

the national income. Investment depends mainly on dynamic

factors like growth of popuIitibn^"ge^rapEical expansion,

and tecbn^fflcalpro^eii~a3T£^e~CTowtE~lactora affect the

profirCTpectatron3"of entrep^ieuri^mi^^^als save with-

ouFanyTEbuglii: of building factories or otherwise making
real investment. Entrepreneurs invest without ascertaining

whether or not there has been an equivalent amotmt of sav-

ing. Despite the fact that investors and savers are, as a rule,

two separate sets of persons who make their decisions freely

and independently of one another, the net result of their col-

lective behavior ic to invest and to save in the aggregate

identical amounts during any givem period. The clue to this

equality is found in fluctuations in income. "Pereas experi-

ence indicates that paving is stable, more or less predictable,

and induced, investment is unstable, unpredictable, and au-

tonomous. Hence? in terms of the facts of experience, the

hehavipr of investors is a more dynamic factor than is the

behavior of.savers. Investment rales the roost.

Varying levels of income cannot he sustained unless the

amounts of saving at these levels of income are offset by an

s
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equivalent volume of investment. If potential savings are not

offset, the potential income corresponding to these savings

cannot be realized. The equilibrium level of income is real-

ized where saving out of income is just equal to the actual

amount of investment.

FlipaFe 4o Saving SAedmle and Investment Sclaediale Deleftsal®©

Income®

The relations between income, investment, and saving are

indicated in Figure 4.^ Income is sEownaJong the horizontal

axis and savipg stnd investment along the vertical axis. SS
is the saving schedule showing hovr the amount of saving in-

creases with income. At very low levels of income, saving

will be negative, meaning that consumption wiU exceed in-

come. If investment is completely autonomous, in the sense

that it does not vary with income, the mvestment schedule

may be represented by the horizontal straight line il. This

means that changes'^n investment take the^orm of spontaneous

shifts in the entire schedule. The facts seem to be that while

investment is hot completely nuConomous, it will not increase

1, Diagrams similar to Figure 4 liave appeared frequently in tlie economics

Bterature to explain Keynes’ tliewjry, although Keynes himself did not use

such a diagram. See, for example, P. A, Samuelson, fJconomics, An Introdm-^

tory Analysis^ page 259. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1948;

L, R. Klein, The 'Keynesian Revolution, page 76.^New York: The^Macmillan

Company, 1947. Numerous attempts have been made to derive statistically the

schedules for saving and investment. On* the American data see, lor example,

M, Essekiel, in The American Economic Review, March and June, 1942, YoL

XXXn, Nos. 1 and 2, pages 2249 and 272-307.
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as rapidly as saving when income rises. Tks is, of course,

fundamental to Keynes’ entire theory. Fi^e 4 concerns the

simplest case in which investment remains constant for
f
“

levels of income. When investment is $25 billion, the eqnilib-

rium level of income will be $175 billion because only at

income will the amount of saving also be $25 billion. The

level of national income is determined by the intersection of

the saving schedule and the investment schedule. The vertical

distance between the saving schedule and the horizontal axis

indicates the amount of investment required to maintain each

level of income. No investment is necessary for an income of

$100 billion. If $200 billion is the income corresponding to

full employment, the saving out of income is represented

the vertical distance from F to the horizontal axis, wHch,

according to the diagram, would be $40 billion. Full employ-

ment can be achieved only if there is enough investment to

offset this amount of saving.
_ . t i:,.

Th^ is a close relationship between Figure 4 and Figure

2. Tfe data used in Figure 2 were, in billions of dollars;

^ Income

Consumption

100 125 150 175 200

100 120 137.5 ' 150 160

The data used in Figure ^ to show the relation between in-

come and saving are, in terms of billions of dollars;

Income 100 125 150 175 200

Saving 0 5 12.5 25 40

Thus the saving schedule, or the schedule of the propensity

to save, may be fofind by subtracting the amounts of con-

sumption from the corresponding amounts of income. Saving

is the excess of income over coifsumption. The'propensity to

consume and the propensity to save are the same thing looked

at in different ways. Figure 2 illustrates the important prin-

ciple that income is^determined by the propensity to consume

and the amount of investment. Figure 4 illustrates the same

principle in slightly different terms, namely, that income is

determined by the propensity to save and the amount of

investment.
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Having shown that the equality of the volume of invest-

ment and the folnme of saving is a condition of equilibrium,

we may i^ow restate the relations which lead to this equality*

Employment lesiilts in the production of output on the one

hand and the creation of income on the other. The value of

* total output is equal to total income. Total income (Y) is

equal to the sum of the income created by the production of

consumers output plus the income created by the production

of investment output, (Y = C + I). Investment is that part

of current output which is in excess of the value of consuii\p»

tion goods. Saving is the excess of income over expenditure

for consumption. Therefore investment must be equal to sav-

ing since they are both equal to the excess of equal values

(output and income) over consumption*

Thus:

Y= C+ 1 Income= Consumption+ Investment

S Y—C Saying— Income— Consumption

Transposing:

Y=:C + S
Therefore,

1= 3

. The novelty of Keynes^ treatment of saving and investment

I lies not in the fact that they are equal but that the^ can be

land normally are equal at less than full employment.

iWhereas the classical school associates toe equality between

i

investment and saving with automatic changes in the rate of

interest, Keynes associates it with changes in the level of

income. The fault which Keynes finds with the classical

theory is the inference thal? every act of not-spending (saving)

by an individual will increase aggregate^ investment by the

same amount. If this were true, any failure to spend for con-

sumption would he offset by a corresponding increase in

investment, and unemployment would not exist.

There appears to be a tendency to think of depression as a

Income= Consumption -f- Saving

Investment= Saving
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situation in wliich saving is in excess of investment. Most

people are so accustomed to viewing saving from their own

individual point of view that it is difficult for them to think

of saving from the social or community point of view. Saving

is to most people putting money in the hank, or into securi-

ties, or into the mattress or an old sock. It is only by an act

of conscious intellectual effort that we think far enough into

the economic process of society to realize that saving is a

two-sided affair. Attempts to save, which are successful so

far as the individual is concerned since he adds to, his indi-

vidual wealth, may be self-defeating and even positively

harmful so far as society at large is concerned. We plan to

save for society as well as for ourselves, hut in the absence of

co-operation from entrepreneurs we do not assist society even

when we attain our personal objectives. Putting part of a

monthly salary into a savings accoimt means only that an

individual has not spent all his income. The effect of net-

spending as such is to reduce the demand for consumption

below what it would have been if the money which is saved

had been spent. In the absence of some entrepreneur’s action

to invest, an act of individual saving will proVe abortive for

the community. It will nferely reduce effective demand for

consumption without any, compensating increase in the de-

mand for investment. The decrease in Effective demand for

consumption reduces employment and income. One of_the

import^t lessons of the General Theory is thaF spending

nithCT~Bian individuarsavui^s the essential con3itxon~of

pfodSHIori iiH^rosperlF^nnan^cEH^ economy where
oneman’s’ipending is another man’s income. ,

“

""ITlSt^r^ilScultyTniinecondlh^ the equality of saving

to investment when there is imemployment arises from
ancient mores which condition us to see in personal frugality

a virtue applicable equally to society and to ourselves. That

a private virtue like laving may be a public Vice (unemploy-

ment) is almost as foreign to our thinking today as it was
in the eighteenth century when Bernard Mandeville’s Fable

of the Bees, an allegorical poem which portravs the sad
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plight of a once, prosperous community in which spending

had been, cut down in the interest of frugality and virtue,

was convicted as a nuisance by a grand jury in England.

Individual saving is a mere residual and is no part of effec-

tive demand. Individual saving per se is a withdrawal of

potential effective demand. In the absence of adequate offsets

to savingj'ft'feift^ produces "poverty and not wealth. A reluc-

tance to spend takes on a different social significance when
it is regarded not as a factor which tends to increase invest-

ment but as a factor which tends to cause unemployment

(p. 185).’ . .

Income

The aggregate income of an entire economic system can be

defined in any one of several different ways. Two of the fig-

ures most commonly used to refer to the over-all performance

of any economy are the gross national product and the net

national product. Ihe gross national product is the money
|

value of all final goods and services producTsd during «
given "period, *and" the net national product is equal to the

gross national product minus depreciation and obsolescence

of capital, assets. Final goods are finished articles which are

the end products of production. They include final consumer

goods' like bread and automobiles and final investment goods

like factories and locomotives and increases in inventory.

They do not include raw materials and intermMiate prod-

ucts like iron ore "and steel which are sold; say, to automobile

manufacturers^ The reason for cpunting only final goods and

not raw materials or intermediate goods in the national

product is obvious. To do otherwise would involve counting

the same products more than once. For example, if the value

of steel sold to automobile manufacturers*were added to the

total market value of the automobile, wliich includes ihe cost

of the steel purchased from the manufacturer, there-wduldbe

double counting. This does not mean the whole contribution

to national output is made at the final stage of productibn.
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The total value of the product is the sum of the yalues added

at each stage and is embodied in the final product

As Keynes defines' it, aggregate or national income is an

amoimt which lies between the value of the gross national

and the net national product as these terms are usually de-

fined, He subtracts some but not all depreciation and obso-

lescence from the gross national product (whick equals the

gross national income) to arrive at his concept of “income.”

He chooses this definition of income because it is the concept

which he believes is causally significant in the decisions that

determine the amount of employment. Entrepreneurs will

offer the amount of employment which maximizes their ex-

pected profits. Some depreciation on equipment inherited

fr<jm the previous period will occur whether or not it is used

for production during the current period. For the current

period this is an involuntary expense over which the entre-

preneur has no control. The entrepreneur does have volun-

tary control over the extra depreciation and extra maintenance

which will occur as a result of the equipment being used

rsther than nht being used. What he controls f:^om now on gov-

erns his behavior in determining what scale df output will

maximize his profits and ^hat amount of employment will be

needed to produce that output. The loss of value resulting

from using equipment rather than not tfsing it is calTed'^ie

wser"cosFX^70)7lJser cost is one of the expenses of produc-

tioiTvoljmtarily undertaken when entrepreneurs decide how
many workers to employ. For example, if a machine which

is worth f1000 at ffae beginning of the year is used in pro-

duction during the year and has a value of at the end

of the year, the user cost is not the full $250 decline in value.

If the machine had not been used at all during the year it

would have declined in value as a tresult of obsolescence and

some forms of depreciation. Suppose its value could have

been maintained at $§00 at the end of the year by a small

maintenance expenditure of $10 when it is not used in pro-

duction. The user cost for the year is $140 ($900 — $10
— $750), or the difference between the decline iij value of
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$250 wken used and the decline in value of fllO when not

used, wi|h allowance for the optimum amount of maintenance

involved even when not used.^

The income of an individual business firm is therefore de*';

fined as that sum which it attempts to maximize and in terms ,

of which it decides how much employment to offer. To arrive

at this sum, the firm must subtract from its total proceeds the

user cost plus the amounts paid out to other factors of pro-

duction in the form of wages, interest, and rent (factor cost).

Since thege latter costs (wages, interest, and rent) represent

_
the income of the rest of the community, the total national

income is equal to the aggregate proceeds of all business

firms less the aggregate user cost. If gross national income

is represented by A and the aggregate user cost by U, the

income of the economic system is A— U.

Although income as just defined is the important concept

in determining how much employment entrepreneurs will

offer, net income is the important concept in relation to the
* amount which will be spent for consumption. Since expendi-

ture for consumption is an important element of effective

demand, net income as well as income has a significant place

in Keynes’ general theory of employment. Npt income, either

& for the firm or the whole economy, is, equal to income minus
the rest of the expected depreciation and obsolescence which

is ffiFmcln3ed'WuSerB5iETEi*S5a13^reciation*an3 oE^
]SscS[ceTi~ca]Ie3~Sie~^p^itre7iaiyy~coSn'iSroe supplemen-

tafy""coitls~i™Kss~in value~^!iS~IilBe^ond the control of

entrepreneurs, it occurs without regard to decisions whether

or not to use equipment and jon*what scale to employ labor.

For the individual business enterprise, net income is the fig-

ure which remains after all expenses, inbludingaJT^ireSa-

tion and obaoleacence. haTOEeen^ie3ucte3^om~Dfocee3srFQr

the economic system, net income is tbe^ageregate net income

(net profits) of all business enterprises plus the payments to

2. Tlae total user cost of non-intcgrated firms also makes allowance for tlie

pnrcliases of the firm from other firms. For the economic system as a whole

these interfinsi purchases cancel out and do not afiect the aggregate user cost.
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aU other factors^of productioiiin the form flfjgagfis^jnterest,

and rent.,If supplementary cost is represented by Y, the ag-

legate or national net income is equal to A — U — V, as

compared with the national income, which is equal to

A— U.2

The importance of net income rather than income in deter-

mining how much will be spent on consumption should be

obvious. An individual entrepreneur who does not allow for

full depreciation before deciding the scale of his consump-

itioh is prodigal indeed, even though he would besr unwise to

^etermiiS"^e scale of his output and employment on this^

basis. In corporate enterprises, the payment of dividends is

limited by law to the amount of net income (net profits),

either current or past. Any enterprise which consumed up to

the full extent of its inconagTP^efinedlhglK^ieSyiwiSiM^HOt-

be £Eii!E~to~replace its full capital equipment. ^ the other^

hand, any ^acHce~wEicE~understates the amount of net in-^

come wiirteh3~~to retard the amount of consumption and

thefeByToTnSard employment. Excessive allowances lot

dej^ciation, which are sanctioned and generally practiced

by “conservative” accountants, result in an imderstatement

of net income and thereby may contribute to a restriction of

consumption and employment (pp. 98-104).

Although the definitions of investment and saving and the

equality between them are unaffected by the marmer in which

income is defined, the magnitudes of saving and investment do
depend on the definition of income. Since income is defined

as a form of gross income and output as a form of gross out-

put, saving and investment ^represent a form of gross saving

3. If we use lower cas® letters for individual firms to correspond to upper
case letters for tlie whole economy, the ingome and net income for individual

business enterprises arg, respectively, a - u ~ f, and a - u - f v. An advan-
tage of Xeynes’^ terms is that the firm and national incomes and net incomes
are represented by the sanse symbols except for the obvious fact that the factor

cost (f) of the entrepreneur represents the income of the rest of the com-
munity and therefore is not to be deducted in arriving at the national income.

Wages, for example, are a factor cost to the firm, to be deducted from gross

income before arriving at income (profits) or net income (net profits), but

to the economic system, wages are a part of the national income.
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and gross investment. The excess of gross income over coB"

sumption is gross saving and the excess of gross output over

consumpJtion is gross investment. Similarly net saving is equal

to the excess of net income over consumption and net invest-

ment is the excess of net output over consumption. Used with-

out modification, saving means gross saving and investment

means gross investmerlt. As with income and net income,

Keynes’ distinction is between saving and net saving and be-

tween investment and net investment. Following his proce-

dure, we shall not use the modifier “gross” when we speak of

income, sa'Ving, and investment, but it is well to keep in mind
'how these three important terms are defined.

The Wage-Unit

In order to measure the quantities of output, income, in-

vestment, saving, consumption, and demand for the economic

system as a whole, Keynes uses two basic imits, money and

labor. Money is, of course, a basic unit of measurement in

any type of economic analysis. Money alone, ^however, is

not enough to ^enal^e us to describe the workings of the eco-

nomic system. In addition to money, there is need for some
type of physical unit of production or output. As long as we
are dealing with the^ output of a single enterprise or of a

single industry producing a imiform type of product, we may
use the physical unit appropriate to each industry. Thus-w®-

speak of an individual refinery producing so many miillion

gallons of gasoline, and all the refiners iji the petroleum in-

dustry producing so many billion gallons of gasoline. The

output of eveiy industry can be determined by adding to-

gether the appropriate physical imits of production of all

die firms in 4e industry.^ However, if’ we attempt to add

together the output of different industries {o arrive at a total

output for the entire economic systenj, we are confronted

with an embarrassing situation. The output of the economic

system is a combination of gallons of gasoline, tons of coal,

pairs of shoes, numbers of automobiles, et cetera. If the
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number of aatoaaoHles produced increases and the number

of pairs of shoes decreases, we cannot say whether total out-

put has risen or fallen. Obviously, these non-hom'ogeiieous

units cannot be added together.

In his General Theory, Keynes uses quantities of employ-

ment as the index for measuring changes in output of the

economic system as a whole. Fluctuations in real output

and real income are assumed to correspond to changes in the

volume of employment of labor applied to the existing stock

of capital equipment The unit of employment is an hour of

labor of ordinary skinf^-orjwhat is referre.d.la a's. common
iabornine hour of employment of common labor

Ia66FffiiETEi3^^ey;iHU|_and^ thaJabor-unit-are corAdned-

tsTlomi Sie wage-unit. The wage-unit is the amount of money

receive3*b^-labor of ordinary skill in one hour of working

time. Labor of superior skill is equated to labor, of ordinary

skill HI proportion to its remuneration.^ For example^ if the

rate of remuneration of labor of ordinary skill is one dollar

per hour, the wage-unit is one dollar. If a bricklayer receives

three dollars per hour, then one hour of a bricklayerVlabor

represents three labor-units and his compensation per hour

represents three wage-un|ts.

At any time, total output or total income and other aggre-

gate magnitudes will have a certain value in terms of wage-

units. One of the arguments in favor of the wage-unit is the

relative stability of the rate of pay to labor of ordinary skilL

As long as the hourly money wage of common labor remains

unchanged, the wage-unit is constant, and changes in out-

put, measured in terms of wage-units, vary with changes in

the amount of labor employed. Keynes does not attempt

to use the wage-imit to make comparisons of output over

historical time or between differept countries or between the

output resulting from different quantities of capital equip-

ment. Most of the analysis in the General Theory assumes

the wage-unit to be constant. Some parts of the analysis.

For Keynes^ dfefense of tliis |)oiBt, see tlie General Theoryi,
pages 41-43.
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lioweYcr^ explicilly take into accoiint the mfliieiice of changes

in the size of the wage-iinita In the theory of prices and in-

flation, for example, an increase in the hourly wage rate

i^Mch occurs as employment rises is the basic factor to which

a rise in prices is attributed. When hourly wages rise, the

wage^iinit increases, and when hourly wages faEs> the wage-

unit decreases. While the wage-iinit is not an entirely satis-

factory concept, it is important to understand that it is used

(1) because changes in output are measured by changes in

'the amoinjt of employment and (2) because Keynes^ general

theory of employment deals with the economic system as a

whole rather than with indiTidual firms and industries®
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CHAPTER S

The Propensity to Consnine and
the Investment Muitiplier

The psychology of the community is such that when ag-

gregate real income is increased aggregate consumption

is increased, but not by so much as income . . . Unless

the psychological propensities of the public are Afferenl

from what we are supposing, we have here established tlie

law that increased emplo3mient for investment must neces-

sarily stimulate the industries producing for consumption

and thus lead to a total increase of employment which

is a multiple of the primary employment required by the

investment itself,

J, M. Keynes, The Cenerd Theory^of Employment, Interest

and Money

The ultimate purpose of Keynes’ theory is to explain, what

determines the volume of employment. The starting point is

the principle of effective demand, which states that employ-

ment depends on the sum of con§umption expenditures and

investment expenditures. Consumption depends on the size

of consumers’ net income and the propensity to consume, and

investment depends on the* marginal efficiency of capital

taken in conjunction with the rate of interest. A high pro-

pensity to consume is favorable to employment, and one of

* Harcourt, Brace and Co., Inc., 1936, pages 27 and 118.
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lie remedies for imemployment is to be foimd, in measures

designed to increase the propmsity-tou^consiime. Wien in-

?-estmeiit increases and causes income to rise, tie resulting

additions to income are expended largely for consiimption.

The relationship between increases in investment and in-

creases in consumption, which was discussed in a preliminary

fashion in Chapter 3, is explored more fully in the present

chapter in terms of the investment multiplier, which is the

ratio of an increase of income to a given increase in new
investment. In. common-sense terms, the imrestment„multiplier •

means that when investment increases, national income will;

increase not only by the amount of investment but by some

multiple of it. The great practical significance of the multi-

plier arises in relation to Keynes’ advocacy of public invest-

ment and other forms of governmental expenditure as a

source of effective demand in periods in which private enter-

prise does not furnish adequate investment to provide full

employment of labor and- other resources.

The propensity to consu&e, which is simply the relationship

between income and consumption, may be represented by
means of a diagram. If values for income (Y) are plotted

along the horizontal axis and consumption (C) along the

vertical axis, the line which relates these two variables repre-

sents the schedule of the propensity to consume, or what is

called for the sake of brevity, the propensity to consumed
This schedule of the propensity to consume may also be re-

ferred to as the “consumption function” because it shows the

fimctional -relationship between the two variables, income

__^d consumption, fPropensity to* consume” does not mean a

mere desire to consume, "but flie actual consmnpti^"that

ta£es place,"“br'li~"expectei3r to take place, ouT^oFvafying
aiBouiits tEis respect it Is similar to a demand
schedule, which refers not to mere desire to buy but to will-

ingness plus ability to buy.'' The data on income and con-
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sumption .in a schedule of the propensit|r to consume may
be either for the community as a whole or for an individual

consuming unit. 'Jn Keynes* analysis of aggregates, as preyi-

ously indicated, it is the national income and national con-

sumption that are significant/ When used without qualifica-

tion, “propensity to consume*’ or “consumption function”

will mean the community or aggregate concept, and in other

cases the adjective “family” or “individual” will he used.

sity to Consmue. pensilT' to Consume.

In Figure 5a the aperage propensity to consume at any

level of income is represented by the distance along the verti-

cal axis divided by the corresponding distance along thediori-

zontal axis, that is, by y. From the line GC, which repre-

sents the schedule of the propensity to consume, the average

propensity to consume at any pdinf is easily ascertained. For

example, at the point A, consumption is 800 and income is

1000, and the average propensity to consume is thus 800

divided by 1000, or %o. This means that %,o? or 80 per cent,

of an income of 1000 will be spent for ccsisumption.

The marginal propensity to consume, represented in Fig-

ure 5b, is the ratio of a small change in consumption to a

small change^in income. It may be designated by where
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the symbol A (delta) stands for a small mcrement,^(Keyne3*

fundamental principle that consumption increases less than

income when income increases means that the ratio of the

increase in consumption to the increase in income is always

less than one, that is, AY is always greater than AC. In

Figure 5b, if consumption increases by 6 (from 800 to 806)

when income increases by 10 (from 1000 to 1010), the mar-

ginal propensity to consume is %o, or 60 per cent. This is

less than the average propensity to consume, which is 80
per cent. jNot only will the marginal propensity-'to consume

be less than the average propensity to consume at any given

point, but the marginal propensity to consume will probably

tall as income rises because a community will tend to con-

sume a smaller percentage of each addition to its income.

The falling marginal propensity to consume is reflected in

Figure 5 by the fact that the line is a smooth curve which

flattens out as it moves'from left to right. This, in general, is

the assumption which Keynes makes, although the validity of

his theory does not rest on this assumption. If the schedule

of the propensity to consume were a str^iighj line, the margi-

nal propensity to con^me would be the same at all points

because the ratio of increases in consumption to increases

in income would always be the samp, ^e only assumption

which is vital to Keynes’ theory is that the absolute amount
of consumption increases less than the absolute amount of

income whenever income increases, ^his may he expressed

1. Although Keynes defines the marginal propensity to consume as
d̂i

' ^\C
(p. 115), the concept he makes us5 of is In prlctical application, the

dC
distinction is relatively unimportant. slope of the line

at mj point, wher^s -^measures the average slope over a small range of

the line la a strict sense is really an average of the marginal pro-

pensities to 45onsume over a finite range of the line G'G'. In the following dis-

cns^on we shall use the average marginal propensity to consume, but shall

refer to it without the qualifying adjective "average.®^ The average marginal
propensity to consume is not to be confused with the average propensity to

eomume as eisplained in the text above.
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by saying .the slope of the line must be positive and less

than one, which merely means that the marginal propensity

to consume must be positive and less than one.',

StablBly of tlie Propensity to Consnnie

Let ns look more closely at the factors which determine how
much will be spent for consumption in a given community at

any time. As already indicated, the factor of overwhelming

importance's the size of the community’s income. As com-

ipunity income rises, consumption also rises; and as com-

munity income falls, consumption also falls. The justification

for the concept, the propensity to consume, a concept of

great practical significance as well as a great simplifier of

economic analysis, is the premise that the amounts by which

consumption rises and falls as income rises and falls will

follow a fairly regular pattern. Only if this is true can the

propensity to consume be stable, as Keynes assumes it to he.

We must distinguish clearly between two questions: How
much will be spent for consumption, given the propensity to

consume? and, llow much will be spent for consumption out

of a given income? These questions involve a distinction be-

tween the amount of consumption and the propensity to con-

sume, that is, between an amount and a scheduleJ^he amount

of consumption is not stable because it depends on income,

which in turn is not stable because the inducement to divest

is not stable- The (schedule of the) propgisity to consume

is stable because it is determined by psychological character-

istics of human mature and by* the general social stracture

and practices of society, and these do not change readily ex-

cept under unusual conditions such as ’social revoluti^

drastic inflation, or some other abnormal oircumstanceJun

a given community over a short period of |ime, the subjective

and objective factors determining the propensity to consume

and to save are relatively fixed.J In different communities and

over long periods of time, the "subjective motives of individ-

uals to refrain from spending will vary with social institutions.
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ediieMioii^ coHYentioii^ religions morals^ et cetera® Although

the propensity to consume is stable in the short period^ it is

not absolutely rigid® Changes in goYernmeiit fiscal policy

(taxing and spending) ^ substantial changes in the rate of in-

terest^ and rapid changes in capital Yalues such as occur

diiriiig a stock market boom or crash may have some effect on

the overfall propensity to consume® Apart from fiscal policy

of an imconventionai type^ however^ even these factors are

not likely to be very important®

Figure 6 illustrates the distinction betweem changes in

consumption caused by an increase in income (with no change

in the propensity to consume) and changes in consumption

caused by a change in the propensity to consume (with no

change in income)®

Fig^ur© 6a® Am Increase im Com-*

(ssmsptieii Caused hf an la-

cifease in lacoar^ (No Ckaa^©
i® tlae Fropeasity to Cosssiime)®

Figiire Aa laerease am Coa®
smaaptioM Caased lay aa la-

crease ia tke Fropeasity to Con-
same (No Claaag® ia Ineome)®

In Figure 6a, consumption increases from 75 to 80 as a

result of an increase in income from 100 to 110. The pro-

pensity to consume, represented by the line CC, does not

change. In Figure _6b, consumption increases from 75 to 80

as a result of an increase in the propensity to consume from

CG to CU. The average propensity to consume at an income

of.J.00 rises from 75 to 80 per cent. Most short-run changes

in consumption are of the type represented iir 6a, that is.
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changes in consumption caused by changes in income willi

the propensity to consume remaining the same» The type

represented in 6b is less likely to occur because of the stabil-

ity of the propensity to consume in the short ruiio In the sim-

ple situation depicted in 6h^ there is no change in income.

This means that if the average propensity to consume does

rise^ say from 75 to 80 per cent^ the same amount of income

can be produced with less investment However^ if investment

remains unchanged or increases when the propensity to con-*

sime rises^ total income and employment will rise. .

important factor determining how much will be spent

for ccesumption out of a given ske of community income is

the distribution of income. Since individual saving (not-

consuming) represents surplus income which is not used for

current consumption^ saving depends on the presence of

people with incomes in excess of their current consumption
^

needs. It is easy for the rich to save but difficult for the poor<*
|

One of the chief characteristics of modem capitalistic conn- !

tries is great inequality in the distribution of income^ which '

results from concentration of the ownership of income-yield-

ing property in flie hands of a small fraction of the tot^;

population. For the very wealthy, saVing is more or less

automatic. They may buy everything they need or want and

still have income left over for saving. All statistical studies

of saving show that a large proportion of total saving is done

by a relatively few high-income recipients and that a small

part of total saving is done by the great mass of low-income

recipients.flf total income were more evenly^distributed, the

total saving out of a given size of community income would

tend to be less. Thus widespread inequality of income and

wealth tend to lower the propensity to consume. The lower

the propensity to consume, the greater the dependence of the

economy on investment for maintaining a hi^ level of em-

ployment and income. Hence, the fundamental proposition

that a high level of employment depends on a largb amount

of investment is true partly because the inequality of incomes

greatly restricts the amount of consumption that will take
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^place at high levels of income. If we were looking at die

problem of unemployment from the point of view of social

structure, we could truthfully say that one of its causes is

inequality in the distribution of income. Keynes’ theory and

policyitresslEelmportance oilnvestnienf,“i.e., of the neces-

sity of having to produce much in excess of current consump-

tion, because he accepts for purposes of most of the analysis

of the General Theory the existing social structure, including

the distribution of income and wealthy Except for occasional

digressions with regard to certain long-term secular changes,

Keynes’ theory is not oriented to changes in the social struc-

ture, hut is primarily concerned with how to make capitalism

work, given the existing social structure. The distribution of

income can. be changed materially only by far-reaching alter-

ations in the basic fabric of society. To deal adequately with

changes of this type would require a different kind of theory

from that offered by Keynes. It should, however, be added

that his theory, though not oriented to changes in imderlying

social institutions, throws much light on the consequences of

these institutions, including private property in the means of

production and the resulting pattern of income distribution.

In an age of progressive taxation, the distinction between

the distribution of income before taxation and the distribution

of income after taxation is of great si^ificance. Progressive

taxation reduces inequalities of income because it takes a rela-

tively larger part of the incomes of the wealthy than it does of

the poor, and thereby provides some relief from the inade-

quate demand jfer consumption in capitalist economies.

Keynes advocates progressive taxation as one of the iigpor-

tahTmeasures for alleviating unemployment. Without doubt,

it is’TmeTrfliTerpDWerfcdhKreap^ connection. Progres-

sive taxation is not, however, a' panacea for unemployment.

There are distinct limitations to the extent to which progres-

sive taxes are used and can be used to promote high levels of

economic activity. The whole tax system must be progressive

for effective results. While the United States has some highly

progressive individual taxes, like the federal income tax and
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death duties, there are a great number of regressive taxes such

as the general sales tax in many states and excise taxes levied

by the federal government. An inevitable limitation on the

extent to which progressive taxes can be used arises from

the fact that the money which is taxed away from the rich can

hardly be given directly tty the poor, although to some extent

this is possible in the form of pensions, relief payments,

et cetera. Therefore, the government which collects taxes for

purposes of redistribution must either pay subsidies to pri-

vate citizens or expand the scope of its activities in order to

provide social services for lower-income groups. Services like

education, medical care, and public recreational facilities

are illustrations of such social services. Although services of

this type are of great social significance, they do^ not enable

the low-income groups to increase the money income out of

which they must feed, clothe, and house themselves. Sub-

sidies for housing, or low-cost government housing, are, of

course, possible but tend to be strongly opposed by private

interest groups. A further limitation to redistributing income

by means of progressive taxation is the danger that high rates

on large inconfes may discourage private investment, upon

which the private capitalist econom^f primarily depends for

filling the gap between income and consumption at high levels

of employment. If pro^essive taxation increases the commu-

nity’s propensity to consume at the expense of weakening the

inducement to invest, the losses in employment from the lat-

ter may more than cancel the gains from the former. Despite

limitations to the use of taxation as a fundamental approach

to problems asspciated with the unequal distribution of in-

come, a fiscal policy in which the amount of money collected

and spent by government is highly flexible-offers a significant

weapon against short-term fluctuations in economic activity.

These will be discussed in more detail in the^next chapter.

Other factors which make for a low prISpensity to consume

or a high propensity to save in modem communities like the

United States are the great magnitudes of life insurance and

social insurance and the financial prudence of business cor-
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porations in regard to dividend payments and depreciation

allowances. The desirability of life insnraiice apd the vari-

ous forms of social insurance is not to be questioned from

the standpoint of the individual or family unit. Nevertheless,

it must be recognized that such insurance involves large with-

drawals from the income stream which might otherwise be

spent for current consumption. The burden on investment for

maintaining high levels of employment is increased to the

degree to which consumption is restrained. If the amounts

paid out in life insurance and social insurance, benefits are

equal to the premiums paid in (by different sets of persons),

there is, of course, no net saving. As long as the total amoimt
of insurance is increasing, however, there is a net withdrawal

from consumption demand. The financial prudence that pro-

vokes Corporation managers to be cautious in paying cash

dividends to the full extent of current net profits can hardly

be questioned on a business basis, but it is nevertheless a

drag on the propensity to consume. Corporations “force”

many shareholders to save by withholding from the latter’s

control income which they would otherwise be free to spend

or save as they saw fit. Prudent dividend poEcy, taken in con-

junction with the over-cautious depreciation policy typically

followed by American business enterprise, is a major factor

tending to lower the propensity to corisume.

Over the long run, from decade to decade, we cannot as-

sunae that the propensity to consume will remain unchanged.

Statistical studies indicate that historically there is a tendency

in progressive cSmmunities for the consumption function to

shift upward in the sense.that more is spent for consumption
out of incomes of a given size. The upward secular drift of

the consumption schedule is reflected in a steady rise in the

slandarf of living of progressive economies like the United
States,feut in the short run, with which Keynes is primarily

concerned, changes in the amount of consumption depend
mainly oti changes in the amount of income and not oq
changes in the propensity to consume out of a given income
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(p. 110). To repeat for emphasis, this conclusion makes in-

vestment the strategic variable in the general theory of em-

ployment. The important proposition that employment caiL

increase only, if investment increases presupposes a stable

propensity to consume. Moreover, Hthe strategic nature of

investment is reinforced 'by the fact that the schedule of the

propensity to consume is stable at a relatively low level,
j-

The Marginal Propensity to Coiwiiiiie

and the Multiplier

The propensity to consume tells us that there is a fairly defi-

nite relationship between consumption and income at all

levels of employment. As a further development of this rela-

tion, a definite ratio may be established between investment

and income. I’From the marginal propensity to consume, we

can tell how much income and employment will increase as a

result of a given increase in investment. If the propensity to

consume is given, a definite ratio will exist between any in-

crease in income (AY) and any given increase in invest-

ment (AI)* Th|s ratio is called the investment multiplier

(k) and is equal, subjert to certain assumptions, to the em-

ployment multiplier (k'')ij The relation between the marginal*

propensity to consume„(^Y) investment

_

multiplier

may be illustrated by a simple arithmetical example.

Aisimie a $100 increment in income is derived $90 from'^n-

sumption and $10 from investment: ^

ay = AC + AI
' $100 = $90 -f $1®

The marginal propensity to consume, ? is ®%oo. The

multiplier, is or lO.iWe may genbraliz® and say

the mxdtiplier is equal to the reciprocal*of one minus the

"marginal propensity to consume; and the marginal propen-

sity to consume is equal to one minus the reciprocal of the
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multiplier.^ In the above illustration, the marginal propensity

to consume is %o, one minus %o is Vio, and the multiplier is

the reciprocal of %o or 10.

The arithmetical relation of the marginal propensity to

consume to th^ investment multiplier may be thought of even

more simply: ^he multiplier is the reciprocal of the marginal

propensity to save, which is always equal to one minus the

marginal propensity to consume^^hus, if the marginal pro-

pensity to consume is %o, the xharginal propensity to save

is %o, and the multiplier is 10. If the marginal propensity

to consume is Ys, the marginal propensity to save is Vs,

and the multiplier is 5. If the marginal propensity to con-

sume is Ys, the marginal propensity to save is %, and the

multiplier is 3. The following table lists the values of the

multiplier which correspond to certain values of the marginal

propensity to consume.

The size of the multiplier varies directly with the size of

the marginal propensity to consume. When the latter is -high

the multiplier is high, and when the_marginal, propensity to

’"consumels low the multiplier is also low. Theoretically the

vaEi^l5f~t}re nrultiplier-eamrafife air^e way from one to

infinity, ^owever, it can never fall to one if consumption

> l2. The investment multiplier may he derived from the marginal propensity
to consume in the following manner. Starting with the “fundamental psycho-
logical law” that AY and AC have the same rign but AY exceeds AC, it

follows that the marginal propensity to consume is positive and always less

than 1. Let us assume it is less than 1 hy a fraction where k stands for

the multiplier. We thep^have pven:

<1)

(2)

AC
AY
AY

= 1
1

, where k is equal to or greater than 1; and

AC + AL Transposihg and dividing through by AY, we gel

13)
Al
AY'

From (1) and (3)j it follows that
AC _
AY

““

(4) k=:~Y^which may also be written (6) AY =:k(Al)
^ ^ ^ 1 „ AC 1

By transposing (1) we^et (7) ^
=: I —ACay or (8) k

mmj also he written (9) k ^
the marginal propensity to save.

AY
AG-

AC
AY

1 ~AG ’

AY
which

in (8) isj of courses
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TABLE 1

COHKESPONBING VALUES FOR THE
Marginal Propensity to Consume and the Multiplier

Marginal Propensity

to Consume
Multipli

(•^) (k)

0 1

1/3 1 1/2

3/8 1 3/5

2/5 1 2/3

1/2 2

3/5 2 1/2

5/8 2 2/3

7/10 3 1/3

3/4 4
4/5 5
9/10 10

99/100 100

1 Infinity

always increases when income increases because this means

the marginal propensity to consume is never zero. At the'

same time, themmldplier can never be equal to infinity if

Keynes’ assumption that the m^rgin^ propensity to consume

is always less than one is valid. The actual value of the mar-

ginal propensity to consume is not likely to fall outside the

range from % to %o, and therefore the multiplier will lie

somewhere between 1.5 and 10. Keynes estimates the ^ctual

value of the multiplier to he about 3, with variations in dif-

ferent phases of &e business cycle. Sine# the multiplier is

more than unity,but not very great, any new investment will

increase income by more than the amount of the investment,

hut a small increase in investment will notbe sufficient to lift

the economy from a low level of employment to full em-

ployment.

The process whereby new investment Isrings a multiple in-

crease in income by increasing consumption may be illus-

trated by an arithmetical example. Assume the marginal pro-

pensity to consume is %. The multiplier will then be 5. One
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million dollars of new investment will lead to a total increase

in income of JSjOOOjOOO. Tlie initial ^IsCMW^CXIQ outlay for

investment increases the incomes of the recipients by SljOOO,-

000. Since the marginal propensity to consume is only

80 per cent of this initial increase in income will be spent for

consumption. The f800,000 which is spent for consumption

will ad4 at the second round, to the community’s income by

that amount, one person’s expenditure being another’s income.

Of the $800,000 addition to income, 80 per cent will again

be spent on consumer outlays, and in turn the community’s

income will increase by $640,000. Out of the further increase

in income of $640,000, 80 per cent will go into consumption

and income will increase by an additional $512,000. This

process whereby consumption increases to the extent of 80

per cent of each addition to income will continue through

successive stages toward a definite limit imtil the aggregate

increase in community income is equal to 5 times the original

investment. The various stages of expansion or income turn-

overs are not to be thought of in terms of a series of time

periods, but as cumulative increases that occur simultane-

ously.
" "

Does this mean tha^Keynes’ theory is invalid since, obvi-

ously, the spending and respending of income for consump-

tion cannot possibly take place simultaneously with the new
investment? No, it is an assumption which simplifies the ex-

posilion and, at the same time, illustrates Keynes’ basic con-s*

tention that in every interval of time the increase in income is|

equal to the incfease in investment multiplied by the multil

plier (p. 123). In the fir^t place, investment does not occui^

simultaneously, but over time. If the consumption industries'

anticipate the expansion of income that will he available to

buy cons^ers goods, the time-lag is greatly reduced. How-
ever, thd increased demand for consumption may not be forej

seen, so that invesfment will create new income for which nqi

new consumption goods have been produced. In these circuml

stances, the new demand may be met partly by depletion of

stocks (disinvestment) and partly postponed because of re-
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sistance to^ higher prices and also because the type of goods

demanded ois not available. To the extent that consumptioii

is postponed^ the marginal propensity to consume and the^

multiplier will fall temporarily below their normal sizey

Later when the goods become avaiiable^ the marginal propem
sity to consume may rise above its normal level and ^^eventm

allv returns to its normal leveL^' (p. 124)

ffhe temporary departure of the marginal propensity to

consume from normal is important in explaining how the

equality of investment and saving is maintained throughout

the expansionary process. If there are no new consumers

goods at all to meet the additional demand arising from the

income distributed by the new investment^ there can be no

increase in real consumption, so that, momentarily, income

would increase but consumption would not. Hence, added

saving (the excess of income over consumption), which is

equal to added income, would be equal to added investment.

Total saving and total investment are equal, and would re^

main equal regardless of the time lag. Momentarily, the

marginal propensity to consume would be zero andTEe^multi"

plier" equal to^erTIiiy”woiZ[3~nse~gr^^ return to

normal afteFmi interval of tim^* Ttie emphasis in Keynes^

analysis at this point is as follows: The efforts of consumers

to spend their additional income according to their normal

marginal propensity to consume will result in more consump-

tion, which in turn will lead to the creation of more income,

and out of the larger income more will be saved. Wben the

normal marginal propensity to consume is functioning, the

total addition to national incomp will be equal to the invest-

ment multiplied by the normal multiplier. Table 2 shows how
the expansion of income takes place when ihe marginal pro-

pensity to consume is at its assumed normal level of 80 per

cent.^It would he a misrepresentation of Keynes^ position to

assume that investment originally exceeds saving, and be-

comes equal to it only after all the stages have been com-

pleted, which might be a very long time indeed. Keynes is not

unaware of time lags, but for the pure theory of the multipliers^'
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wMch we are discussing in this chapter, the introduction of

time lags would greatly complicate the analysis. In the next

chapter, which deals with the application of the multiplier

principle, account will be taken of time lags.®

The following table presents the first 10 stages of this

multiplying process whereby an original investment of

11,000,000 raises total income by $5,000,000 when the mar-

ginal propensity to consume is %o, and therefore the multi-

plier is 5. The data in this table indicate that the formula for

the multiplier, the reciprocal of the marginal prppensity to

TABLE 2

Effect of Increased Investment on
Income, Consumption, and Saving

Origmal Induced Additional Con- Saving

Increase in Increase in sumption from out of

Investment Income Increased Income Income

AI AY (%oof AY)
11,000,000 $1,000,000 $800,000 $200,000

800,000 640,000 160,000

640,000 512,00a 128,000

§12,000 409,000 102,400

409,600 327,680 81,920

327,680 262,144 65,536

262,144 209,715 52,429

209,715 167,772 41,943

167,772 134,218 33,554

134,218

107,375

107,375 26,843

etc. etc. etc.

Totals $1,000,000 $5,000,000 $4,000,000 $1,000,000

Investment . Income Consumption Saving

3. The above paragraph is based on Keynes* discussion in the General

Theory, pages 117, 122-12g, and upon the clarification of this aspect of Keynes

by Professor Alvin Hansen m “A Note on Savings and Investment,” The Re>

view of Economic Statistics, February, 1948, Vol. XXX, No. 1, pages 30-33,

The adaptation of the multiplier to take account of time lags has been worked

out by a number of writers, including Professor Hansen, Professor Fritss

Machiup, and others.
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savCj is Just a shorthand method for simplifying the arith-

metical calculations involved in the table. If the successive

additions were made in the table^ the total in the income col-

umn would be iS^OOOjOOO, or 5 "times the original invest-

ment, and 5 is the value for k, which is the reciprocal of

the marginal propensity to save.

The sum of the consumption column at its mathematical

limit is $4,000,000. The increase in investment of $1,000,000

plus the $4,000,000 increase in consumption equals the total

increase in income of $5,000,000. Thus given the marginal

propensity to consume and the amount of the increment in

investment, we can determine the total resulting increase in

income by finding k and substituting in the equation AY =
k; Ak Thus, $5,000,000 = 5 • $1,000,000.

L ^ That part of newly created income which is not re-spent is,

of course, saved. In Table 2 total saving is equal to the in-

vestment of $1,000,000, which is as it should be. This

amount of saving results from the propensity of the commu-
nity to save 20 per cent of the $5,000,000 addition to its

income. Income which is not spent for consumption (shown

in the last coluSim in Table 2) is sometimes spoken of as a

*Teaka^” in the cumulative income Stream, It is this leakage

which limits the extent of the total increase in national in-

come. If there were nd leakage, that is, if the marginal pro-

pensity to consume were 100 per cent, full employment would

result, and beyond full employment, inflation would set in,

from any small increase in investment because, under the

ideal conditions assumed in Table 2, the sedbnd column would

show an infinite pumber of constaryt additions to income. Since

these successive additions diminish at each stage, the total

increase in income is a finite amount.

The form which leakages take is determined by what hap-

pens to the money received as income but not spent for con-

sumption. It may be used to pay off debt^, to add to idle cash

balances, or to purchase bonds, stocks, mortgages, insurance

policies, and similar financial investments. The particular

form of leakage is of no direct consequence as long as we hold
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to the assumption that the marginal propensity to consume is

80 per cent, and that total new investment is f1,000,000,

These two factors together determine the total effect of new

investment on income and employment Leakages which tend

to reduce the size of new, net investment (the multiplicand),

rather than the size of the multiplier, will be considered in

the chapter on fiscal policy in depression. Foreign trade and

corporate saving will also be discussed in this connection.

To take two more very simple cases showing the relation of

the marginal propensity to consume to the multiplier; If the

marginal propensity to consume is the multiplier is 2

because 1 plus V2 plus % plus % plus Vi& etc. add up to "2.

With a multiplier of 2, each $1 of additional investment will

result in a $2 increase in income. Or if the marginal propen-

sity to consume is %, the multiplier is 3 because 1 plus %
plus % plus %7 etc. add up to 3. In this case each $1 of in-

vestment will result in a $3 increase in income.

^he multiplier concept is concerned only with original in-

vestment as a stimulus to consumption and thereby to income.

It is not intended to deal with the question whether addi-

tional consumption will induce further inveftment. The effect

of added consumption*" upon the demand for investment in-

volves the so-called “acceleration” principle, which is not an

important part of Keynes’ theory.
*

Anwimt ©f iHTestmeiit needed to Biistaiii Tariom® level®

income and employment

Keynes^ fundameiital position is that income and employ-

ment can rise only if investment increases^ *siil)]ect to qualifi-

4, For studies wMc^ integrate tlie principle of acceleration witli Keynes*

multiplier'' analysis, see K. F. Harrod, T^e Trade Cycle, London: Oxford Um«
versity Press, 1936: A. H. Hansen, Fiscal Policy and Business Cycles, New
York; W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941, Chapter 12; Paul A. Samuel-

©on, ‘^Interactions between the Multiplier Analysis and the Principle of AcceL
©ration/* reprinted from The Review of Economic Statistics, 1939, in Readings

m Business Cycle Theory, Philadelphia: The Blakiston Ck)inp®ny, 1944, Chap-

ter 12, and “A Synthesis of the Principle ol Acceleration and the Multiplier,®*

The Journal of Political Economy, December, 1939, VoL XLVH, No* 6, pages

786-797.
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cations that may be ruled out as of no great practical signifi-

cance in the short run. The reason why income can increase

only if investment increases is that as income rises, consump-

tion will rise but by less than income, and so a gap is left to

be filled by investment.M]onsequentiy, increases in output

above a low level at which aggregate income is equal to

aggregate consumption will have to be divided partly to

consumption goods and partly to investment goods. If the

marginal propensity to consume is %o, for example, an addi-

tion to output of a million dollars must he divided %o to

consumption goods and %o to investment goods. This means

the multiplier is 5 because an addition to investment of, say,

$2,000,000 will be accompanied by an increase in consump-

tion of $8,000,000 and a total increase in income of

$10,000,000.

In order to ascertain how much investment is necessary to

give full employment, or any other level of employment for

that matter, we may set up a table of income, consumption,

and investment. From this table it is easy to calculate the

amount of investment required to boost income and employ-

ment to higher Ifevels. Following is such a table with hypo-

thetical figures. In addition to figure! on income, consump-

tion, and investment, data are also given for employment, the

marginal propensity t6 consume, the multiplier, and the

average propensity to consume.

The range of national income shown in the table is from

$100 hilHon to $200 billion. The higher figure is assumed to

represent full employment and maximum attainable real

income. At the lower level of $100 billion, consumption is

equal to income, and the average propensity to consume (^)

is unity. No net investment is necessary to maintain a $100
billion flow of income- Supply tends to createfits own demand

up to this level, and if income falls below^consumption, as it

may temporarily do, there will be a tendency for -income to

rise to the level at which it equals consumption because the

effective demand for consumption will call forth an output
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TABLE 3

Amount of Investment Neeoeo to Sustain Various Leveis ©f

Employ-
ment (mil-

lions of

workers)

N

30
33

36

39
42
45
48
51

54
57
60

Income and Employment -

Income ’^^Invest- Marg. Multi- Average

(bSUioas tion (bil- ment (bil- Prop, to plier Prop, to

of lions of lions of Consume
(k)

Corasum©

dolars) dollars) dollars) AC„ C
Y

100

C

100

I

0

'ay

.90
nn

10

Y

1,00

110 109 1 M
120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

117

124.5

131.5

138

144

149.5

154.5

159

163

3

5.5

8.5

12

16

20.5

25.5

31

37

,75

.70

.65

.60

.55

.50

.45

.40

4
SVa
2 %
2V2
2 %
2

l%i
1 %

.98

.96

.94

.92

.90

.88

.86

.84

82

* Including tax-financed gorenunent expenditures.
** Including loan-financed government expenditures.

equal to the entire value o£ consumption. At income levels

below f1(X) billion there is no gap that ifeed^ to be filled by

investment. This basic E&tional income, as Professor Hansen

aptly calls it, is self-perpetuating. Above the basic income

is the dynamic income, which is not self-perpetuating because

it depends on investment to maintain itself and there is

nothing automatic about investment. At $100 billion the gap

begins to develop and income can rise above this level only

as a result of deliberate calculations on the part of private

businessmen to invest in n^w capital assets or on the part of

governmental authorities to promote public investment. If

the margin between basic national income and income at full

employment is to be filled at aH, it will be filled by invest-

ment plus the consumption induced by that investment under

the multiplier principle. The concepts of the multiplier and

the marginal propensity to consume become of practical sig-

nificance in the range of incomes, in our example, above $100

billion.
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Thus for all levels of income above $100 billion, con-

sumption^ is less than Income, and each addition to new in-

vestment will boost the national income by more than the

amount of the investment because consumption will rise from

the stimulus furnished by investment. The first bilHon-dollar

increase in investment raises the national income by $10 bil-

Eon, which means that the (average) multiplier between

incomes of $100 and.SllO billion is 10, or the average margi-

nal propensity to consume is .9, and this first $10 billion rise

in output is divided $9 billion to consumption and $1 billion

to investment. The next $10 billion rise in income requires

'a $2 billion outlay on investment, or twice as much as the^

first $10 billion rise, because the (average) multiplier has

fallen from 10 to 5, or the marginal propensity to consume

from .9 to j.8. And the third $10 billion rise, from $120

billion to $130^5-billion, is divided $7.5 billion to consump-

tion and $2.5 billion to investment because the average multi-'

plier is 4 and the average marginal propensity to consume is

.75 in this range of income. Finally, the last $10 billion rise

to the full-emplo3nnent income of $200 billion is divided $4
billion to consumption and $6 billion to investment, which

means that the multiplier has fallefl to 1% and the marginal

propensity to consume to .4. These figures show how the

marginal propensity to consume indicates the division of ad-

ditions to output between consumption and investment, and

they also indicate that the investment multiplier is just another

way of talking about the marginal propensity to consume.®

In Table 3 both the marginal and average propensities to

consume fall as income riseg, and rise as income falls. As

noted earlier in this chapter, the decline in the average pro-

pensity to consume is a necessary condition of Keynes’ analy-

5. We liave been dealing with tbe average margina? propensity to constime

and tbe average multiplier. ‘‘Marginal” is a matl^ematical concept wbicb in-

volves small, incremental cbangesi Obviously, |10 billion in $100 billion or in

1200 billion does violence to tbe concept of small variations. *Bnt for tbe pur-

poses at band, it is perfectly legitimate to speak of tbe average marginal pro-

pensity to consume and tbe average value of the multiplier over a given range.

See not§ 1 above. See also General Theory^ page 121.
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sis, and the decline in the marginal propensity to consume is

a probable condition of actual experience. At the bottom of

a very bad depression the average propensity to consume may

be greater than one because consumption may exceed income

while the commimity is depleting stocks of goods and large

numbers of people are living off their past savings. However,

any fall in income below consumption will tend to be restored

by the self-sustaining nature of basic national income. Above

the point at which income equals consumption ($100 billion

in Table 3), aggregate consumption is less than aggregate in-

come. The average propensity to consume has obviously fallen

to- less than one.

^ Keynes accounts for the relative stability of the economic

system by this characteristic of a community to increase con-

sumption by a lesser absolute amount than income when in-

come rises, and to decrease consumption by less than income

when income decreases (pp. 97, 251). Although there is great

instability in economic life, it is not so great as to cause fluc-

tuation ail the way from zero employment to full employ-

nient. Movements upward and movements downward both

encounter self-limiting forces. Changes upWard are limited

by the increasing difficulty of finding investment to fill the

widening gap between income and consumption. Changes

downward are limited because income 'falls more rapidly

than consumption and therefore catches up with falling con-

sumptiom long before a point of zero employment is reached.

At the point on the downswing where consumption is equal to

income—where the ^erage propensity to consume is unity

—

economic activity reaches its gelf-sustaining basis. If Keynes’

fundamental psychological law did not hold at all, any small

increment in investment would set up a cumulative increase

in effective demand which would* go tmchecked until full

employment was reached; and any decrease in investment,

however small, would^et in motion a cumulative decrease in

effective demand until everyone was out of a johj However
unstable we may think economic life actually is, as compared

with what it ought to he or might he, it is not nearly as un-
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stable as it would be if the so-called fundamental psychologi-

cal law’,did not obtain.

actual arithmetical values of the multiplier in experi-

ence help to account for the relative stability of our economic

system. The multiplier is neither extremely large nor is it so

small as unity. If the multiplier were very large, small addi-

tions to investment would result in a great cumulative rise

In effective demand, income, and employment. But Keynes

estimates the actual multiplier to be somewhere between 2%
and 3 in^the United States and England, varying, of course,

at different levels of employment in different phases of the

business cycle. Thuyihe multiplier is not so large as to lead

to wild fluctuations in employment as a result of small

changes in the volume of investment, yet it is small enough to

require huge amounts of investment to sustain economic ac-

tivity at high levels of employment in wealthy communities.

Since the marginal propensity to consume and the multi-

plier will he higher in a poor community than in a wealthy

community, it might appear that the poor commimity would

be subject to more violent fluctuations in employment as a

result of changes in investment. This, however, is not the

case. The degree of instability depends on average as

well as the marginal propensity to consume.^While a hi^
Tnarginal propensity to consume makes for large relative

changes in income from a given amount of investment,’¥TSgli

average propensity to consume reduces the absolute ^amount

of investment needed to sustain full employment. A poor

commimity Which produces little more tfian enough to sustain

itself will have a high average a? well as a high marginal pro-

pensity to consume. Therefore, its absolute dependence on

investment wiU not be great, even though changes in its small

amount .of investment may cause large relative fluctuations.

A wealthy community, on the other hanS, will have a low

average as well as a low marginal propensity to consume.

There will be a large absolute gap between income and con-

sumption at all high levels of employment, and therefore

large absolute amounts of investment are required to fill this
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gap. While the relative fluctuation in income from a given

amount of investment will not be great because of the low

value of the marginal propensity to consume and the multi-

plier, the absolute amount of fluctuation will be great because

the low average propensity to consume makes the wealthy

community dependent on a large volume of investment, the

demand for which is unstable. Instability in the wealthy

community is accentuated by the weak inducement to invest

that is associated with a large previous accumulation of

capital assets?\

The Employment Multiplier: Attention is now directed to

the first column in Table 3. This column shows the volume

of employment which corresponds to various levels of income

ranging from the low of 30 million workers to the full-

employment level of 60 million. It is assumed that increases

»in employment are directly proportional to increases in in-

come, so that, for example, a doubling of employment from

30 million to 60 million men is accompanied by a doubling

«of national income from $100 billion to $200 billion. Obvi-

ously this exact relationship will not hold* in any rigid

fashion, but as a first approximation it may be accepted as

valid. Under this assumption, the employment n^tiplier (k^)

will be equal to the investment multiplier (k) .'^ince Keynes’

work is primarily concerned with the volume of employment,

it is important to discuss the multiplier in terms of employ-^

ment as well as in terms of income and investment. The en^j

ployment multiplier is die ratio of increase in total employ-

1

ment (N) to the increase in primary employment (

N

2 ) , in

the same way iiTwEicEYhe in'^stment multipTier is the ratif)
'

~of^crea8elnincdn\e toHEe ii^^seitLi^pCT^fy)~mvegteenL
|

~lhus the expression IdlTihcreases in employmerit;'~AN = ’

k' • AN2 , is analbgous to^the expression for increases in in-

come, ay = k • simplifying assumption that the

employment* multiplier is equal to the investment multiplier

does no violence to the general theory of employment. Most of

Keynes’ analysis is stated in terms of the investment multiplier
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because of greater convenience of expression, but the employ-

ment multiplier is useful for showing the relation of the fore-

going discussion to the problem of^rimary and secondary

employment from public works.

All discussions of public works recognize that in addition

to the original or “primary” employment directly relating to

the public works there will be a further or “secondary” em-

ployment resulting from the public works. The total benefit

of public works as a remedy for unemployment is greater

than the immediate or primary employment. “Secondary”

employment is that which occurs in consumption goods indus-

tries as a result of the primary employment in investment

industries. The employment multiplier tells us the number^-

of men who will be added to employment for every one that

is directly employed. When the multiplier is 5, for example,

every man newly employed in investment goods production

will cause four other men to be newly employed in consump-

tion goods industries, for a total new employment of five men.

From Table 3, we can ascertain what income and employ-,

ment will be if we ^ow the volume of investment^If we are

able to controrthe volume of investment, we can make real

income what we want it to be, up to the point of full employ-

ment. Above full employment, true inflation sets in and fur-

ther increases in income will be purely monetary, i.e., infla-

tionary. From earlier discussion, it is clear that the volume

of private investment is highly variable, largely becaiJse of

the inherently unstable nature of the ma:£ginal efficiency of

private capital. The first object of public policy designed to

work within the- private-enterprise economy is to maintain a

high level of private investment. But since this is at best pre-

carious, governmental authorities should be prepared to off-

set the effects of variations In the volume pf private invest-

ment by effecting counter-variations in^ public investment.

The objective isiojaamtain total investment, private and pub-

lic,jiraTg^ which will fill the gap between the desired lev^

of^income anJconsumption out of that income
,
jf the volume

of prTvate~lm?Stm©nt is chronically delcient, the mainte-
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nance of a high level of employment calls for permanent

supplementary investment in public projects* According to

the figures in Table 3, if at a certain time investment is tat

ing place at a rate of $12 billion per year, there will be 45

million people employed and income creation will be at a

rate of $150 billion per year* In order to raise employment

to 48 million workers and national income to $160 billion,

investment must be increased by $4 billion to a total of $16

billion* In order to reach full employment, total investment

must be raised to $37 billion. Any other level of activity may

be attained by variations in the amount of investment. Ihis^

illustrates the meaning of Keynes’ important propositionUthat

changes in employment depend upon changes in investment,

given the propensity to consume.
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Fiscal Policy in Depression

Tiiiis we are so sensible, have schooled ourselves to so

close a semblance of prudent financiers, taking careful

thought ^before we add to the ^‘financial” burdens of pos-

terity by building them houses to live in, that we have no

such easy escape from the sufferings of unemployments

M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest

and Money

Keynes viewed fiscal pslicy, that is, government spending,

taxing, and borrowing, as the most important weapon against

xmemployment. His general explanation of the need for

positive fiscal policy rxms as follows; At a level of income

corre^onding to full employment, the gap between total in-

come and total consumption is so great in advanced industrial

economies that private investment is inadequate to fill it. If

unemployment is to be avoided, the gap must be bridged

either by filling in with government expenditure or by reduc-

ing the size of the .gap by increasing the propensity to con-

sume. The problem has both its cyclical and its secular

aspects. If the average propensity to consume can be raised

through such measufes as progressive taxation, the magnitude

of cyclical fiuctuations can be reduced. Although Keynes has

made suggestions in this connection, he emphasizes that in a

* Harcourt, Brace and Ck)., Inc., 1936, page 13L
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capitalist economy, characterized by wide inequalities in the

distribution of income and other institutional factors which

make for a high propensity to save, the propensity to consume

cannot easily be raised enough to have a significant effect upon

employment. Therefore, the chief burden for maintenance of

high level's of employment falls on public expenditures de-

signed to fill in the existing gap between income and con-

sumption at full employment.

Public expenditure for the purpose of relieving unemploy-

ment raises two main questions: Is it justified in terms of good

economy? and, How effective is it in creating and stimulating

employment? The investment multiplier is important in re-

lation to the second issue. The basic case for public works,

when there are imemployed resources, does not rest on the

validity of the multiplier theory. In the language of common
sense, the case for public works, or more generally public

investment, rests on the notion that, from the point of view of

the whole economic system, it pays to employ workers as

long as they produce anything more than nothing. Since un-

employed workers contribute nothing to the national income,

whatever they produce when employed represents a net gain

to society. This idea may be expressed by saying that the

marginal cost to society of employing labor which otherwise

would be idle is zero os virtually zero. Slight additional social

cost may arise, for example, if men eat more, or otherwise

consume more, when they work than when they do not.^ It is

better for a man to produce something, however little, while

working and maintaining his self-respect, than to remain idle

and produce nothing at all. As Keynes says, it is obvious that

100,000 new homes are a national asset and that 1,000,000

unemployed men are a public liability.^

As the representative of the entire nation, a national gov-

ernment has the duty to behave in a manner which will in-

crease the national income. The individml, as the represen-

tative of his own interests, is expected to behave in a manner

1, The Means to Prosperity^ page 22. London; Macmillan and Company^

Ltd, 1933.
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wMcli will increase Ms individual income. Since individual

and social costs and revenues do not always correspond, the

government may take action whicli will benefit the whole

economy when no individual is in a position to do so. The

theory that government should not participate in economic

life rests on the assumption that the national income will be

maximized when business profits are maximized. National

income must always be the criterion of social welfare. Busi-

ness profits are only one part, and a relatively small part, of

total national income, and cannot provide an adequate cri-

terion of social welfare. Yet the motivation to production

derives from the expectation of profit. Business men have the

power, the legal right, and often the incentive to withhold

from use the means of production to which the labor of the

community must he applied in order to produce the goods and
services that provide the basis of community welfare. With-

'out equipment, labor cannot produce. When business men
decide to let their factories remain idle, they serve their own
interest but they do not serve the interest of the community.

'^This is perfectly “natural.” It is not in the nature of business

accounting to be directly concerned with what happens to

the national income when wages and salaries fall because of

imemployment. Workers employed by a single business enter-

prise usually purchase only a relatively small part of the

output of the enterprise for which they work, whereas their

wages as a rule constitute a major portion of the expenses of
their firm. Hence, any firm is in a position to lower its costs

more than its retusns by reducing its payroll at any time,

even though this may prove disastrous to all firms if all act

in the same way. To the indivfdual business enterprise, labor

is a variable cost ^at ceases when employment ceases. "But

to the economy as a whole, labor, is an overhead or fixed cost

which goes on v?hether the worker Is employed or unem-
ployed, Workers imist eat whether or not they have jobs.

There is the alternative of letting the unemployed starve, but
iMs is more callous than the proponents of “sound” finance

would tolerate, so they advocate supporting the unemployed
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on relief where they produce nothing rather than giving them

useful employment where they will add directly to the national

income. It is the divergence between the principles of social

and private accounting which holds the clue to the inconsis"

tencies of so-caUed “sound” finance.

Obviously, it is not very convincing to tell an unemployed

man that society cannot afford to burden his future by build-

ing him a house in which to live, even though he and his

fellow-workers are doing nothing with their time and skill.

The staimch advocates of annually Balanced budgets are

perhaps so accustomed to thinking in terms of the financial

principles appropriate to an economy of full employment

that they do not see the implications for public finance of an

economy with widespread ^employment. When there is fuD

employment, the real cost of hiring a man is what he produced

in the job he gives up in order to accept a new position. When
there is unemployment, the real cost of hiring an unemployed

person is nothing because nothing is sacrificed by the employ-

ment of his labor. 'This fundamental principle is not altered

when money is brought into the picture in order to finance

the employmeilt.

Having in mind that the Basic cake for public works and

other forms of income-creating expenditures in time of de-

pression does not rest on the multiplier effect but is merely

reinforced by this effect, it will be understood that the limita-

tions and qualifications to the multiplier in practice do not

invalidate the case for public investment. Even if the multi-

plier effect were lacking altogether, pubSc works might be

desirable as a ujeans'for employipg otherwise idle resources.

Tile Multiplier and PuWic Investmeiil

The present section is concerned with the practical applica-

tion of the multiplier as contrasted withlhe “pure” or “logi-

cal” theory of the multiplier discussed in the preceding chap-

ter. It is one thing to accept the logical conversion of the

marginal propensity to consume into the investment multi-
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plier and quite another to accept the hypothesis that each

dollar of public spending in depression will add several

dollars to the national income’. Responsible statesman called

upon to vote large sums of money for public works on the

assumption that this will bring recovery will want to know

more than that the investment multiplier is equal to the re-

ciprocal of the marginal propensity to save. While support

for public expenditure might be secured Just because it is

better to have men producing something rather than nothing,

the possible repercussions of public spending^ on private

spending should be explored. If it can be demonstrated that

an increase in government spending will increase national

income by more than the original outlay, the case for such

expansionary policies will be much more convincing than if

there is no multiplying effect. After all, the idea of public

works as a remedy for unemployment is very old. The multi-

plier aspect of it is the modem innovation.

Two preliminary points need to be made. The first concerns

the relation of the multiplier to pump-priming, and the sec-

ond the meaning of the term “public investment” in reference

to the multiplier effects of public spenSing? The multiplier

theory is not pump-pri?ning. The latter rests on the assump-

tion that a temporary new expenditure will have a lasting

tendency to raise the level of economic activity, whereas the

multiplier theory assumes that the income-generating effects

of new expenditure will continue only as long as the expen-

diture is present, working with some time lag. Although

Keynes did at onl time believe in the pump-priming hypothe-

sis, he had passed beyond, that stage when he wrote his Gen-

eral Theory. Pump-priming implies that the economic system

has been in unstable equilibrium before the injection of new
spending pushes it back on the -track from which it has been

derailed by some fortuitous event.* Keynes’ theory is that the

economic system i^'characteristically in stable under-employ-

ment equiKbrium from which there is no tendency to depart.

2- Se€ Paul A. Samuelson, ‘‘The Theory of Pump-Priming Reexamiiied,”

Tfte American Economic Review^ Septemher, 1940* VoL XXX, No. 3* psge 502.
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Therefore, repeated shoves and not Just a single shove are

required to. move the economic machine up the high road to

prosperity. In this sense, Keynes’ theory is really a repudia-

tion of the pump-priming thesis. Furthermore, the multiplier

theory does not imply that public spending will stimulate

private investment as a result of the stimulus it gives to pri-

vate consumption. This may happen, but it is not part of the

multiplier doctrine.

The term “public investment,” in the sense in which it is

relevant to qjimulative increases in private consumption under

the multiplier influence, means any autonomous increase in

net government outlays. Hence, it includes new consumption

expenditures as well as public works of the durable type. Con-

sumption expenditures such as relief payments and subsidies

to education may be viewed as investments in human beings,

which no government can afford to neglect even though pri-

vate enterprise may do so. More important, however, i§ the

fact that government expenditure, even for consumption, does

not depend on the size of the consumers’ income in the way
that private consumption expenditure does. Private consump-

tion varies in a regular manner with income, but government

expenditure, like private investment,^ results from autono-

mous decisions. Saving rises automatically with income and

requires offsets, which" may be in the form of public ex-

penditure Just as well as private investment. In Keynes’

theory, investment is important because it distributes demand

for consumption output without adding inimediately to the

supply of consumption output that must be sold. Not only is

government expenditure capable.of-acting as an offset to sav-

ing, but it has the further, ironical advantage that often it is

of such a nature as not to bring forth future consumption

output.

With these preliminaries in mind, the following discussion

of the effects of government investment may be summarized

as follows: (1) If the government spends money that would

not otherwise be spent, either because it would not have been

in existence or because it would have remained idle, (2) if
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this spending has no repercussions on existing spending, and

(3) if leakages and the multiplier remain unchaEged long

enough for the effects of successive respendings of the funds

to work themselves out, then repeated government expendi-

tures will permanently raise the national income by the mul-

tiplier times the expenditure in question.

Method of finamciog

The increase in income that results from new investment

is equal to the multiplier times the new investment (the mul-

tiplicand). The increase in income may be affected either by
changes in the size of the multiplier or in the amount of

investment. Since any government spending will replace

some amount of private spending, we cannot assume, for ex-

ample, that an expenditure of one million dollars when the

^
multiplier is 5 will increase income by $5 million. Keynes
estimates that in a community like the United States in de-

pression the marginal propensity to consume is about 80
^per cent, indicating a multiplier of 5, but that the actual in-

crease in income will be more nearly 2 or 3 times the amount
of government expenditure. We may refer to fhe latter as the

government expenditure 'multiplier, in contrast with the full

value of the multiplier of 5 when the marginal propensity to

consume is 80 per cent. Among the factors accounting for

this difference is the method of financing public expenditure.

If outlays are to be income-generating, they must represent

“new” expenditure, and not just a substitution of one ex-

penditure for another. Workers who receive $100 per month
on public works and who previously received. $40 per month
on relief have a net increase in income of $60 and not of

$100. Furthermore, the over-all economic effect depends
upon how the former relief was* financed as compared with

how the present public works are financed. The greatest

stimulation to emproyment will result when a public con-

struction pfogram financed by borrowing replaces a public

relief program which was paid for out of taxation. Less
stimulation is felt when both the former relief and the new
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public works are financed by loans* Least stimulating would

he the case» in which both the former relief and the new pub*

lie works were financed from taxation*" The expenditure of

funds raised by taxation represents mainly a substitution of

one form of expenditure for another^ that is^ a reduction in

private spending and an increase in government spending*

The expenditure of funds raised by borrowing represents

mainly new expenditure and therefore an addition to total

effective demand* In order to have signifiicant expansionary

effectS5 ther^forcg a program of public investment should be

financed by borrowing rather than by taxation* This kind of

borrowing or loan expenditure is popularly called "^^eficit

financing/^ although the term ^^income-creating finance’^ is a

more appropriate designation* The term ‘^^deficit .financing
’^^

meansj of course^ simply that the goYemmenT spen3snmre
tbanTt collects inlaxes^ leaving the budg^unbalanced* The
belieFthat 'deffcirfihanci5g'’''wiirYin^ the government or

the economic system arises from a false analogy between the

economic system as a whole and the individual business enter-

prise* An individual who keeps on spending more than he

takes in will go bankrupt and, so the argument runs, the same
will happen to a government that spends more than it col-

lects in taxes* Howeverj the same tests of ^^soundness’’ do not

apply to the economy "and to the parts which make up the

economy* 'An individual, a business aiterprise, or a govern-

ment can spend more than it receives, but tbe economic? sys-

tem as a whole cannot spend more than it receives (ignoring

for tbe time being international economic relations or consid-

ering the whole -world as the economic unit)* Therefore, if

the government pays out (spends) more money than it takes

away from the public in the form of taxes, there must be a

net addition to the money inhome available Jor spending by
the public* This represents a net addition to effective demand*

When there is unemployment, this increase in effective de-

mand results in more employment and the creation of a

larger real national income* The amount of the increase in

effective demand will be at least equal to tbe amount of the
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new or additionai spending, which is equal to the excess of

the amount of money the government spends overthe amount

which it takes away from the taxpayers in the form of taxes.

The deficit results on the books of the government if the

government borrows from its citizens in order to get the money
to spend. When a government, or anyone else, borrows, it

goes into debt. Since the government is a representative of its

citizens, this means some people will owe money to others.

Taxpayers will owe money to bondholders. However, the

government may, if it wishes, issue new money, rather than

borrow it, in which case there is no loan-deficit Hence, deficit

financing is a consequence of a particular manner of financ-

ing income-creaIm^~CTpenditureirTEelmportanttFiingms~that

the spending should represent new expenditures. New expendi-

tures will increase the national income, and out of the en-

larged income saving will increase by an amoimt equal to

the deficit.®

In addition to the distinction between loans and taxes,

there are significant differences between various types of

loans and taxes. Loans from banks are more expansionary

than loans from the public because bank lo*ans result in the

creation of new deposit money, whereas loans made by the

public result merely in the transfer of part of the existing

money supply from the public to tlie government. In the

former case, no one need restrict either his consumption or
his investment. The bond is purchased with new money cre-

ated within the banking system in the form of new check-

book money. The total quantity of money is increased by the

lending activities of the banking system. There is no transfer

or giving up of means of purchase by one party for expendi-

ture by the government; there is merely the creation of addi-

tional means oi purchase. Selling bonds to banks is not, as a
rule, difficult because in depression banks have excess reserves
_______________ ^

3. The explressioii saving = investment may be phrased: saving's: private
investment -f the government deficit. Expressed in terms of total government
expenditure and taxes, this means that saving 4- taxes == private investment

+ government expenditure.
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which they are willing to make use of by investing in gov-

ernment bondsj even though the rate of interest paid on goV“

emment bonds may be quite low. The eagerness of the banks

to purchase bonds is subject to the qualification that they feel

the rate of interest will not rise in the calculable future to

cause a fall in the market value of the bonds they purchased

when interest rates were low.

Loan expenditures which are financed by selling govern-

ment bonds to individuals (the public) are stimulating, but

to a lesser -extent than expenditures from funds raised by

selling bonds to the banking system. When an individual as

distinct from a bank buys a bond, a transfer rather than a

new creation of means of purchase occurs. The individual

buyer transfers his command over purchasing power to the

government. No new money is created as a result of this form

of borrowing. Such borrowing is a stimulus to economic

activity, however, to the extent to which the government spends

more readily than did the individual who formerly com-

manded the funds. Borrowing of this type is sometimes re-

ferred to as ^^tapping the savings stream/^ Individual savings

which might otherwise have found no outlet in investment find

an outlet in the form of government^ expenditure. Individ-

ual saving which otherwise would have forced a reduction in

income to the point where social income exceeds aggregate

consumption by the amount of actual investment is offset by

public investment. Of course, if the individual who buys a

government bond would otherwise have spent his money on

either consumption or investment, there wifl be no net stimu-

lus when he transfers his money,to4he government for spend-

ing. As a rule, however, a considerable proportion of the

money used to buy government bonds would not otherwise

have been spent, so the effect is generally stimulating. Never-

theless, borrowing from the public, especially on a large scale,

is likely to restrict consumption or private investment to

some degree, and is therefore less desirable in a deep de-

pression than borrowing from banks. As over-all economic

activity expands in a business recovery and the savings
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stream rises^ borrowing from the public becomes both more

feasible and more desirable^ Once full empfcyment has

bem attained^ inflation will be forestalled by borrowing

from the public or by taxation rather than by borrowing

from the banks.

Among the different types of taxes^ those which are pro™-

gressive tend to restrict consumption less than those which

are regressive. All taxes tend to be deflationary in the sense

that money turned over to the government in the form of

taxes would have been spent, in some part at -least, had it

been left in the control of the taxpayer. If public works are

financed by funds raised by progressive income taxes or

death duties which fall mainly on the wealthy, total con-

sumptionffrom private expenditure probably will not be much
reduced because the consumption of wealthy persons tends to

be about the same regardless of the amount of taxes they

pay. In the case of very high tax rates, this would not be true.

To the extent that taxes are paid from funds which would not

otherwise be spent during the current period, idle money has

been tapped and put to work by government spending, A
further disadvantage jof steeply progressive taxation is the

danger that it may react adversely on the inducement to pri-

vate investment. Private investment is a process which often

does not lend itself to rational calculation. It depends to an
important degree upon the state of confidence and spontane-

ous optimism of the business community. Highly progressive

taxation is an element that tends to depress business confi-

dence and inhibit spontaneous optimism.

Least desirable of all methods of financing public expendi-

ture in depression is that by which taxes fall largely upon
funds which would have been spent if left in the hands of tax-

payers, 'Consumer sales taxes^ illustrate this least desirable

way of raising funds to finance public investment in periods

of depression. Consumer sales taxes reduce expenditure on
consumption by nearly the full amount of the tax. Hence,

government expenditures financed by regressive taxes are

much less effective against unemployment than expenditures
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financed by progressive taxes^ which in turn are less effective

than expenditures financed by borrowing*

It is quite consistent for those who advocate loan expendi-

lure^ or defi^cit financmg, in depression to advocate balanced

budgets in boom periods* The purpose of deficit financing is

to create full utilization of resources* Beyond the point of

full employment, there is no need for further deficit financing*

Keynes^ program is one which calls for full employmcBi

without inflation or deflation. Monetary expansion through

income-creating expenditure which is designed to increa^

both investment and consumption is the appropriate poBcy
in depression years. High taxes and debt reduction are the

fiscal tools for preventing inflation in boom years like those

which usually characterize postwar periods*

Iiilerest«free finaiieiiig

An aspect of fiscal policy which Keynes does not discuss

but which naturally arises in view of his position, on the na-

ture of interest is the question of interest-free financing of

public expenditures which are designed to put idle resources

to work. Loan expenditure involves an increase in the public

debt and in annual interest payments on the public debt. The

nature and significance of the public debt is one of the least

understood issues in public life, but the common misconcep-

tions cannot be examined here. However, if a major objection

to loan financing is the increase in the principal and in the

service charge on the public debt, the” question arises as t©

why society should have to pay interest to banks and others

in order to get the money needed to mobilize idle resources.

Is- there any necessity for subsidizing the commercial banks

by paying them huge amounts of interest to create the new
money which is required for economic expansion? Is not the

creation of new money properly a government function, and
if so, what is there to prevent the government from issuing

new money directly, without paying interest on ‘bonds to

commercial banks?

The answer, in terms of Keynes’ theory of interest which
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will be discussed more fully later, is that there is no necessity

for paying interest under these circumstances. Interest pay-

ments are not needed to induce people to save nor to reward

them for saving. The banks, which receive most of the inter-

est, create new balances on a basis of excess reserves to pay

for the bonds they buy, and, therefore, interest payments to

them are in no sense an inducement to curb consumption. The

interest income received by commercial banks, except for

the amount used to defray cost of performing a few clerical

services, is a monopoly payment which rewards, no genuine

sacrifice or function. The risk is very slight on government

bonds, which are considered to be the nearest possible ap-

proach to a riskless investment. Consequently, there appears

to be no valid economic reason why the government should

not by-pass the commercial banks and increase the money

supply directly without resort to the sale of interest-bearing

bonds. The particular technique employed to carry out the

increase in money supply would depend on the nature of the

central monetary authority. In the United States, the Treasury

could issue non-interest bearing notes to^the Federal Reserve

banks with instructions to increase the government deposits

to the extent of the value of the notes. The government could

then spend its balances in the usual fashion for public works

and other expenditures.

The objection that a policy of interest-free financing is cer-

taiirto be inflationary is easily answered in terms of the gen-

eral theory of emjployment. As long as there are unemployed

resources, the increase in money expenditure will increase em-

ployment rather than prices. ^»Beyond the point of full employ-

ment there is no necessity for further monetary expansion. If

monetary expansron continues after full employment is at-

tained, inflatioii will result. This, however, is a consequence

of monetary expansion per. se and not of the manner of its

execution. For exaihple, selling interest-bearing bonds to

commercial banks can cause inflation if carried to excess. In

4. See Chapter 9, section on the theory of prices, for a fuller statement of

what happens to prices as employment and output increase*
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fac4 any mismanagement of the money supply will cause

either infl^ion or deflation. Objections of this type are not

objections to interest-free financing as such but to any type

of managed currency. They are objections which indicate

a lack of trust in the competence of government monetary

authorities to act with wisdom and restraint. For better or for

worse^ any type of managed currency implies a faith in the

wisdom and restraint of the monetary authorities. Since the

abandonment of metallic standards, the money systems of the

world are almost exclusively managed systems.

Lmkages
Foreign Trade: The multiplying force of new expenditures

is reduced by leakages which take the form of spending for

imported goods and services. If the marginal propensity to

consume is %o of which %o is for imports, the effective do-

mestic marginal propensity to consume is lowered to %o. A
reduction in the marginal propensity to consume from /do to

%o will cause the multiplier to fall from 5 to 2^4, In a na-

tion like Great Britain, where imports are estimated to con-

stitute 20 per cent oi consumption, the foreign trade leakage

alone is sufficient to explain the discrepancy between a po-

tential multiplier of 5, based on a marginal propensity to

consume of 80 per cent, and the empirical estimates of a

multiplier of approximately 2l4 to 3. In the United States,

where the proportion of imports is only about 5 per cent •the

effect of foreign trade on the multiplier is much less than in

Britain. A fall in the marginal propensity^to consume from

80 per cent to 75. per cent will Ipwgr the multiplier from 5 to

4. The foreign trade figure which is relevant in these esti-

mates is the proportion of additional or, new expenditure

which is made abroad and not the average proportion of all

expenditures which are made abroad. In other words, the

distinction between the marginal and th^ Average propensity

to consume is to be borne in mind. .

The foreign trade leakage means that employment at home
increases less than it would if all spending were for products
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produced within the domestic economy. The loss is only a

national and not a world loss^ because benefits ¥/iil accrue to

foreign countries to the extent to which they are lost to the

domestic economy* ImproTed economic conditions in foreign

countries will, as a rulcj react favorably upon the domestic

economy in the form of increased exports. If we reduce the

multiplier to allow for imports^ any increase in exports

should be included as new investment and hence as one of

the favorable repercussions. There is no reason to assume^

however^ that what is lost by way of spending om imports will

be gained back in the form of increased exportSj especially

in the short run. Since there is in any national economy some
foreign spending for imports^ the world multiplier is always

larger than the domestic multiplier for any given primary

expenditure. This strengthens the case for world economic

co-operation in the form of simultaneous expansionary poll-

cies in all national economies.

Taxes and Corporation Saving: The marginal propensity

to consume out of national income depends on taxation and
corporation dividend policies. When the national income in

the United States is at $200 billion^ more tfian $50 billion is

collected in taxes (fecferal, state and local at 1948 tax rates)

and the proportion of increases in income taken by taxes is

much more than 25 per cent because of the progressive nature

of federal income taxes. Hence^ the size of the marginal pro«

pensity to consume calculated in terms of the total national

income is much lower than if calculated in terms of net dis-

posable income roughly equivalent to “take home^’ pay).

At each stage in the incomesgenerating process^ consumption

is reduced by the drain of taxation. Of course, not all income

paid in taxes would otherwise be spent, but probably a very

large part of it would be if th^ taxpayer were free to dispose

of it as he wished.

The national incame includes corporation earnings which
are not paid out in dividends as well as those which are paid

out in dividends. Undistributed profits are not available for

consumption spending and represent a factor tending to
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reduce the propensity to consume out of total national income*

When corf^rate saYing is added to taxes^ there is a large

difference between the total national income and the net

disposable income available for consumer spending, flence^

it is not surprising that the marginal propensity to consume

calculated on a basis of the total national income is smaller

than it might appear to be if the only leakages taken into

account were the savings of individual consumers out of their

disposable income. Any change in tax rates or dividend poli-

cies will affect the size of the marginal propensity to con-

sume and Bence the size of the government expenditure

miiitipliero

NeiitFalizing factors

Public works in time of depression have as th^ir funda-

mental purpose an increase in aggregate employment in the

economy as a whole, including the private and the public

sectors.^Any decrease in private investment which results from

increases in public investment tends to neutralize the em-

ployment- and income-creating effects of public investment.

Any increase in investment that may be induced by

the greater amount of consumption teiMis to increase employ-

ment and the income-creating effects of public investment.

In accordance with Keynes’ theory of the inducement to pri-

vate investment, any repercussion of public spending can be

traced to a change either in the rate of interest or in the mar-

ginal efficiency of capital, or both.

The Rate of Interest: In the absence of positive action on

the part of the mqnetary authority to make available a larger

supply of money for transactions, the rate of interest will

tend to rise as a result of an expansionary program. Any rise

in the rate of interest will tend to discourage private invest-

ment. There is no necessary reason, however, why a program

of large-scale public investment should Sause the rate of

interest to rise. If the quantity of money is increased suffi-

ciently to prevent a drain on the balances held to satisfy the

speculative motive, the interest rate will not rise. The mone-
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tary authority may exercise policies wHch will induce the

banks to expand their deposits and to buy large issues of gov-

ernment securities so there will be no necessity to borrow

from the public. The state of liquidity preference for the

speculative motive, which together with the quantity of

money determines the rate of interest, is less manageable and

less predictable than the quantity of money itself. If the situa-

tion which accompanies a large-scale program of public

works is confused and confusing, liquidity preference may
rise and cause the rate of interest to increase. Above all, the

monetary authority should appear firm in its determination to

prevent the long-term rate of interest from rising.

The Marginal Efficiency of Capital: The beneficial effects

of public investment financed by loan expenditure may be

neutralized by a fall in the marginal efficiency of private

capital. These neutralizing effects may work either through

an increase in the costs of producing capital goods or through

unfavorable expectations of entrepreneurs. Some increase in

the costs of capital assets must inevitably occur during the

transition from low levels to high levels ok investment and

employment. In a large-scale public works program, increases

in demand are concentrated on building materials and con-

struction workers. Since private and- public investment are

dependent upon the same type of factors of production, in-

cre£(^es in the cost for one represent increases in the cost for

the other. As costs of firoduction rise under the impact of in-

creasing demand,* the marginal efficiency of private capital

tends to fall and this in ^urn tends to lessen the volume of

private investment.

Private investm.ent may also be deterred if public invest-

ment creates an unfavorable psychological attitude on the part

of business entrepreneurs toward the prospective yields of

private investment.'lu their political outlook, businessmen are

characteristically conservative to a degree that renders them

highly sensitive to unbalanced budgets and government spend-

ing. Fortunately business “confidence” is not so sensitive as to
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be completely overruled by the political prejudices of the

business community. Public investment on a sufficient scale

must inevitably increase the s^les of business firms and bring

dollars rolling into their cash registers and hank accounts.

Dr, A, P, Lerner optimistically suggests that "^"^Their pockets

will ultimately overcome their prejudices’’ even though they

continue to grumble that the prosperity which is enriching

them is “artificial,” “illusory,” and “unsound,”^

In so far as large-scale government investment involves the

expansion of public enterprise into fields previously restricted

to private enterprise, further private investment in these fields

may be discouraged by the fear that profits will be lowered by
the competition of public enterprise. Such fear on the part of

private investors can be offset only partly by limiting public

investment to strictly government activity like road-building,

reclamation, flood control, and public buildings. Projects like

the Tennessee Valley Authority^ compete with private power

companies, and government housing competes with private

housing. Under capitalism, private investment is normally

much greater than public investment. As long as chief reli-

ance is upon prwate investment to fill the gap between income

and consumption at full employment^ it is important to avoid

weakening the incentives to private investment.

When there is involuntary imemployment, even wasteful

expenditure may enrich the community if the multiplier is

greater than one. Let us suppose a million dollars is paid out

to men for some activity like leaf-raking which we may assume

adds nothing to the real income or real wea|jh of society. If the

multiplier is three, the total addition to money income is three

million dollars. Subtracting the one million dollars of money
payment for which no corresponding value of output has been

produced, the addition to real income and wealth is two

million dollars. The original outlay to leaf-rakers results

merely in a redistribution of existing realwealth, with the rest

of the community losing what the leaf-rakers gain. But when

5. Lerner, A. P., The Economics of Control^ page 321. New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1944.
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tlie two-thirds of a million dollars of effective demand is

spent for consumptiony it calls forth the prodiiijtion of an

equivalent amount of real income and real outputs The total

indirect effect of the original outlay for a worthless project is

to add two million dollars to real income and to real output.

Of course, it is better to have useful expenditure, but if this is

politically objectionable, wasteful expenditure is better than

nothing. Thus, says Keynes, ^Tyramid-building, earthquakes,

even wars may serve to increase wealth, if the education of

our statesmen on the principles of the classical economics

stands in the way of anything Better/’ (p, 129) Lest there be

any misunderstanding, this statement does not mean that

Keynes recommended pyramid-building, earthquakes, and

wars.

Even though there may be no actual encroachment by pub-

lic enterprise into the fields previously limited to private en-

terprise, the existence of large-scale public works may create

the fear of encroachment in the future. Such fear will tend

to dampemthe expectations of private entrepreneurs. What
the actual effect of planned public investment upon the ‘^^con-

fidence” of business men will be, and bowl'll will be mani-

fested in their economic behavior with regard to investment

decisions, is one of the enigmas of public policy. It is not the

kind of issue that can be demonstrated definitively one way or

the other. No economic theory is capable of assigning quanti-

tative values to all the variables in such situations.

In concluding the discussion of neutralizing effects of pub-

lic spending, it i^to be noted that the cumulative increase in

effective demand stemmir^g from primary public expenditure

may induce new private investment. As the demand for con-

sumers goods ris^s, existing plant capacities in some fields

may prove inadequate. Plant expansion in these fields will

then be in order. Likewise, investments in inventories are

likely to be inducScLby any cumulative rise in demand even

though there is no increase in the demand for new investment

in durable plant and equipment. Keynes excludes these con-

siderations from the multiplier theory by the assumption that
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investment increases only by the original amount. However^

this is foi • theoretical simplification. When the question is

that of evaluating the actual prospects and effects of a public

spending program, the possibility of induced investment from

induced consumption should not be ignored.

Time lags between successive spendings

Keynes^ "^logicaF^ theory of the multiplier abstracts from

lime lags. Obviously, however, in judging the practical appli-

cation of the multiplier, account must be taken of the fact

that time elapses between the successive spending and re-

spending of income. If the period between spendings is two

months, and the marginal propensity to consume is mean-

ing a multiplier of 2, the initial injection of a new dollar of

spending will increase income by one dollar at the* time it is

first spent by the government. Two months later 50 cents will

he spent on consumption and income will rise by a corre-

sponding amount. Four months after the injection, 25 cents

will be added, and six months after the injection, 12^A cents

will be added to income. In each successive period, the income

will be raised by less and less as a result of this initial ex-

penditure of one dollar and will approach a total increase in

income of two dollars when the multiplier is 2. If successive

spendings are continued long enough, the total income-in-

creasing effect in each period will be approximately two

dollars and will continue at this level as long as the rat§ of

injection remains the same, other relevant factors remaining

unchanged. This means that some time musi elapse after pub-

lic spending has before it will attain its maximum effec-

tiveness. Once the public spending ceases, the income-creating

effect will gradually dwindle and finally disappear altogether,

Coneliision

There are many other factors and infli^elices that should be

taken into account in analyzing the practical application of

the multiplier. Enough has been said to indicate that this is no

magic formula which will enable us to predict with any de«
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gree of accuracy just what the influence of public investment

will be. By assigning different weights to various factors^ one

might conclude either that public investment will have a tre-

mendous income-creating effect or that it will have, on bal-

ance, a negative effect on employment and income. Only,

actual experience can give an answer to what the over-all

influence will be. We may summarize again the chief assump-

tions and qualifications of the preceding section: Repeated

government expenditures will raise permanently the level of

national income by the government expenditure multiplier

times the expenditure in question if the spending is new
spending, if the new spending has no repercussions on exist-

ing spending, and if there are no changes in leakages and in

the size of the multiplier.

Other Types of Fiseal Policy Designed
to Expand Employment

A government which desires to stimulate a higher level of

employment may combine spending, borrowing, and taxing in

any one of at least three types of fiscal polipy. Keynes deals

primarily with one mgthod, the case in which government

expenditures are increased while tax rates remain un-

changed.^ Instead of altering the propensity to consume, this

type of fiscal policy aims at increased investment, which in-

cludes in this connection private capital formation plus loan-

fianced government expenditure. Consumption increases be-

cause added investment causes higher incomes according to

the multiplier principle, and out of larger incomes more will

be spent for private consumfftion even though the propensity

to consume is unchanged. Since tax rates are unaffected, there

is no reason to assume that such a fiscal policy will change the

propensity to consume. Before proceeding to the other two

methods of fiscal policy which do affect the propensity to con-

6. For a discussion of all three methods, see Alvin H. Hansen, '“Three

Methods of Expansion through Fiscal Policy,” and R. A. Musgrave, “Alterna-

tive Budget Policies for Full Employment,” m The American Economic Re*
view, June, 1945, VoL XXXV, No. 3, pages 382-387 and 387400.
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sume, it should be noted that tax yields tend to increase even

if tax rate^ are unchanged when income is rising. Unbalanced

budgets result because tax yields from higher levels of income

do not increase as much as do government expenditures.

As mentioned earlier, in our discussion of the propensity

to consume, Keynes recognizes that changes in fiscal policy

may alter the propensity to consume even in the short run. If

tax rates which are high are cut drastically and government

expenditures remain unchanged, the private propensity to

consume out of total income (before taxes) rises because the

amount of disposable income remaining in the hands of the

public after taxes is greater. By reducing the amount of

money taken away from the public, the government stimulates

private spending for consumption. Private investment also

may be stimulated. Disregarding the effect on piivate invest-

ment, if the government spends as much as before and if the

public spends more than before on consumption, total effec-

tive demand must increase. Employment and income will

therefore increase. The resulting government deficit is income-

generating in the same sense as a deficit which occurs when

tax rates remahi unchanged and government expenditures

are increased.

The tax-remission type of fiscal policy has some advantages

over methods which involve increases in expenditures. A sud-

den increase in government expenditure tends to be used for

make-work projects like leaf-raking because there is usually

insufficient time to plan and execute more worthwhile types of

projects. Make-work projects are better thim none in time of

severe depression, but they involye an inefl&cient allocation

of community resources. The tax-reduction approach to ex-

pansion avoids the need for enlarged government activity. It

relies instead on the willingness of private citizens to spend

some or all of their added income remaining after (lower)

taxes are paid. Individual freedom of choice by consumers to

spend their remitted tax money for whatever they want is

likely to increase welfare more than an equivalent amount of

spending by government on improvised projects. There are.
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of course^ many types of govemineiit outlays whicli need to

be expanded in the social interest. Educatioiij iealth^ and

slum clearance are a few of the most obvious examples. These

government activities can be pursued more rationally in terms

of a careully planned^ long-range program which is free from

improvisation and sudden expansion and contraction. Whether

tax remissions would provide a significant stimulus to em-

ployment depends on the extent and the nature of tax reduc-

tions, As an ultimate but unlikely limit, taxes may be reduced

to zeroJ With the high levels of government taxation and

expenditures which seem to he a more or less permanent part

of the legacy of the second world war, the possibilities of sig-

nificant tax reductions have come within the range of practical

consideration as a stimulus to employment. In the United

States, such a program could be rendered more efiective by a

change which would permit the President or some other offi-

cial body to adjust tax rates without having to await action

by Congress as a whole.

A tiiird type of fiscal policy which can expand employment

and income when there is a deficiency of regular effective

demand operates through an increase in government expendi-

ture financed entirely Ky taxation. Under this policy, taxation

must be increased as much as government outlay and there-

fore the budget is always balanced. While it is true that all

forms of taxation are to an extent deflationary in that they

reskrict private consumption, tax money spent by the govern-

ment is in itself expWsionary. Although higher tax rates

I educe private ceJnsumption, they also reduce private saving

and thus reduce the dependence of the economic system on

effective demand from private investment. Ultimately the pri-

vate propensity to save will be lowered by heavy taxation to

the point where private invesWient equals private saving out

of the income corresponding to full employment. Even if pri-

vate investment should fall to zero, full employment could be

7. It would be tbeoretically possible to liave negative taxes in the form of

subsidies or bounties to taxpayers, but this seems hardly deserving of prac-

tical consideration.
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attained under this type of fiscal policy because private saving

also would ultimately be reduced to zero with sufficiently

high tax rates*

The objection to such a fiscal policy is obvious. To he an
effective weapon against unemployment this policy must
involve a much greater amount of government expenditure

than either of the other two forms of fiscal policy, both of

which result in deficits in the government’s budget About the

only time such a program would be practicable is in war,

when government outlays are necessarily very large. When
purchases oi the federal government in the United States ap-

proximate $100 billion, as they did in 1944, no deficit is re»

quired in the government budget so far as full employment is

concerned. This amount of expenditure, and even a much
smaller amount, would be great enough to yield full employ-

ment even if taxes of an equivalent amount were to be levied.

In peace time, however, the federal government would have
to expand its activities beyond acceptable limits to spend even

half as much as it did in 1944. Therefore, if in^peace time

there is a sizable deficiency in regular effective demand, gov-

ernment deficits'* are desirable because the same degree of

expansion of employment can be achieved with a much smaller

amount of government expenditure if the people are permitted

to spend their money instead of having it taken away from
them in the form of taxes for the purpose of balancing the

budget.^ ^
r.

What Experience Proves About Public Works
What does experience prove with "regard to the validity of

Ke5Ties’ thesis that public works financed hy loan expendi-

tures will increase employment in depression, and what is

Keynes’ interpretation of this experience? Obviously, there

are no simple answers to either of these questions, but

nevertheless, recent economic developments give some basis

8. For some estimates o£ the relative amounts of expenditure and taxes
binder the various types of budget policies, see Musgrave, op. cit., pages
393-400.
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for answers. The best testing ground for Keynes’ thesis is the

experience of the United States between 1933 and Z945, Dut®

ing the depression of the ’thirties the Conservative Govern-

ment of Keynes’ native Britain rejected the spending philos-

ophy whereas the '"New Deal” in the United States subscribed

to Keynes’ general philosophy.

The broad contours of economic development in the United

States between 1929 and 1945 may be summarized briefly as

follows. The great depression which began in 1929 reached a

low point in the winter of 1932; a rapid expansion followed

between 1933 and 1937; in 1937^ with approximately eight

million still unemployed, a sharp recession occurred; expan-

sion began again in 1938 and continued into the defense

period beginning in 1940, and the defense period soon devel-

oped into the tremendous war expansion which carried pro-

duction and employment in the United States to an all-time

high of income, output, and employment. The decade from

1929 to 1939 represents the longest and deepest depression

which the United States has ever experienced, and the failure

to achieve anything approaching full recovery has led to the

thesis that private capitalism has entered a new phase of eco-

nomic development, the era of secular stagnation. Secular

stagnation means chronic, mass unemployment resulting from

the lack of sufficient private investmenf to fill the gap between

income and consumption at full employment.

During the period between 1933 and 1940, Keynes’ ideas

concerning the role of public spending underwent an impor-

tant change. In 1933 he believed in the pump-priming thesis

that temporary injections of government spending would set

the wheels of private enterprise in motion and, once private

enterprise was back on its feet, the government expenditures

could be withdrawn without causing any relapse in total

economic activity. As previously indicated, by the time he was

writing the General Theory in 1935 Keynes had abandoned

the pump-priming thesis. Meanwhile, his belief in the multi-

plier was reinforced by the experience of the early ’thirties.

Recovery in the United States in the spring of 1933 was
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followed by a relapse in the latter half of that year. Ke3riies

attributed this relapse to the failure of the New Deal to organ*

ize loan expenditure on an adequate scale. At the beginning

of 1934, he said that a resumption of the recovery that had

begun in early 1933 would depend almost entirely upon

larger loan expenditures in the ensuing months. During the

early months of 1934, loan expenditure did increase from

about $100 million monthly to approximately $300 million

monthly. The resumption of recovery predicted by Keynes did

result. In what was a remarkable achievement for so short a

time, income, output, and employment increased by about 15

per cent in tbe first half of 1934, The total increase in na-

tional income exceeded the additional loan expenditure three-

or four-fold, suggesting an empirical multiplier of 3 or 4.

On the occasion of a visit to the United States by Keynes in

June, 1934, the volume of federal emergency expenditure

was declining below the $300 million per month level of the

preceding months. Ke3nnes predicted that if the volume of

emergency spending were permitted to fall as low as $200
million per month, much of the ground already gained would

be lost in decliTiing^ business activity. On the other hand, if

the volume of emergency expenditure were increased from

$300 to $400 million monthly, he predicted a strong business

recovery would result? since the multiplier effect would in-

crease total economic activity by three or four times the

amount of the increase in primary loan expenditure.®^The

still-lingering belief in pump-priming'^is seen in Keynes’ fur-

ther prediction in June, 1934, that outlay of $400 million

per month for twelve months rnigfit bring a return to normal

business activity, or at least give private business enterprise

enough time to carry on without emergency government

financing.

The economic expansion between 1933 and 1937, despite

occasional minor relapses, was one of life most rapid in the

history of American business cycles. The speed of this recov-

ery was undoubtedly conditioned by the depths to which

9. New York Times, June 10, 1934, page lE.
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actmty liad plummeted in 1932. It was^ nevertheless^ a re»

markable recovery which was nurtured by fairly large-scale

government loan expenditure. Although the volume of spend-

ing was large, it never attained a magnitude sufEcient to stimu-

late private investment to a significant degree. On the other

hand, a much larger volume of public loan-expenditure might

have induced a significant increase in private investment. In

any event, the level of private investment throughout the

’thirties remained abnormally low as compared with the

’twenties. Income-crating expenditures were drastically cur-

tailed by the federal government in the spring of 1937, pre-

sumably because a very considerable recovery had already

been achieved and because the administration was sensitive to

criticisms of its unbalanced budgets. Almost simultaneously

with the decline in loan expenditures, there ensued the sharp-

est decline in economic activity ever experienced in the United

States, not excluding even the rapid declines of 1920 and

1929. There seems little doubt that curtailment of govern-

ment loan expenditures was a major factor in this downturn,

although other factors contributed. Among the other factors

were the curtailment of consumer credit, raising the minimum
reserve requirements of* the member banks of the Federal

Reserve System, and the abnormal accumulation of inven-

tories.^® The most unprecedented and shocking aspect of the

1937 recession was that it occurred when there were approxi-

mateljr eight million men still out of work. No major recovery

had ever before stopped^so far short of full employment
The 1937 recessk>n began in the fall and lasted well into

1938. Seven or eight months^ after the do’^ntum, another

large-scale federal spending program was begun and once

again economic conditions improved. A strong recovery was
getting under way by June, 1938, and continued, with a

minor relapse in 1939, on into the defense period which be-

gan in 1940. ®
,

The concomitance oi increases in loan expenditure with in-

10. See Sherwood M. Fine, Public Spending and Postwar Economic Policy^

pages 107-115. New York; Columbia UniYersity Press^ 1944.
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creases in economic activity at nearly every turn between

1933 ancf 1940 seems to be more than a mere coincidence.

Experience of this period seems to verify the thesis that eco-

nomic expansion can be promoted by government expends

tureSs and that the total increase in income will exceed the

amount of primary expenditure (the multiplier effect). Cer-

tainly Keynes thought there was verification of his loan ex-

penditure and his multiplier theories in this experience. The

failure of private investment to regain the level of the ’twenties

gives some plausibility to the thesis that'public spending and

unbalanced budgets tend to discourage new private invest-

ment in durable capital assets. The failure to achieve full

recovery and full employment throughout the decade of the

^thirties clearly indicates the inadequacies, if not lie inherent

weaknesses, of New Deal spending policies. Keynes’ chief

criticisms of the New Deal loan-expenditure program were,

that it was on too small a scale to achieve full recovery and

that it was inadequately planned and poorly executed. At the

end of the Thirties, there had been no test of bow large the

loan expenditure would have to be to lift the economy to

full employment.

In 1940, at the beginning of thd American defense pro-

gram, Keynes expressed the hope that at last a situation had

arisen which would pYove his case and make the ^^grand ex-

periment” that would demonstrate ‘Vhat level of total output

accompanied by what level of consumption is needed to J)ring

a free, modern community having the intense development of

the United States within sight of the optirHum employment of

its resources.”V In summarizing the experience of the ’thir-

ties, Keynes wrote: "'‘^The conclusion is that at all recent times

investment expenditure has been on a scale which was hope-

lessly inadequate to the problem. ... It appears to be politi-

cally impossible for a capitalistic democracy to organize ex-

penditure on a scale necessary to make, the grand experiment

11. “The United States and the Keynes Plan,” The New Republic^ July 29^

1940, VoL cm. No. a—Part 2, page 159.
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wHch would prove my case except in war conditionSo^^^^

Keynes recognized that the vast productive capacity of the

United States required a very high level of effective demand

at full employment. Instead of outlays by the federal govern-

ment of a few billion dollars per yeaij it would have required

perhaps 10 to 15 billion in the late ’thirties to achieve full

employment.

To some extent, the defense expenditures of 1940 and 1941

provided the evidence necessary to indicate the amount of

expenditure needed ^to lift the American economyJo full em-

ployment. The outlays were sufficiently large to put the econ-

omy on the high road to full utilization of resources. The chief

difficulty was that the expenditures soon became much greater

than necessary for full employment. Inflation replaced unem-

ployment as the threat to economic stability. A net increase in

federal governmental expenditures of less than $12 billion in

1941 as compared with 1939 was accompanied by an in-

crease of approximately $32 billion in national incomeA ^

It seems qu^te probable that expenditures continued on this

scale would have resulted in continuing full employment.

When federal government purchases of ^goods and services

rose to $52 billion, $81 billion, and $89 billion in 1942,

1943, and 1944, respectively, the necessity for restricting

consumption rather than stimulating it with the aid of the

multiplier effect became the order of the day. Whatever else

it mgy have proved, the war experience demonstrated beyond

a shadow of a doubt tlfat government expenditure on a suffi-

ciently large scale«can bring the economic system swiftly to a

point of full utilization. It did not, of course^ indicate that it

was the only way or the best way to achieve this objective.

Cowlnsion
The experience with public spending in the United States

12 . Loa cit.^

13, National Income, as measured by tbe Department of Commerce, increased

from $72.5 to $103.8 billion from 1939 to 1941; gross national product in-

creased from $90.4 to $125.3 billion from 1939 to 1941^
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between 1933 and 1945 seems to (1) repudiate the pump»
priming thfesis, (2) verify the multiplier theory^ (3) indicate

that a very great volume of loan expenditure is necessary to

bring a modern industrial economy to full employment, and

(4) demonstrate conclusively that public spending on a sufB-

cient scale will raise output and income quickly to a level

corresponding to full employment The pump-priming thesis

that a temporary priming of the economic system by govern-

ment expenditure will set the private enterprise system going

on its own power proved illusory during the Thirties. Total

economic activity suffered a relapse at each withdrawal of

government loan expenditure. As long as loan expenditure

continued, however, it appears to have acted as a quick stimu-

lant to total economic activity. National income increased not

only by the amount of government spending but by several

times that amount, the amount of this multiple being the (em-

pirical) multiplier. Failure of the economic system to attain

a high level of employment at any time during the Thirties

despite the multiplying effect of government loan expendi-

ture indicates that full employment can be attained only with

a much larger Volume of loan expenditure than was forth-

coming under the New Deal prograih of that period. When
the amount of federal loan expenditure skyrocketed in the

defense and war periods beginning in 1940, unemployment

disappeared rapidly. Full employment became merely a

question of how long a time was required to remedy tech-

nological obstacles to expanded output. We shall have more
to say about the inflation of the war and postwar periods in

Chapters 9 and 10,
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The Marginal Efficiency of Capital

Speculators may do no harm as hubbies on a steady

stream of enterprise. But the position is serious when
enterprise becomes the bubble on a whirlpool of specula-

tion. When the capital development of a country becomes

a by-product of the activities of a casino, the job is likely

to be ill-done,

J, M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest

and Money^^

The marginal efficiency of capital in conjunction with the

rate of interest determines the amount of new investment^

which in turn determines the volume of employmentj given

the propensity to consume. In this chapter the marginal effi-

ciency of capital is discussed, with special attention to the

prospective yields of papital assets, and in the next chapter

the rate of interest is considered.

As indicated in Chapter 3, the marginal efficiency of capital

is equivalent to what is ordinarily called th6 rate of profit, or

better, the expected rate of profit. The word ‘^^efficiency” as

used in the term '^‘^marginal efficiency of capital” refers to

the effectiveness, or rate of return over cost, or profitability,

of a capital asset. Jhe efficiency or earning power of any cap-

ital asset is its rate® of return over cost. The marginal effi-

* Har-iourt, Brace and Co., Inc., 1936, page 159.

134
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cieiicy of a particular type of capital asset is the Mghest rate

of return oyer cost expected from an additional or marginal^

unit of that type of asset. The ’marginal efficiency of capital

in general is the highest rate of return over cost expected from

producing aiTadditional,' of marginal^ unit of the most prof*

itabie'of afrtypes_of‘capitai assets.^

Sny investment opportunity which is as yet unutilized will

be carried out as long as the expected rate of return over

cost exceeds the rate of interest. This fundamental principle

that new investment will be carried to the point at which the

marginal efficiency of capital is equal to the rate of interest

(oh money) rests on the assumption that business men and

other wealth-holders will attempt to maximize the returns

from their investments. People with money in excess of that

which is used for current consumption, will invest It, lend it,

or hoard it, according to the relative advantages offered by

these various alternatives. The advantages of storing wealth

in thefform of money, that is, of hoarding, are discussed in

the following chapter. Here we may approach the concept of

the marginal efficiency of capital in terms of the advantages

of constructing ^ new capital asset rather than buying an old

one or of lending money at interest, ^

Tlie Concept

The marginal efficiency of capital is a rate or ratio of two ele^

ments, (1) the expected yields or returns from an income-

yielding asset, and (2) the supply price or replacement cost

of the asset which is the source of the prospective yields. Pros-

pective yield is what a business firm expects to obtain from

selling the output of its capital assets. These yields take the

form of a flow of money income over a period of time. For

example, when a factory is built and equipped, the investor

1. Keynes says that the concept “marginal efficiei?^ of capitaF was first

introduced into economic theory by Irving Fisher under the name of “rate of

return over cost^ in his Theory of Interest (1930). See The Lessons of Mont'-

tary Experience—Esstrys in Honor of Irtdn§i Fisher, edited by A. Gayer,

page 145. New York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1937. See also General Theory,

pages 140, 141.
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expects to get back bis original investment plus a surplus in

the form of a contimiiiig series of receipts from sales of the

output of the factory. If we divide the total expected life of

the factory into a series of periods^ say years^ we may refer

to the annual returns as a series of annuities represented by

Qi? Q29 Q35 • ® <»Qn$ A® subscripts referring to the years of

the respective annuities. If we estimate the values of the Q^s

and if we know what it will cost to produce the necessary

capital assets which will ha the source of these yields, then a

comparison of the ^expected returns with the cost gives the

rate'" or ratio known as the marginal efficiency of capital,

Keynes defines the marginal efficiency of capital in this mah»
ner : ^"More precisely, I define the marginal efficiency of cap-

ital as being equal to that rate of discount which would make
the presenfvalue of the series of annuities given by the returns

expected from the capital-asset during its life just equal to its

supply price,''" (p, 135 )^ This definition may be expressed in

the following terms:

Supply^Price

or^ Supply Price

Discounted Prospective Yields

Ql , Q2 JL f1..
<5 ,

(1+r )8

The Q’s are the prospective yields in the various years 1, 2,

3, and n; and r^ is the marginal efficiency of capital, or the

rate of discount. The values of the Q’s are not necessarily the

same for each year, and the presumption in a dynamic world

is that only by the rarest accident would any of them turn out

to be identical. Th^re will be some unique value of the mar-

ginal efficiency of this particular investment which will bring

the two sides of the equation into equality. The term(i+r
)

represents the present value of the yield or annuity to be re-

ceived at the end of the first year discounted at the rate tm.

If the rate of discount is 10 per cent, each dollar due or ex-

pected one year hencd is worth 90.91 cents (fl.OO divided by

2. The General Theory of Emphymeni^ Interest mid Money,. New Yorks Hax-
eoiart® Brace and Inc,, 1936,
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1.10). This means each 90.91 cents invested at 10 per cent

* ..... Qs
wiil grow th 11,00 in one year^ The term represents

the preseni: value of the expected yield at the end of the sec^

Olid year discoiuited also at the rate At 10 per cenl:^ each

dollar due or expected two years hence is worth 82,65 cents

($le00 divided by (lol0)% or f 1,,00 divided by 1 ,21)5 which

means that 82,65 cpnts invested now at 10 per cent will grow
to $1,00 in two years. Regardless of the number of annuities^

the present value of each would be discounted in the same
way to bring the aggregate of all the annuities into equality

with the current supply price or replacement cost of their

source,

A simple arithmetical example will illustrate the meaniiig

of the efficiency of capital as a rate of discount. Suppose we
are contemplating the construction of an asset which is ex-

pected to yield $1100 at the end of one year and $2420 at the

end of two years, after which time it will cease to have any

economic value. If the supply priccj or cost of constructing

this capital asset is $3000, its efficiency is 10 per cent^ because

this is the rate of discount which will equate the value of the

future yields to the current supply pnice. At 10 per cent^ the

present value of $1100 discounted for one year plus $2420
discoimted for two years gives a total sum of $3000^ the

current supply price.

Supply Price —
$3000 =

Discounted prospective Yields

'

$1100

IJO + 12420

$3000 = $1000 + $2000 ^

If the yields were less than those used in the above calcula-

tion, the rate of discount which would equate the two sides of

the equation would be lower than 10 |5er cent. Naturally^ a

fail in the amoimt of expected yield will lower jhe rate of

expected yield. Likewise, if the supply price were more than

$3000, the rate of discount would be lower. The more costly
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the construction of a capital asset, the lower will be its rate

of return if the amounts of the yields remain the same.'-The

rate of return over cost may change either because the cost

changes or because the amount of return changes. ^

If 10 per cent is the highest rate of return that can be se-

cured from any capital asset newly produced, it is the mar-

ginal efBciency of capital in general. Since the marginal effi-

ciency is expressed as a per cent per year, it can be compared
directly with the rate of interest. In the above example, if the

rate of interest on money is less than 10 per cent, the construc-

, tion of a new capital asset of the type in question would be
worthwhile. People with money to invest can get more 'by
building the new capital asset than by lending their money at

interest, or by buying an old capital asset of the type in ques-

tion. People who have access to money at less than 10 per

cent will profit by borrowing in order to build this capital

asset. The market value of an asset which promises to yield

$1100 at the end of one year and $2420 at the end of two
years will be greater than $3000 when the interest rate is less

than 10 per cent. For example, if the market rate of interest

is 5 per cent, the capital asset will have a present value of:

$1100 $2420

(i 05)
'^"^ $1047.62 + $2195.01 = $3242.63

This is what Keynes calls the deman<3 price, in contrast with

the supply price, of a capital asset. The demand price of any
asset is defined as the^sum of the expected future yields dis-

counted at the current rate of interest. Thus defined, the de-

mand price of an asset is its true present value, what it is

worth in the market. The demand price and" the supply price

are determined respectively:

Demand Price = Sum of prospective yields discounted

at the rate of interest.

Supply Price i= Sum of prospective yields discounted
* by the marginal efficiency of capital.

The demand price is greater the lower the rate of interest at

which it is discounted. Hence, the lower the rate of interest,
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the greater will be the number of capital assets for which the

demand price will exceed the supply price, and the greater

the pace of investment in new capital assets. The marginal

efficiency of capital will exceed the rate of interest, and
therefore new investment in capital assets will prove profit-

able as long as the supply price or cost of production remains

less than the demand price.

Since investors in income-yielding wealth desire to maxim-
ize their prospective yields, they will naturally buy the source

of these prospective yields as cheaply as passible. When it is

cheaper to create a new source of prospective yields than to

buy an already existing source, the former course of action

will be followed. If, and only if, these conditions prevail, will

new capital assets be produced by private investor^ The ex-

istence of such circumstances is the essential condition for the

successful functioning of an economic system in which private

profit is the stimulus to enterprise.

It is to be noted that the market value of•an asset, whether

it be a capital asset or a claim upon capital assets in the form

of marketable securities, cannot be determined from a knowl-

edge of the marginal efficiency of capital. Nor can the rate

of interest be deduced from the prospective yields or the

marginal efficiency of capital. Before the present market

value of an asset can be ascertained, the rate of interest must

be determined independently from a knowledge of the quan-

tity of money and the state of liquidity preference. The rate

of interest as well as the marginal efficiency of capital must

be known before the volume of investmedt is determined.

These two rates ‘are determined independently of one an-

other, the marginal efficiency being the resultant of the supply

price and the prospective yields of assets, and the rate of

interest the resultant of the schedule of liquidity preference

and the quantity of money. The fact that investment will be

carried to the point at which the marginal efficiency of capital

is reduced to equality with the rate of interest does' not mean
that these two rates depend upon the same things or that they

depend upon each other. They are independent variables, and
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investment is dependent upon theiHo There is a sense^ how-

ever^ in which the marginal efficiency adjusts tor^the rate of

interest rather than the other way around » For changes in the

Toiuine of investment directly influence the marginal effi-

ciency of capital but not the rate of interest^ and it is changes

in the volume of investment which bring the two rates to

equality^ As long as the marginal efficiency of capital exceeds

the rate of interest^ investment will continue^ and when there

are no more investments for which the marginal efficiency

exceeds the rate of interest, investment will con^e to a halt«

When it is recalled that employment cannot increase without

an increase in investment, the propensity to consume being

unchanged, the importance of the relationship of the margi-

nal efficiency to the rate of interest for the problem of employ-

ment will be appreciated as being of the most fundamental

significance*

The marginal efficiencies of all types of capital assets which

may be made during a given period of time represent the

schedule oi the marginal efficiency of capital, or the invest-

ment-demand schedule, A diagram representing the schedule

of the marginal efficiency of capital of ail types would take

the general shape of ^n ordinary demand curve, slanting

down toward the right as the quantity of investment for the

period increases. It will show how Much investment can be

carried out in a given period of time at 10 per cent, at 8 per

cent, at 7%, at 7, 634, 6, 534, 5 per cent, etc. The larger the

amount of investment per unit of time, the lower the marginal

efficiency of capital will fall.

The position and shape pf this investment-demand schedule

is of great significance in determining the volume of employ-

ment because it will indicate tbe extent to which the amount
of investment will change in response to changes in the rate

of interest. The more elastic the schedule of the marginal

efficiency of capita,^ the greater will be the increase in in-

vestment in response to a given fall in the rate of interest.

The more inelastic the schedule of the marginal efficiency of

capital, the less will be the increase in investment in response
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to a given fall in the rate of interests Figures 7a and 7b con-

trast a relatively elastic and a relatively inelastic schedule of

the marginal efficiency of capitaL

VOLUME OF IMVESTM£?4T VOLUME OF INVESTMEMT

Figiiire 7a<. A Relatively Elas™ Fig^nre 7I>9 A Relatively In-

tie Scliediile of tlie Marginal elastic Schedi^le of tlie Margi«

Efficiency of Capital, or In- nal Efficiency of Capita!, or

vestment Demaiicl Sckedmle* Investment Demand Sdaednle®

-9

In 7a the schedule is relatively elastic so that a fall of one

per cent in the rate of interest will result in a relatively large

increase in the volume of investment, ?^hereas in 7b a fall of

one per cent in the rate of interest will result in a much

smaller increase in the Volume of investment. What the actual

position and shape of this curve will be depends upon many

complex factors which are subject to different estimatioUsby

each entrepreneur and to frequent revision, but it is not im-

possible to draw an approximate schedule'- of the marginal

efficiency for particular industries and for the economy as a

whole at any given time. Experience indicates that the sched-

ule of the marginal efficiency of capital tends to be inelastic

{7b) ratber than elastic (7a)! Therefore, changes in the rate

of interest only slightly influence the flow of new investment.

More important than decreases in the ra|e’of interest are the

dynamic forces of growth and technological progress which

are constantly lifting the schedule of the marginal efficiency

of capital. When these dynamic forces weaken, the rate of
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iiiYestmeiit per period of time decreases causing iinemploy-

mentj and in the absence of such growth factors, cipportunities

for profitable new investmeht would soon disappear alto«

gather*

Expectations

The volume of employment is determined by the propensity

to consume and the inducement to invest. Since the propensity

to consume is relatively stable, fluctuations in employment

depend primarily^upon the inducement to invest.'^he two de-

terminants of the inducement to invest are the rate of interest

and the marginal efficiency of capital* Since the rate of inter-

est is relatively ^""sticky,’’ fluctuations in the inducement to

invest depend primarily upon changes in the marginal effi-

ciency of capital. The two determinants of the marginal

efficiency of capital are the supply price or cost and the pro-

spective yield on return. It is the prospective yield which gives

the marginal efficiency of capital its most important charac-

teristic, it^ instability. Hence, a great part of the instability

of economic life under capitalism is attributable to the un-

stable character of prospective yields'^from capital assets.

Since it is important account for instability of employ-

ment, and because of the role played by prospective yields

in this connection, it becomes important to explore the nature

of the forces which determine prospective yields.

J'hese yields which figure so prominently in determining

the volume of employment are prospective yields because at

the time an investment is made they are nothing but expecta-

tions on the part of the investor." The expectations may never

be realized at all, and an entrepreneur does not really believe

that everything will turn out just as he predicts when the in-

vestment is made. In other words, the investor expects to be

^^surprised/^ either favorably or unfavorably, because he

cannot honestly h^pe that events will actually unfold in ex-

actly the ;way he foresees as most probable.' Thus investment

decisions are governed by expectations of yield and not by
actual yields. Because of the nature of capital assets, espe-
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daily those of a durable type, large immediate outlays are

required before any actual returns can begin to flow back to

the investor. Capital assets are a' link between the present and

the uncertain future.

A prospective yield is wbat an entrepreneur expects to

obtain from selling the output of his capital assets. There are

two types of expectations regarding the yields of assets: (1)
short-term expectations and (2) long-term expectations.

Short-term expectations concern the sales proceeds from the

output of existing plant. Long-term expectations concern the

sales proceeds which an entrepreneur can hope to earn with

variations in the size of his plant or from the building of

entirely new plant. In short-term expectations, the plant is

assumed to be of a fixed size; only the output from that given

sized plant is variable. In long-term expectations, the size of

the plant as well as the amount of output from plant is

variable.

Short-term Expectations: Short-term expectations are more
stable than long-term expectations because the realized results

of the recent past are a relatively safe guide to wbat will

happen in the near future, whereas there exists no past ex-

perience which will serve as a comparalily safe guide to what

will happen in the distant future. Realized results of past

activity are important oAly in so far as they influence current

expectations about the future. It is always the current expec-

tations concerning prospective future yields that are rele-

vant to current investment and therefore to current employ-

ment. In the case of short-term expectations, most of the

circumstances which influence cur’-ent output remain sub-

stantially the same from day to day or from week to week or

month to month. In economic life, as in other areas of experi-

ence, there is a high degree of continuity over short periods.

In the absence of definite evidence for exj>ecting a change,

the most recent events may be expected* to continue in the

near future. By their very nature, short-term expectations

are subject to frequent check in the light of realized results.

Since realized results are a satisfactory guide to the near
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future^ it is relatively safe to substitute these realized results

for expectations relating to the near future^ SMort-term

expectations are relatively stablco Hence^ it may be concluded

that short-term expectations are less important than they

would be if realized results of the recent past were not a rela-

tively safe guide to what to expect in the near future. It is

not necessary to try to predict the future when only short-

term plans are in question. It is safe to rely upon past results.

Long-term Expectations: In contrast with short-term ex-

pectations^ long-term expectations regarding the probable

yields of new investments in durable plant and equipment

are highly unstable and therefore more important in explain-

ing the fluctuations in aggregate investment and aggregate

employi]Q.ent in the economic system. While we may safely

assume that economic activity next week will be approxi-

mately what it was during the past week, experience tells us

that we cannot 'Safely assume the next five years will be ap-

proximately like the past five years as concerns events which

will determine the yields to be received from current invest-

ments, Realized results of past years are not a trustworthy

guide to future years. It is not possible in the case of durable

assets to check expectations against realized results at short

intervals as can be done in the case of short-term expectations.

There are some considerations aSecting long-term expec-

tations which do not rest upon the shifting sands of a pre-

carious future. Decisions to invest are partly based upon facts

regarding the existing stock of capital assets. Especially rele-

vant are the typds of assets which will be available to compete

with the projected new investment. For example, a decision

to build a new steel plant depends partly upon the amount of

existing steel capacity. Steel capacity is a fact that can be

ascertained with more or less certainty. Likewise, the ability

of the existing capacity to meet the existing demand at the

prices being paid for current output are data of a more or

less defiliite nature. But as we begin to look ahead, the hori-

zon becomes more clouded. The probable life and roainte-

nance of the plant the construction of which is being contem-
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plated cannot be accurately predicted. StiE less predictable

are such considerations as possible changes in technology in

the steel industry which would influence the rate of obsoles**

cence of the projected plant. In the precarious zone are con»

siderations of tlie general level of effective demand 10 or 20
years hence, the amount of new competition, the prices which

can be realized from year to year, the prospect of war, the

size of the export market, changes in tax burdens, conditions

in the labor market including the level of wages and freedom

from strikes, and finally, the political climate of future dec-

ades, which will influence the extent of social control over

industry. Concerning these latter events, there is no probabil-

ity calculus upon which to base scientific judgments.

Our general ignorance of the future and the precariousness

of the basis of what we think we do know about the future

stand out above all oth^ aspects of long-term expectations

in an unplanned econo'lhy. The distant future is never clearly

foreseen and this is especially true when entrepreneurial

decisions are made by a large number of private- entrepre-

neurs whose decisions are uncoordinated. Nevertheless, mere

social survival, not to speak of economic progress, requires

that decisions be made no matter how precarious the basis

upon which they rest. The upshot of the extreme precarious-

ness of the circumstances in which long-term expectations

are formed is the great instability which characterizes these

expectations and the consequent instability of economic life

in general. Long-term expectations are subject to sudden

revisions. Periods of feverish investment acfivity tend to be

followed by periods of extreme pessimism and depression in

which investment in durable capital assets falls to an ex-

tremely low level.

In making a most probable forecast as to what will happen

to a long-term investment, not much weight is or can be at-

tached to matters which are very uncertain. cannot act in

any positive fashion upon what we do not know. Hen*ce, there

is a tendency for long-term expectations to be influenced to

a disproportionate degree by the ascertainable facts of the
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current situation and to assume that the existing summing up

of the future is correct and that things will contfnue as they

are in the absence of specific reasons for changing our ex-

pectations. Nevertheless, the things we do not know exert a

powerful influence upon investment activity. For the degree

of confidence with which most probable forecasts are made
is affected by what we do not know. It is lack of confidence in

the most probable forecasts which renders investment de-

cisions so subject to sudden shifts. Furthermore, when there

is great uncertainty about which of several alternative invest-

ment opportunities offers the highest return, tliere is a ten-

dency to postpone a positive decision in the hope that the

view of the future will become clearer at a later date. Thus,

even when there is confidence that profitable investment op-

portunities do exist, the lack of confidence in ability to de-

termine which is most profitable will tend to depress the

marginal efficiency of capital and reduce the volume of in-

vestment and employment. Investors with limited resources

cannot exploit all investment opportunities they believe will

turn out to be profitable, and therefore they will try to make
certain that their limited resources are placed where the

returns are maximized. The belief that knowledge will im-

prove is a cause of apathy in the investment market. If for

some reason the vista seems to become clearer to a signifi-

cant degree, apathy will give way to a wave of new invest-

ment. This bunching qf positive decisions to invest following

a period of apathy is one of the causes of fluctuations in

employment.®
*

Influence of the Stock-Market Upon Prospective Yields:

The prevailing state of long-term expectations in modern
capitalistic societies is reflected in the activities of the stock

exchange. When prospective yields are viewed favorably,

stock prices tend tp be high; and when prospective yields are

viewed unfavorably,* stock prices tend to be depressed. A pur-

chase of securities does not, of course, represent real invest-

3. G. L. S. Shackle, “Expectations and Employment,” The Economic Jounudg
September, 1939, Vol. XLIX, No. 195, pages 442452.
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men!:. It is purely a financial transaction involving the trans-

fer of titles4o existing wealth and does not involve the pro-

duction of new wealth or of sodal income. Securities traded

on the stock exchange are “old stocks” already outstanding

in the hands of the public. When one party purchases such

stocks, representing claims to existing capital assets, he in-

creases his individual investment But at the same time some-

one else disinvests to the same extent when he sells the securi-

ties. The sale is equal to the purchase and the disinvestment

is equal to the investment. Aggregate social investment, as

well as aggregate financial investment, remains unchanged

as a result of stock exchange transactions- What matters for

employment is the use of men and materials to build new
factories and other forms of capital assets. When real invest-

ments of this type are made, new securities may he floated

through investment banking channels and thereafter the

securities may be traded on the stock exchange.

How then does stock market activity affect real investment

and employment? The prices of “old” securities traded on

the stock exchange influence the prices at which “new” se-

curities can be floattsd in the new investment market. When
the price of old securities is high, theiprice of new securities

will tend to be high also. Ability to float new securities at

high prices will encousage investment in new projects on a

scale which might seem extravagant in other circumstances.

High quotations for existing stocks mean that the marginal

efficiency of capital for this type of enterprise is high in rela-

tion to the rate of interest and consequentljy the inducement

to invest is strong. It is cheaper to build new capital assets of a

given variety than to buy the claims to existing capital assets

of the same variety. On the other hand, when the prices of

securities on the stock exchange are low, it will he cheaper to

buy claims to existing enterprises than to build new capital

assets; the supply price (cost of building hew capital assets)

exceeds the demand price (present value of existing capital

assets discoimted at ffie current rate of interest) ; or, to ex-

press the same idea in still another way, the marginal effi-
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cieEcy of capital is below the rate of interest* This condition

is imfa¥orable to the inducement to invest* In general^ new

investment in many types of capital assets is governed by

quotations in the stock market*

In Mghly organized markets like the stock exchange^ exist

ing investments are revalued daily^ even hourly* The chief

basis for changes in valuations are changes in current expec-

tations concerning future events which will influence future

yields* Such markets are links between the present and the

future* Any even| that is expected to happen in the future is

taken into account (^"discounted’’) in the present prices of

securities* When an event actually occurs^ it will influence the

prices of securities only in so far as it is “unexpected” in the

sense that it has not been foreseen^ or has been ""uncertain”

in the sense that the event confirms views previously held with

less than complete confidence* For example, several com-

mercial airplane crashes occurring over a week-end are likely

to depress the prices of commercial airline stocks when the

exchange ^opens on Monday morning because these crashes

will not have been foreseen* Presidential veto of a bill to

reduce business taxes, which veto ha"s been generally ex-

pected hut conceming^which there has been some doubt, may
tend to depress the prices of securities because what was pre-

viously uncertain becomes certain. •• However, in the latter

case the effect will probably not be great since the veto wiE

have been largely discounted in advance, v/"

Speculative activity in the stock exchange contributes to

the instability ofithe marginal efficiency of capital. If ""specu-

lation” is defined as the attempt to forecast the psychology of

the market, and ""enterprise” as the attempt to forecast the

yield of assets over their entire life, Ke3mes concludes that

the state of long-term expectations which governs the quota-

tions of securities in the stock exchange is more the result of

speculation than Of enterprise. The tendency for speculation

to outrun enterprise arises from various psychological and

institutional factors connected with the precarious basis of

knowledge regarding the future. Investors are aware that
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tlieir individual judgments about the long-term future are

practically vj-orthless and they tend to rely upon the judgment

of others who be better informed. This is especially true

of the mass of am'ateur investors who do not possess even the

technical and business knowledge which is utilized by pro-

fessionals. The main concern is what other people think. It is

assumed that existing quotations accurately reflect the future^

so that in the absence of specific reasons for expecting a
change it is further assumed that there will be no major shifts

in the market in the near future. Therefore^ the only major
risk lies in a change of news and views in the near future.

Even the amateur may feel capable of judging the signifi-

cance of new knowledge in relation to changes in stock prices.

Since the market is ^liquid,^’ i.e., since anyone can sell out

on a moment’s notice if something drastic should happen^ the

investor need not worry about the long-term prospects of the

enterprise in which he invests because there is no need to

continue to hold these securities for a long time. Thus^ in

practice^ long-term expectations rest upon the acceptance of

a conventional judgment, i.e., the acceptance of the unique
correctness of the existing estimate of the future and the

assumption that only genuine new krowledge will cause a
significant change. The widespread acceptance of this con-

vention gives a certain stability to the market so long as the

convention is maintained.

The separation of ownership from management in modem
corporate business enterprise has fosteied reliance upon con-

ventional judgments. The ignorance of mosi shareholders in

regard to the organization and functioning of the business

enterprise of which they are part owners diminishes the

profitability of professional attempts to judge long-term

prospective yields. Instead of trying to estimate the probable

yields of capital assets over their entire life, investors are

guided under modem institutional arr^i^ements by fore-

casts of the psychology of the market over the relatively

short run. The quotations which will exist at any time reflect

the dominant opinion of the mass of participants. If the
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dominant opinion three months hence is optimistic, the mar-

ket will be good; and if dominant opinion three i^onths hence

is pessimistic, the market will be bad. One who wishes to

make money in the stock market slionlil then try to forecast

what the predominant opinion will be three months hence.

Since tlie dominant opinion is largely a conventional matter,

those who make the most money in the stock market will be

those who are most successful in forecasting what average

opinion thinks average opinion will be three months from

now. Investment becomes a psychological game which can be

played by amateur and professional alike.

The investor who wishes to base his behavior mare

genuine and scientific forecasts of long-term yields is con-

fronted with at least two major obstacles. First, the intrinsic

difficulty of accurately judging the long-term future makes

all such forecasts extremely precarious. There exists hardly

any basis for being “scientific” in judging the prospects of

a transoceanic steamship line 20 years hence. Think of the

great French liner, Normandie, in the year 1935. Within less

than ten years she bad been the victim of war, fire, and scrap-

ping. Second, the long-term yield is largely irrelevant in

relation to what the prtee of an asset will be next week or next

month. If a security now selling at 100 is expected to be down
to 50 ten years hence but up to 120" next month, it is more

profitable to buy the security now and sell it next month than

to .sell now merely because the long-term future is gloomy.

The most profitable Occupation for even the skilled fore-

caster is to anticipate market psychology, to rationalize the

irrational activities of the. mob of less skilled participants in

the market. Hence “speculation” tends to dominate “enter-

prise” in the stock market.

A conventional judgment which rests on the mass psychol-

ogy of a group of investors who are without knowledge or

conviction about r8aj market forces affecting long-term yields

is a highly unstable basis upon which to build the capital

development of a country. Resting as it does upon the assump-

tion that things will continue as they now are unless there is
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reason to expect a change, the conventional judgment is stable

only as long as the convention holds, i.e., as long as there is

no reason to expect things to change. Ignorant investors are

in no position to Judge what kind of factors will make a real

difference and so they may be provoked into a chain reaction

of pessimism or optimism by superficial events which hear

no relation to the actual long-term yield of an enterprise.

Doubt as to the significance of some new event may lead to

further doubt as to whether the present state of the market

does sum up accurately the future. In the event of a con-

sensus that 'present security prices do not accurately reflect

the future, stability, based on a convention that no longer

holds, gives way to erratic fluctuations. Like all speculation

based on ignorance, the market is -subject to unreasonable

spurts and irrational collapses,”' “Speculators may do no

harm as bubbles on a steady stream of enterprise. But the

position is serious when enterprise becomes the bubble on a

whirlpool of speculation. When the capital development of a

country becomes a by-product of the activities of a casino,

the job is likely to be ill-done.r^

New investment is facilitated on the one hand and impeded

on the other by markets organized wkh a view to individual

liquidity. In highly organized markets like the stock ex-

change, the individual wealth-owner holds his assets in a

form which can readily be converted into cash. Investment is

facilitated because the stock exchange enables the investor,

as an individual, to liquidate his holdings at any time. This

encourages individual investors to contribute to the risk-

taking involved ^in new enterprises. On the other hand, the

separation of ownership from control, the general ignorance

of the majority of investors, the mass psychology which

dominates the market, and the imdue weight given to super-

ficial occurrences, render the market supersensitive to slight

disturbances and make the individual p?one to convert his

holdings into money upon relatively slight provocation, lead-

4. Keynes, The Genetd Theory of Employment^ Interest and Moneys. New
York: llarcourt, Brace and Inc., 1936, page 159,
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ing to easy breakdown and to a dampening of prospective

yields wHcb weaken the inducement to invest. |.,iquidity ex-

ists for the individual investor hut not for the community as

a whole. Individuals may dispose of their holdings in enter-

prises with specialized plant and equipment, but there is no

way by which the community as a whole can liquidate these

fixed assets. But in their desire to liquidate, individuals who

make up the community depress the marginal efficiency of

capital, weakening the inducement to invest and increasing

imemployment foj the community as a whole. Prior to the

separation of ownership from management and the emergence

of organized stock exchanges, decisions to invest in enterprise

were irrevocable for the individual as well as for the com-

munity as a whole. A major contribution of the stock market

is the ease with which capital can be mobilized for the devel-

opment of new productive wealth, but a great disadvantage

is the associated, instability arising from a speculative liquid-

ity which can lead to a paralyzing collapse of the existing

productive capacity of society.

It would be misleading to suppose that instability of in-

vestment decisions is entirely the outcome of rational calcula-

tions and speculative conventions within the framework of an

irrational institutional setting. The non-rational aspect of

human behavior finds an outlet in the investment market. In

fact, much long-term investment would never occur if inves-

tojs depended upon mathematical calculation or even psycho-

logical convention. In a practical sense, the basis for scien-

tific calculation ^'ften does not exist. The propensity of human

nature toward spontaneous optimism, the human urge to

action rather than inaction, the tendency for positive activity

to depend upon a sort of animal spirit or e/an. vital—all

these are nurtured by and at the same time contribute to the

extreme uncertainty of long-term expectations. Even in the

market place, hufiian behavior is not always guided by an

“irrational passion for dispassionate rationality.” Even in

the money market, “the heart knows reasons that reason can-

not know.”
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The foregoing discussion indicates clearly that instability

is the outstanding short-run characteristic of the marginal

efficiency of capitaL Over historical time, there are upward

and downward movements in the expected rates of return

from new investment. Since the rate of interest does not

fluctuate in a comparable manner, the rate of investment,

which is determined by these two forces, must also fluctuate

and in turn cause the total volume of employment and output

to fluctuate. These variations in over-all economic activity

follow a cyclical pattern familiarly known as the business

cycle. In a later discussion we shall see that the essence of

the business cycle is to be found in the more or less rhythmic

fluctuations in the marginal efficiency of capitaL

Secular Decline in the Marginal

Efficiency of Capital

In the secular long rim, the significant characteristic of the

marginal efficiency of capital is its tendency to fall. The di-

minishing marginal efficiency of capital is a new name for the

old idea of the falling rate of profit. Many of the great econo-

mists, including Adam Smith, David Rfcardo, KarLMarx, and

John Stuart Mill, accepted the tendency for the rate of profit to

fall as one of the basic phenomena of long-term development

of the capitalistic economy. Despite wide acceptance of the

tendency of the rate of profit to fall, there has been scant

agreement as to why it falls. Adam Sniith attributed the fall-

ing rate of profit to the mere fact that capi^I becomes more

abundant in a progressive society. Ricardo and Mill saw the

basic cause for falling profits in the niggardliness of nature

in the sense that the food supply for an increasing population

had to be grown from land of ever-diminishing productivity.

Marx’s theory of the falling tendency of the rate of profit is

associated with the nature of capital itself rather than with

the niggardliness of nature. Keynes’ theory of the* declining

marginal efficiency of capital differs from all of these others

but has most in common with Smith’s explanation* Keynes^
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theory has something in common with that of Marx and is

most imlike that of Ricardo and MilL ^

Keynes^ explanation of the decline of the marginal effi-

ciency of capita^ like other secular aspects of his theory^ is

not fully developed^ The general idea is that diminution

results in the long run from decreased prospective yields

associated with a growing stock of capital assets. The margi-

nal efficiency of capital is determined by the supply price or

cost of production and the prospective yields. It may fall

either from a rise in the supply price or from a -decrease in

prospective yields. In the short run, the more important fac-

tor is the increase in supply price. The longer the period

^becomes, the less important is the increase in supply price

and the more important the diminution in prospective yields.

Thus the secular decline in the marginal efficiency of capital

is almost entirely the result of a fall in prospective yields.

Prospective yields fall because capital assets become more

abundant^ The returns from capital assets over their life

exceed their cost only because they are scarce. Every in-

crease in investment brings an increase in output which com-

petes with the output of existing capital. The greater abun-

dance of output tends to lower prices and hence to lower also

the expected yields from further plant capacity. The process

of creating more capital assets to compete with existing

capital assets continues as long as the marginal efficiency

exceeds the rate of interest. If the rate of interest were per-

mitted to fall to zero, the unimpeded accumulation of real

capital would lower the prospective yields to the point where

there would be no return'- in- excess of cost. Capital assets

would cease to be scarce; they would yield a return just

equal to their cost of production; the marginal efficiency of

capital would be zero. With uninierrupted production, Keynes

suggests that capital assets might cease to be scarce within

one or two generations.

The decline in the marginal efficiency of capital arising

from the fall in prospective yields is a tendency which may
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be offset by dynamic growth factors such as increase of

population, territorial expansion, and certain types of tech-

nological change. During the nineteenth century, these growth

factors and the frequency of war were sufficient to forestall

the tendency from becoming an actuality. Even though the

rate of interest did not decline, the marginal efficiency of

capital was maintained at a level sufficiently high to prevent

chronic unemployment of an amount so intolerable as to

provoke revolutionary changes in the economic system. Un-

employment in the nineteenth century manifested itself pri-

marily in the form of periodic depressions sandwiched be-

tween spurts of feverish investment activity. In the twentieth

century, the rate of growth of population has slowed down
and territorial expansion has virtually ceased. Changes in

technology have been, increasingly of the capital-saving type,

which means there has been no marked rise in the ratio of

capital assets to output. Under these circumstances,
.
brief

periods of capital accumulation like that between 1922 and

1929 in the United States are sufficient to lower the marginal

efficiency of capital to equality with the rate of interest.

Hence, the inducement to invest is weakened, and with capital

accumulation at a virtual standstill, shronic mass unemploy-

ment like that of the 1930’s results. Secular stagnation is the

end result of the slowing down in the dynamic growth factors.

Although Keynes makes no dogmatic assertions concerning

the inevitability of secular stagnation, his hypothesis that

wealthy capitalist economies cannot hope to maintain full

employment without social control of inj^estment rests on

the view that investment opportunities in the present stage of

capitalist development are less’than they were in the earlier

centuries of capitalism. The concept of secular stagnation,

which pervades Ke5Ties’ General Theory, has been more
fully developed by Professor Alvin Hansen.®

5, See especially Alvin H. Hansen, Full Recovery or Stagnation? New Yorki
W. W, Norton and Company, Inc,, 1938, and Fiscal Policy and Business Cycles^

New York; W. W* Norton and Company, Inc,, 1941.
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Some Practical Conclusioiis

Keyiies^ analysis of the characteristics of the marginal effi»

ciency of capital leads him to the practical conclusion that the

control of investment in capital assets cannot safely be left in

private hands (p. 164). The precarious nature of long-term

expectations which finds its objectification in the violent

fluctuations of the stock market leads to an instability in the

marginal efficiency of capital so great that it cannot be offset

by any practicable changes in the rate of interest The secular

decline caused by uninterrupted production of new capital

assets would soon (within one or two decades) push the irate

of return down so low that a securities market organized

according to the piinciples of private profit could not provide

adequately for the development of society's future produc-

tive power* The state, which is in a better position than pri-

vate enterprise to calculate long-run needs in terms of general

social advantage, should assume greater responsibility for

directly organizing investment! The practical counterpart, or

the operational meaning, of the theoretical concept of the

marginal efficiency of capital is referred to by Keynes as the

'^‘^socialisation of investoent”

Although the General Theory contains numerous references,

to the socialization of investment, it is nowhere elaborated. In

the broadest sense, it may be taken to include a policy of

investment control to offset cyclical fluctuations in private

investment, and to overcome the obstacles in the way of,

and the difficulties arising in connection with, the secular

decline in the marginal efficiency of capital. In regard to

cyclical control, Keynes' ideas about public works and other

forms of public investment have been referred to in connec»

tion with the multiplier. Keyne^ first advocated public invest-

ment as a recovery measure in the British election campaign of

1929, and he becaTne during the 'thirties the leading scientific

authority Jor this type of “spending" policy. When little came

of public works in Great Britain, Keynes turned his attention

to the New Deal in the United States, where he praised the
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principle of the pnhlic-works program of President Roosevelt.

However^ he was critical of the lack of planning in American

public works, and used the shdrtcomings of the New Deal

policy to reinforce his demands for a well-ordered public-

expenditures program. In 1938 Keynes recommended tliat

the British government set up a Board of Public Investment^

whose function would be to make plans for increases in pub-

lic investment to supplement private investment whenever an

economic recession threatened. To critics of this plan, Keynes

replied that such a program had never beer given a fair trial.

President Roosevelt^s program, although useful in saving the

United States from a more complete economic collapse, was

largely improvised as a system of work relief. Plans for

increased public investment on housing, public utilities, and

railroads, to mention a few of the potential outlets, were still

in a stage of preparation when the 1937 recession wiped out

most of the recovery gains made in the United States up to

that time. Keynes saw in this lack of preparedness for public

investment the main cause of the recession of 1937 and

1938.^ The Board of Public Investment was to be organized

as a permanent agency of the government, although Keynes

did not believe it necessary to carry-out new projects con-

tinuously at that juncture of his country's economic develop-

ment. The Board shouM, however, stand in readiness with

plans to be executed at the first sign of a slump.

Keynes^ suggestions for implementing the long-term secu-

lar aspects of the socialization of investment are less satis-

factorily discussed hy him than the short-t^m, public works

phase. The secular policy involves government control over

the entire investment process, private as well as public.

Keynes held some such idea for state control over aggregate

investment and saving at least as early as 1926, when he

questioned the desirability of leaving to private judgment and

private profit the allocation of resources' going into invest-

mentA This idea becomes more prominent in the General

6, The Times, London, January 3, 1938, page 13.

7. Laissez-fcdre and Communism, page 69. New York: New Republic, 1926.
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Theory, but even here it is left undeveloped. Presumably this

long-range control over investment would be pk-ced in the

hands of a governmental agfency resembling the Board of

Public Investment suggested for Great Britain in 1937.

Through the appropriate agency, tlie government would dcj^

termine the total volume„of resources to be allocated toon-

vestment. The basis for deciding what proportion this should

he would, of course, have to be related to total consumption

as determined by the propensity to consume at full employ-

ment. State authority would also determine the i^cic rate of

return to the owners of the instruments of production, as

long as such rewards were paid. Even after the average rate

of return on capital assets has fallen to zero, and mere owner-

ship ceases to be a basis for income, there will remain func-

tional capitalists who can make income from superior skill

in calculating risks on alternative forms of investment,

Keynes apparently did not intend that state authority should

control the allocation of resources among various forms of

investment even though state authority did determine the total

quantity of investment. He states explicitly that socialized

investment does not mean that the instruments of production

would be owned or ope?ated by the government, although, of

course, there would be some expansion of the amount of

actual public investment as a result of an enlarged public-

works program.

Beyond these few principles, Keynes does not set forth the

principles and procedures for allocating investment funds.

This failure may 4e attributed to the undeveloped nature of

his secular analysis. Just how investment could be “social-

ized” while management and ownership remained in private

hands requires explanation that Keynes fails to supply. The
suggestion may be ventured, however, that if Keynes had
followed out his secular analysis for the elimination of re-

wards for ownership in a private-property economy, his

proposal for socializing investment might have led to the ne-

cessity for over-all economic planning, and this in turn to the

fundamental question whether over-all planning is possible
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under private ownership of the means of production., Keimes

advocated neither general planning nor the nationalization of

industry.

Some further implications of Keynes^ social philosophy

will be considered in the concluding chapter. It should be

clear from what has already been said that the fulfillment of

Ms program^ involving as it does the elimination of income

from mere ownership of property, would constitute a minor

revolution in the social structure of the traditional private“

enterprise system. Yet this "^"^euthanasia of the rentier,^’ as

Keynes calls it, would be achieved peacefully and gradually

as a result of the accumulation of so much productive wealth

that capital assets would cease to be scarce. Before the mar-

ginal efficiency of capital could fall so low, however, the rate

of interest would have to be correspondingly reduced. Other-

wise, wealth-holders would universally prefer to own
or money rather than productive assets. Real investment oc-

curs only as long as the marginal efficiency of capital exceeds

the rate of interest. The nature of the problem of reducing

the rate of interestjn order to stimulate the inducement to

invest requires further investigation of interest and money.
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CHAPTER 8

Interest and Money

For the importance of money essentially flows from its

heing a link between the present and the future*

J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment^ Interest

and Money, page 293.’^

The possession of actual money lulls our disquietude;

and the premium which we require to make us part with

money is the measure of the degree of our disquietude.

J. M. Keynes, The Quarterly Journal of Economics,

February, 1937, page 216.

Interest is a payment for the use of money. Since this is

-^jusT^uFtEe^itEmeHT^ be unneces-

sary to make much of the point if traditional economic theory

had not viewed interest as something quite different, as a

payment for ^Vaiting/’ for ^^saving/’ f(Jr ‘^^abstinence,” or

for ^^time preference.^

The difference between the traditional theory of interest

and Keyne^ nioneyTIieMy'^^f^^ a fundamenfaTas-

pect of~'^^^'"dSer’^ce"BeR^en^tIie^ dFIuire^

economics of full employment is meant an economic analysis

which assumes that no resources are involuntarily iinem-

* Harcourt, Brace and Co., Inc., 1936.
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ployed so iliat an increase in the production of one thing

necessarily inyoives the withdrawal of resources^ from some

other employment. If investipent is to be increased, for ex-

ample, this can only be done if resources are withdrawn from

employment in Ae consumers goods industries. If people

can be induced to wait a while for some of their consumption,

resources can be shifted out of consumers-goods production

into investment'gooas production to an extent corresponding

to the reduction in spending for consumers goods. The induce:^

ment which is paid fa get people to forego present consump-

tiolniTn!eiiit"tp"p37gientjQr. waiting. Withiri the frame-”’

w6r£~o’f~a''system of theory built on the assumption of full

employment, the 'lof •'
; of interest as a reward for waiting or

abstinence is highly plausible. It is the premise that resources

are typically fully employed that lacks plausibility in the

contemporary world

If unemployed resources are present on a large scale, there

is no obvious necessity for paying people to abstain from

consumption, i.e., to wait, in order that more resources may
be devoted to the production of capital goods (investment).

The obvious way to produce more capital goods is to put the

idle resources to work jjnd not to withdraw resources already

employed from the production of consumers goods. Up to

the point where full or approximataly full employment is

reached, it would be foolish to try to force or even to try to

induce people to forego consuming in order to free resources

so that more capital assets could be produced. In fact, a re-

duction in tlie derpand for consumers goods is likely to lessen

the incentive to produce capital goods if the reduction in

consumer demand represents' a permanent change of habit

on the part of the consuming public. Something other than
a theory of “waiting” or “time preference” is needed to

explain why interest is paid.

(JCeynes’ explan^ion is that interest is a purely monetary
phenomenpn, a paym^t for the use of money\TOrvie^f
Interest gives at the same lime an explanation of the role of
money the economic system. The main tradition in eco-
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nomic theory since the time of eighteenth century Biercantih

ism has bafiished money as a significant factor in the main
body of principles of economics, but Keynes^ monetary theory

of interestReintegrates iheorj^ol put^

emplo3nneiit for the economy as a whole. While technical

motielary Theory lalTrintolhe^baci^oui^^ essential role

of money is explained in relation to the theory of interest.

The rate of interest is vital in relation to investment, and

investment is the strategic determinant of the volume of em-

ployment since, according to the principle of effective de-

mand, employment cannot increase unless there is an increase

in investment. Thus monetary theory becomes an essential

part of general economic theory through its relation to the

theory of interest, and monetary policy becomes a >vital part

of general economic policy.

At every step in the following discussion of the theory of

interest, it is helpful to bear in mind the close connection

between Keynes’ theory and the policy which he advocates.

The theory of interest is at the same time part ot the theory

x>f money, and control of the rate of interest is to be attained

through control of the supply of money. ^Control of the sup*

ply of money is one of the most effective and least objec*

tionabie methods of controlling output and empIopnent^Tliis

is the operational meaning of Keynes’ theor}^ of interest and

money referred to in Chapter 3. The agency of control of the

money supply is the monetary authority, in particular the

central banking system.

Banking policy in the past has all too frequently resulted

in a shortage of money when more money was needecLand an

oversupply whenjess money_ was needed. _The^ former con-

trlbiites^tQ unemployment and theTatter to inflation. Since

the Tong-term trend under prnTteTapitalisn in its present

stage of development is probably towai'd unemployment

rather than inflation, Keynes gives special attention to the

necessity of ..aiLT!eas:iL..mQney’’ policy. He recognizes at the

same time the dangers of inflation in war and postwar peri*

ods and has made outstanding proposals for coping with such
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situations, Keynes’ tlieory of interest and money has its

operational or practical meaning in the thesis thai the bank-

ing system holds the key to the expansion of employment.

With this in mind, the meaning and significance of interest

rates will easily be understood. In a period of expanding out-

put, a bank policy which does not permit a sufficient increase

in the supply of money will cause a rise in the rate of interest

and in this manner choke off the incipient expansion. An
energetic policy by the monetary authority can do much to

lower the long-terifi rate of interest to a level ^which will

stimulate enough investment to fill the ever-threatening g^ap

between income and consumption.

Statement of the Theory of Interest

the proposition that interest is a monetary phenomenon does

not, of course, in itself constitute a theory of money or of

interest.NJIowever," it does provide a point of departure for a

theory of interest which differs fundamentally from the tradi-

tional view ei interest as a reward for "^Vailing.” Interest is a

n^etary phenomenonjn the sense that tjje rate oflnterestls
determined by the demand for and the supply of money.
Money is delnifiHed^^ausel^ only perfectly liquid

asset. People who need money for personal and business

reasons and do not possess it are willing to pay a price for

its use. Before a holder of money will surrender the advan-

tages that attach to the ownership of the only perfectly liquid

asset, he must be paid a reward,interest js the reward paid
for parting withJf^iidity, or in slightly differenT terms, the

reward lor not-hoarding. Therrate at which interest wilLbe
paid depends on the strength of the preference for liquidity

the desire for Iiquidit;^fi he stronger the liquidh^preference,
the m^er is the rale of interest; and the greater the quantity

of money, the lower* is the rate of interest-^A deiCT^ie“ln

Eqm^pfefer/ncewnnSffln^^ of interest and
a demise in the^antity of mqn,ey jsilJAend to rame the rate

oFinterest. The rate of interest, like any pric^in a free mar-
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ke% is established at a level at which the demand will be

equilibrated with the supply available to meet the demand*

At any time^ an increase in the desire of the public to hold

cash—^that is^ an increase in its liquidity preference—may be

met either by an increase in the price paid (interest) or by

an increase in the quantity available. Since money cannot

be produced by the public^ the direct result of an increase in

its desire for money will not be to increase the quantity avail-

able but to increase the premium paid to those who give up
their cash holdings. An increase in the rate of interest means

a larger reward is paid for not-hoarding, and people who
otherwise would not be satisfied except to increase their cash

holdings will be satisfied as a result of the higher premium
they receive for not holding cash. If the rate of interest did

not rise when liquidity preference increased, the total amount

of cash the public would wish to hold at the existing rate of

interest would exceed the available supply. If the rate of

interest did not fall when liquidity preference decreased,

there would be a surplus of cash which no one would be will-

ing to hold. Thus, if tlie rate of interest tends to be too high

or too low, an adjustment takes place whereby the demand is

equated to the available supply. ^

Since the quantity of money is the other factor which, along

with the state of liquidity preference, determines the rate of

interest, it is possible for the monetary authority to meet an

increase in the desire on the part of the pubbc to hold money

with an actual increase in the supply of money. If people

want to hold more money, the monetary authority, and only

the monetary authority, can give them what they want. If

the quantity of money is increased in proportion to the in-

crease in liquidity preference, the rate of interest will not rise

as it does when the quantity of money remains unchanged and

liquidity preference increases. Since the rate of interest is

one of the co-determinants of investment, and investment is the

main determinant of employment, the importancje of mone-

tary policy in determining the volume of employment is

easily seen.
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The relationship betweenJiia^alfi^Qiiiiterest the quantity

of money; and licrai’dlly preference may be repjesented by

means (^a^diagram. In Figure 8, the quantity oTmoney is

shown along the horizontal axis and the rate of interest along

the vertical axis. The liquidity-preference schedule will then

appear as a smooth ouive which decreases toward the right

as the quantity of money increases. It is obvious from the

Fig:Mre 8» Liqiaidily’-Frefereiice Sckediile.

diagram that larger quantities of money will be associated

with lower rates of interest as long as the liquidity-preference

schedule remain®^ unchanged.

Interest appears in the market in the form of a reward paid

to a wealth-holder who parts with control of money in ex-

change for a debt, e.g., for a bond or note or mortgage, for

a stated period of time. The rate of reward’ per unit of time

differs for debts of varying lengths. Thus there will be one

rate of interest on'call loans, another rate on three-day loans,

and still .other rates on six-month, one-year, five-year, ten-

year and longer loans. While these rates differ in amount,
tliey are all of the same specie. It is convenient in discussions
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of the theory of interest to speak of the rate of interest with*

out reference to debts of any particular maturity. This simpli-

fication should not cover the facMhat what really exists in the

money market is a complex of rates of interest. Sometimes it

is convenient to distinguish the short-term rate of interest

paid on commercial bank loans fronTt^Tonj^term rate paid

oii"Eonds. In Keynes’ general theory of employment, the im-

portant role played by real investment in durable capital

assets makes the long-term rate of interest on loans used to

finance such investments of prime significance. Fluctuations

in the long-term rate of interest are reflected in changes in

the price of bonds in the securities markets. As the price of

bonds already outstanding in the market rises, the effective

rate of interest falls; and as the price of bonds falls, the

rate of interest rises. Thus, if a bond paying $50 ’per year

sells at $1000 in the market, the prevailing rate of interest

on that type of security is 5 per cent. If the price of the bond

in the market rises above $1000, this means the effective rate

of interest falls below 5 per cent because more'thap $1000 is

now required to purchase an annual income of $50. Thus,

references to changes in the rate of interest arising from

changes in the state of liquidity preference or from changes

in the su^lY~of money may be visualized as taking the form

of fluctuations in the.pice of bonds in the organized securi-

tiea_market8. A decrease in liquidity preference is reflected

in an eagerness on the part of the public to purchase bonds

at current prices, thus pushing up the prices of bonds and

lowering the rate of interest. An increase in4iquidity prefer-

ence is reflected in an eagerness i)y the public to sell bonds in

order to get cash. On ajeller’fjnaxkst, the price of bonds falls

and the rate of interest rises. The monetary authority may
increase the supply of money and thus prevent the rise in the

rate of interest by purchasing securities which the public

wishes to sell at the current market price.,l(^hen the monetary

authority pays for its purchases witk.lfneMd!jaanag^^
creases the su

of liiterest.
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Liqiiiditj Preference

The demand for^monej
^

a demand for liquidity. Liquidity

may be analyzed in more detail by distinguishing three sepa»

rate motives which lead to liquidity preference: (1) the

transactions motive^ (2) the precautionary motivCj and (3)

the speculative motivCo Although interest is peculi^y re-

lated to the speculative motive, the^^dther two motives can-

nol^^ghbiedTLecause moAey^^ for one purpose is a per-

fect substitute for^ money held for other purposes. A cash

balance is, as a rule, held in a single pool the size of which

is determined by a combination of the motives for liquidity

preference. Part of the total may be held primarily for one

purpose and secondarily for another purpose so that even the

possessor does not have clearly in mind how much he holds

for each separate motive (p. 195). In the total economy, an
increase in the demand for money, e.g., for transactions, may
he met by drawing upon the amount held for the speculative

motive, in which case the rate of interest would tend to rise

even though there were no change in the strength of the specu-

lative motive and no change in the aggregate supply of money.
Therefore, consideration is given to the transactions and the

precautionary as well as to the speculative motive. But it is

the last named which calls for the most attention in connec-

tion with the theory of interest.

r

Transactions motive^

Tb^uantitj^jn^^ satisfy IjqiiidiLvjire^^

ence for the transactions motive is closely related to the vol-

ume of income and employment, that is, to the general level

of business activity. As total output and employment rise and
us prices rise, the transactionademanriOT "m
ajso rises . A cash balance is requlredYo^Bnd^eYFe^li^^
between the receipfof income and its outlay for expenditures.

The size of the cash balance will be related to the size of the

income received and also to the frequency of income payment
and the frequency of expenditure. If everyone received in-
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come in cash and simultaneously paid their expenses in cash^

there would be little necessity for holding money balances

for transactions purposes, The^e would be no interval to

bridge. In the case of personal accounts^ the cash balance

actually held will be greater in proportion to the length of

interval between paydays, A person who is paid monthly will

have need for a larger average cash balance than an indi“

vidual who is paid daily, assuming that there is some simi-

larity in their expenditure habits. For example, a man who
receives his entire income of $300 per month in a single pay-

ment and spends it in constant outlays of $10 per day will

have a $300 balance the first day and a balance which de-

creases by $10 per day until at the end of the month he has

a zero balance. The average cash balance for the month would

be $150, But if this same individual were to be paid weekly,

he would require an average balance of only $37.50, or one-

half of his weekly $75 pay check.

^ Business firms, like individuals, find it necessary to hold

bank balances to bridge the gap between outlays for expenses

and the receipt of cash from sales of finished pro(fucts. Again

as with individuals, the size of the balance will vary directly

with the length of the interval. The business motive for hold-

ing cash will rise as business activity increases. Payments

from one entrepreneur another will vary with the number

of stages through which goods pass on their way to final

completion, that is, with the degree of integration in the

economy as a whole. Increasing integration will, other things

being e^al, diminish the demand for mon^y. However, fac-

tors like the degree of business integration change relatively

slowly, and, except for fluctuations in the level of business

activity, there is no major factor causing changes in the

demand for cash for transactions in the short run.

Preeaiilioiiary motive

The second motive for liquidity preference—the precau-

tionary motive—arises because individuals and business

firms find it good practice to hold a reserve of cash in addi«
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tion to what is needed for transactions. An individual who
goes shopping will normally take more money ,than Just the

amount he thinks he will need for planned purchases. Plans

may change, or opportunities may arise to make especially

advantageous purchases if they are transacted on the spo^

without delay. In business the need for immediate cash may
arise in order to meet contingent liabilities or unforeseen op-

portunities to make advantageous purchases. The quantity

of money held to satisfy the precautionary motive will vary

widely with individuals and businesses, according to their

degree of financial conservatism, the nature of their enter-

prise, their access to the credit market, and the stage of de-

velopment of organized markets for quick conversion of

earning assets such as stocks and bonds into cash. Danger of

being cut oif from the credit market, say as a result of busi-

ness losses, will be an especially important factor tending to

increase the size of precautionary holdings by business firms.

As long as individuals and businesses feel assured of ready

^access to extra cash by temporary borrowing, the precaution-

ary motive to hold money will be relatively weak.

Although organized markets in which securities can be

converted quickly and, cheaply into cash tend to reduce the

size of precautionary holdings, the possibility of forced

liquidation under highly tmfavorable conditions serves as a

precautionary basis for preferring cash to securities. Pre-

cautionary balances may be held in savings deposits, where
they will earn a low rate of return but where there is no
danger, apart frpm failure of the bank, that the money value

of the investment will depreciate. If, however, a notice of

thirty days or so is required'before funds may be withdrawn,

the savings account lacks the advantage of perfect liquidity.

Savings deposits are useful as, a form of asset with a value

fixed in terms of money which can be used to meet a subse-

quent liability fixed in terms of money. The cash reserves of
a bank are themselves money held by the bank to protect

itself against outstanding liabilities, the payment date of
which cannot be predicted with certainty.
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Speciilati¥^ motive

Despite some important differences between the demand

for money for transactions and that for precautionary mo-

lives, Keynes lumps these two together in discussing the

relation of money to the rate of interest. While cash for

transactions will be kept to a minimum, there is an obvious

point where the convenience of holding cash to pay for regu-

lar expenditures will not be much affected by changes in the

rate of interest. Likewise precautionary holdings, which de-

pend mainly on the nature of the contingencies that are en-

visagfed, are unlikely to be much affected by small changes

in the rate of interest. Thus the significant type of liquidity

preference in relation to the rate of interest is that arising

from the so-called speculative motive, because speculative

holdings are especially sensitive to changes in the rate of

interest, Ii the total supply of money is designated by M,
we may refer to that part of M held for transactions and pre-

cautionary motives as Mi, and to that part held for |he specu-

lative motive as M2* Thus M = Mi -f- M2. The rate of in-

terest is primarily determined by the propensity of the public

to Told^^n^ for tho speculativejmo^e in relatjonJoTthe

quantitx^Lmpney^^^^^^^ that purpose, i,e., M2. The

quantity of money which will be held to satisfy the s^cula-

tive (M2) is a fimctipn (L2 ) of the rate of interest (r), or

reward paid for giving up temporary control over money,

A convenient shorthand expression for'^this relationship be-

tween money held for the speculative motiveiand the rate of

interest is M2 = L2 (r). Since thp amount of money held for

the trans^ffoSTTnd^recautionary motive (Mi) depends

primarily upon the general level of business activity, which

may be measured by income (Y), the shorthand for this is

Ml = Li(Y), Then the equation M = Mi + ^2 may be

expressed, M = Li(Y) + £2(1). ^ '

In connection with liquidity preference for the speculative

motive (the desire for money as a store of wealth), the fun-

damental issues of modern monetary theory are raised. Why
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should anyone with a surplus of wealth choose to store it in

the form of money and thus sacrifice the intefi-est income

which could he earned by exchanging money for a debt in

the form of a bond or mortgage^ et cetera? According to

Keynes, the one essential condition in the absence of which

liquidity preference for money as a store of value could not

/exist is the uncertainty as to the future of the rate of interest^

hy which is meant xmcertainty as to the future of the com-

plex of interest rates on debts of varying lengths which will

prevail in the future. A wealth-holder who does mot know on

what terms he may he able to convert debts into money in the

future has reason to believe that a postponed purchase may
be preferable to a present purchase of a debt. For example,

a man wfio contemplates paying $1000 for a bond yielding

$30 per year when the rate of interest on this type of bond is

3 per cent will hesitate to do so if he thinks the rate of inter-

est on this same type of security may later rise, say to 4 per

cent At 4 per cent it is necessary to invest only $750 to get

a return of$30 per year. Therefore, the price of the security

will fall to approximately $750, whicK will mean a virtual

loss of $250, less whatever interest is received in the interval,

to anyone who paid $r000 for such a bond.

At any moment of time, the current rates of interest on

debts of different maturities are known with certainty because

there are actual quotations in the market. The rates of inter-

est that will prevail in the future are not known with cer-

tainty. The current rates of interest do, however, take into

account estimates' or guesses concerning what the future rates

will be. Market quotations r-epresent the predominant, but

not the universal, opinion as to what the future rates of inter-

est will be. An individual who thinks he knows better than

the market, i.e., better than the predominant opinion, what
the future will bri^g, is in a position to profit if his guesses

actually turn out to^be better than the predominant opinion.

In the absence of uncertainty about the future rates of inter-

est, the rates at which debts of varying maturities could be
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converted into money at any future date would also be known

with certainty now because present rates would be perfectly

adjusted to future prices. Under these circumstancesj which

would exist if there were no uncertainty^ there would always

be clear economic advantage in owning interest-bearing se*-

curities as compared with holding nondncome-eaming cash.

There would exist no basis for liquidity preference for the

speculative motive. This helps to explain why in the classi-

cal theory^ which rests upon generally static assumptions, no

significance is attached to ^ the"' speculative ^otive and there-

fore M2 is equal to zero. Under static theory there may be

change, buFsihce the direction and extent of the change is

assumed to be known now, the future changes are subject to

rational discounting which incorporates them into current

calculations. Hence, uncertainty in any significant sense is

ruled out of the theory. It is precisely at this point that

Keynes’ theory differs fundamentally frqm the classical

theory of interest. Wealth-holders lull their disquietude about

the future by storing wealth in the form of money just be-

cause the actual world is highly dynamic and the future is

above all uncertain, ^he degree of disquietude is measured

by the rate of interest. Of course the nature of the real world

is not changed by making assumptions which differ from

reality. The upshot of oversimplified assumptions is to render

theory irrelevant for many types of problems. By assuming

a kind of knowledge about the future which we do not apd
cannot possess, the classical theory riiles out liquidity pref-

erence for the speculative motive, and with jiis, out goes Hie

basis for a theory of interest. ^^Interest’ has really no busi-

ness to turn up at all in MarshalFs Principles of Econom-

ics^
—

” says Keynes, ^^it belongs to another branch of the

subject.” (p. 189)

The speculative motive for liquidity preference is thus

defined” as attempting to secure a profit
, fr'bm knowing beger

than tKF’market’lvhi^ future will bring (p. 170). Pur-

chases of bonds will be postponed if the rate of interest is ex-
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pected to rise/ If and when the rate of interest does rise, the

price^qf bpndtjv-ilLfaJl-Tlie person wbo has speculated by

holding money can now buy at the lower price and realize a

profit. An individual who expects the price of bonds to rise

(the rate of interest to fall) more than predominant opinion,

as expressed in market quotations, expects them to rise, is

in a position to profit by borrowing money on short term in

order to buy securities now and then sell them at a profit later

when and if the price does in fact rise. In the language of

the market, a
“
bear” position leads to a holding of cash jn

anticipation of a fall in the^rjceoTBongiTarise in interest

rates) and a “bull” position leads to the purchase of securi-

ties in anScipafioirora rise in bond prices (a fall in interest

rates)^. AFe^erlhe “bear” or the “bull” position predomi-

nates in 'the market, there is an alternate rise and fall in the

desire to hold cash. In the absence of changes in the total

quantity of mopey (M), these speculative fluctuations im-

pinge on output and employment by changing the rate of

interest apd thus reacting upon the volume of current real

investment.

The difference of opinion among “hears” and “hulls” is in

itself a stabilizing infeience and contributes to the feasibility

of monetary control of the economic system. Differences of
opinion prevent, or at least reduce, the extent of shifts in

the rate of interest. An increase in the desire on the part of

some wealth-holders to hold money is offset by a decrease in

the desires of others So that changing events often result in a
redistribution of cash holdings rather than a mass rush into

cash or out of cash. If the banking authority, through open
market operations, is able to purchase bonds by bidding up
the price by slight amounts, it does so by causing some “bull”
(a person holding securities) 40 exchange his bonds for the

new cash and thus become a “bear.” The rise in the price of
bonds represents *a.^ fall in the rate of interest which, other
things being the same, stimulates real investment and em-

1. The word is used as represeaiatlife of o£ all types,
would be technically more aocurate.
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ployment If everyone reacted in the same way to changing

events, the fliictuations in the rate of interest would he much
more violent and the stability of* the system would be less-

ened. As Keynes says: “It is interesting that the stability of

the system and its sensitiveness to changes in the quantity of

money should be so dependent on the existence of a variety

of opinion about what is uncertain. Best of all that we should

know the future. But if not, then, if we are to control the

activity of the economic system by changing the quantity of

money, it is injportant that opinions should differ.” (p. 172)
^

Since the transactions and the precautionary motives are both

relatively insensitive to changes in the rate of interest, the

effect of changes in the quantity of money upon the specula-

tive motive is the substantial basis upon which monetary

management rests its case for control of interest rates.

Although monetary management by the central monetary

authority offers distinct possibilities for social control of

employment, it is subject to important limitations which

arise from the nature of the speculative motive. For,while an

increase in the quantity of pioney will, other things remain-

ing unchanged, lower the rate of interest, it will not do so if

liquidity preference is increasing more' than the quantity of

money (p. 173). In this connection, it is important to dis-

tinguish between two poifits on the same liquidity-preference

curve and two different liquidity-preference curves. Figures

9a and 9b are similar to Figure 8 except that the horizontal

axis measures only the quantity of money available to satisfy

the speculative motive. This is represented iy M2 . Corre-

sponding to M2 , the liquidity function for the speculative mo-

tive is L2 . As already noted, this function may be written

M2 = L2 (r), meaning the quantity of money. heliLfocJhe

speculativejnotive a function of the. rate -of -interest. In

Figure $a, A andlB represent two points on the same liquidity-

preference curve, and in 9b, A and C represent points on two

different liquidity-preference curves. This distinction is analo-

2. The General Theory of Employment^ Interest and Money. New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Co^ Inc., 1936<,
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gous to that between two points on the same demand curve and

a shift in an entire demand curve.

QUANTITY &80NEY FOR THE SPECULATIVE §^!VE QUANTJTY OF MONEY FOR THE SPECULATIVE MOTIVI

Figure 9a. Two Points on Figure 9b. A Ckange in Li-

the Same Liquidity-Preference qnidity Preference*

Schedule.

In Figure 9a an increase in the quantity of money from

M2 to M2
' is accompanied by a fail in the interest rate from

5 per cent to 4 per cent. The assumption behind this lowering

of the interest rate is^that the action of the monetary author-

ity in increasing the supply of money did not affect the ex-

pectations of wealth-holders. The additional supply of money

was absorbed by the sale of securities to the banking au-

thority with a resultant rise in security prices and a fall in

the interest rate. t

In Figure 9b the increase in the quantity of money from

M2 to M2
' is accompanied By a revision of expectations in

the market such that the entire liquidity-preference schedule

shifts upward to an extent that more than offsets the effect of

the increase in the quantity^ of money for satisfying the

speculative motive. Hence, instead of falling as in 9a, the

interest rate rism from 5 per cent to 6 per cent. This means

that central bank policy or some event accompanying it has

led wealth-holders to increase their preference for holding

money. Such an upward shift could be caused by many fac-
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tors and might take place independently of a change in hank

policy* When such shifts in liquidity preference occur, a

considerable fluctuation in the i^te of interest^ i*e.a in the

prices of bonds, may take place with very little activity m
the bond marketw^hife in the liquidity function may he

either downward or upward depending on the way in which

the public interprets a change in events. In so far as different

individuals react differently to the new situation, movements

will be less marked* On the other hand, if everyone inter-

prets the new situation in the same way, the >hange in interest

rate may take place without any buying or selling of bonds

and therefore without any redistribution of cash holdings.

As previously indicated, the total quantity of money fM)
consists of two parts, money held to satisfy the transactions

and precautionary motives (Mi) and money held to satisfy

the speculative motive (M2). Demand^fqr the former varies

primarily changes^ in income (Y)^ or in terms of the

equation Demand for the latter (M2) varies

primarily with changes in the rate of interest, ouch that

-^£2*-=^ However, income (Y) depends partly on the

rate of interest (r) and therefore changes in either r or Mi
will affect the other indirectly* This ^relationship becomes

important for monetary policy in periods of expanding out-

put* If income (Y) is rising, the demand for Mi is also ris-

ing* IlTSefe’ IS no increase in the total quantity of money
the increase in Mi will take place by a transfer of

funds from M2. The _ decrease in funds available to satisfy

the speculative motive will tend to increase tie rate of inter-

est, which in turn will react j-dversely on investment, and

Kehcelipon dhcome* This rise in the rate of interest, which

will tend to place a brake on expansion, can be offset by in-

creasing the total quantity of money (M) so that the increase

in funds needed to satisfy the growing traipactions demand
will not be met at the expense of money needed to satisfy the

speculative motive (M2). Here the banking authority is

called upon to act in a way which will not allow a shortage of
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money to lead to a premature brake on expanding output and

employment.

We are now in a position to see the practical implications

of Keynes’ theory of money and interest. The banking au-

.thority may be called upon to stimulate employment by in*

creasing the supply of money. The theory behind the idea

that an easy-money policy can stimulate expansion is as fol-

lows: An increase in the total supply of money (M) operates

by increasing the amount of money available for the specu-

lative motive (M2), which will cause the rate^of interest to

fall. A fall in the rate of interest will increase investment,

and an increase in investment will lead to a multiple increase

in income. As income rises, the amount of money required

for transactions (Mi) will increase so that the total increase

in money (M) will be divided in some fashion between Mi
and M2. How effective monetary stimulation'will be depends

on how much the rate of interest falls in response to an in-

crease in Mo (upon the elasticity of the L2 function) ; how
responsive investment is to a fall in the rate of interest (the

elasticity otJhe schedule of the marginal efficiency of capi-

tal) ; and how much a given increase in investment will in-

crease income (the size of the investment multiplier).

The pitfalls which may beset monetary policy will be rec-

ognized as very great. We have already noted that an increase

in the quantity of money will not lower the rate of interest if

liquidity preference is increasing more than the quantity of

money. Although a tail in the rate of interest will, other

things being equal, increase investment and employment, it

will not do so if the marginal efficiency-of capital is falling

more rapidly than the rate of interest In a bad depression

when the'"preference for liquidity is high and the expectations

of entrepreneurs for profitable investment are low, monetary

policy may be helpless to break the economic deadlock.

It is much easier to bring down short-term than long-term

interest rates. The reason for this is obvious. The chief bar-

rier to a fall in interest rates is the expectation that they may
rise later to an extent that makes it worth while to hold cash
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iu anticipation of buying on better terms at a later date. If

the banking* authority launches a large-scale open-market

policy to lower the interest rates; it is logical to assume that

this policy will probably he pursued for some time. There

will be little reason to expect a rise in the rate of interest in

the near future and therefore little incentive to remain liquid

in order to buy on better terms later. Furthermore, commit-

ments to debts on short-term cannot involve very great losses

even if expectations prove wrong. Securities may he held a

short while until maturity when they will be redeemed at

face value. It is well known that short-term interest rates have

been extremely low in the United States and Britain in recent

years.

The long-term rate of interest is more difficult to lower and
it becomes increasingly resistant to further reductions at

every step on its downward path; at some level, say about 2
per cent, no further reductions may be attainable. To illus-

trate, let us compare the consequences of a rise from 5 to 6
per cent with the consequences of a rise of from 3 to 3 per

cent. To simplify the example, let us assume that the securi-

ties Bought are perpetual bonds, that is, have no maturity

date, like British consols or French rentes. When the rate of

interest is 5 per cent, a bond paying $50 per year is purchased

at $1000. Three years later the rate of interest on this type

of security rises to 6 per cent as a result of which the price

of the bond falls to $833 (at 6 per cent $833 will purchase

an income of $50 per year). The capital loss is $167 but,

during the three-year period, interest incorae amounting to

$150 has been collected. Hence the net loss is negligible. In

contrast, when the rate of interest is 2 per cent, a bond paying

$20 can be purchased for $1000. Three years later the rate of

interest rises to 3 per cent, as- a result of which the price of

the bond falls to $667 (at 3 per cent $667 will purchase an

income of $20 per year). The capital logs*of $333 is offset

only to the extent of $60 in interest income received in the

three-year period. Thus the loss from a rise in the interest

rate from 2 to 3 per cent is much greater than from 5 to 6
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per cent, first, because Ae ioss in capital value is greater

and, second, because the interest income is les& at the Ipwex

level.
____

’

The”increasing risk of loss at lower rates of interest will

be reflected in the liquidity-preference schedule by a flatten-

ing out of the liquidity curve. This flattening of the curve indi-

cates a growing elasticity of the liquidity-preference func-

tion. Translated into monetary policy, this means a point will

be reached below which it is extremely diflBicult to lower the

interest rate any- further. At about 2 per cent Keynes sug-

gests the liquidity curve may become horizontal, indicating

perfect elasticity, and meaning that no further reduction in

the rate can be attained merely by increasing the quantity

of money. When this point is reached, the demand for money

has become absolute in the sense that everyone prefers to hold

money rather than long-term securities yielding a return of

2 per cent or less.

When Keynes wrote the General Theory, he no longer be-

lieved in Jhe adequacy of mere monetary policy, but never-

theless he thought the full possibilities of interest rate control

had never been tested. Central bank purchases in the open

market had been too limited in amount and confined mainly

to short-term securities to the neglect of long-term securities

bearing directly upon the much more important long-term

rate of interest. The interest rate is a highly psychological or

c^tnventional phenomenon and investors who have become

accustomed to high rates as “normal” will continue to harbor

the hope of a setiurn to “normalcy” unless and until bold

monetary policy by the banking authorities breaks through

conventional beliefs to convince the public that low long-term

rates are both sound and certain to continue. Any monetary

policy that appears expmrnentel is jelf-deleating. "nie chief

hope of lowering tfieTong-term interest rate to a point con-

sistent with full ’^employment rests upon the ability of the

monetary authority to convince the community that it should

accept as a permanent fact lower rates of return on long-term

debts. Such a policy should not be neglected just because it
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will ultimately reach a Bmit where it will no longer be effec-

tive because.of the flattening out of the liquidity curve.

*

Hoarding and liquidity preference

There is a relationship but not an identity between Keynes^

concept of liquidity preference for the speculative motive and

the common-sense notion of hoardings Unemployment and

depression are sometimes attributed to '^''hoarding” although

the exact meaning of this term is usually not clear. ^^Hoard«

ing’^ in the sense of an actual increase in cash balances in tlie

“hands of the public is an incomplete and misleading notion,

Sihce"“l}ie total quantity of money cannot be altered by the

public, but only by the banking system, the public can merely

try to hold more money. It may increase its liquidity prefer^

ence. At any given time, the total supply of money (M) is, by

definition, held by someone. If one individual comes into

possession of more money as a result of his increased desire

for liquidity, someone else in the economy must decrease his

cash holdings, as long as there is no change in the total supply

of money as determined by the banking system. The distribu-

tion of cash holdings^ among the public may be changed but

no alteration in the aggregate holdings can occur as a result

of initiative taken by the public.

Nevertheless, the anxiety on the part of the public to hoard

more money has very important consequences for the eco-

nomic system, since, as will be evident, it is nothing more

than an expression of increased liquidii;:y preference. Liquid-

ity preference may be defined as the propensity to'liSaldr
^

WheiTliquidity preference or the propensity to hoard rises,

the rate of interest will also rise, unless the banking system

meets the increase in liquidity preference by enlarging the

quantity of money available to^wealth-holders. An increase in

the desire to hoard money can be overcome by paying higher

interest to potential hoarders. A rise in fh% rate of interest

chokes off investment and leads to a decrease in income and

employment. Thus the notion of ‘^‘hoarding,’^ rightly viewed,

is the heart of Keynes^ analysis of unemployment. Unemploy-
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ment may be caased-fez-iflmardiiifc” in this sense, even if ho

acUrnTwealDi is transferred into money, because hoarding

money and not-hoarding it are not simple alternatives.J^iquid-

itj^ preference is always liquiditj^at a price. The pric^sTEe

rate-.of~ilitexest The rate of interest '’'will always be fiigh

enough to overcome the liquidity preference of all those who

want cash somewhat less intensely than those who actually

hold tlie limited supply available. The rate of interest will be

determined immediately by the liquidity preferences of those

who are maigina} be^^n holding money and purchasing an

interest-bearing security. j5iTncrease~tn'’ the desire to shift

wealth from securities into money is what causes a rise fn the

price that must be paid to marginal hoarders to induce them

not to hoard. Only those most insistent on having cash will be

able to get it. The doubts and fears of others will be lulled by

interest payments. This view of the economic process has led

Keynes to a sympathetic imderstanding with those reformers

who have suggested that a special levy be placed upon money

in order to. make it “unhoardable.” He praises the proposal of

Silvio Gesell, the stamped-money reformer, who wanted to

impose a tax upon money to encourage people to spend it

before the tax came <kie. Money held in an inactive balance

for an extended period of time would, under Gesell’s plan,

gradually lose its entire value.

Oranges in tire Quantity ©f Money

The rate of interest depends upon the state of liquidity prefer-

ence taken in conjunction with the quantity of money. If

liauiditv nreference remains imchanged, increases in the
*

^ I

^
^

^ ^

quantity of money wilLJLawer the rate of interest^ anff'Se-

crea^esjn the quantity of money wiIIl‘aiie™tRF‘ralB^^

esU It is important to say soihetEing^imrriab^

in the quantity ofnioney occur in modem economic societies*

The total supply of money consistsjof bank deposits, paper

money, and metallic^^coiii^^ deveiopedcapitafeti^

economies riTTEeTJniIe5"States5 the supply of money con-
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sists overwhelmingly of bank deposits^ which represent lia-

bilities of banks to pay money to depositors« No matter of

principle is involved in determirung whether savings deposits

should be included under the category of money. If money is

defined as the perfectly liquid assets the presumption is

against including savings deposits because banks have the

right to require a certain number of days^ notice before they

will convert a savings or time deposit into legal money. On
the other hand^ savings accounts differ from debts in that their

value in terms of money is not subject to change. In some
countries the statistical data do not permit a breakdo'^m of

total deposits between demand and time deposits. Even

though a hank has the legal right to require^ say, thirty days’

notice on savings accounts, this requirement is not always

strictly followed, Keynes does, in general, include as money
time deposits in banks. What matters most for the present

discussion, however, is not what makes up the total quantity

of money (M), but how changes in this total come about.

These changes arise mainly from the lending and borrowing

activities of the hanking system. Therefore demand deposits,

or what may be called check-book money, are the significant

element of the money supply so far the interest rate and

Keynes’ theory of money are concerned.

Banks add to the total supply of money by the creation of

hank credit, that is, by increasing the liquid claims against

themselves in favor of their„ customers whose additional

money takes the form of increased balances. Balances which

add to the total quantity of money arise when loans are made
or when a security, like a bond, is purchased by a hank as an

investment. For example, when a bank advances a loan to a

business man for $1000, the total supply of money (M) is

increased by $1000. The only physical evidence of this trans-

action is a bookkeeping entry in the accoimts of the hank,

debiting ^^Loans and Discounts” and crediting ^^Deposits.”

Loans and discounts represent an asset of the bank because

they are rights or claims of the hank against its borrowers

to be collected at some specific date in the future, the date
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depending upon the length of the loan, '^^Deposits^^ are a lia-

bility of the bank, representing its obligation tOi pay money

on demand to the borrower-depositor. What matters from

the money side is that an increase in total bank loans repre-

sents an increase in liquid claims, that is, in bank credit^

which is Just as good as money for most types of transactions

and therefore is part of the supply of money.

When a bank loan is repaid, the quantity of money is re»

duced, unless of course a new loan of corresponding amount

is made at the same time. The physical evidence of this de-

struction of money is again merely a bookkeeping entry in

the accounting records of the bank. The “Loans and '"Dis-

counts” account is credited to indicate a decrease in this

asset, and the “Deposits” account is debited to indicate a

decrease in the liability to pay money. If the loan is repaid

in cash, the “Cash” account will be debited. As a result of

the loan, the har^ will have added to its income in the form

of interest charged the borrower.

These deposits which result directly from the lending and

investing activities of individual banks with individuals,

firms, and the government, are called “derivative” deposits,

as distinguished from “primary” deposits which result from

the actual deposit of cash or its equivalent.^ Derivative de-

posits create additional bank credit whereas primary deb-
its do not Since bank“”cfedit is included in our definition of

moneyV "derivative deposits increase the total supply of

money outstanding imthe economic system* In contrast, if a

man deposits metallic or paper money, he exchanges one

type of money for another. The structure of the money supply

outside the banking system is changed; bank deposits have

increased and the metallic or paper money in the hands of

the public has decreased, but the total quantity of money (M)
is not altered. Likewise, a man who deposits his pay check or

any other check with his bank does not increase the total

3, See Ke^es, Treatise on Money,, VoL I, Chapter 2. New York: Harcoiirt,

Brace and Company, Inc,, 1930, also C. A. Phillips, Bank Credit^ page 40. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1921.
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supply of money^ but merely increases his claims against

the bank at the expense of someone else whose claims are

decreased. Hence, changes in the. total supply of money come

about primarily as a result of the lending and investing

activities of theRanking system associated with derivative

deposits. If the public desires to become more liquid, only

the banking system can permit it to do so.

There are, of course, limits to the extent to which the bank-

ing system is able to increase the liquid claims against itself.

In any nation the power of the banking svstem to alter the

quantity of deposit money is limited by legal requirements

or business customs. In the United States the central monetary

authority, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System, is authorized under law to control the quantity of

liquid claims which member banks are permitted* to have

outstanding by (1) varying the reserve requirements of the

member banks, (2) altering the rediscount rate at which

member banks may borrow from the Federal Reserve Banks,

and (3) engaging in open market operations in order to make
rediscount rates effective and in order to influence directly

the prices of securities and thereby the rate of interest. When
the central hanking authority lowers cthe ratio of legal re-

serves to deposits which the member banks must hold, it

gives the member banks an incentive to increase the claims

outstanding since cash for a bank, as for any wealth-holder,

is not an earning asset and excess cash reserves represent a

basis for potential earning power that- is not being utilized.

More loans will tend to increase bank profits. Whether the

member banks will actually lend more as a result of lowered

reserve requirements depends partly on their willingness to

lower the rate of interest which they charge and partly on the

rate which business men and other borrowers are willing to

pay. In any event, it may be supposed that more will be bor-

rowed at lower than at higher interest rate«!5, other things re-

maining the same. The extent of demand for bank loans will

depend upon profit expectations, that is, upon the marginal

efficiency of capital. If the marginal efficiency of capital is
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very low, as it is in time of depression, no fall in the interest

rate will have much effect upon the quantity of borrowing. In

this respect the initiative for- expansion must come from out-

side the banking system.

When the central banking authorities lower the rediscount

rate, they make it cheaper for member banks to add to their

cash reserves by selling (rediscounting) commercial paper

to the Federal Reserve Banks. In the United States it is cus-

tomary for member banks to borrow from the Federal Re-

serve Banks because the rediscount rate is lower than the

discount rate charged by the member banks. This means that

member banks may be able to add to their reserves at, say, 2

per cent and advance loans to business men at 4 per cent. It

will therefore he more profitable to borrow from the central

banks when the rediscount rate charged by the central bank

is lowered. Here again there are harriers to increasing the

quantity of money or liquid claims against member banks.

If the member banks already have excess reserves, there will

be no incentive which did not already exist to lower their

interest rates nor for them to add still more to excess reserves

by borrowing from the central bank. Again, the initiative

must come from outside the banking system if the quantity of

liquid claims is to be increased.

A more positive weapon of monetary control in the hands

of the central banking authority is open-market operations.

Here the central authority can take the initiative to change the

quantity of liquid cltiims outstanding against the banking

system. Open-market operations represent the purchase and

sale of securities~EvTEe~centraI banks fii tim open marketT

“Open market” refers to transactions which are~noF~exchp

sively witl^l^nks and includes especially the bond markets

dFpearfinanciaTcenters like New York CityT~TEe~purcEase

and sale of securities by banks differ”fronTthose between

two private persdh^ in that the quantity of money in the

economy is changed when a bank buys or sells. The purchase

of a bond by one person from another person involves only

a transfer of money and no change in the total quantity of
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money and also no change in the money-creating capacity of

the banking system as represented by the extent of its reserves.

When a central bank buys a bond^ it pays with funds which

it creates for the purpose. If^ for example, an individual sells

a bond to the central bank, the individual receives in pay*

men! from the central bank a check which, %vhen deposited

with the individuaFs (member) bank, represents a net in-

crease in the supply of money in the economy outside the

banking system. What is potentially more important for

monetary expansion arises when the member bank presents

the check for payment from the central bank. The central

bank makes payment to the member bank by increasing the

balance of the member bank. Since balances held by mem-

ber banks with central banks represent reserves, the capacity

of the memher bank to expand its loans is increased by an

amount which depends upon the reserve ratio. If the ratio

is |1 of reserve for each $5 of deposits, an increase in re*

serves of $1000 means that total deposits in the banking

system may be increased by $5000, Open:market operations^

thus brin^ changes in the reserves of member banks.

Frequently, open-market'’ operations are used to bring pres-

sure upon the member banks to chaiige their discount rates

in accordance with changes in the central bank rediscount

rates. In depression a IcTwering of the rediscount rate coupled

with an increase in member bank reserves resulting from

open-market purchases by the central bank will presumably

give the member banks incentive to expand their loans to

customers. In expansion, an increase in th^ rediscount rate

may be ineflfective if the member banks have excess reserves,

but if these reserves are reduced through open-market sales

By the central bank, the member banks will be forced either

to replenish their reserves by rediscounting commercial paper

at the higher rediscount rates or to restrict the volume ol

their loans to customers, which is the ob|eStive of the central

bank policy.

Open-market operations affect not only the short-term rate

of interest on tank loans but also the long-term rate of intpr-
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est through the prices of securitiesTEven the purchase of

short-term securities will react upon the longer-term rates of

interest, but a more direct efiect on long-term rates of interest

results from dealings in long-term securities. Keynes criti-

cizes the Federal Reserve authorities for confining their open-

market purchases during 1933 and 1934 to very short-dated

securities with the result that the effect was confined mainly,

though not exclusively, to the very short-term rate of interest.

Keynes suggests the most important practical improvement

which can be made in the technique of monetary.management

would be “a complex offer by the central bank to buy and

sell at stated prices gilt-edged bonds of all maturities.” (p.

206)

Some limitations to monetary control have already been

indicated. In general, the limitations of monetary manage-

ment m controlling the level of employment are limitations

of interest rate control. Although proper management of the

supply of money is a necessary condition for a stable econ-

omy, it is not a sufficient condition. Mismanagement of money

may in itself be sufficiently disturbing ^to lead to economic

breakdown. But the best monetary policy in the world can do

little to lift an economy out of the depths of a secondary de-

flation like that experienced in the United States in the early

1930’s. What this means in terms of Keynes’ principal vari-

ables is that if the marginal efficiency of capital has fallen

to a very low or even negative position, there is nothing the

ceiitial banking autKbrity can do to bring about revival

through lowering the rate of interest. There might he no de-

mand for investment loans even if the rate of interest were

1educed to zero. As long as loans have to he repaid and are

not automatically renewable, any borrower runs the risk of

i ciiig unable to repay his loans. Where the private marginal

efficiency of capital has collapsed to a point where no one

wants to borrow even at a zero rate of interest, it becomes
necessary for a government which wishes to stimulate eco-

nomic activity to take more direct action to increase the vol-
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time of investment and thus to lift the level of income and

employmen'*:.

The Classical Theory of Interest

The contrast between Ke5oies’ general theory of interest and

the special theory of interest of the classical school is analo»

gons to the contrast between his general theory of employ-

ment and the special theory of employment of the classical

school. Both distinctions between the general theory and a

special theory arise from the difference between fluctuating

levels of employment and income in contrast with the fixed

level of full employment and a corresponding fixed level of

income. By neglecting the all-important changes in the level

of income, the classical school is led into the error of viewing

the rate of interest as the factor which brings about the equal-

ity of saving and investment, that is, the equality of demand

for investible funds and the supply of funds provided by

saving. This may be represented by a diagram showing the

rate of interest along the vertical axis and saving -and invest-

ment along the horwontal axis. The rate of interest is thus

F%isr® 10. Hae Classical Theory of the Rale of

Interest.
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fifiterminec! bv theuDoint of intersection of the investment-

demand scheduk,

Tfielnvestment-demand schedule is Keynes’ schedule of the

marginal efficiency of capital. The line SYi represents the

amount of saving out of a level of income Yj. which, under

classical assumptions, presumably would be the level of in-

come corresponding to full employment.

Keynes accepts the classicakposition_ofe2ual^
and investment but attriS]iit£Olik.&qu3Jbl^^

ievel^of income nather than to the rate of interest. Keynes

also woiddli^reeTvifhTEe'cIassical theory that if the level of

income is assumed to be given, the current rate of interest lies

at the point of intersection of the investment-demand schedule

and the schedule of saving which will be made at varying

rates of interest out of that level of income. Keynes parts

company with the classicists when they go a step further and

assume that if the investment-demand schedule shifts to the

position ID2 , the intersection of this new investment-demand

schedule a^d the old SYi at the point q in Figure 10 will de-

termine the new rate of interest.jrhe classical error lies in

assuming that the investment-demand schedule can change

without causing the ISvel of income to change. We know

from Keynes’ theory that a fall in the schedule of the margi-

nal eflSiciency of capital will cause investment to fall. The fall

in investment leads to a decrease in income, and out of the

reduced income less will be saved. Thus, it is inconsistent to

assume that the investment-demand schedule (ID) can shift

without at the same time causing a shift in the saving sched-

ule (SY). Since the SY curve also shifts, we cannot determine

what the rate of interest will be nor what the volume of sav-

ing and investment will be. There are not enough data in the

classical scheme to yield this information.

In order to find the saving schedule which is relevant to

the new investment -schedule, the rate of interest must first

be determined by introducing the state of liquidity prefer-

ence and the quantity of money. The appropriate SY curve

will be that which intersects ID2 immediately opposite the
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new rate of interest, whatever it may be*, If the new rate of

interest is 12 , the relevant saving schedule is SY2 in Figure

11. The amount of investment (and saving) is now deter^

mined on the horizontal axis immediately below the point of

intersection of the ID2 line and the SY2 line. If the rate of

interest remains imchanged at ri—^because the state of

liquidity preference and the quantity of money for the specu-

lative motive remain the same—^the relevant saving-out-of-

income schedule will be SY2^ and the point at which this line

intersects the ID2 line will Midicate the airount of saving and

investment. The point q in Figure 11 corresponds to the same

point in Figure 10. It indicates the solution given by the

classical theory, which assumes that income and saving-out-

of-income remain unchanged when the rate of investment

changes, and on a basis of this special assumption, views the

rate of interest as the balancing factor which equates the

volume of saving to the volume of investiBeiit

Wlgnre 11, Tlte Rate ©f Istlerest ©lad CIsaiig®

iis|? Levels ©I Imcome.
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The distinctive aspect of Keynes^ theory is represented in

the diagram by the SY curves. There is a diflEerent SY curve

for each level of income. Im assuming continuous full em-

ployment, tlie classical theory deals only with the SYi curve,

and in this manner escapes the necessity of having to dis-

cover a general explanation for interest. By assuming that

the investment-demand schedule (ID) can shift without affect-

ing the level of income, and therefore the schedule of saving

out of income (SY), the classical school is led to view interest

as the ^"^price” whjch equates the demand for investment to

the supply of saving. This, however, is not an explanation of

interest, hut a special condition which follows from the Spe-

cial assumption of full employment and a fixed level of

income. Nevertheless, the classical school goes on to work

out a view of the interest rate as an automatic, self-regulat-

ing mechanism for equating saving to investment. When the

demand for investment falls, the rate of interest is supposed

to fall and lessen the supply of saving to correspond to the

reduced demand for investment. Or, if the public decides to

save more, the rate of interest is supposed to fall to a point

where investment will increase to take care of the increase

in saving. Thus, a decr<ease in the demand for consumption

(increase in the desire to save) is supposed to be compen-

sated for by an increase in investment through the mecha-

nism of the rate of interest. This is just another way of saying

that there will be no changes in aggregate income or aggre-

gate employment whenUhe demand for consumption declines.

A fall in the denjpnd for consumers goods is more likely to

diminish than to increase the demand for investment. Em-
pirical verification for this may be gleaned from the statisti-

cal fact that, except in war and other rare periods of strained

resources, consumption and investment move in the same
direction and not in opposite directions.

A glance at the^SY curves in Diagrams 10 and 11 indi-

cates that Keynes is willing to accept the view that more will

he saved at a higher rate of interest than at a lower rate of

interest out of a given income, although saving is not very
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sensitive to changes in the rate of interest (the SY curves are

steepj or Literest-inelastic) . This is not to be interpreted to

mean that more will be saved at a higher rate of interest than

at a lower rate of interest when changes in income related to

changes in the rate of interest are brought into the picture^

as Keynes insists they must be, A rise in the rate of pnterest

will actually or

when the interest rate rises^ investment falls,, in

investment .,causes a declineJiiJncome, o£ a.smaller

income less will be saved. The fall in saving will be just equal

to the falldn investment since the two were equal before in-

corne fell and must be equal after income falls. Just as surely

as a rise in tlie rate of interest leads to a decrease in invest-

ment so must it also lead to a decrease in saving. This diver-

gence of views between Keynes and the classical school boils

down once again to the differences between the logic of an

economics of full employment and the logm of an economics

of less than full employment

Observatioi^ on the Nature of Capital

and Interest
m

Interest is so universally linked to capital in discussions of

economic science that It is useful to ask the question: What

view of capital is associated with Ke^mes’ theory of interest?

Capital is not an unambiguous concept, but probably it. is

mosFconimonly defined as produced means of production, in

contrast'"mtE’Mt^yn^jnS _qf production, referred to.as

“lanc[7’ and meaning all natural resources usudjo-tlMduction.

CapitaFfs* man-made and land is nature-given. Keynes does

not quarrel with this definition of real capital nor with the

distinction between land and capital. But the rate or ratio

which relates the income yields from real capital to its total

value is called by Keynes the (marginal) efficiency of capital,

which is quite separate and distinct from the rate -of interest

as a payment for the use of money. Traditional theory does

not distinguish clearly, and from Keynes’ point of view con-
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fuses, the marginal efficiency of capital as a reward or in»

come derived from the ownership of scarce capital assets and

interest as a reward or income for not-hoarding money. The

arithmetical equality of the rate of interest and the marginal

efficiency of capital in equilibrium has probably been a major

cause of the failure to distinguish between the two phenomena.

The size of the reward paid as interest is traditionally

viewed as a matter of the (marginal) productivity of capital.

Interest is said to be the reward for saving, or for waiting

until a later datecfor consumption which could.be enjoyed

now but which is foregone, as a result of which resources can

be diverted from consumption to investment activity wfth a

consequent increase in the total productiveness of capitaL

However, if interest, like the rent of land, is a scarcity pay-

ment which rewards no genuine sacrifice, there is little point

in speaking of capital as “productive.” Capital assets yield

over their life a jreturn in excess of their original cost only

because they are scarce. As the scarcity of capital diminishes,

the rate of Return to owners will fall “without its having be-

come less productive—at least in the physical sense.” (p.

213) The main reason capital assets are kept scarce is be-

cause the rate of interest on money offers an alternative to

wealth-holders which is more remunerative than the pros-

pective yield (expressed as a rate) from newly-created

capital assets. The rate of interest on money is a kind of

institutional monopoly which leads to an artificial scarcity of

capital assets.
*

In rejecting the idea that capital is productive, Keynes
sympathizes with the labor theory of value that everything is

produced by labor. Labor, working in an environment of

technology, natural resources, and the assets produced by
past labor, is capable of making capital assets less scarce.

Capital is the product of past labor embodied in assets. Labor,

of course, is used in,a broad sense to include mental as well

as manual labor, and the services of entrepreneurs as well

as the services of those who work for wages. Labor working
with machines is more productive than labor working with-
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out machines, Just as labor working on fertile land is more
productive 4han labor working on infertile land. Acceptance

of the human agent as the sola creative force in production

does not involve belittling the importance of machinery for

increasing productivity. But it does involve an unorthodox

way of looking at the economic process. One might view it as

a revolutionary doctrine were it not for the fact that Adam
Smith and Ricardo and practically all their contemporaries

looked at the economic process in much the same manner.

Only after 4e socialists took over the labpr theory of value

did it lose its respectability among academic economists. The

laboT theory of value is after all a very humanistic doctrine,

which attributes production and productivity only to persons

and never to things. It views machines as a mere extension of

man’s power over his economic environment rather than as

co-ordinate partners that labor along with man. It imputes the

added productivity that manifests itself in machinery back

to the human agent which created the machinery. There is no

really serious issue here, however, because if is largely a

matter of terminology. Nevertheless, it is important to explain

Keynes’ departure from the classical (post-Ricardian) ter-

minology and his preference for this ,way of speaking about

the nature of interest and money.

There is implicit in Keynes’ views of capital and interest

a fundamental criticism of the existing social order. If inter-

est is a payment for money and as such rewards no genuine

sacrifice, it is unearned income. It is a, form of income that

would not need to be paid, at least not for long, under differ-

ent institutional arrangements. Yet interest is, in a sense,

inevitable under laissez-faire capitalism. The implication of

Keynes’ theory is that income received from not-hoarding

money represents an institutional monopoly whereby the

possessors of money enjoy the fruits of an unearned income

snatched from an economic community %o arranged that

those who hold surplus money must he bried before, they will

surrender it to those who will put it to a socially beneficial

use, that is, will use the money as a device for mobilizing
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labor, material, and machines for the production of goods

and services. Those who receive interest income are perform-

ing no socially necessary function. The propensity to hoard

money impedes full employment and prevents greater pro-

duction of capital and consumers goods, and denies to the

public the full enjoyment of potential consumption. It cre-

ates an unnecessary and anti-social scarcity of productive

equipment. Operationally, this is an appeal for an easy-money

policy as a means to fuller and more abundant production.

Melation o£ tlie Marginal Efficiem^y of

Capital to the Mate of Interest

In this chapter and the preceding one, the two basic determi-

i^ants of the inducement to invest, the marginal efficiency of

capital and the rate of interest, have been examined inde-

pendently of each other. Since each concept is an independent

variable and quite distinct, this procedure of separate dis-

cussion is justified. The analysis would be incomplete, how-

ever, without an examination of the way in which the two

variables are related to each other. Traditional economics

does not follow Keynes in his clear-cut ^^distinction between

the rate of interest and jthe marginal efficiency of capital. In-

terest jasj^^giiently_been viewed..as. lke..rewa.i:il_£ox«^^

assets^and the rate of interest as the measur^^ijffieu^^

productivity of capital assets. Obviously, economists are

awaremaTmf^esriT'pJam money borrowed from banks

and fpm other sources. But the classical tradition has been

to view the bank rate as the ^‘^money side’^ of the "^"^real rate^^

of interest. In this strictly classical theory, the real and money
rates of interest cannot get out of line because automatic

market forces are always at work to prevent any divergence.

Some economists have developed the idea of interest some-

what further by distinguishing between the ^^markef^ or

"^^money^’ rate and^the "^ffiaturaT’ rate, and have recognized

that a divergence between the two might have important con-

sequences. In this setting, economists like Wicksell, Hayek,
and Keynes in his Treatise on Money

^

begin to give money
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a significant role in economic theory. We may identify this

as the neo-classical theory of interest. When the market rate

set by the banking system is equal to the natural rate^ the

economic system is in equilibrium according to this neo-

classical version. If the banking system permits the market

rate to diverge from the natural rate^ a disequilibrium of

some sort will result. Keynes’ distinction between the rate of

interest on money and the marginal efficiency of real capital

is a further development of the neo-classical distinction be-

tween the market rate and the natural rate of interest. How-

ever5 there is a fundamental difference between Keynes’

earlfer and later views. First, the natural rate of interest as

used, for example, in Keynes’ Treatise^ although cognate

with the marginal efficiency of capital, differs in that the

natural rate is a unique rate which will prevail under condi-

tions of full employment. The,,, equilibrium which is attained

when the market rate of interest is equal to the natural rale

of interest is a full-employment^equilibrium. But in the per-

spective of the” General YTieory^ there is a different natural

rate (or marginal efficiency of capital) for every level of

employment. The earlier theory does not allow for the possi-

bility of equilibrium at less than fulb employment. In brief,

it is not a general theory. Second, in the classical and neo-

classical views, the money rate of interest adjusts to the real

or natural rate and in this sense the real or natural rate de-

termines the money rate of interest or at least determines

what it should be. But in Keynes’ General Theory it the

marginal efficiency of capital that adjusts to the money rate

of interest rather than the other way around. It is more correct

to say that the rate of interest on money determines the mar-

ginal efficiency of (real) capital than it is to say that the

marginal efficiency of capital determines the money rate of

interest.^

4. On tMs very important point Keynes’ words are: ‘Thns, Instead of the

marginal efficiency of capital determining the rate of interest, it is trtie (though

not a full statement of the case) to say that it is the rate of interest which

determines the marginal efficiency of capital.” Quarterly lourmd of Economics,

, February, 1937, VoL LI, No, 2, page 223.
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In equilibrium, tbe marginal efficiency of capital is equal

to the rate of interest on money. These two rates are brought

to equality by the efforts of cwealth-holders to maximize the

advantages of owning various forms of wealth. Persons who
decide to give up immediate command over money still have

the alternatives of owning debts (like bonds) or owning

capital assets (which may be in the form of equity claims,

i.e., stocks). The significant thing here, so far as employment

is concerned, is that capital assets are capable of being newly

produced. Producing new capital assets is another expression

for investment. Preference will be given to building new
capital assets rather than buying claims to old ones whemit is

cheaper to build than to buy, that is, when the supply price

or replacement cost is less than the demand price or present

value, which is found by discounting the prospective yields

by the current rate of interest (see above p. 138). If the pro-

spective yields discounted at the current rate of interest place

the demand price or present value of capital assets above their

replacement cost or supply price, new capital assets will be

produced, i.e., investment will occur. New capital assets will

continue to be produced until the marginal efficiency of

capital faUs to a level- at which there is no longer any ad-

vantage in building more capital assets as compared with

buying old ones or buying debts (bonds)

.

The marginal efficiency of capital is flexible and will fall

ujpder the impact of new investment. Since the marginal effi-

ciency of capital varies with the volume of investment, and

since income chainges as investment changes, the marginal

efficiency is not determined unless the level of income is also

determined. Unless the level of income is assumed to be given

or unless the rate of interest is determined independently of

both the marginal efficiency of capital and the level of income,

we do not know at what level the marginal efficiency will be

equal to the rate df interest, as it must be in equilibrium. In

an econoipy of fluctuating income, the marginal efficiency of

capital is indeterminate as long as the rate of interest is not

determined. Keynes solves the equilibrium by determining
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the rate of mterest indepeiideiitly of the level of income,^

The rate of ‘interest depends upon the quantity of money and

the state of liquidity preference. In this sense, the rate of

interest sets the pace by fixing the level to which the marginal

efficiency will fall. Between them, these two determine the

volume of investment^ and income falls into line as a truly

dependent variable.

The classical theory in which the marginal efficiency of

capital sets the pace to which the rate of interest is supposed

to adjust is ^determinate only if the level^of income is as»

sumed to be given in order that the marginal efficiency can

be fdund independently of the rate of interest. The classical

theory assumes that income is given at the point correspond-

ing to full employment. In a world characterized by wide and

almost continuous fluctuations in income below the level of

full employment, such a special theory is not very relevant.

Thus'' the fatal flaw in classical economics is the lack of an

adequate theory of interest. There are not enough data in the

classical scheme to make the system solvable except under

special, limiting assumptions. In mathematical language, the

5. TMs statement that the rate of interest is determined independently of

income is subject to the following qualification.^The rate of interest depends
on the quantity of money available for satisfying the speculative motive (M2)
and this is related to the quantity of money available for the transactions mo-
tive (Ml), the demand for which depends on income. Therefore, indirectly

the rate of interest depends on income. This is the main reference to “a full

statement of the case” in the quotation from Keynes given in the preceding

note. If Keynes’ recommendation that the total quantity of money be increased

to meet the rising transactions demand were followed, the rate of interest

would not rise. In this practical sense then, if not in a strict theoretical sense,

the rate of interest is determined by bank policy independently of income.

Default in banking policy is of course always possible. The purpose of this

section on the relation of the rate of interest to the marginal efficiency of

capital is to indicate why Keynes thought his theory of interest and money
was the distinctive contribution of the General Theory. Lest there be some
doubt of this, the title of his book is the best prima facie evidence. This is not

the same thing as saying that the rate of interest is most important in the

policy sense, although Keynes seems never to have wmpletely escaped this

Idea. What it probably does indicate, on a fundame«ital philosophical level, is

an inconsistency between Keynes’ theoretical and practical empha^s. However,

since the purpose of this book is to ^ve an exposition and not a critique of

Keynes, this issue would carry us far afield. See, however, the last chapter

below.
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classical theory is one equation short of a determinate soln^

tion. This is the equation which gives a general theory of

interest in which the rate of interest is fixed by the quantity

of-^oney and the state of liquidity preference. In Keynes^

general theory of employment and income^ the money theory

of the rate of interest is the linchpin of the system^ lacking

which no determinate solution can be reached. In contrast, in

the classical theory the rate of interest is subsidiary to the

marginal efficiency (productivity) of capital, and money has

no independent significance in relation to output and employ-

ment. It is money’s function as a store of value which sets

Keynes’ theory apart from the classical theory, because the

holding of money is a crucial alternative both to the owner-

ship of debts and the ownership of durable capital assets.

Classical theory is led into a mistaken theory of investment by

a false rationalization concerning the type of knowledge

which we have about the future. In a world of a calculable

future, there is no place for money as a store of value. It

would always be preferable to own a debt rather than to hold

money. Under these conditions, the rate of interest would fall

and investment would increase until alY resources were em-

ployed. The chief fault of the classical theory lies in its as-

sumgtmns ra^er than in its logic.

The preceding analysis shows that^the marginal efficiency

of capital is more flexible than the rate of interest on money.

The former changes fairly readily in response to changes in

the quantity of capital assets, whereas the rate of interest is

^^sticky.” The level at which the two rates are equal is de-

pendent more upon the rate of interest than upon the margi-

nal efficiency of capital in the sense that new capital assets are

built imtil their marginal efficiency is reduced to the level of

the rate of interest on money. Investment stops and unemploy-

ment exists because of the barrier set by the money rate of

interest In the ab^nce of money^^or any commodity with the

characteristics of money;^tKe marginal efficiency of capital

IvouH fall under the impact of increasing investment until

lull employment were reached.
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¥/liat are the peculiar characteristics of money that pre^

vent its rate of interest from falling in a maimer similar to

the fall of the marginal efficiency of all other types of assets?

The answer to this important question involves a subtle analy-

sis of the properties of money and interest which may^ ho?/-

ever,^ be summarized in fairly simple terms. The properties

of money which make the rate of interest ^^sticky^’’ are found

in (1) the zero or negligible elasticity of production of

moneyj, (2) the zero or negligible elasticity of substitution of

other factory for money^ and (3) the high elasticity of de-

mand for money as a store of value.

(1) Negligible elasticity of production: Unlike most

other commodities, the output of money cannot be increased

readily by private enterprise, as distinct from the^monetary

authority. When the demand for money increases relative to

the demand for other things, labor cannot be employed by

private enterprise to increase the production of money. If

this were the case, the courses of depressions would be differ-

ent, as indeed they are to some extent in gold-producing

countries. With a f^U in the demand for things other than

money and a rise in the demand for money, men who lost

their jobs in producing the former could be put to work in

the latter, and unemployment would be avoided or at least

mitigated. Modem money, however, is predominantly bank
money, and is not produced according to the principles which

govern the employment of labor by private enterprise for the

production of real goods and services. In so far as gold is

still a part of the money supply, there is seme mitigation of

unemployment In depression when prices fall and the value

of money, including gold, rises, gold mining tends to employ

more labor than in prosperity. In gold-mining countries, this

may be of some practical significance in offsetting unemploy-

ment in other industries, but for the worlds as a whole it is of

minor significance.

Since money cannot be produced by labor, the rate of in-

terest does not decline in the way that the prices of other

comipodities fall as a result of the increase in their output.
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Here tlie monetary authority can play a part by increasing

the quantity of money in an attempt to lower the j-ate of inter-

est. While this does not result in any increasd in employment

to produce money, it may lower the rate of interest and per-

mit more labor to be employed in producing other forms of

(real) wealth which are now relatively more desirable be-

cause the value of money has fallen.

(2) Negligible elasticity of substitution; There is no effi-

cient substitute for money as a medium of exchange. When
the demand for •'money increases relative to other things,

there is no tendency to substitute other things for money as

in the case of other commodities. In the case of land, for ex-

ample, the elasticity of production is negligible, which means
that no more land can be produced as demand for it increases,

but nevertheless other factors of production will be substituted

for land as its price rises. More machinery and more labor

may be used in place of land to produce more output when
the price (rent) of land rises. But since there is no other

factor capable of performing money’s function nearly as

efficiently as does money, no substitutiop of other factors for

money takes place.
r

(3) High elasticity of demand for money as a store of
value: Even when the quantity of mpney is made elastic by
action of the banking authority, or when the quantity of

money available as $ store of value (M2 ) is increased by
virtue of a release fKom the quantity used for transactions

(Ml), the demand for money as a store of wealth is such as

to he unresponsive to changes in the proportion which money
bears to other forms of wealth. In other words, when Mg is

increased, the rate of interest will not fall readily, and below
a certain level of, say, 2 per cent, the rate of interest will not
fall at all because the preference for holding wealth in the

form of money raAer than in the form of debts (like bonds)
becomes relatively absolute. (See above p. 180.) This means
that the rate of interest does not fall in response to an in-

crease in the quantity of money in the same manner that
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the marginal efficiency of capital assets falls in response to

increases in •their quantity. If the number of houses were to

be greatly increased, the marginal efficiency of houses would

fall quite rapidly; hut great increases in the quantity of

money do not lead to marked decreases in the rate of interest,

especially after the latter has fallen to a certain level. The

demand for money as a store of wealth is relatively insatiable

(so long as there is no flight from the currency), whereas the

demand for other forms of wealth is quite satiable. One im-

portant reasqn for the willingness to increase ownership of

wealth in the money form is the low or negligible carrying

cost 6f money.

Keynes’ basic contention is that these properties of money

are responsible for unemployment in the sense that in the

absence of a form of wealth with the characteristics of money,

the ordinary forces of the market would cause the economic

system to he self-adjusting at full employment. In the absence

of the barrier set by the money rate of interest, the marginal

efficiencies of all types of capital assets would be free to fall

to a level at which the amount of investment would be suffi-

cient to result in full employment. Actually, however, the

level of the money rate of interest sets a limit below which the

marginal efficiency of capital cannot fall. Production of new

wealth stops at this point because further increases would

reduce the marginal efficiency to a level at which the return

from new investment would be less Shan the return from

buying existing assets or from buying debts (like bonds).

In this explanation of why the special properties of money set

the limits to the fall in the rate of interest, we gain insight

into why, after all, Ke3mes’ work is called a general theory

of employment, interest and money. The equilibrium level

of employment is reached when the advantages of holding

money, owning debts, buying capital assets, and building

new assets are equalized. The form of wealth ownership is

a matter of indifference to marginal investors. But to the

economy as a whole, a preponderant desire to store wealth in
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tlie form of money means iinemployment and depressioH

wiiiclij far from being a matter of indifference^' may point*

the way to revolution.
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Money Wages and Prices

There is, perhaps, something a little perplexing in

apparent asymmetry between Inflation and Deflation, For

whilst a deflation of effective demand below the level re-

quired for full emplo3maent will diminish employment as

well as prices, an inflation of it above this level will

merely affect prices.

J, M, K^nes, The General Theory of Employment^ Interest

and Money, page 291.

lMtrodi3ctio!i

In the first four books of the General Theory, Keynes

states the essence of his theory of employment in terms of the

assumption that money wages and prices are constant, i.e.,

that they do no^ change as employment and output rise and

fall. In contending that employment as a whole is not deter-

mined by the wage bargains between workers and employers,

Keynes argues that employment depends on effective demand

rather than upon the level of money wages. However, all in-

creases in effective demand are not consistent with further

increases in emplo3mient. Above a certain level, further addi-

tions to aggregate effective demand will result in inflation.

This point wherd aggregate employment becomes inelastic

in response to further increases in effective demand is the

point of full employment. Prices and money wages rise

206
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sliarply without increasing output and employment In con-

trast to Keynes’ position is the classical theory that employ-

ment depends upon the level of*wages, both money and real

wages, arrived at through bargaining between workers and

employers. If there is unemployment, it is because wages are

too high; unemployment can be eliminated if wage earners

are willing to accept lower money wages and, in the classical

view, lower real wages. In the absence of rigidities, workers

will prefer to accept lower wages rather than remain imem-

ployed.

In Book V on ^^Money Wages and Prices/^ Keynes drops

the simplifying assumption of constant money wages in order

to take account of the influence of wage rates on employment.

For while wage rates are not a central consideration in

Keynes’ analysis, they can hardly be ignored in a* complete

theory of employment. Changes in money wages are capable

of influencing employment and output through the repercuS”

sions which they exert on the principal determinants of em»

ployment—the rate of interest, the marginal efficiency of

capital, and the propensity to consume. Since changes io

money wages do r^act upon employment in a roundabout

manner involving the principal det^minantSy it has been

necessary to postpone a full discussion of the repercussions

until after the main body of the general theory has been pre-

sented.

In the following discussion, the term *Vages’^ or

rates,” used without a qualifying adjective, refers to basic

hourly wages. The term ‘^real wages” refers to hourly money
wages adjusted for a cost of living index. Where reference is

made to the amount of wages received per week, or for any

other period longer than an hour, the appropriate modifiers

will be used, as ^'weekly wages,” ‘‘annual wages,” et cetera.

Money Wages and Employment

The classical argimieiit

Although there is no doubt about the conclusion reached

by the classical theory of the relation of wage-rate reduc»
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lions to employment^ there is some doubt as to the reasoning

by which the classical economists arrive at their oonclusion^

which is^ of course, that wage cuts will reduce unemploy-

ment and if pursued with vigor, will restore full employ-

ments In its crudest form, the argument that wage cuts can

eliminate unemployment runs as follows: In a competitive

system, lower wages mean lower prices and lower prices

result in an increase in sales* As more is sold, more will have

to be produced and more workers employed. This increase

in employment is assumed to be worthwhile tecause lower

money wages are supposed to result in lower real wages,

which in turn mean increased profits to entrepreneurs. Profits

increase because the fall in wages is assumed to be greater

than the drop in prices. This process of falling wages and

prices accompanied by rising profits and employment con-

tinues until equilibrium is reached at full employment. Thus

the classical eqqilihrium is a full employment equilibrium.

The main flaw in this argument that unemployment can be

remedied -by cutting wages arises from neglect of effective

demand. It assumes that money wages can be reduced and

leave aggregate effective demand unchanged. While it is al»

most certain that a reduction in the money wages of workers

in a single industry, say the shoe industry, will increase em-

ployment in the shoe industry if there is no fall in the demand
for shoes, it cannot safely he assumed that the demand for

shoes will remain unaffected by a reduction in the wages of

all workers throughdut the economy. If the wages of shoe

workers only are reduced, the costs of production of shoes

will be reduced much more than the demand for shoes will

decrease. For while workers in the shoe industry will have

less money to spend for things in general, including shoes,

workers in all other industries will he able to spend just as

much for shoes as before, and if the price of shoes is reduced

to correspond to the diminution in their costs of production,

there will be a greater quantity of sales than before. There-

fore, more employment will be needed to produce the added

output of shoes. At the same time, the real income of shoe
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workers will be lowered as a result of the lessened money

wage and the unchanged prices which shoe workers must

pay for the things lliey buy (except for the negligibie element

of shoes )„

So far W8 have dealt with a wage cut in a single industry

orJy, The demand for shoes has not fallen because wages

have been cut only in the shoe industry. Howeverj the wage

cut which is proposed by the classical analysis is a general

wage cut affecting all workers. If ail wages are reduced in

the same proportion^ the demand for shoes will be affected

materially because a lesser volume of effective demand will

be forthcoming out of the lowered money incomes. The de-

mand curve for any one commodity like shoes depends upon

the incomes received by workers in all industries, tex»

tiles, steel, automobiles, et cetera. Thus, the reasoning which

is valid with respect to a single industry cannot be applied

to the economy as a whole. Although a reduction of wages in

a single industry will not materially reduce^ the demand for

the product of that industry, neither will the increased em-

ployment in that industry do much toward relieving unem-

ployment. In fact, incteased employment in the shoe industry,

for example, will tend to be offset, or giay be more than off-

set, by decreased employment in all other industries result-

ing from less demand fi;om shoe workers for all the things

that shoe workers buy. Any benefits to employment that

might result from lowered costs will be offset by reduced

effective demand. Since one man’s expenditure is another

man’s income, money incomes fall to the extent of the de-

crease in expenditure resulting from the econdmy-wide reduc-

tion in money wages. Costs may fall hut so does effective de-

mand. Money wages have fallen but there is no assurance

that real wages have fallen since the general fall in prices

resulting from the general cut in wages may he Just sufficient

for the two to offset each other. Real wages are left then

about as they were before. Keynes does assume that prices

fall in the same proportion as wage rates. On this*assump-

tion real wage rates will not fall, and if real wages do not
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fall, profits dannot rise. Unless profits rise there is no in-

centive for entrepreneurs to increase output. We ®re brought

back once again to the conclusion that the classical analysis

suffers from the lack of a theory of effective demand. This

lack is revealed here in an attempt to apply to the economy

as a whole the logic of a theory designed to apply to a par-

ticular industry.

Another version or aspect of the classical theory of the

relation between wage cuts and employment rests upon the

belief that the demand for labor is elastic. Although each

worker previously employed will receive less per hour, the

total amount of wages paid will increase because the added

quantity of employment will more than offset the reduction

in hourly wage rates. As a result, total demand will be

greater, and more employment can be sustained at lower

than at higher wage rates. Even if profit per unit of output

does not increase, the total amount of profit is believed to

increase. This version of the wage-cut argument suffers from

the same basic weakness as all the other versions. It assumes

that supply creates its own demand for both consumption and

investment output. But if Keynes’ rejection of Say’s law is

valid, the wage-cut theory cannot be valid. While it is true

that the extra workers and others who share in the newly-

created income will bring extra buying power into the mar-

ket for consumption output, they will not bring enough extra

demand to absorb all the output. Some of the extra income

earned will be saved because consumption demand will not

increase as much-as income. If investment does not increase,

employment cannot increase. There is nothing automatic

about increases in investment. This is the simple and essen-

tial ])omt of Keynes’ rejection of the wage-cut argument.

"^^ether or not the above analysis gives an accurate pic-

ture of the classical reasoning is not the main issue. The ulti-

mate difference between Keynes and the classical school on

the effects- of wage cuts on employment resolves itself into a

practical matter. Keynes denies and the classical school as-

serts that wage cuts can be a significant factor in restoring
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full employment when there is widespread* uiemploymenL

Although fejmes assumes for the purpose o£ analysis that

prices fall in proportion to the ^all in money wagesy leaying

real wage rates unchanged^ his argument does not hinge on

the validity of tliis assumption* He never denies the possi-

bility of some decline in real wages as a consequence of

money-wage cuts. Ha does not even say that wage cuts can

never result in some increase in empio}mienL ’What he does

deny most emphatically is that wage cuts are of practical

significance in restoring higher levels of ^employment* The

chief weakness which he finds in the theories of those who
diffelr on this important practical matter is their lack of a

theory of effective demand*

Let us examine the classical argument for wage cuts in

terms most favorable for its success* Suppose employers

believe they can make higher profits hy an all-around wage

cut. If they believe they can make larger^ profits^ they will

be willing to expand their output and increase employment.

Only if the expectations of higher profits prove illusory will

they reduce output and employment to the former level.

Business men might*expect to make larger profits and be able

to employ more workers after a g^eral all-aroioid wage

cut because they are accustomed to looking at the economic

process from the viewpoint of their own individual businesses.

It is obvious to the business man that a wage cut will lower

his costs. It is not so obvious that the wage cut, even though

economy-wide in scope, will reduce the demand for his prod-

uct. He may expect to sell a larger output at a greater net

profit just because his own costs are lower.

Let us assume that entrepreneurs, in view of their expecta-

tions of larger profits, hire more workers and expand their

output after cutting the wage rates paid to their workers.

Will they realise the larger profits which they expect? As we
have seen from the principle of effective^ demand, profits can

increase only if:
^

’

(1) The marginal propensity to consume is equal to unity

so that the increased income will go entirely into consump-
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lion demand^ thereby clearing the market of the increased

supply of goods produced as a result of increased employ-

inent« Bays's law that supply creates its own demand comes

into its own when there is no gap between the increment of

income and the increment of consumption Hence^ no invest-

ment is necessary to keep the process of production going at

its existing leveL However, this cannot happen because em-

ployment will not fall, except possibly temporarily, below

the point where the marginal propensity to consume is unity.

This assumption- is cofltrary to the fundamental principle

that as income increases, consumption increases by less than

income* Some of the increased output of goods could be sold

to consumers but there would remain an unsold quantity of

goods equivalent to the gap between the increase in income

and the increase in consumption.

(2) There is an increase in investment demand equal to

the gap between the increased income and the increased con«

sumption. Such an increase in investment demand will occur

only if th^re is an increase in the marginal efficiency of capi»

tai relative to the rate of interest since these two factors are

the determinants of the inducement to invest. There is nothing

in the nature of a wage cut that will lead directly either to a

rise in the marginal efficiency of capital or to a fall in the rate

of interest. Therefore, the producers"who have added to their

output will be unable to sell what they have produced except

at losses. The losses may be concentrated in a few firms pro-

ducing investment goods or they may be scattered among all

types of firms, In any event, the business losses will result in

a contraction of output. As workers are laid off, their incomes

fall and the initial increase in demand for consumers goods

begins to contract. This process continues until output and
employment are lowered to the former level at which profits

are maximized (or losses minimized). The practical refuta-

tion of the classical, logic reveals itself in the form of busi-

ness losses. The proceeds from the added output have fallen

short of the cost of producing that added output. There is no
sustaining basis for the employment of a greater number of
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workers as a conseqaence of lie economy-wide fent in money

wages.

Classical economic theory is^ primarily tie theory of a

particular industry and as such is not designed to answer the

important question of the effects of wage cuts on employment

because it lacks a theory of effective demand. Keynes^ gen-

eral theory^ on the other hand^ is specifically designed to

come to grips with this problem. The answer arrived at thus

far is that there is clearly no direct tendency for a cut in

money-wage rates to increase employment. Employment can

increase only if there is an increase in the propensity to con-

sume^ or an increase in the marginal efficiency of capita^ or

a fall in the rate of interest. Any validity in the classical

position must come about through indirect effects of wage

cuts upon one or more of these three independent tariahles.

There are many repercussions of a general cut in money

wages upon these three variables^ but we shall confine our

discussion to the most obvious and important ones.

(1) Propensity to Consume: The effect of wage cuts on

the propensity to consume is more likely to be unfavorable

than favorable. In s5 far as the distribution of income is af-

fected, there will be a redistribution^^from wage earners to

other income recipients, especially entrepreneurs and rentiers.

This represents a shift, from a high-consuming to a high-

savings group and will tend to lower rather than raise the

consumption function. A stimulating influence, however, will

be the price reductions that accompany wage cuts. The fall

in prices will increase the real purchasing power of people’s

fixed money wealth and thereby tend to increase the consump-

tion function.

(2) The Marginal Efficiency of Capital: The repercussion

of wage cuts upon the marginal efficiency of capital which

offers the best chance of increasing employment will be the

reaction on the expectations of entreprendhrs. If the reduc-

tion in wages is a once-and-for-all wage cut, that is^ a reduc-

tion not expected to be followed by further reductions, the

marginal efficiency of capital will be favorably affected®
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Entrepreneur^ will be stimulated to make alterations and

additions to plant and equipment and to build new plant

while wage rates are at a minimum level. If a reduction in

wages is expected to be followed by further wage cuts at a

later date, the marginal efficiency of capital will be lowered

because entrepreneurs, in anticipation of further cuts, will

tend to postpone investment until wage rates have fallen to

still lower levels.

The conditions whidi would give practical importance to

this repercussion in its favorable aspect are extremely diffi-

cult to attain, except in an authoritarian economy. Under any

system of relatively free labor and management, there can

be no guarantee that once wage cuts have begun they will not

be followed by further wage cuts. Labor as a whole and man-

agement as a whole seldom if ever act together in such a

policy, and if labor were organized in strong unions, strikes

would undoubtedly mar attempts to increase employment by

lowering wage rafes. In the probable event that labor would

not act on a common front in permitting wage reductions, the

weakest unions would probably be cut first, and having re-

vealed their weakness would be vulnerable to further cuts, A
slowly sagging wage l^vel will have a highly unfavorable

effect on the marginal efficiency of capital. This is acknowl-

edged even by those economists whose theoretical models are

designed to demonstrate that employment can be increased by
lowering money wages. ^ A rigid money-wage policy would
probably have a more davorable influence upon the marginal

efficiency of capital than a policy in which wages sag slowly

to lower and lower levels. If it is true that, as a matter of

practical policy, a once-and-for-all wage cut is difficult to

attain, especially under non-authoritarian conditions, it fol-

lows that the effect of lower money wages on the marginal

efficiency of capital does not appear to offer much hope as a

means for decreasing unemployment in a depression in demo-

cratic economies.

L See A. C. Pigou, “Real and Money Wage Rates in Relation to Unemploy-
snent,” The Economic Journal^ September, 1937, YoL XLYII, No. 187, page 405,
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(3) The Rate of Interest: The most favor^blfe repercussion

of a generaj wage cut upon employment arises in connection

with its possible influence in lci,w'ering the rate of interest. A
fall in wages will normally be accompanied by a fail in

prices. Lower wages and lower prices reduce the amount of

money needed to carry on transactions (Mi). Assuming the

total supply of money (M) remains constant, a lessening of

the demand for transactions (Mi) will increase the amount

of money available to satisfy the speculative motive (M2 ),

and this, as the preceding analysis of interest and money indi-

cates, will tend to lower the rate of interest. The greater the

fall -in wages and prices, the greater the quantity of money
released from active balances to inactive balances and, there-

fore, the greater the fall in the interest rate. The extent of the

fail in the interest rate will depend not only upon the increase

in money available to satisfy the liquidity preference for the

speculative motive but also upon the shape of the liquidity

function. If the liquidity function is elastic, the fall in inter-

est rates will be less than if it is inelastic. Analytically, the

process whereby lower wage rates lead to lower interest rates

is no different from'that whereby the total quantity of money

(M) is increased in order to increase the amount of money

available for inactive balances (M2 )-

Although a flexible wage policy is analytically an alterna-

tive to a flexible money policy, there are important practical

difSculties with the former which do not apply to monetary

policy. To be successful as a check tounemployment, the re-

duction in wages in time of depression must be general, all-

around, and simultaneous, and since labor* as a whole does

not bargain with employers as a whole, it is virtually impos-

sible to execute such a policy in a democratic society with

strong, independent, labor unions. Consequently, even though

workers knew that wage cuts would mean more Jobs for labor

in general, in the absence of over-all coMective bargaining,

self-interest would lead any one sector oi the labor supply to

resist reductions in money wages. Those who accepted wage

cuts first and in the greatest amount would suffer relative to
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other groups who resisted longer and finally acceded to

lesser cuts.

Even if all wage earners ocould be persuaded to accept a

policy of equals all-around^ money-wage reductions, they

would he acting contrary to their own best interest unless all

non-labor incomes were also reduced in the same proportion*

Rentiers receiving income from bonds and other forms of

contractual securities containing promises to pay fixed in

terms of money would gain a real advantage at the expense of

the working class if the latter accepted wage reductions while

contractual incomes remained inviolable* Since sanctity of

contract is one of the foundations of a business civilization, it

is highly improbable that this condition essential to justice

and to voluntary acceptance on the part of wage earners

would be" realized* Thus even the working class as a whole

—

at least the employed part of it
—^would be acting contrary to

its best interests if it agreed to accept money-wage reductions

of the type suggested by the classical theory. Keynes pointed

to all these difficulties at the time of Britain’s return to the

gold standard under Chancellor of the Exchequer Winston

Churchill in 1925.

Another strong objection to money-wage cuts arises because

a lower price level increases the real burden of debt, both

private and public. Entrepreneurs who are heavily in debt

will find themselves saddled with still heavier real charges

when prices fall and the money size of their obligations does

not fall. A lower price level will increase the real burden of

taxation required to service and repay the public debt. If the

public debt is large, this becomes a major objection to any

deflationary policy like wage and price reductions. The ad-

verse effect of the increase in the real burden of debt will be

somewhat offset by the favorable influence on the propensity

to consume arising from the tendency for a fall in prices to

stimulate spending out of fixed money wealth.
e

Skould wages be increased in depression?
So far we have examined the effects of wage cuts on em-»
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ployment in depression* At the opposite pole,is%liat may be

called the ‘^trade imionist argumenf^ that the way out of

depression is to raise money wages* Higher wages^ it is ar«

gued5 will increase purchasing power and employment So far

as the direct effects upon employment are concerned:, this

argument suffers from the same faults as the one for wage
cuts* Higher wages will increase costs and prices by an

amount that will offset the nominal increase in purchasing

power. Real wages will remain at the same leveL There will

be an increase in nominal effective demand but no increase in

real effective demand and therefore no increase in employ-

mention a continuing basis. There is nothing in the nature of

a wage increase to stimulate more demand for investment^

ands as Keynes^ theory of effective demand tells us, there can

be no increase in employment unless there is an increase in

the demand for investment sufficient to fill the gap between

increased income and increased consumption.

The indirect repercussions of a rise in wage rates will prob-

ably he even less favorable to employment than wage cuts*

While the effect may he to increase the propensity fo consume

through a favorable Influence upon the distribution of income^

both the marginal efficiency of capital and the rate of inter-

est will tend to be influenced in a manner unfavorable to

employment. An increa^ in wages in the depths of a depres-

sion when business is suffering losses from costs in excess of

revenues is hardly likely to restore the confidence of the busi-

ness community in the prospects for pr^^sfitable operations. Of

courser the announcement that higher wage rates are to go

into effect at a specific future date may tempt^rarily stimulate

entrepreneurs to complete their investments before the higher

wage rates become effective. After the higher rates go into

effect, however, investment will fall back to less than its pre-

vious level to the extent that improvements that might have

been spread evenly over time have been bmnched in order to

beat the higher cost period.

With regard to the rate of interest, the effect of higher wage

rates will be unfavorable. Higher wages and higher prices
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will increase tiie srequirements for money for transactions andj

in the absence of an expansion in the total quantity of money^

will drain the quantity available as a store of value. The

interest rate will tend to rise with the consequent unfavorable

reaction upon investment^ income, and employment,

CoHclnsions on a flexible wage policy in relation to a

flexible money policy

The foregoing examination of a flexible wage policy leads

to the conclusion that neither wage cuts nor wage boosts are

effective measures for increasing employment in depression.

At best, a flexible wage policy is no better than a flexible

monetary policy. In the most likely circumstances under which

a flexible wage policy would have to be carried out in a non-

authoritarian society, a flexible wage policy would be much
less satisfactory than a flexible monetary policy.

It is important to view Keynes’ conclusions on wage policy

in the broad perspective of his position as a theorist and as an

advocate of monetary policy. What his analysis amounts to,

after all is said and done, is simply that a flexible monetary

policy is an alternative to and on both economic and political

grounds is preferable tp a flexible wage policy. He acknowl-

edges that money-wage cuts may increase employment slightly,

but his main contention is that anything which might be ac-

complished by cutting wages can, as a matter of practical

policy, be accomplished better by monetary policy.

Although Keynes’ theory opposes the idea that labor is to

blame for unemployment, his views do not constitute a de-

fense of organized labor in any positive or partisan sense. This

is evidenced by his rejection of money-wage increases as well

as money-wage decreases. It is further evidenced by his ac-

ceptance in the General Theory of the classical view that an

increase in employment will be accompanied by a fall in real

wage rates, a concfusion which follows from his assumption

of the principle of diminishing returns in the short run. When
statistical investigations indicated that real wages did not in

fact fall as employment rose, Keynes acknowledged he had
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accepted too readily tiie classical assumption in regard to

* falling real wages. However^ if in fact real wages did not de«

cline, he said his practical condusions would be strengthened

and his theory simplified.^

Although real wages may not rise in the short riin^ they will

rise in the long run as a consequence of the increase in output

per man hour which results from the greater amount of equip*

ment per worker. Higher real wages may take the form either

of rising money wages with stable prices, or of stable money
wages with gradually falling prices* Keynes prefers the for*

mer of these two alternatives because a policy of rising money
wagfes combined with a stable price level will (a) have a

favorable influence upon the expectations of investors and

hence upon the inducement to invest, (b) diminish the real

burden of debt without inequities to the lending classes, who
will receive in payment of their loans money of the same

value as that which they gave up on advancing the loans, (c)

give greater psychological encouragement to the active, pro-

ducing, working class than will real wages in ^he form of

constant money wages and falling prices, and (d) facilitate

the transfer of resources out of declining industries into

growing industries by raising money wages in the latter

without having to lower them in the former (p, 271).
»

Nature ef tRe issue foetween Keynes^ tteory and the

classical tlieory

The foregoing discussion has refeixed to some points of

disagreement between Keynes and the classical economists.

In addition to the technical points already discussed, these

issues raise the important question of the nature of contro-

versies in economic theory. The reader should be warned that

economic theory is a subtle discipline full of pitfalls for the

unwary. When economists disagree in a fundamental way,
#

V i «

2. See “Relative Movements of Real Wages and Output,’’ The Economic

Journal, March, 1939, VoL XLIX, No. 193, 4041. In this article, Keynes

states that Chapter 2 of the General Theory “is the portion of my book which

most needs to be revised.” Ihid., page 40 b .
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they seldom ard able to settle their differences in a mutually

satisfactory mannero Between the classical theory^and Keynes^

theory there are fundamental differences in the explanation

of unempioymeiiL The classical theory attributes unemploy-

ment to wages being too high higher than they would be

under thorough-going competition among wage earners), and

Keynes attributes unemployment to an insufficiency of effective

demand* What these two different positions mean in objective,

operational terms is that the classical school sees the cure for

unemployment iv reductions in wage rates wdicreas Keynes

sees the cure in an expansionary monetary and fiscal program

designed to increase the volume of effective demand. This

controversy concerning the theory of unemployment Between

Keynes ajid Professor Pigou, the chief representative of the

classical school on this issue, has never been settled in any

satisfactory manner despite long and drawn-out discussion,^

However, when Professor Pigou finally conceded that he

favors attacking the problem of unemployment by manipulat-

ing demand rather than by manipulating wages, the contro-

versy for all practical purposes was, settled in favor of

Keynes.^ The real issue between Keynes and Professor Pigou

has always been one oPintuition about the relative importance

of things in the actual world. Keynes has triumphed because

he possessed a superior insight into practical affairs combined

with a remarkable ability to develop his insights into a sys-

tematic body of economic theory.

The way in which intuition or insight into practical affairs

3. In addition to the several hooks by Professor Pigou already referred to

and Keynes’ General Theory^ especially chapters 2 and 19, see Pigou, “Real
and Money Wage Rates in Relation to Unemployment,” The Economic Journal^

September, 1937, VoL XLVII, No. 187, pages 405-422; Keynes, ‘Trofessor
Pigou on Money Wages m Reiation to Unemployment,” Ibid, pages 743-745;

N. Kaldor, ‘‘Professor Pigou on Money "Wages in Reiation to Unemployment/®
Ibid^ pages 743-753; Pigou, “Money Wages in Relation to Unemployment,”
The Economic Journcd^ March, 1938, YoL XLVIII, No. 189, pages 134-138;

and Keynes, “Relative Movements of Real Wages and Output,” The Economic
Journal, March, 1939, VoL XLIX, No. 193, pages 34-51,

4. See Pigou, Looses from full Employment, page t.
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influences the formulation of economic theory nMy be further

illustrated. 4 theory is an attempt to give a simplified ex-

planation of some relatively complex area of experience. The

process of simplification involves the selection of those

aspects of experience which are regarded as most important

in relation to the problem at hand, in this case unemployment.

The theories which emerge are not and cannot be complete

pictures of the actual world. They are simplified pictures, or

models, of the economist’s idea of whax are the most import*

tant and relevant considerations. As Professor Pigou himself

points out, the question whether the elenients in the model are

those which are most important in the actual world is a mat-

ter of intuition.^ Quite naturally, each economist builds a

model of the elements which his intuition evaluates as most

important, although in model building some individuals are

more heavily influenced by traditional approaches than others*

The relative merits of the two theoretical explanations, or

models, will depend to a large extent uponlhe relative acute-

ness of the intuition of the two economists in question. The
logic of both models may be impeccable but their relevance

may be worlds apaYt. Here the all-important point is that

Keynes was endowed with a remarkably keen intuition or

insight into problems of actual experience. This fact more

than anything else appears to explain the great acclaim that

his General Theory has received. Keynes’ theory is not neces-

sarily more logical nor otherwise more nearly perfect in

terms of internal consistency than Professor Pigou’s theory.

It is just more relevant. Professor Pigou, on the other hand,

feels, or at least used to feel, that his modfel contains those

elements which are most important in the actual world. Pro-

fessional and popular opinion does not appear to agree with

him in this belief. Keynes’ theory is considered of revolution-

ary significance because it stands for a course of action which

is practicable in the modern world. It acctpts collective bar-

5. “Real and Money Wage Rates in Relation to Unemployment*** The EcO’^

nomic Journal^, Septemiser, 1937, VoL XLVII, No. 187, page 422.
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gaining, minimum-wage legislation, and imemployinent in*-

surance, and points to a way of escape from imemploynaent

tlirough increasing effective demand.

The Theory of Prices

Integration of monetary theory with the theory of

value and output

I^The theory of prices, as this phrase is used in economic

analysis, is a study of the way in which changes in the quan-

tity of money react upon the price level. Individual prices

are individual values expressed in terms of money, aii4 the

level of prices in general is related in some systematic man-

ner to the total quantity of money in the economic system. In

general, this relationship is such that an increase in the quan-

tity of money is associated with a rise in the level of prices,

and a reduction in the quantity of money with a fail in the

level of prices^he details of this relationship between the

quantity of money and the level of prices are studied in con-

nection with what economists call the quantity theory of

money,

^Keynes^ theory of prices, like the rest of his theory, is of a

more general nature than is the traditional doctrine.® He
accepts the traditional conclusion that increases in the quan-

tity of money will he associated with mcreases in the level of

prices, hut differs fundamentally from the traditional analy-

sis of the causal process by which changes in the quantity of

money react upon the level of price^ From the foregoing

chapters, it is clear that thelSnitiai impact of an increase in

the quantity of money is to lower the rate of interest by in-

6. Keynes’ purpose in referring to the traditional theory of prices is to con-

trast his own position with the generally accepted theory laid down in treatises

on the principles of economics- He does not attempt to assess the theory of

money and pnees contained in the work of specialists in monetary and busi-

ness cycle theory, Typic^ of the type of theory against which Keynes directs

his criticism is the work Professor Taussig, who says, *‘We may brush aside

not only the notion that interest arises from the use of money but that the

rate of interest depends on the quantity of money. More money makes higher

prices, not lower interest.” Principles of Economics, Fourth Edition, Vol, II,

page 8. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1939.
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creasing the amount of money available to satisfy liquidity

preference for the speculative motive, A lowering of the rate

of interest tends to increase effel^tive demand for investment^

which in turn is associated with rising income^ employment,

and output. As income, employment, and output begin to rise,

prices also begin to ris^because of increasing labor costs re»

suiting from the enhanced bargaining position of labor, di-

minishing returns in the short run, bottlenecks, and other

reasons to be examined in this chapter. Employment and

prices both rise, with the emphasis at first almost exclusively

on increases in employment but shifting more and more to

prices as the point of full employment is approached. Once

full employment has been attained, no further increases in

employment are possible, by definition, and further increases

in effective demand become truly inflationary in the sense that

they spend themselves entirely in rising prices.

^Prices of individual commodities as well as the general

price level of output as a whole correspond closely to costs of

production, which change with variations in the,volume of

output. The general level of prices multiplied by output at

any time determines the quantity of money absorbed in the

active balances or active circulation ^Mi). The rest of the

total supply of money spills over into inactive balances (M2 ) ^

where, in conjunction with the state of liquidity preference, it

determines the rate of interest. M2 is a residual quantity

which, with given prices and output, absorbs the increases and

decreases in the total supply of moneyr Changes in the quan-

tity of money do not affect prices directly, bjjcause prices are

determined primarily by costs of production. The initial

impact of changes in the total quantity of money falls on the

rate of interest rather than on prices.Whe level of prices is

affected indirectly through the effect of changes in the quan-

tity of money upon the rate of interest acting as one of the

three main determinants of the volume, of output and em-

plo3mient|(the other two main determinants being, the mar-

ginal efficiency of capital and the propensity to consume),

output changes, costs of production change, and prices
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adjust to changing costs of productioii,|r}ie demand for money
for transactions increases because prices and output rise.

Prices do not rise directly in response to increases in the

quantity of money, although they are indirectly influenced hy

such increases.^eynes’ analysis is sometimes spoken of as the

“contra-quantity theory of causation” because it treats rises

in prices as a cause of the increase in the quantity of money
for transactions instead of treating the increases in the quan-

tity of money (for transactions) as a cause of the rise in

prices^Of course, ^the distinction between money for transac-

tions and money as a store of value is absolutely essential to

this contra-quantity causation.

The great merit of Keynes’ theory of prices is that it inte-

grates monetary theory with the theory of value, which means
that it integrates monetary theory with what has been re-

garded as the main body of the principles of economics. The
theory of value teaches us that price, which is value expressed

in terms of money^ is governed by the conditions of supply

and demand. In connection with supply and demand, the most

important concepts are marginal cost and marginal revenue

(which determine the extent to which output will be carried

since their equality designates the point of maximum profit)

,

and elasticity of short-period supply and elasticity of demand
(which determine the relative changes in output which cor-

respond to relative changes in price of the commodity in

question) . When Keynes comes to the theory of prices in gen-

eral (price levels), her still emphasizes cost of production,

elasticity of supply, demand, and the other concepts which are

important in the fheory of value or individual price. Prices

rise as costs of production rise; costs of production rise partly

because of the inelasticity of short-period supply of output

and employment; and the theory of demand is all-important

in calling forth the increased output and employment.

In addition to iategrating the theory of value with the

theory of money, Keynes also integrates the theory of output

with the theory of money. In fact, it is through the theory of

output that value theory and monetary theory are brought
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into juxtaposition witli each other. For changes in the quan-

tity of monfey are capable of changing the level of output. As
the level of output varies, costs change, and as costs vary,

values (prices) are affected. Since the theory of money is

part and parcel of the theoiy of interest, and interest is inti-

mately related to expectations concerning the future, it fol-

lows that discussions of the effects of changing expectations

about the future must be stated in monetary terms. The em-
phasis shifts to money as a store of value, as a link between

the present and the future. This emphasis^, is lacking in the

traditional presentations of the general economic theory of

value and output and monetary theory, and accoimts to no
small degree for the lack of integration of monetary theory

with general economic theory in classical economics. The
traditional statement of the theory of prices overlooks the

influence of the quantity of money in the determination of

the rate of interest, and thereby upon outpi],t, and goes directly

from increases in the quantity of money to increases in the

level of prices. This important omission in traditional eco-

nomic theory arises from its assumption of full employment
of resources. If full employment is assumed from the begin-

ning, there is no possibility that an increase in the quantity

of money, or anything else for that matter, can increase em-
plojmient and output fin the short rim). In ruling out by
assumption changes in output, there is no need in the theory

of price levels for the concepts that figure so prominentlyJn ,

the theory of value, such as marginaF cost, elasticity of sup-

ply, and the 'theory of demand. In a sense^ there is no occa-

sion for integrating the theory of value with the theory of
money. Since money cannot affect employment, it can influ-

ence only prices. This leads to the conclusion that all in-

creases in the quantity of money tend to be inflationary, a
conclusion quite valid under the assumption that resources -

are fully employed, but a nonsense conclusion when this

special assumption is dropped. The theory of prices becomes
nothing more than a theory of price levels, that is, of the
value of money. Money is essentially a lubricant which is
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useful because it is more efficient than barter. The extremely

important relations between changes in the quantity of money

and changes in empioymenf are ignored. The theory of the

value of individual commodities is divorced from the theory

•of prices of commodities in general. Monetary theory remains

outside the main body of economic theory, which is concerned

with value and output.

It is to he recognized that there were some economists be-

fore Keynes who were not guilty of separating the theory of

money from the theory of value and output, hut this charac-

terization holds true of the presentations found in treatises

on the principles of economics. Perhaps it is best to make as

few representations as possible as to just what the traditional

position regarding the theory of prices and money has been

because any positive assertion may he challenged on some

plausible grounds. Whatever the traditional presentation

may have been, it is clear that a theory based upon the as-

sumption that unemployment is the normal circumstance and

full employment the exception offers an opportunity for

bringing together the theory of money and prices with the

theory of value and output.

The reformulated quantity theory of money
«r

It is possible by introducing a sufficient number of quali-

fications to formulate a simplified version of what may be

called the reformed quantity theory of money. If there is per-

fectly elastic supply of productive factors when there is un-

employment and'^perfectly inelastic supply when there is full

employment^ and if the increase in effective demand is pro-

portional to the increase in the quantity of money, then the

reformed quantity theory which takes into account the condi-

tion of unemployment as well as the special case of full em-

ployment may be stated as follows: long as tliere is unem-

ployment, employment will change in the same proportion as

the quantity of money; and when there is full employment,

prices will change in the same proportion as the quantity of
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money.” (p. 296) Before introducing the necessary 43ual!-

fications to this reformulation of the quantity theory, let us

state the practical implication ofthis proposition in its barest,

unqualified form. It tells us when to fear and when not to

fear inflation. It tells us that, subject to the qualifying as-

sumptions, inflation is not to be feared when there is large-

scale unemployment; and it tells us that once full employ-

ment has been attained, inflation does become a threat. Thus
it relieves us of the dread of inflation when we are plagued

with mass unemployment, and it warns us that once we have

conquered unemployment we must be on guard against infla-

tion. "Those who cry “inflation” in criticizing policies of

monetary expansion during the depths of depression like that

of the 1930’s are either guilty of political propaganda or

lack imderstanding of the most elementary truths of monetary

theory and policy. For what is needed in depression is ex-

pansion of output, and the way to expand output is to increase

efliective demand. Hence, monetary expansion by means of

public investment, low interest rates, and the encouragement

of spending rather than not-spending are all part of economic

policy designed to increase output and employment in a

period of depression. ,

The proposition that changes in the quantity of money will

affect emplo3Tnent whem there is unemployment and will af-

fect prices when there is full employment is no more than a
rough approximation to the truth. It is a generalized state-

ment subject to so many qualifications that there is reasonable

doubt as to its usefulness as a leading proposition of mone-
tary theory. Prices may rise substantially before full employ-
ment is reached, especially in the later stages of expansion.

These are not mere chance increases arising from fortuitous

circumstances. The increases in prices that occur as output

expands are more or less inevitably associated with expand-
ing output and can be explained in terms <Ji well-established

principles of economic analysis. The most important reasons

7. Keynes, The Gein'rnl Theory of Employment, Interest and Money. New
York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., Inc., 1936.
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why costs and prices rise as employment increases are (1)

the enhanced bargaining position of workers, (2) diminish*

ing returns in the short run, and (3) bottlenecks in pro*

duction.

(1) Enhanced Bargaining Position of Workers as Unem-

ployment Declines: An increase in the demand for labor will

tend to increase the money wages of workers. Both organized

and unorganized workers, and especially the former, find

themselves in a better bargaining position when employment

is rising. The extent to which money-wage rates will rise de-

pends, of course^ upon the relative bargaining strengths of

employers and wage earners, but regardless of their relative

positions, a growing scarcity of labor will tend to enhance

the position of wage earners and to weaken that of the em-

ployer, jtist as growing imemployment tends to have the

opposite effect in periods of contraction. Entrepreneurs will

be more willing to meet the demands of workers when busi-

ness is improving Tjecause it is feasible to pass on increased

costs by raising prices. This is true not only of competitive

but also ot various forms of monopolistic pricing. Monopo-

lists and oligopolists may even welcome'^ wage increases be-

cause they can use thenj as an excuse for price gouging which

would otherwise be inexpedient because public opinion,

which will tolerate higher prices when wages rise, will not

tolerate unprovoked price increases. It is always easy to con-

fuse the public on the question of how much a given wage

boost will increase un«t costs of production. The steel indus-

try seems to have used the wage increase granted coal miners

in 1947 to increase steel prices several times more than was

justified on a basis of increases in the cost of coal.

Even though money-wage rates will rise, real-wage rates

for workers in general will not rise because the increase in

prices will be more than sufficient to offset higher money-

wage rates. However', any particular group of workers which

can push up its money-wage rates more rapidly than workers

in general will gain at the expense of other workers and may
be able to increase their money-wage rates more rapidly than
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tte cost-of“living and thereby increase their ,real-wage rates*

Because of Jiis possibilityj there is pressure on trade-imion

leaders to gain increases larger* than the average granted to

labor in general. To a considerable extent^ the success of

labor leaders will be measured in terms of their ability to

gain larger concessions than other labor leaders. As full em-

ployment is approached, the inflationary dangers from com-

peting labor groups increase. As a result there is a strong

case for a unified labor movement rather than many differ-

ent labor organizations, each of which competes with the

other to secure better bargains. Sir Willialn Beveridge bas

proposed a single national labor organization as a prerequi-

site for a guaranteed full employment program which is to

avoid the danger of inflation.

Organized workers as a whole will probably g^iin larger

concessions than unorganized workers as a whole. In the

United States, where scarcely one third of the total number

of wage and salary earners are members of organized labor

groups, the opportunity for organized labor to get more than

a proportionate share of the total increases in money wages is

especially good, OUcourse, unorganized workers are also in

a better bargaining position in an e:^panding labor market,

but in relation to union labor they will probably find them-

selves falling behind. The distinction between wage rates and

amounts of wages is also to be noted. Even though real-wage

rates go down, workers who are employed more hours per

week or more weeks per year may receive a larger annual

real income. Workers who were previously unemployed will

benefit from new-found employment, and^ previously em-

ployed workers whose real wage per hour may be going down
because prices are rising more rapidly than money-wage rates^

may work enough additional hours to gain a larger real wage
per week or per year.

Increases in wage rates which occur during a period of ex-

panding output will not be continuous but periodic, depend-

ing on the duration of trade-union contracts, and on the politi-

cal strategy of trade-union leaders and employers. Increases
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in wages and prices will tend to be greatest in the sectors of

the economy where expansion is most rapid* For example, if

expansion begins in the construction industry, building trades-

men and those working for firms which supply construction

materials will be in a more strategic bargaining position than

workers in other industries.

(2) Diminishing Returns in the Short Run: Prices will

rise before full employment is attained also because of the

tendency toward diminishing returns in the short run. Dimin-

ishing return m^ans that cost per unit of output rises as the

volume of output increases. The short run is a period in which

the amount of equipment is assumed to be given. When more
men are employed to operate the existing equipment, there

will tend to be a less than proportionate increase in output.

If to start with, there is a large amount of idle equipment of

the best quality as well as large numbers of idle workers, the

tendency toward^ diminishing return will develop slowly.

This will be especially characteristic of large-scale industries,

which operate on a mass-production basis. There may be a

range, in fact, over which unit variable cnsts will decline. But

neither men nor machines are of equal efficiency, and if it is

assumed that the morfe efficient men and equipment are the

first to be employed, then those subsequently employed will

add a less than proportionate return! If the newly employed

workers are less efficient than those previously employed and

a. the less efficient are^aid the same time-wage as the more effi-

cient, then the prime cost per unit of output must rise even

though the equipment is of equal efficiency. If workers are re-

warded in strict proportion to their efficiency, there will be con-

stant unit cost rather than increasing unit cost. If the additional

machinery put into use is less efficient than that already in

service, increasing costs per unit of output will result even

if the workers ar^ rewarded in strict proportion to their effi-

ciency. A machine with a greater spoilage of raw material fed

into it is"a typical illustration of an increasing cost situation

caused by the employment of less efficient equipment; or a
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macMne wHeli operates more slowly than othOr machiiies

wil not permit a worker to produce as much output as an

eqiiaily efficient worker using mere efficient machines. What
is called ^^stand-by equipment’^ is less efficient, as a rule, and

is placed in use only in emergencies when no other equipment

is at hand and there is no time to procure more efficient ma-

chinery or when the demand for the particular output is not

expected to continue long enough to justify the procurement

of new equipment. Thus the lack of uniformity or homogene-

ity of resources is one important reason why the cost of pro-

duction and the price based upon cost of production will rise

as employment increases.

(3) ^^BoUlenecks^\m Production: Even if all resources

were perfectly homogeneous, increasing costs from diminish-

ing returns would set in prior to full employment because all

types of resources would not reach a point of full employment

simultaneously. Skilled laborers may be fully employed when

there still remain many unskilled workers in the ranks of the

unemployed. Steelworkers may be out of work because of a

temporary shortage of coal arising perhaps from tbe reluc-

tance of workers to become coal miners; building may be

held up because of a scarcity of plunsbing materials; auto-

mobiles because of a shortage of rubber for tires, et cetera.

Full employment of all i?esources requires that resources be

available in certain proportions, which can be varied within

limits, hut beyond these limits real bottlenecks exist because^

the substitution of one resource for another is beyond the

limits of technical feasibility. This disproportionality of

available resources is especially serious in a recovery that

follows a prolonged and severe depression like that of the

1930’s, During that depression, there was a great decline in

the number of skilled laborers because of death, retirement,

loss of skill through idleness, and the small number of new

apprentices coming into the skilled traded during the de-

pressed years. In the upswing of the business cycle in the

spring of 1937, an acute shortage of skilled workmen devel-

oped at a time when there were millions of unemployed
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among tlie raiskilled workers of the nation. Bottlenecks are

accentiiated by a rapid increase in output In tbe^great defense

and war expansion from 1940 to 1943^ shortages developed in

many types of labor, materials, and eqiiipmeiit„ Serious bottle»

necks were experienced in aluminum, magnesium, steel, rub-

ber, and in many other commodities. When a bottleneck is

reached in one line of production, the price of the item in

question tends to rise sharply, in the absence of price control,

even though other prices are rising only gently. In the short

run, supply is inelastic in the sense that output does not re-

spond immediately to increases in prices. The increase in de-

mand is diverted into a rise in price until the output has time

to expand to meet the demand. Increases in prices of this sort

are referred to as ^'bottleneck inflation.^

"Bottleneck inflation” differs in a fundamental way from

the general inflation that accompanies full employment of

all other resources. For given sufficient time, bottlenecks can

be broken by an Increase in the output of the item in ques-

tion. If there are no more workers available of a certain

skill, more can be trained given sufficient time. If there is

insufficient aluminum capacity, more can he built. If there

is not enough rubber, more can be produced. The length of

time that must elapse before the bottleneck is broken will, of

course, depend upon technical considerations. Wartime short-

ages of skilled labor were met rather quickly in the United

States because they were attacked with vigor and intelligence,

the rubber shortage dragged on for years while various inter-

est groups fought over who should supply the synthetic raw

materials to replace the unavailable supplies of natural rub-

ber. The increases in prices which result from particular

shortages as compared with general shortages occur because

resources are not perfectly interchangeable.

These are the criiief factors which account for rising costs

and rising prices in^the phase of expansion short of full em-

ployment! Generally speaking, in contemporary industrial

economies the rise in money wages resulting from the en«
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hanced demand for labor is probably a more Important factor

contributing'to bigber prices than the tendency toward dimin-

ishing return.® The quantitative importance of the two faC“

tors will vary^ however^ with the scale of production^ and the

relation between costs and prices will vary with the degree

of competition and monopoly, which in turn is likely to be re-

lated to the scale of production. Throughout the General

Theory^ Keynes takes as “given"' the degree of monopoly and

competition (p. 245). For the purposes of his analysis, com^

petition and monopoly are not strategic factors. His theory of

unemployment and of prices does not depend in any way on

the presence or absence of either monopoly or competition.

If the theory of effective demand is valid, unemployment
would exist even though there were pure competition or abso-

lute monopoly. Ke3mes" assumption that prices'will rise when
costs of production rise does not require the further premise

that prices are equal to costs of production. Under competi-

tive conditions prices will tend to equal total unit cost, and

under monopolistic conditions prices will tend to exceed

total unit cost. A mpnopolist will increase his prices when
costs rise almost as readily as a competitive firm. The quanti-

tative relation of costs to prices doe9 depend, however, on

the scale of production and the degree of monopoly. Under
large-scale enterprise, tlih economies of full utilization which

accompany expanding output may offset the increases in

wage rates over a wide range of output. The tendency for

prices not to rise because the two component parts of price

tend to offset each other is reinforced if industrial producers

are content with a smaller profit per unit of output as output

increases. Where there is imperfection of competition, pro-

ducers tend to maintain prices when output is falling and to

increase prices by less than the full amount of the increases

in unit cost when output is rising.® Hence, under monopolistic

c
8, See Keynes* poat-Generd Theory article, “Relative Movements of Real

Wagm and Output The Economic Joumd, March, 1939, Vol XLIX, No. 193,
page 46.

9. Loc. cit.
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conditions 'prices will tend to move with costs, but they tend

to move by lesser amounts^ and if total costs do not vary be-

cause higher wage costs ai’e offset by lower non-wage costs,

there may be a considerable stability of unit costs and a still

greater stability of prices over a wide range of output. Ex-

ceptions occur in boom periods when producers are over-

whelmed with orders they cannot fill. In these exceptional

periods, wage boosts may be used as an excuse for price

gouging, that is, for increasing prices much more than costs

have increased. Wage increases become the occasion rather

than the cause of unreasonable price increases.

In small-scale enterprise, diminishing return tends’ to act

more strongly and competition is more effective. Costs move

up and down with increases and decreases in output, and

prices tend to be even more flexible than costs. Only in the

long run does the equality of prices to total unit cost tend to

prevail.

The two preceding paragraphs are in the nature of elabo-

rations of the general thesis that in the early stages of ex-

pansion when there are abimdant supplies of efficient re-

sources, the general level of prices will probably not rise

very much. As full employment is approached, the pressure

for costs and prices to rise increases progressively because

the bargaining strength of labor is -greatly enhanced and the

remaining unemployed resources become less and less effi-

cient as the “bottom of the barrel” is scraped. The number of

bottlenecks multiplies rapidly. Shortages are more and more

difficult to overcome as substitutes are more difficult to find

because the most satisfactory substitutes have already been

fully employed, or nearly so. But as long as there is unem-

ployment, increases in effective demand will increase employ-

ment. When full employment is at last attained, further in-

creases in effective demand no longer increase employment.

They spend thenfselves entirely on increases in prices. A con-

dition of true inflation sets in as soon as full employment is

reached. One of Keynes’ definitions of full employment is
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tiie point beyond whicb output proves inelastic M response

to further increases in effective demand*

As Keynes points out^ there is a lack of symmetry on the

two sides of the level at which true inflation sets in* A re-

duction in effective demand below this critical level reduces

both prices and output^ but above this point only prices (not

output) increase* This lack ot symmetry is explained by the

resistance which workers and other factors of production

offer to reductions in their money rewards* Money wages do

not fail without limit as soon as unemployment appears* The

resistance of wage earners to reductions in wages in condi-

tions of unemployment gives a degree of stability to wages

and prices which woi^d not otherwise exist (p* 304). This

does not mean^ howeveij that unemployment could be cured

if wages were flexible in a downward direction* Unemploy-

ment arises from a deficiency of effective demand which does

not depend on the flexibility of wages and prices.

Long-term price movemeiils

Even if full employment without inflation can be ^chieved^

there remains the important question whether^ with rising

productivity per man hour and falling unit costs of produc-

tioHy prices in the long run should fall as costs fall or remain

constant as money (and real) wages rise. Keynes recommends

as the desirable policy a stabilization of prices, within limits,

and rising money wages* The reasons for this preference

have already been indicated in connection with the discussion
‘

of money wages*
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War and Postwar Inflation

Asi individual cannot hj saving more protect himself

from the consequences of inSation if others do not follow

his example; just ate he cannot protect himself from acci-

dents by obeying the rule of the road if others disregard

it* We have here the perfect opportunity for social actionj

where everyone can be protected by making a certain rule

of behaviour universal*

J. M, Keynes, How to Pay for the War^ ^a.ge 70.

Thus far the theory of prices has been Siscussed only in rela-

tion to circumstances of less than full employment* In this

connection^ Keynes makes his most important contribution

to the theory of prices by integrating tbe theory of value

(individual prices) with the theory of money (price levels)

and output* Prices are assumed to correspond closely to costs

of production* Prior to full employment, prices rise because

of increasing costs which are associated with higher money

wages and with diminishing returns as the scale of output in-

creases in the short ran* After full employment is attained,

further increases in effective demand spend themselves en-

tirely in raising prices* Thus full employipent is the point

at which true inflation sets in and inflation is in this sense a

phenomenon of full employment. True inflation occurs when

prices rise without being accompanied by a rise in employ-

. 237
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meBt and jiutpnt. Inflation is caused by further increases in

efiective demand after full employment is attained.

Although Keynes’ most important contribution to the

theory of prices is in relation to circumstances of less than

full employment, he also has made important contributions

to the theory of prices imder full employment, that is, to the

theory of inflation. Monetary changes which do not increase

total production are significant in themselves in so far as

they affect different people and classes in different ways and

to different degrees. If inflation were to aff^t everyone in

exactly the same way and in the same degree, it would have

no importance whatsoever. Its tremendous social significance

arises from the fact that it always does affect people and

classes differently. Inflation takes wealfh away from some peo-

ple and hands it over to others in a maimer which disregards

the maxims of social equity. Yet this subtle thievery is per-

fectly legal. The inequity of inflation is an economic problem

hardly less important than the vast waste associated with mass

unemployment. One of Keynes’ foremost preoccupations as an

economist has been the process of inflation and means of

minimizing its evil consequences. He has sometimes been

called an “inflationist,” but such a label is misleading. If he

has shown a preference for inflation over deflation, it is

purely a matter of the lesser of two evils. For deflation is a

double evil—it redistributes wealth in an arbitrary maimer

and also impedes the creation of new wealth by causing un-

employment. Inflation, except when it approaches breakdown

proportions, errs only in the arbitrary redistribution of

wealth. It dods not, except indirectly, cause unemployment.

Stability of the value of money has always been one of the

goals of Keynes’ analytical and programmatic skill. The bril-

liant suggestions put forth near the end of his life for financ-

ing the second world war with a minimum of inflation marks

a worthy conclusion to this lifelong preoccupation.

Keynes applies tiie same concepts to the special case of

full employment that he uses where unemployment prevails.

No new techniques are required to explain the mechanism
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of inflation. Inflation merely represents the special case in

wMcIi output -ceases to be respon^iTO to further increases in

effective demand and as a result prices only, and not output^

rise. Increases in the quantity of money still work their way
into the economic system through liquidity preference^ the

rate of interest^ the inducement to investj the multiplier^ and

income. An increase in the total quantity of money goes first

into idle balances (M2)9 where it lowers the rate of interest

The lower rate of interest increases the inducement to invest

which is already adequate for full employment. The increase

in investment causes income in money unit^to increase by

more than the increase in investment, according to the prin-

ciple of the investment multiplier. The increase in money
income must he sufficient to cause an amount of saving out of

that income to equal the increase in investment.^^ince' income

cannot increase in real terms (wage units), it increases in

money terms by means of a rise in prices (a rise in the wage
unit) . This is a state of true inflation because prices are rising

when employment and output are constant.)

The gap between income and consumption, which holds

the clue to the explanation of unemployment when there is

an inadequacy of effective demand, is^also the clue to infla-

tion when there is an excess of effective demand. Unemploy-
ment exists when the amount of investment is insufficient to

fill the gap between income and consumption corresponding

to full employment. Inflation arises because investment is

more than adequate to fill the gap bet^'een income and con-^

sumption at the level corresponding to full employment at

existing prices* The sum of the effective demand for con-

sumption and the effective demand for investment exceeds the

aggregate income expressed in current prices. The adjustment

which makes Y = C + I and I = S comes about through

an increase in prices, money income, and money savings,

until money savings are equal to the total 3imount of invest-

ment, also expressed in terms of a new Fevel of prices. The
equality between investment and saving is brought about by
changes in the level of income when there is full employment
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as well as^hm there is less than full employmento The infla-

tionary potential or inflationary gap is measured by the ex-

cess of consumption demand (Di) pins investment demand

(D2) over income (Y) at full employment expressed in cur-

rent prices. Potential inflation becomes actual inflation unless

measures are taken to suppress it.

Measures to suppress an inflationary potential involve a

reduction of total effective demand below its potential level.

Suppression may take the form of a decrease in the propen-

sity to consume or in the inducement to invest. The propen-

sity to consume may he reduced by higher taxation or by an

increase in the desire to save, which may be induced by ap-

peals to buy bonds and other saving media, or, to some ex-

tent, by an increase in the rate of intelest. Taxation intended

to rediice aggregate consumption will be effective to the ex-

tent that it falls upon income which would otherwise he spent

for consumption. A regressive tax will be a more effective

curb to inflatioif than a progressive tax since the propensity

to consume is proportionately higher for lower-income groups

than for higher-income groups. The inducement to invest can

be lowered by a rise in the rate of interest or by a fall in the

marginal efficiency of capital. Since the private marginal effi-

ciency of capital is largely beyond the reach of government

control, restraints upon the volume of private investment

must work mainly through the rate of interest by means of

a restriction in the quantity of money. Reductions in govern-

ment spending will also tend to suppress the inflationary

pressures. To sum up/inflation arises because too much money
is spent by individuals, businesses, and governments. The

obvious way to prevent inflation is to reduce the total volume

of spending. In so far as individuals and businesses tend to

spend too much money, the government may take the excess

away from them in the form of increased taxation or by in-

ducing a higher'^atio of saving to income. If full employment

exists and government feels the need to spend more, as in

time of war, inflation can only be avoided by withdrawing

some of the potential private expenditures.)
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Inflation is by no means nnknowii as a peacetime phenomenon,

blit it is an almost universal and inevitable accompaniment oi

war and postwar economic conditions* Perhaps it is not an

exaggeration to say that inflation and full employment are

the normal conditions of a wartime economy and that defla-

tion and unemployment are the normal conditions of a peace-

time economy in the present stage of capitalist development.

After the primary postwar depression of I93O-2 I 5 the com-

modity price levels in the United States and other capitalistic

countries of the western world showed a remarkable stability

until the collapse of 1929. Even in the boom years of 1928

and 1929, commodity price inflation was not typical* The

most important forms of inflation in the Unked States be-

tween 1922 and 1929 were in the prices of securities sold on

the stock exchanges and in the amounts of j)rofits earned by

industrial enterprises^ On the other hand, commodity price

inflation was an outstanding characteristic of the^first and

second world wars apd their aftermaths. Hence any discus-

sion of inflation in commodity prices which is to be close to

actual experience must be concerned primarily with war and

postwar conditions*

The social framework* of Keynes’ general theory of em-

ployment, interest, and money is that of a peacetime capital-

ist economy rather than of a wartime economy* Although^

Keynes envisages a large amount of governmental control in

peacetime, the extent of regulation is small^in comparison

with that required by the exigencies of modern warfare. Con-

sequently, Keynes’ general theory is most useful as an instru-

ment of analysis within the premises of peacetime capitalismo

Yet the war experience is significant in relation to Keynes^

theory in at least two important respects* First, war experi-

ence indicates clearly that a sufficient ra^ of governmental

I. “Profit infiation” is a speciai term coined by Keynes in bis Treatise on
Money to describe the condition when prices increase more than business costs

or prices fall less than costs. See Treatise on Money

^

VoL 1, page 155.
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expenditure,’^:aii soon bring even the wealthiest of the modem
industrial economies to full employment, at which point the

drag of unemployment is replaced by the threat of inflation.

Second, Keynes’ suggestion of how to pay for the war, a plan

offered in Great Britain in 1939, shows the flexibility and the

fruitfulness for practical action of the kind of thinking that

went into the general theory of employment, interest, and
money.^ There is nothing in Keynes’ plan for preventing, in-

flation in war that contradicts his explanation of unem-
ployment in peace. The plan for war finance, suggests the

need for compulsory saving whereas the emphasis in the

General Theory is upon the social disadvantages of thrift.

The reversal of circumstances from peace to war calls for a

reversal of emphasis. The plan for corfipulsory saving is an
extension of Keynes’ basic theory to wartime conditions. The
change from peace to war calls for a shift in emphasis but

involves no change in the framework of the analysis.

Wartime inflation is not basically different from peacetime

inflation except in the greater pressures that exist in war and

the more drastic remedies required to cope with these pres-

sures. The fundamental principle is, to '^repeat, that the total

effective demand for consumers goods (Di) plus the effective

demand for investment goods (D2 ) exceeds the.total value of

output at full employment in terms of existing prices. In the

absence of measures to suppress excessive demand, prices

must rise until income is sufficient to permit saving to equal

investment. Investment in a war economy is best thought of

as all goods and services which are not for private consump-

tion. Investment then includes all government outlays plus

private capital accumulation.

In terms of the three independent variables which deter-

mine the volume of effective demand—^the propensity to con-

sume, the rate of interest, and the marginal efficiency of

capital—^it is theiast which provides the stimulus to effective

demand which in turn gives rise to inflation or the threat of

t. How to Fay for the War, New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., Inc*. 1940,
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inflation in war. Wartime “investment” is not Influenced to

any important extent by cbangesiin the rate of interest. War
expenditures are largely a function of military require-

ments, taken in conjunction with estimates of the quantity of

consumers goods, with a tendency to maximize war produc-

tion and to minimize consumption output. War may be viewed

as a great new industry whose colossal demands stimulate

economic activity in every nook and cranny of the economic

system. The expected yields which raise the marginal effi-

ciency of government investment are mainly in terms of social

and military advantages rather than pecuniary profits. In so

far as wartime plant and equipment is furnished by private

capital, the investments are made in the expectation that

high yields will bring returns at least equal to the supply

price within a fairly short period. Thus it is a sharp rise in

the marginal efficiency of capital that increases effective de-

mand and sets up the inflationary potential in a war economy.

Since the exigencies of war do not permff consumers goods

to increase in response to effective demand from ^consumer

spending, plans for preventing wartime inflation must focus

upon suppressing current consumer demand. The fundamen-

tal problem is how to prevent consumption expenditure from

increasing when income is increasing. “The fiscal problem,”

said Keynes with reference to British conditions in 1939, “is

how to permit an increase of incomes by 15 to 20 per cent,

without any of this increase being spent on increased rea|,

consumption.”® Modem warfare requires more gims and less

butter without regard for the fimdamental psychological

principle that as income rises consumption also rises. Belts

must be tightened in war. And even if a nation is so fortunate

as to be able to afford as much consumption as before the

war, it certainly cannot permit consumption to rise according

to the peacetime schedule of the propensity to consume. To
hold the amount of consumption constant ifhen income rises

means to lower the schedule of the propensity to consume.

3. ‘The Income and Fiscal Potential of Great Britain,” The Economic Jour-

nal, December, 1939, Vol. XUX, No. 196, page 629.
,
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Since the pfodnction of consumers goods cannot be adjusted

upwards to correspond to normal consumer •demand, tbe

amount of consumer demand must be adjusted downward to

correspond to the output of consumers goods. In other wordss

the schedule of the propensity to consume must be lowered so

that the amount of consumption will not rise as income rises.

If the propensity to consume is not lowered, a sharp rise in

the prices of consumers goods is unavoidable. In war it is

hardly possible by normal means to adjust the division of

consumer output and non-consumer output to the proportions

which income recipients will voluntarily choose to spend and

not to spend. In the absence of unusual measures, the increas-

ing money expenditure coming into consumer market for

a fixed or declining volume of consumers goods and services

will cause a sharp increase in the prices of consumers goods.

Price fixing and rationing are subsidiary measures for de-

pressing the propensity to consume special commodities. They

are incapable of suppressing effectively and efficiently the

general flow of consumer demand.

Alternatives in war finance

Bearing in mind that the primary problem of war finance

is to restrict consumption expenditure when income is rising,

the alternative policies for attainiijg this objective are rela-

tively few in number. The problem is less that of lowering

the absolute level of consumption than of preventing con-

sumption from risintg when income is rising rapidly. The al-

ternative means of lowering the general propensity to pri-

vate consumptfon are: (1) to increase taxation on consump-

tion expenditure, (2) to rely upon voluntary saving plus in-

creases in normal taxation, (3) to institute a system of com-

pulsory saving aimed primarily at consumption expenditure.

(1) Increase Taxation: Since it is the potential expendi-

tures of the lowSr income groups which must be suppressed,

increases in taxes which would provide any solution to the

inflation problem must fall most heavily upon these groups.

Heavy taxation upon the rich will do little to lessen aggregate
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expenditure for consumption because a ¥ery l*ge part of

tbe incomes of the wealthy is either taxed or saved* While the

rich consume more than the poor^in proportion to their num-

her^ the rich do not consume enough in the aggregate^ espe-

cially in time of war when extravagances are unpatriotic and

many types of luxury goods and services are not produced

at alls to make any practicable reduction in their consump-

tion of consequence. Keynes found in 1939 in Great Britain^

that the income group with five pounds (about $20) per week

constituted about 88 per cent of the population^ received 60

per cent of the total personal income, and acwunted for two-

thirds* of the total consumption of the country* In this low-

income group, incomes had risen on an average of 15 per cent

in the first year of the war and there were not enough con-

sumer goods available to permit them to consume anything

like 15 per cent more than before the war* At best the abso-

lute level of consumption of those whose incomes remained

below five pounds might have been maintained at the prewar

level.
^

About the only taxes which would drain off a sufficient

amount of the increase in consumer demand of the low-income

classes to servers an effective check toothe inflation of prices

of consumers goods would be a stiff wage tax or a retail sales

tax. Such taxes are highly regressive and therefore* violate a

cardinal principle of justice in taxation. Special taxes on

wages meet very strong political opposition from the ranks of^
labor, especially if they are severe endugh to be effective.

Keynes estimated the necessary rate to be 20 per cent on
wages, in addition to the income tax with towered exemp-

tions. He estimated that a retail sales tax which would be
adequate would be too high to be borne by the very lowest

income groups and therefore would need to be levied on non-

essentials at a rate of about 50 per cent. Only the financial

purists, he said, would insist that it is possible for a country

with the income structure of the United Kingdom to, finance

a war effort of the size needed in 1940 out of current taxa-

tion. Such taxation was, Keynes contended, both socially iin-
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just and politically impracticable. No modem government of

a capitalistic nation bas ev^r financed war expenditures out

of taxation to a sufficient degree to avoid inflation.^

(2) Voluntary Saving: Governments usually rely upon

voluntary saving to fill the gap between total war expenditure

and receipts from taxation. The only fault of voluntary sav-

ing as a preventive of war inflation is its inadequacy. The

inadequacy arises because the income groups which account

for the bulk of increased consumer spending in wartime are

not the groups ^hich are likely to save voluntarily enough

of their incomes to reduce consumer demand to equality with

the amount of consumer goods available in terms of prewar

prices. No amount of saving by the riqh nor any amoimt of

taxes levied upon the rich wiU suffice to reduce the spending

of the poor out of their enhanced incomes. It is not reason-

able that the lower income groups will suddenly develop

habits of saving vfhich will render reliance on volimtary sav-

ing a satisfactory anti-inflation policy. Peacetime quiescence

in the injustices of economic inequality cannot be perpetu-

ated in wartime by mere appeals to the patriotism of the

poor. A family which has not been able to afford roast beef

before the war becau'Se of inadequate income is not likely

to refrain voluntarily from indulging a little during the war

when its income has risen sufficiefltly to bring roast beef

within its economic grasp. Patriotic appeals to forestall in-

4ation which rest u^on the assumption that those who ate

roast beef before tbe war may do so during the war, while

those who were pnable to afford roast beef before the war shaE

refrain from eating it during the war must surely faE upon
deaf ears as well as outrage our sense of social justicel This

is the essential nature of the problem. Although roast beef

and some other commodities may be rationed, consumption

4. Professor Willian^ J. Fellner has contended that a proportionate income tax

of 10 per cent applied all income without exception and superimposed upon
the income-tax structure that actually prevailed would have prevented mflation

in the United States during the second world war. See “Postscript on War
Inflation: A Lesson from World War 11,” Americmi Ecnnrtmic Review^ March®
1947, VoL XXXVII, No. 1, page 47.
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demand in general can be restrained efficiendy pnly by some

stronger means than an appeal^ to voluntary saving on the

part of the lower income group#» There is no evidence from

experience to indicate that voluntary saving has ever been

adequate to prevent inflation in time of war^ no matter how

intense and how widespread the appeals to save^

There is an element of subtle deception in the belief that

war finance can be adequately taken care of by "^^normar^

methods^ that is, by increasing the rates of existing taxes and

by voluntary saving stimulated by propaganda* When volun»

tary saving is inadequate without inflation, 4t increases with

inflation. For a sufficient degree of inflation will always occur

to raise the yield of taxes and voluntary saving to the neces*

sary level. This method whereby so-called voluntary saving

is increased through inflation is typically followed by gov-*

emments in wartime. Governments do not employ it wiil«

ingly. It is not usually a conscious policy but what Keynes

calls ^‘Nature’s remedy/^ the consequence which follows by

default, in the absence of an adequate, positive program

against inflation. It is all the more dangerous because gov-

ernments slip into lit unconsciously and perhaps under the

delusion that it ^Vorks.” It does ^Vork” in the sense that a

government which follows it will always find the cash to pay

for its purchases of h§me-produced goods, but it does not

work in the sense that it can prevent inflation. It works only

because of inflation, Keynes seems to have been the first to

articulate explicitly the essential nature of this inflationary^

process. In his Treatise on Money (II, pp. 173-176) he char-

acterized British financing of the first worid war as one of

increasing voluntary saving and taxation through inflation, A
similar description could be applied to war finance in the

United States in the first and second world wars and to

Britain in the second world war, although in the latter case

the process was modified by a belated adoption of Keynes^

plan for compulsory saving. In fact voluntary saving through

inflation involves a mechanism which characterizes all infla-

tions and has a significance which transcends the wartime
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cases. The essence of the process is that price inflation raises

the level of money income pntil saving out of income is equal

to investment, or in the case of a wartime governmental

budget, price inflation raises national income to the point

where taxes and voluntary saving are adequate to finance

government expenditures. “Nature’s remedy ... is a rise of

prices sufficient to divert real resources out of the pockets of

the main body of consumers into the pockets of the entre-

preneurs and thence to the Treasury, partly in the shape of

a higher yield from existing taxes, particularly Excess Profits

Tax, and partly in contributions to loans out of the increased

savings and reserves of the entrepreneurs.”®

The process is perhaps best explained with reference to

an arithmetical example reduced to 'the simplest possible

assumptions. Suppose the national income and the national

output are $160 billion at the beginning of a war before any

inflation has taken place; that the war effort requires an

expenditure of $85 billion on the part of the government; that

private investment is zero; that taxes amount to $45 billion

and voluhtary saving to $25 billion out of the $160 billion

income. A total of $70 billion comes' into the government

coffers from taxes and loans and leaves the receipts short of

expenditures by $15 billion. Now this sum of $15 billion

needed to balance the government’^ expenditures is exactly

equal to what remains in the hands of the public in the form

of voluntary savings. This is inevitable by the rules of arith-

metic. For the government has taken $85 billion out of the

total national output of $160 billion (in prewar prices) and

there are no goods left over for which the extra income in the

hands of the public can be spenL If prices do not rise, people

will find themselves with $15 billion left after buying all the

goods available in the market. If prices rise, as they un-

doubtedly will when $90 billion are available for $75 billion

worth of goods «(in prewar prices), the higher prices will

swell the national 'income by $15 billion so there is just as

5. Keynes, “The Income and Fiscal Potential of Great Britain,’’ The Ea^
nomic Journal, December, 1939, VoL XLJX. No. 196, pages 630-631.
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much left over as before. Prices will rise by 20 per cent to

bring the supply of goods into equality witli the money de-

mand. Those who sell goods wo^th $75 billion for |90 bib

lion will have extra income of $15 billion.^

If this extra income is not captured in loans and taxes^

there will be a further rise in prices w^hen the additional $15

billion comes into the market in the second lound of the in-

flationary process. If this happens, the volume of money in-

come coming into the market for a constant supply of con-

sumer goods will increase cumulatively. The prices paid by

the government for war goods will also increase as other

price,s and costs rise. The net outcome, if this happens, is a

progressive inflation without limit.

Fortunately, this i^ not what actually happens. The initial

rise in prices transiers real income from the main, body of

consumers to entrepreneurs because prices rise faster than

wage and salary rates. Real-wage rates are diminished and

real profits are inflated. This represents ^ shift in real in-

come from the lower to the higher income classes of society.

The increase in aggregate national income is concentrated

in the hands of a limited number of business entrepreneurs,

a group which Keynes refers to as the ^‘profiteersd^ The per-

sonal incomes of the profiteers are subject to very high margi-

nal rates of taxation under the personal income tax, and their

extra business profits are subj'ect to almost confiscatory rates

under the wartime excess-profits tax. As a result, the extra

income which arises from the initial rise in prices, of 20 per

6, We may express the quantitative relations as follows: Consumption ex-

penditure (C) -j~ Saving (S) + Taxes (T) = Consumption output (C') -f
Pnvate Investment (I) -f- Government Expenditure (E)

.

c + s + T r=e-fl4-E
904-25+45 =: 75 + 0 + 85

But must equal C, and S + T must equal I + E,

90 + 30 + 55 = 90 + 0 + 85
Thus saving plus taxes are brought to equality with private investment plus
government expenditure as a result of a rise m money^income of $15 billionj

of which $10 billion are taxed and $5 billion aie voluntarily saved. The rise

in income is a purely monetary one which results from an expenditure of
$90 billion for consumers goods previously worth $75 billion. Anhnflation of

20 per cent has taken place in the prices of consumers goods.
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cent in our e^ample^ is almost entirely taxed away^ Most of

what is not taxed may be voluntarily saved because it is in

the hands of one of the savir’-g classes of society. Most of the

excess demand will be mopped up. Instead of a 20 per cent

increase in the money demand for consumers goods at the

second rounds there may be, for example, only a 2 or 3 per-

cent increase. Voluntary saving will have increased as a result

of the rise in prices and income to the extent necessary to fill

the gap between the government's total expenditure and what

it collects in taxes.

This is an expedient way for a government which quails

at bolder programs to meet its war expenditures. It permits

real resources to be taken away from the mass of consumers

by letting prices increase faster than W^ges, The resources

taken from consumers are handed over to profiteers. Then

most of the extra profits of the profiteers are taken away in

the form of taxes or of loans to which they voluntarily sub-

scribe, The profiteers are in effect tax collectors for the gov-

ernment. The process is not intolerable as long as the prof-

iteers remain merely the agents and do not become the princi-

pals in taking resources away from the hiass of consumers.

It works with more soc|al justice if the excess ^‘booty" which

has accrued to the profiteers is taxed away and not merely

borrowed by the government. If it merely borrowed, the

profiteers retain a claim on the future although they have

done nothing to deserve such claims. In order to assure more

equity and avoid unjustified gains remaining in the hands

of the profiteers, a capital levy should be assessed on war-

won wealth quickly at the conclusion of hostilities.

Even though the excess purchasing power arising from the

initial increase in prices is entirely mopped up by taxes and
voluntary saving, the inflationary process is not permanently

stopped. Workers whose cost of living has risen by 20 per

cent will demand higher wages to compensate for the higher

cost of living. In the absence of controls over wage bargain-

ing, the increased demands of workers may be met by em-

ployers with relatively little resistance, both because they
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wish to retain their workers and because there is not much
incentive to keep down busines'j costs when, tax rates are at

confiscatory levels. Fortunately/ some costs are fixed and do

not increase even if wages rise. Wage increases take time to

negotiate and wars do not last forever. England got through

four years of the first world war with something less than a

doubling of prices. Voluntary saving was always adequate

to meet the necessary expenditures above taxation with the

help of a sufficient amount of inflation. The limited meaning

of the term “voluntary” should he borne in mind. Keynes
points out that this so-called voluntary savihg method “is a

method of compulsorily converting the appropriate part of

the earnings of the worker which he does not save voluntarily

into the voluntary savings (and taxation) of the entrepr®^

neur.’”^ So the method of voluntary saving n^rely limits the

amount of inflation. It does not prevent inflation. The effect

of inflation is similar to a regressive tax. It leaves the working

class with no claim against the future and with no more con-

sumption goods than they would have enjo^^ed in,the aggre-

gate if there had been no inflation. In the second world war,

Keynes suggested a plan whereby inflation could be avoided

and the working class would have a share in the claims on

the future.

(3) Compulsory Samng; The Keynes plan to pay for the

second world war is known as the “deferred-pay” or “com-
pulsory-saving” plan. Its provisions, which were for the pu?'

pose of preventing inflation, were: (a) X deduction from cur-

rent wages and salaries to be credited to ^ savings account

which would remain blocked for the duration of the war. This
savings deduction is in addition to the income tax withhold-

ing. The very lowest incomes would be exempt from both tax

and savings deductions, and those just above the lowest level

would he subject to a savings hut not a tax deduction. The
proportion of the total deduction whicji represented taxes

would increase as income increased. Interest would he paid

7. How to Pay for the For, page 69. Italics in tlie onginal.
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OB savings ai 2V2 per cent per annunic (b) At the appropriate

time after the war^ the saviiigs accounts would be unblocked

and become available for spending. The propitious time for

unblocking this purchasing power would be when a defi-

ciency of effective demand threatened to lead the economy

into a postwar depression* (c) Other provisions included

tiie payment of cash allowances to all families with children^

an iron ration at fijced prices supported by governmental

subsidies^ permission to unblock some savings for excep-

tional and unavoidable emergencies such as illness and hos-

pitalization, credits for prewar commitments to mortgage

payments and life insurance premiums, and a capital levy

for raising funds with which to make payment of the deferred

incomes.^

In wartime,rthe budget problem of how to pay for the war

and the inflation problem of how to keep prices down should

be approached from the consumption end. The borrowing

problem then becomes ^‘child’s play.”'^ The aggregate amount

of wartiipe consumption for all classes in Britain was as-

sumed to be fixed, regardless of the method used to finance

the war. The problem of consumption was therefore one of

equitable distribution of a fixed amount of goods and services*

This amount was less than the aggregate prewar consump-

tion. Keynes offered his plan of d'oferred pay as the only

means whereby war sacrifices could be in proportion to abil-

4ty to bear them. Taxation alone was not a practicable means,

and voluntary saving""could be made adequate only if assisted

by inflation. The Keynes plan was intended to permit some

increase above the prewar level in the consumption of those

with incomes below 75 shillings ($15) per week, no change

in the aggregate consumption of all tliose with incomes below

5 pounds ($20) per week, and a reduction on the average of

about one-third in the consumption of those with incomes

above 5 pounds ^(^20) per week. The progressive incidence

of the plan accorded with the well-established principles of

8. Keynes, “The Income and Fiscal Potential of Great Britain/’ The
nomic Journal, December. 1939, Vol. XLIX, No. 196, page 633.
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social justice wHch a democracy should exteni rather than

abandon in* time of war.

The low-income groups (below $20 per week) would be

able in the aggregate to buy just as much as they enjoyed

before the war and just as muchj if not more^ than they would

be able to enjoy during the war under any alternate plan^

and at the same time they would have savings left over with

which to buy things after the war. The extra rewards for some

of the extra effort expended during the war would he merely

deferred and. not taken away for good* Under Keynes^ plan^

the working class as well as the capitalist clSss would share

in thd ownership of the national debt, a privilege usually en-

joyed by the capitalist class alone. Under the probable al-

ternative of price inflation, the working class would spend all

its money during the war, get no more for it, apd sacrifice the

privilege of spending after the war some of the money earned

during the war. ^Tnflation . . . allows them to spend and de-

prives them of the fruit of spending.”® ®

The deferred-pay plan is consistent with a maximum free-

dom of choice on the part of consumers in deciding what to

consume. In contrast, a system of universal rationing pre-

supposes that all consumers have app)roximateiy the same

tastes, an assumption obviously far from valid. A few com-

modities dike sugar, bread, and salt may he rationed in equal

allotments without interfering with consumer preference, but

for most items entering into consumption, tastes of individu-^

als differ so widely that it is far better to iimit the total amount

of spending and let the individuals decide for themselves

what they will buy. This does not mean thS,t rationing and

price control can be dispensed with altogether. It doe® mean
that direct controls over consumption are not the most suit-

able method for controlling the over-all distribution of con-

sumers goods. If, in addition to rationing, all prices are fixed

and there is an excess of purchasing power,^eople find them-

selves with money in their pockets when' there is nothing to

9. How to Fay for the page 49.
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buy* If tbe prices of essentials only are controlledj the excess

buying power is diverted the uncontrolled items whose

prices tend to skyrocket. There then develops great pressure

to divert materials into those activities where prices and

profits are high, Henceg it becomes necessary to control the

flow of materials into channels where they are most essential

rather than where they are most profitable. Such controls

necessarily involve extensive interference with personal and

business affairs and unavoidably degenerate into widespread

^^black markef ’ operations.

Since the problem of avoiding inflation is to be attacked

from the consumption end, it is misleading to suppose' that

the issue is primarily one of borrowing directly from the pub-

lie rather than from the banking system. The amount of

money that can, he borrowed from the banks without setting

up inflationary pressures depends on the liquidity preference

of the business community and of investors for the transac-

tions, precautionary, and speculative motives. In wartime,

when investment is strictly controlled, the rate of interest is

not of direct consequence in relation to the volume of invest-

ment However, the limits to the ability of the economic sys-

tem to absorb new money will be indicated by a sharp rise

in the prices of securities (an undue fall in the rate of inter-

est) . In the expansion of economic activity in the early phases

of war, the volume of money needed for transactions will in-

cjrease because of larger output, higher prices (caused by

increasing costs and profits), and higher wages. There is also

need for more money to satisfy the precautionary holdings

arising from la/ge tax liabilities and other contingencies.

Ke3mes'-estimated that war activity in Britain required an in-

crease in cash holdings of from 20 to 25 per cent over prewar

needs. Therefore, in the early stages of war it is desirable for

the Treasury to sell bonds to the banking system. Borrowing

from the banking System should not, however, be continued

beyond the expansion stage. It is a once-and-for-all source of

financing the governmental budget. After the supply of money
has been adjusted* to maximum activity, the total quantity of
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money should he kept approximately constant for the dura-

tion. Borrowing thereafter should come directly from the

puhlic rather than from the hanliing system.

Financing the war and preventing inflation in Britain in the

early forties offered a perfect opportunity for social action

of the type represented in the deferred-pay plan because it

was one of those situations in which each benefits by a rale

that applies to all. Compulsory saving was a social guarantee

that each would he protected in doing for his own good what

was also good for others providing all behaved in the same

way. A single individual cannot protect hin^elf against in-

flation by saving when others are not saving. Therefore, in

the absence of assurance that others will save, the individual

has less incentive to do so, even though he would prefer to

save if he knew that everybody else would do likewise. Under

war conditions, if all save, all will be benefitted by lower

prices now and by having something left over to spend in the

future. But if some save while others do® not, all will pay

higher prices for a fixed amount of goods; the spenders will

have nothing left over and the value of the savers’ money
will diminish in value as a result of the spending of the non-

savers. Authorities who appeal to individuals to save under

these circumstances but do not take steps to protect the value

of the savings are guilty of half-way measures. The desir-

able policy is to make the rules for saving the same for alL

That is what Keynes’ plan of deferred pay was intended to do.
<r

Postwar Inflation

The foregoing analysis which has related the principle of

effective demand to the problem of wartime inflation may be

applied with only minor modifications to postwar or 'peace-

time inflation. Inflation is always caused by an excess of

effective demand above the level needed foi^ full employment,

just as unemployment is always caused by a deficiency of ef-

10. Keynes, “The Income and Fiscal Potential of Great Britain,” The EcO'-

nomic Journal^ December, 1939, Vol. XLIX, No. 196, page 635.
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fective demand below the level required for full employmenL

Inflation and imemplo5niieiit 'are the twin evils of the failure

to harmonize the volume of ‘effective demand with the basic

aims of full employment and stable prices. If the volume of

investment exceeds the size of the gap between income and

consumption at full employment, prices rise until the size of

the gap is accommodated to the amount of investment. In

war, when government expenditures are fixed by military

necessity, steps to avoid price inflation are confined to lower*

ing the current private propensity to consume, that is, to re»

ducing private cs^nsumption until the gap between income and

consumption is large enough to accommodate government

expenditure plus private capital formation. In wartime the

latter is of minor significance. In peacetime, price inflation

may he attacked either by widening the size of the full em-

ployment gap between income and consumption until it is

accommodated to the volume of investment, or by reducing

the amount of investment to fit the size of the gap between

income and consumption in terms of existing prices. This is

merely to say the exigencies of peace are less than those of

war. The effective demand for either consumption or invest-

ment, or both, may be adjusted to make the aggregate demand

equal the level required for full employment without inflation.

Consiimptioii

The means whereby the propensity to consume may be low-

ered are the same in peace as in war, that is, taxation, volun-

tary saving and compulsory saving, supplemented by price

control and ratiodiing. However, the political and social at-

mosphere for executing these measures is much less favorable

in peace than in war. Much of the voluntary abstinence exer-

cised by consumers during war is purely a temporary phe-

nomenon induced by the psychological satisfaction of sub-

mitting to patriotic sacrifices. Government bonds are more

readily purchased in war than in peace by the great mass of

consumers. With the cessation of war there is a strong psycho-

logical release from the self-imposed sacrifices of war in
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favor of a propensity to spend the savings whibh have accn»

muiated during the waio This psychological impatience re^

fleets itself in free spending arM in political pressure for a

quick end to price controls^ rationing, high taxes, and bond
purchases.. A compulsory-savings plan which might he polit-

ically acceptable in war, as it was to some extent in England

but not in the United States during the second world war^ is

not likely to be tolerated in peace, although an increase in

social security deductions might be used for this end to the

mutual benefit of workers and non-workers alike« There may
be irony but there is no paradox in tlie circihnstance that the

more successfully inflation is staved off during war, the less

likely it is to be staved off after war- The bigger the dam, the

bigger the deluge when the dam gives way, and analogously^

the greater the success attained in restraining consumer spends

ing in war, the greater will be the difficulty of holding back

the flood of potential effective demand which the public is

impatient to release as soon as the war is over* If political

and personal impatience gains the upper hand ^before the

conversion from military to civilian production is completed,

the increase in prices is likely to be very great indeed. Hence,

it is not so strange that inflation is -often more severe in a
postwar than in a war period.

Postwar inflation is 3X)t inevitable. The controls which work
in war will worl^in peace if they are given a chance. There is

no necessary reason why the purchasing power that has been
dammed up in war need be permitted lt> break loose when the

war is over. Reductions in military demands that follow the

end of war ease the pressures that tend to^raise prices. The
inflation that struck the United States after the second world
war was a consequence of the political immaturity of the gen-

eral public in relation to the purpose and functions of such
controls. A public steeped in the tradition that com«*

petition is the cure-all for economic ills® fell easy prey to

those who, whether out of self-delusion*or self-interest, pro-

claimed that the end of price control and a return to competi-

tion would bring down prices. Urged on by a flood of propa-
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gandas, ther^was a teadiong rush to end all controls^ Without

public support to continue <Sontrois^ the fight against inflation

was lost because no system' of controls can work effectively

unless it has the co-operation of the general publiCo Adminis-

trative rationing, which is never justified except for its greater

equity as compared with the ^WturaF^ rationing of higher

prices, was scrapped. This undermined price control which

was quickly beaten down to a skeleton and finally placed on

the ash pile in the middle of 1946. In the first six months fol-

lowing the end of price control in June of 1946, wholesale

prices rose 25'^pex cent as compared with a rise of only 10

per cent in the four years from mid4942 to mid-1946. Retail

prices and the cost of living were held down quite success-

fully during the war but surged wildly upward following the

removal of OPA controls. In some instances people with low

incomes were forced to eat less because their pocketbooks

were exhausted by high prices. After a Congressional investi-

gation of prices, Senator Flanders reported in September of

1947 that many white collar workers in New York were under-

nourished because they were unable to afford the food re-

quired for a balanced diet. This is the manner in which the

^^law of supply and demand’’ redistributes real income in

periods of inflation. It takes away from some and gives to

others in ways which bear no necessary relation to what social

consensus would regard as equitable. An ^vantage of posi-

tive social action is, of course, that equity may be consciously

taken into account

The three elements of effective demand in war are govern-

ment expendituie, private consumption, and private capital

formaffon. At the conclusion of a great war, the first element

falls precipitously while the second and third rise sharply.

Postwar inflation is partly a question of whether the decrease

in the first element exceeds or falls short of the increase in

the other two. In ^the United States from 1945 to 1946, gov-

ernment purchases fell by $52 billion, while private consump-

tion expenditure rose $22 billion and total investment (gross

domestic plus net foreign) rose by $21 billion. Meanwhile,
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witli price controls still in effect, the cost of livii^ index rose^

only 4 points, from 129 in June, J.945, to 133 in June, 1946

(19354939 = 100) « From 19^6 to 1947 government pur»

chases fell by only $2 billion, private consumption expendi-

ture rose by $21 billion, and total investment (gross domestic

plus net foreign) rose by $7 billiom With government pur-

chases leveling off, and consumption and investment expendi-

ture continuing to rise, and in the absence of price controls,

the cost-of-living index soared from 133 in June, 1946, to

157 in June, 1947, and reached 172 in June, 19484^

Although the magnitudes of government e^^penditure, pri-

vate consumption, and investment are the most important con-

siderations in relation, lo price movements, there are other

important factors he:;ring on price movements in immediate

postwar periods. On the output side there is the major prob-

lem of converting from military to civilian pfoduction. Con-

temporary industrial society is characterized by an extremely

complicated technology which is not easily converted from

one line of production to another. There must elapse at the

end of any major war a critical period during which final out-

put falls below the pt)tential maximum because of the change

in the direction of production. Industrial disputes between

labor and management also tend to delay the return to a full

level of peacetime production. If during this critical conver-

sion period, pent up demands from the war are permitted to

surge into the maTket for whatever is available, the inevitable

consequence is a sharp rise in prices, frice inflation occurs^

when a surplus of effective demand comes into the market to

purchase the available supply of goods. Inflation can be at-

tacked either by reducing the quantity of effective demand or

by increasing the quantity of goods. In the short ran, it may
be necessary to suppress the effective demand. In the long run,

the prodigious productive capacity of modem technology is

the surest guarantee against inflation.

IL The cost-of-living data are those of the U.S. Bureau of Laboy Statistics,

and the national Income and product data those of the U.S. Department of

£k>inmerce.
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At the close of the second world war there existed an

immense backlog of unsatis^ed demand for consumers goods

of all types. By the end of, 1946 the supply of many non-

durable goods had caught up with demand, and there was

concern over the growing size of inventories. A longer period

is required to meet the backlog of demand for durable con-

sumers goods than for non-durables. However, by the fourth

quarter of 1947 nearly all consumer durables were being

produced in sufficient volume to meet an unprecedented cur-

rent demand and, in addition, to cut into the backlog from the

war. Radios, v^uum cleaners, washing machines, refrigera-

tors, and automobiles were being turned out more rapidly

than in the previous peak year of 1941. Only in the case of

automobiles was current output failing: to gain rapidly on

demand. It was predicted in the spring of 1948 that any seri-

ous weakening In aggregate demand was likely to originate in

the consumers durable goods sector of the economy.

c

Investment

Private^Capital Formation: In the short run, under condi-

tions of full employment, investment is always carried on at

the expense of consumption. Postwar conditions usually

favor a strong inducement to invest as well as a strong pro-

pensity to consume, to cause a two-fold pressure toward an

inflationary rise in prices. The inducement to invest is deter-

mined by the rate of interest and the marginal efficiency of

capital. The fiscal and.monetary policy followed in the United

States during the second world war tended to accentuate the

downward trend- of interest rates. During recent years the

long-term rate of interest has been reduced to about three per

cent on gilt-edged corporate bonds and to less than three per

cent on long-term government bonds. Short-term interest rates

are even lower than long-term rates. These low interest rates,

taken along with the high marginal efficiency of capital which

follows the destructk)n of capital assets in war areas and the

12. See L. J. Atkinson, “Backlog Demand for Consumers* Durable Goods,**

Survey of Current Business, April, 1948, VoL XXVIII, No. 4, pages 15-21.
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war-enforced cessation of inyestment in many types of capita?

assets even in non-war areas^ leads to a high level of private

investment in the years following a major war. In addition to

the task of restocking inventories to normal levels^ there

exists a heavy demand for durable producers goods. Plant

and equipment which has worn out or become obsolete dur-

ing the war will require replacement, and the business com-

munity will be eager to get on with its war-deferred programs

for plant expansion. During 1946 gross private domestic in-

vestment (including housing) in the United States rose to

$25 billion, and in 1947 to $28 billion, as-i^compared with

only » $9 billion in the prewar year 1939. That part of do-

mestic investment consisting of plant and equipment expendi-

tures, especially in manufacturing, showed signs of leveling

off in 1948, but nevertheless it continued to exert a major
^

inflationary pressure. The great postwar housing boom is an

inflationary factor, and many years will be required to fill

the postwar demand. Inflationary pressures on rents and

building materials promise to continue for an extended

period. The longer period of time which must elapse before

the demand for houSing can be met is the justification for re-

taining rent controls after other forms of price control have

been eliminated.

Exports: From the pqint of view of any national economy,

net exports—^that is, exports in excess of imports—^represent

a form of investment. Net exports are production in excess of

current consumption, which is the fuiylamental meaning of

investment. The huge demand from Europe and other foreign

areas for American goods for rehabilitatiom and reconstruc-

tion is one of the great and continuing sources of inflationary

pressure which has followed the second world war. Millions

of tons of food, locomotives, coal, steel, clothing, and almost

every conceivable type of item are being shipped abroad in

response to desperate needs of these areas®for the goods that

will enable the people to survive and to rebuild on the rubble

heaps left by the most destructive conflagration in the history

of the world. At one point during 1947, the net exports from
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the United States rose to a rate of nearly one billion dollars

per month. This means that from this source alone incomes

were being earned by workers and owners in the United States

to the extent of nearly a billion dollars a month in excess of

the value of the goods available for purchase. The removal of

goods from the domestic economy naturally leaves less to

buy and creates relative shortages which, taken in conjunc-

tion with other conditions of the postwar period, tends to

drive up prices. These pressures are temporary because they

are peculiar to the aftermath of a great war. They will not

continue indefinitely both because of the inability of foreign-

ers to pay dollars and because the foreigners will not wish to

continue to buy American goods on so vast a scale when their

own domestic productive capacity is restored. But as long as

these demands for exports continue and as long as dollars are

available in the hands of foreigners to pay for them, net ex-

ports will contribute to higher prices for goods sold within

the United States,

The rate of net exports fell ofF rather sharply toward the

end of 1947 and in the early months of 1948, but passage of

the Foreign Assistance Act in the spring of 1948 gave assur-

ance that they would continue at a high level xmtil 1952 or

1953. During 1948 the foreign aid program contributed to

aggregate demand and thus to domestic inflation. In later

years it may provide some protection against large-scale

domestic unemployment. In the long nm,'lepayment of for-

eign loans will depend on the willingness of the United

States to accept large imports of goods. During the 1920’s

the United States played the comic role of insisting that debts

from the first world war be paid while making repayment vir-

tually impossible by raising tariff walls to an all-time high. If

the American economy continues to operate as it did during

the 1920’s and 1930’s, it may be better off if the postwar

loans of the second world war are never repaid because a net

import of goods, representing negative investment, working

through the multiplier principle, might be a major factor con-

tributing to unemployment and depression. One of the ironies
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of OUT economic system is that foreign demand^ which in later

years would provide a bulwark against unemployment in the

United States, is concentrated in a period in which it con-

tributes to inflation*

Large Government Expenditures: Government expenditures

constitute part of aggregate effective demand. At the conclu-

sion of the second world war the total outlays of the federal

government declined sharply from, the wartime levels, but

remained very bigh in comparsion with about $8.5 billion in

the late ’thirties and less than $4 billion in the ’twenties. In

the first three years after the war, annual q|itlays had not

fallen below $35 billion and appeared destined to increase

rather than decrease. In combination with a high private pro-

pensity to consume and a strong private inducement to in-

vest, large government expenditures are a major force con-

tributing to rising prices.

Fiscal policy is the best weapon against inflation in peace

as well as in war. Since inflation is caused ^y too much spend-

ing, its cure lies in curtailing spending. Reductions in govern-

ment expenditure is one method and higher taxes is another

method for lessening demand. Strangely, it is sometimes ar-

gued that the best way to combat inflation is to reduce taxes

because they discourage investment, which will increase the

supply of goods. This is a dangerous contention from the

point of view of an effective anti-inflationary program. Where
there is already"^11 employment, additional investment re-

duces the flow of current consumer output and increases the^

flow of current consumer demand. Consumers goods which
will come onto the market in the future after new factories

have been built will not help to avoid inflation now. Timing
fiscal policy in order to regularize the flow of effective de-

mand is the core of the problem. Too much demand at one
time, followed by too little demand at another time, has been
responsible for the boom-and-bust patterii which has char-

acterized the free enterprise economies since the Napoleonic
Wars. If an economy is already in the throes of inflation, it

will only intensify its malady by lowering .taxes. Reduction
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of the federal income tax in the spring of 1948 illustrates

how economic wisdom is often sacrificed to political expedi-

ency. With full employment and with prices already risings

the public was given more money to spend at the very time

Congress was voting to spend billions for the Foreign Assis-

tance Act and was preparing to increase by more billions the

outlay for armaments. Under such circumstancesj more
money left in the pay check means more money taken out at

the grocery store. In peace as in war, when the public spends

more money for a fixed qilantity of goods it is rewarded only

with higher prices. Unfortunately, the money illusion is strong

enough to protect the political profiteers. Higher rather'than

lower taxes are appropriate to a period of inflation,

While government is not a net contributor to inflation as

long as it takes more money away from people than it pays

out to them, it can always suppress inflationary tendencies by

increasing the amount of money it takes away or by reducing

the amount it pays^out. A budget surplus is in the nature of a

negative investment, just as a government deficit is in the

nature of S positive investment. By increasing the size of the

surplus in its cash budget, the government may provide an

offset to the large positive investment for private capital for-

mation and for net exports, and help to reduce the gap be-

tween income and current consumption to a size consistent

with full employment without inflation.
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CHAPTER 11

Further Applications of Keynes^
General Theory of Employment

With Keynes, practical advice was the^ goal and beacon-

light of analysis . . »

Joseph A. Schumpeter, The American Economic Review^

Septemher, 1946, page 504.

r

This chapter illustrates a few of the^uses that have been

made of Keynes’ The General Theory of Employment^ Inter

est and Money in some of the more important fields of eco-

nomic policy. Previous chapters have indicated the relation of

the General Theory to monetary policy, fiscal policy, public

works, and inflation. In this chapter tlj^ fruitfulness of

^Keynes’ work is further illustrated with reference to business

cycles, international trade, and international finance.

Business Cycles

In offering an explanation of what determines at any time the

prevailing level of employment and income, Keynes’ General

Theory provides also an explanation of the business cycle

since the business^^ycle is nothing more than a rhythmic fluc-

tuation in the over-all level of emplojnnent, income, and out-

put. During the past decade, Keynes’ general theory has be-

come the focal point of discussion in the field of business-

266
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cycle analysis. It should be clear, however, that,his work is

ncft a theory of the business cycled as such. It is much more

and also much less than that. It is more than a theory of the

business cycle in the sense that it offers a general explanation

for the level of employment, quite independently of the cycli»

cal nature of changes in employment. It is less than a complete

theory of the business cycle because it makes no attempt to

give a detailed accoimt of the various phases of the cycle, and

does not examine closely the empirical data of cyclical fluc-

tuations, something which any complete study of the business

cycle would presumably attempt to do. Keyn^’ Chapter 22

entitled ^^Notes on the Trade Cycle’’ serves as a link between

his general theory of employment and the conventional sub-

ject matter of businesai-cycle theory.

Keynes finds the essence of the business cycle in variations

in the rate of investment caused by cyclical fluctuations in the

marginal efficiency of capital The rate of interest, which

along with the marginal efficiency of capitel determines the

rate of investment, is relatively ‘‘‘sticky” or stable and is not

a motivating force in cyclical fluctuations, although it does act

as a reinforcing factol, especially in the financial crisis which

often marks the early stage of depression. Likewise, the pro-

pensity to consume is relatively stable and is not an important

factor accounting for cyclical fluctuations. Thus, of the three

independent variables determining the volume of employment

(the marginal efffiiency of capital, the rate of interest, and

the propensity to consume), it is the niarginal efficiency of

capital which plays the all-important role in business cycles.

When it is recalled that the marginal efficiency of capital is

nothing but another name for the expected rate of profit on
new investment, we arrive at the very common-sense observa-

tion that business cycles in a profit economy result from
variations in the rate of profit, or more specifically, from
fluctuations in expectations as to what the ^ates of profit on
varying types of investment will be in the future. In Chap“

ter 7, it was noted that instability is the leading characteristic

of the marginal efficiency of capital in the short rim, as dis«
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anct from Ae .secular tendency to decline in the long run

under the impact of an increasing abundance of capital assets.

The ^^marginal efficiency of capitaF" differs from the more

conventional ^Vate of profit” primarily in the emphasis in the

former upon the expected as contrasted with the realized rate

of return on capital assets. Our earlier discussion of expecta-

tions, including the place of the stock exchange in their deter-

mination, indicates the precarious nature of knowledge upon

which expectations are based and explains why the marginal

efficiency of capital is subject to sudden and violent changes.

The multiplier#' resting upon the fundamental principle that

as income increases (decreases), consumption also increases

(decreases), but by less than income, explains the cumulative

nature of expansion and contraction. Ofxe started in a given

direction, activity in the whole economic system continues in

that direction imtil checked by the exhaustion of the forces

which push it upward and downward. These upswings and

downswings move .erratically rather than smoothly. Although

there is great instability in economic life, there are limits to

the degree of instability. The range within which cyclical fluc-

tuations occur is explained by the principle that when income

changes, consumption changes, but by lesser amounts.

The concept of the business cycle implies, in addition to

the cumulative nature of economic :|orces that gradually ex-

haust themselves, some degree of regularity in the timing and

duration of these alternate expansions 'Tnd contractions.

T’herefore, a theory of the business cycle must explain the

cyclical nature of economic fluctuations. Some types of eco-

nomic fluctuations are not of a cyclical nature, but there are

econoipic movements which are sufficiently regular in their

recurrence to justify the concept of the business ^^cycle.”

Keynes suggests that these movements were more character-

istic of the nineteenth century than they are of the twentieth.

In the nineteenth century, the tremendous forces of economic

growth and expansion maintained the marginal efficiency of

capital at a level which, taken in relation to the rate of inter-

est, was high enough to permit variations between full em-
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ployment and less than full employment^ between good

times and bad times. In the twcMtieth century^ the slowing

down of factors like population growth and geographical ex-

pansion and the great increase in the accmnulation of capital

assets have^ except in time of war and for a few years there-

alters rendered full employment virtually iinattainaHe in an

economy following the traditional policies of laissez-faire

capitalism. The threat of secular stagnation has replaced the

business cycle as the major problem of economic policy. But

even within the framework of secular stagnation^ cyclical

movements persist. There are still business cyc|,es even though

they are fluctuations between bad and worse times rather than

between good and bad times.

Course and phases of the business cycle

If we begin our sketch of the business cycle "^ith the period

of expansion that leads into the boom, we find investment

going on at a rapid pace. The outlook is optimistic^ confidence

in the future is firm, the marginal efficiency of capital is highj,

and employment is rising. The prevailing opinion is that

business activity wiS continue to improve for an indefinite

period. Through the multiplier effect, each increment of new
investment stimulates consumption to cause a multiple in-

crease in income. As expansion enters the boom stage, the

economic forces which tend to lower the marginal efficiency

of capital begin assert themselves. The high marginal effi-

ciency of capital is subjected to pressure from two directions

"

—^from increasing costs of production of new capital assets as

shortages and bottlenecks of fiiaterials and labor develop, and
from the increasing abundance of output from recently com-

pleted capital assets which tends to lower some yields below

expectations. The marginal efficiency of capital remains high

only as long as optimism prevails and confidence in the future

remains. Ultimately, the belief that high r^i;es of return from
new capital assets can continue indefinitely will reveal itself

as an illusion. Costs of production continue to rise and output

from competing investments continues to flow into the markeL
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'The realities of costs and competition finally triumph over

psychological optimism. When this occurs, as it inevitehly

must, optimism gives way to skepticism and then to pessimism.

At this point, the marginal efficiency of capital collapses with

a suddenness that may he catastrophic. All of the psycholog-

ical forces which are so important in the erratic behavior of

the stock exchange play a leading role in explaining the fall

in the marginal efficiency of capital. As Keynes says, “It is of

the nature of organized investment markets . . . that, when

disillusion falls upon an over-optimistic and over-bought mar-

ket, it shotxld 4all with sudden and even catastrophic force.”

(p. 316) ^ Investments which were made in anticipation of six

per cent may, as a result of rising costs and falling yields, fall

to only two per cent in conditions of high employment. But

when over-optimism is replaced by over-pessimism, unem-

ployment spreads, and the investment which would yield two

per cent under high employment conditions may yield nothing

at all under conditions of widespread unemployment.

The turning point from expansion to contraction is thus ex-

plained by a collapse in the marginal efficiency of capital.

The change from an upward to a downward tendency takes

place suddenly, and in this respect differs from the turning

point from contraction to expansion, which occurs more grad-

ually and often imperceptibly. The contraction which follows

the collapse of the marginal efficiency of capital is likely to

proceed at a rapid pace both because of iSfe multiplier effect

^ and because of a rise in the rate of interest. When investment

begins to fall, the multiplier works in reverse. Each dollar of

decreased investment multiplies itself into several dollars of

decreased income. Employment goes tumbling down as in-

vestment falls off. The rate of interest rises because liquidity

preference rises. The desire to liquidate inventories as well as

securities before prices fall far, the reluctance to buy while

prices are falling, and the need for money to meet contrac-

tual obligations at “'a time when sales are falling, all tend to

1. The General Theory of Employment^ Interest and Money* New Yofk, Hass
court. Brace and Co^ Inc^ 1936,
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increase the strength of liquidity preference. rise in the-

rate of interest is reflected in. a fall in the prices of securities,

especially bonds, whose yields aje fixed in money. When a
long-term bond paying $40 a year, previously selling at

$1000, falls in. the market to $800, the market rate of interest

on this type of security has risen from 4 to approximately

5 per cent. Once the rate of interest Begins to rise, the expec-

tations of further rises tend to increase still further liquidity

preference for the speculative motive. With everyone wishing

to sell and no. one wishing to buy, and with the prices of secu-

rities and goods tending to fall precipitously m a beggar-thy-

neigbbor fashion, money becomes the safest form of asset in

which to store wealth during the economic crisis.

The collapse of thc^marginal efficiency of capital is the pre-

dominant cause of the crisis. Although many of the same
forces which precipitate the collapse of the marginal efficiency

of capital also raise the rate of interest through their influ-

ence upon expectations affecting liquidity preference, the

sharp rise in liquidity preference occurs after the marginal
efficiency of capital has collapsed. The rise in liquidity pref-

erence leading to a sharp increase in the rate of interest con-

tributes to a further decline in invesjpient and renders the
slump intractable. This increase in the interest rate which
occurs after the onset ofjhe crisis is to he distinguished from
smaller increases which usually take place during the boom
as a result of increases in the demand for money to facilitate

a larger volume of transactions. -

The drastic fall in security prices on the Stock exchange
which accompanies the collapse of the marginal efficiency of
capital tends to lower the propensity to consume, flquity
holders are less prone to spend on consumption when the
value of their investments is going down than when the value
of their investments is going up. Although the propensity to
consume depends primarily on current income, it is also
influenced by capital gains and capital losses, even thnngh
these may he purely “paper” gains and losses and do not
affect realized income. A man is more likely to feel he can
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afford a new automobile each year when Ms stocks are Mgh
and going M^er than when Ms stocks are low and going

lower. Keynes suggests that a rising stock market may be

essential to a satisfactory propensity to consume in a “stock-

minded” country like the United States (p. 319).

Just as the collapse of the marginal efficiency of capital is

the predominant cause of contraction in business activity, so

its revival is the cMef requisite of recovery. Restoration of

business confidence is the most important yet the most diffi-

cult factor to achieve. After contraction has been under way

for a time, it may be possible through proper monetary man-

agement to lower the rate of interest, but in the absence of a

return of confidence, the marginal efficiency of capital may

remain so low that no practicable reduction in the rate of

interest"can stimulate substantial investment. Even if the rate

of interest were to be lowered to zero, business men would

not borrow if they had no expectation of making profits.®

The interval wMch must elapse before recovery will set in

is conditioned by (1) the time necessary for the wearing out

and obsolescence of durable capital, and (2) the time that

elapses before excess stocks, which adcumulate toward the

end of the boom, can.be absorbed. Just as the marginal effi-

ciency of capital, or rate of profit, is pushed down during

expansion by a growing abundance pf capital goods, so it will

be pushed up during contraction by a growing scarcity of

capital goods as a consequence of depredJStion and obsoles-

cence. Although the length of time is not rigidly determined,

it will be related to the average durability of capital assets at

the particular s^.age of economic development of the business

cycle .in question. Average durability of capital assets will

2* ft is often argued that a zero rate ol interest would lead to an infinite

amount of borrowing and by tbis route to inflation. This conclusion does not

follow. If loans are for a finite period and if there is no guarantee that they

will be renewed, as is the case in the banking world, there is no reason to

assmne that a zero raie of interest would have any great stimulating effect in

the de]^9 of a severe depression. Investment would not increase as long as

the marginal efficiency of capital were less than zero, as it may well be for

some time after its collapse. See William I. Fellner, Monetary Policies md
FuU Employment^ page 169. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1946.
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change over time^ and as it changes the length oi the period of
^

contraction will tend to change in a corresponding direction. ^

The length of the contraction period is also conditioned by

the time required to absorb excess stocks of goods left over

from the Loom. When the slump sets in and demand falls^

entrepreneurs must choose between selling currently at losses

or storing their goods until prices rise again to profitable

levels. The latter alternative is conditioned by the carrying

costs of stocks of goods. The costs of storage set a limit to the

number of months or years over which stocks can profitably

be carried. This time interval differs for diffSrent types of

goods and with the storage facilities of different firms. For the

economy as a whole^, however, there will be a fairly definite

period beyond which" the carrying costs of stocks ^become

prohibitive.
^

During the time that stocks are being depleted, total prO"

duction may be less than total consumption. The absorption

of excess stocks per se represents disinvestment or negative

investment, which has a depressing effect on employment, just

as positive investmenthas a stimulating effect on employment
If disinvestment through stock absorption is sufBciently wide*

spread and sufficiently rapid, total income may temporarily

fall below consumption. Such a situation can be only tempo-

rary because effective demand is self-perpetuating at a level

where income is ^pual to consumption, that is, where there is

no gap between income and consumption so that no investment

is required to fill the gap. When consflmption exceeds in-

come, the average propensity to consume is greater than

unity. According to the principle of effective demand, income

will tend to rise at least to the level at which the awrage
propensity to consume is unity. At any rate, when the absorp-

tion process is complete and disinvestment ceases, some im-

provement in employment will he experienced even though

there is no increase in consumption and nS positive invest-

ment.

The pattern of the cycle is also influenced by changes in the

volume of working capital, or goods in process, as distinct
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from stocksof.finished goods. Disinvestment in working capi«

tal begins earlier, and reinvestment also begins earlier, dian

in the case of stocks of finished goods. So far as stocks and

their carrying costs are cansal influences, Keynes estimates

the period of contraction should not as a rule exceed tnree

to five years in a modern industrial economy. Thus, the time

required for durable assets to wear out and the time required

to absorb surplus stocks together explain the approximate

length of time before the marginal efficiency of capital will

recover from the collapse it suffers at the end of.the boom.
• The rate of interest plays a part in the transition from

contraction to expansion, although, as in the transition' fi'om

expansion to contraction, it is secondary in importance to

the marginal efficiency of capital. Durfiig the period of con*

traction'which prepares the way for the recovery of invest*

ment, the rate of interest has a “natural” tendency to fall as

a result of the decrease in the quantity of money required for

business and income transactions. Even in the absence- of a

deliberate monetary policy aimed at lowering the rate of in-

terest, the decline in prices and in the number of transactions

will make additional ftmds available to satisfy the demand for

money as a store of v?-lue. Although liquidity preference for

the speculative motive may remain high, the increased quan-

tity of money available to satisfy this motive may be suffi-

cient to lower the rate of interest to a significant extent. The

lower rate of interest, combined with a gradual recovery of

the marginal efficiency of capital, will in time increase the

inducement to invest and cause the expansion phase of the

business cycle to set in once again. The length of the boom
will he determined, roughly, by the time necessary to pro-

duce a sufficient increase in capital assets to cause a break in

the marginal efficiency of capital, which leads once again into

depression.

The iHvestment miillipMer and the trade cycle

A factor in Keynes’ ffieory of the business cycle which is

of significance, even though he does not develop it in his



chapter on “Notes on the Trade Cycle,” is inTestment^

multiplier^ .As a rale, the investment multiplier falls in the

expansion phase of the cycle and rises in the contraction

phase. This cyclical change, or perhaps it might more appro-

priately be called an anti-cyclicai change since it moves

against the cycle, means that the multiplying power of equal

amounts of investment becomes less and less with each fur-

ther increase in employment and income. Each addition, to

income and employment becomes more costly in terms of in-

vestment. Each higher level of economic activity becomes

more difficult to attain than the preceding ie^l in terms of

investaient. As a multiplier of income, investment gradually

weakens until at the peak of the boom it is at its lowest point

of efficiency. In contraction, the decline in income and em-

ployment is accompanied by a rising multiplier. ‘At each

lower level a fall of one dollar in investment firili result in a

relatively greater fall in income, so that contraction is speeded

up in depression by a rising multiplier as expansion is

slowed down in the boom by a falling multiplier. Of course,

the multiplier principle works in both directions 'vfith equal

force at any point irf the cycle. In the boom, when the multi-

plier has a low value, say, of 2, an additional dollar of in-

vestment will increase income by only $2, but by the same
token, a decrease of $1 ^in investment will lower income by

only $2. In deep depression when the multiplier has a high

value, say of 5, S^urther fall in investment of |1 results in .

a fall in income of $5; but by the same^oken, an increase in

"

investment of $1 will lift income by $5. The violence of con-

traction after the collapse of the marginal efficiency of capital

is to he explained by the large absolute amount of fall in

investment rather than by a high multiplier value. As busi-

ness activity dwindles to lower levels, the absolute amount of

the fall in investment declines hut this tends to he offset by a
rising multiplier.

The fall of the multiplier in expansion*and its rise in con-

traction is explained by changes in the propensity to tonsume.

The principle that short-rim or cyclical changes in income are
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accompanied by smaller changes in consumption in the same

direction means that as income rises, the absolute size of tbe

gap between income and consumption increases, and as in»

come falls, the absolute size of the gap between income and

consumption diminishes. A rise in community income will

result in a smaller proportion of income being spent for con-

sumption, and a fall in community income will result in a

larger proportion of income being spent for consumption.

As a rule to which there may be exceptions, when commu-

nity income is high a smaller proportion of additions to in-

come will bei-spent for consumption than when community

income is low. When income is high, the community will

spend a lesser proportion of its total income and also a lesser

proportion of additions to its income '^than when income is

at a low level. This indicates a declining average and a de-

clining marginal propensity to consume. In terms of saving,

in contrast to consumption, the rule is that the community

will save a largei; proportion of its income and a larger pro-

portion of additions to income in a boom than in a depression.

The mulfiplier, being equal to the reciprocal of the marginal

propensity to save, will therefore tend to he lower in a boom

when income is high„, than in a depression when income is

low. If, for example, the marginal propensity to save is V2 in

the boom, the multiplier will he only 2, whereas if in the bot-

tom of a depression the marginal propensity to save is only

the multiplier will be 5. Therefore, iifthe boom an addi-

tional dollar of investment will increase income by only $2,

whereas in the depths of depression a dollar of investment

win increase income by $5, In the boom, the amount of in-

vestment necessary to maintain a high level of emplo3rment

will he large both in the absolute sense and also in the rela-

tive sense that an additional dollar of investment will support

only $2 of increased income. In depression, a relatively small

amount of investment may be capable of keeping income at

a level considerably above consumption, because each dollar

of additional investment will stimulate a $5 increase in

income.



Althoiigii in depression a relati¥ely smaE investoimt i#

capable of- keeping income at a* level considerably above

consumption^ it is also true tbat^a smaE faE in investment

leads to a relatively large faE in income—in the above eK-

ample a fall of $1 in investment leads to a $5 faE in income.

Once contraction begins and investment continues to falb

haps until it reaches zem or even lessj and the multipMer

increases in size, what is there to prevent employment from

faEing until no one is employed? The answer, of course, is

the principle of effective demand. Although the multiplier

grows in size, the total or absolute dependewe of employ^

ment tipon investment becomes less and less as income falls.

Since income faEs faster than consumption, the absolute size

of the gap between them becomes smaEer and smaEer until

at some point considerably below full employment but also

considerably above zero employment, the gap disappears en-

tirely. Income falls to equality with consumption, and may
temporarily fall below consumption. At or below^ the point

where income equals consumption, no investment is required

to stabilize the level of income. This is the level of’basic na-

tional income at which supply does create its own demand and

which is self-sustaining without investment. Here employment

is stabilized and will rest indefinitely until investmeiU revives

and begins to lift it upward once again. Hence Keynes’ theory

of effective demand and the multiplier principle derived

from it explain both the instabEity which characterizes the

business cycle and also the limits of the4nstability.

Keynes^ theory vs, overiiivestiiieiit and »

imdereoiisiiiiiptioii theories of the cycle
5,

In a strict sense Keynes’ theory of the business cycle is

neither an overinvestment nor an underconsumption theory,

although it has much more in common with the latter than

with the former. Most underconsumptioiF theories of the

cycle explain underconsumption in terms of previous ever-

investment which releases a flood of gCK^s so great than con-

sumer demand is incapable of absorbing them. As long as
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’^ihe point of reference is full employment, overinvestment

and imderconsumption amount to the same thing. Strange as

it may seem, the starting point of many explanations of the

business cycle is full employment so that many undercon-

sumption theories are also overinvestment theories. If over-

investment were the true cause of the business cycle, the

remedy for a slump would be to raise the rate of interest in

order to check excessive investment during the boom. Keynes,

however, is opposed to raising the rate of interest for the

purpose of checking investment during expansion. He sug-

gests a depres^on can best be avoided if the boom is perpetu-

ated by creating conditions which will maintain a high rate

of investment During booms there develop maladjustments

which should not be perpetuated, but, broadly speaking, the

fault of ihe economic system is not too much investment but

too little. Investment can be increased by lowering and not

by raising the rate of interest. Investment of the right type

should continue without interruption until capital assets cease

to he scarce and their rate of return is reduced to zero.

Keynes cSlis this the point of “full investment.” Only beyond

the point of full investment would “overlnvestmenl” have any

definite meaning. It vjould mean that additional investment

would lower the marginal efficiency of capital to a negative,

rate. Since there would be no incentive to invest at losses, net

investment would cease at the point of “full investment.”

Keynes agrees with the underconsumpttlfnists that an un-

equal distribution o# income contributes to an inadequate

demand for consumption goods and services, but he disagrees

with their view Aat depression is caused by an oversupply of

consuiper goods flowing from previous overinvestment. The

fault of most underconsumption theories lies in placing the

blame for depression and imemployment on savings which

are invested, whereas stress should be placed on potential

savings which are)not realized because of lack of investment.

The fault is more ehe of underinvestment than of overinvest-

ment. Keynes recommends attacking unemployment along two
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fronts—^by increasing consumption and investment simuj--

taneously..

Keynes’ stress on 'Underinvestment rather than undercon-

sumption is associated with his bonservative attitude toward

economic reform He recognizes that the need for more invest-

ment grows out of the limited ability to consume which, in

part at least, grows out of the concentration of income in

capitalistic society. Socialistically inclined underconsump-

tion theorists like John A. Hobson believe the remedy for un-

employment lies in increasing the propensity to consume

through a reconstruction of the economic ^stem, whereas

Keyaes accepts the existing social structure and the accom-

panying distribution of income and advocates making up for

the deficiency in csnsumef'^demand by increasing invest-

ment demand. Keynes apparently feels that when the point of

“full investment” in his sense is reached, thfe redistribution

of income will have automatically been taken care of because

the reward for owning as such will have disappeared in a

process he calls the “euthanasia of the rentier.” Keynes rec-

ognizes there is a strong case for redistributing iiScome in a

manner which will increase the propensity to ccsisume before

the point of “full investment” is reached, but this suggestion

is incidental rather than central and is not implemented in

his theoretical apparatim.

Interajitioiial Economic Relations

Long before Keynes wrote The General Theory of Employ-
ment, Interest and Money, he was one of the leading critics

of conventional views on monetary problems in the interna-

tional as well as in the domestic field. Nearly all of Keynes’

writings are filled with direct and indirect applications of

his theories to international economic relations. The General

Theory is more concerned with domestic than with interna-

tional economics, but even this work has significant applica-

tions to international economic theory aSid policy. A few of

these applications are developed in Chapter 23 of the General
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fheory and others are elaborated elsewhere in Ms writings^

especially in connection with his participation in die forma-

tion of the International Monetary Fund and the Interna-

tional Bank for ReconstruOtion and Developments Keynes

was the chief author of the British plan for an International

Clearing Unionj which was later integrated with the American
plan at Bretton Woods to form the Fund and the Banks

The favorable balance of trade as investment

Since the time of Adam Smithy nearly all academic econo-

mists have hegn severe critics of what they regard as the

^^fallacies” of mercantilism* Keynes’ criticisms of the classical

theory lead quite naturally to a sympathetic attitude toward

many mercantilistic ideas which economists have regarded as

long since dead and buried. Although it would he misleading

to call Ke5mes ^^mercantilisd” Ms position on some impor-

tant issues is much nearer the mercantilist than the classical

position.

A cardinal principle of mercantilism was high esteem for

a ‘^favorable balance of trade,” by which was meant an ex-

cess of exports of goods and services over imports of goods

and services. To the mercantilists, a favorable balance of

trade was a technique whereby an individual nation sold

more than it purchased abroad in order that it might collect

the difference, or ^‘balance,” in gold and silver. Precious

metals were regarded as a particularly desirable form of

wealth. For nations which did not mine gold and silver witMn
their borders, the businesslike method of acquiring them

was to sell morg goods than were bought in order that the

balance could be collected in money, that is, in gold and sil-

ver. Classical economics teaches that the idea of a favorable

balance of trade and the desire for large stores of precious

metals are irrational and illusory. According to classical doc-

trine, gold and silver are not true wealth and it is irrational

to attempt to accumulate large supplies of them. It is also

irrational to want to send more goods out of the country than

are brought into the country, since this leaves the nation poorer
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in real wealtBc The so-called favorable balanoe af trade is all

illusory technique for obtaining ’gold and silver except for

a brief period, because the importation of precious metals

increases the quantity of money within the domestic economy
and, by causing prices to rise, renders the domestic economy
a less favorable market in which to buy* With prices at a

higher level as a result of the increase in the quantity of

money, foreigners will huy less and some domestic buy-

ers who previously purchased at home will be driven to

purchase abroad because of higher domestic prices and.

lower foreign prices* The lower foreign prions result from

the unfavorable balance of trade of countries sending gold

and silver to the home country. The precious metals, which

for a time flow into fhe domestic economy, will set in motion

price movements that will cause them to flow oiit of the

country again,

Keynes finds considerable merit in the mercantilist theory

of the favorable balance of trade and pcdnts out important

fallacies in the classical argument. The favorable balance of

trade is desirable from the view of maintaining ernpioyment

because to the domestic economy it represents a form of in-

vestment. As the General Theavy shows, domestic employ-

ment can be maintained by a high rate of investment, which

may be either domestic or foreign. The current rate of foreign

investment is determined by the excess of exports over im-

ports, that is, by the size of the favorable balance of trade.

An increase in the favorable balance, sither in the form of

increased exports or of decreased imports, increases employ-

ment in the same way domestic investment increases employ-

ment. The multiplier effect and all the rest work in thg same
manner for foreign as for domestic investment. The total

investment of a nation is the excess of its production over

current domestic consumption. So far as the employment-

creating effects are concerned, it does not fnatter what form
the exports take. They may all be goods for current consump-

tion by foreigners, or they may be capital goods which will

be used for building up the productive capacity of the foreign
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Bation. Tiie excess of exports over imports, which is invest"

ment from the domestic pbint of view regardless of their

form, may represent from the world point of view either con-

sumption or investment. The"' foregoing chapters have empha-

sized repeatedly that, given the propensity to consume, the

maintenance of employment depends upon the volume of in-

vestment. Employment can increase only if there is an in-

crease in investment. If there is unemployment at home, an

increase in the size of the favorable balance of trade repre-

sents new investment to the nation in question and will, like

domestic investment, increase income not only by the amotmt

of investment but by some multiple of it, depending npon

the size of the multiplier. A high rate of investment has al-

ways been a necessary condition for ther successful function-

ing of capitalist economies. Hence, any policy which tends

to promote investment is desirable in capitalistic economies.

The mercantilists, who wrote during the period of early capi-

talism, were therefore fundamentally correct in their insight

which led them to advocate a favorable balance of trade.

A favofable balance of trade works in yet another way to

promote domestic employment. The importation of precious

metals resulting from^the favorable balance increases the

domestic quantity of money, lowers the rate of interest at

home, and stimulates a larger volume of domestic investment.

During early capitalism when the money supply was more

closely tied to gold and silver, the importation of precious

"metals had a greater influence upon the rate of interest than

would be true under the managed currencies of contemporary

capitalism. In sq far as unemployment was a threat during

early capitalism—^which it was to some extent—and in the

absence of positive measures to prevent it, there was merit in

the mercantilistic desire to attain a favorable balance of

trade.

Ke5mes’ sympathetic treatment of mercantilist theories does

not mean he advocates a return to the policies historically

associated with these ideas. He does show, however, that the

practical statesmanship of the mercantilists did not rest on
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fallacious reasoning but upon shrewd insights into the fmi#^

tidning of the economic system which they sought to guide. In

order to promote the favorable balance of trade, they resorted

to export restrictions and, more important, to import restric™

tions like protective tariffs. In the mercantilist period these

trade restrictions may have been the most effective means for

realizing a favorable balance, but Keynes points out that

export and import controls are not necessarily the best means

for achieving a large favorable balance of trade and a high

level of domestic employment. During the nineteenth century,

for example, he suggests that complete freedcMH of trade was

the policy best designed to promote a maximum balance of

trade for England. Thus, the British advocates of free trade

in the nineteenth century were not necessarily less national-

istic in their outlook than the mercantilists. Nevertheless, the

mercantilist perspective was such as to overlook many of

the advantages of an international division of labor. Protec-

tionism may yield advantages to some natjons, but it is much
less likely to benefit the world as a whole than free trade.

Free trade vs. protectionism

New light is shed upon tlie controversy of free trade versus

protectionism by Keynes’ General Theory. The traditional

case for free trade proxes too much because it ignores unem-

ployment- If it is true that employment depends on effective

demand, as KeyriSs contends, and that effective demand may
be inadequate to provide full employment, then it is quite"^

possible for a single nation to increase its employment

through a system of protective tariffs, and In this manner to

increase the demand for domestic labor at the expense of

foreign labor. Only if full employment is assumed, «loes* the

conclusion necessarily follow that a country will be better

off if it buys abroad whatever it can purchase more cheaply

than it can produce at home. Then real wages and other forms

of income will be maximized because Incomes are propor-

tional to productivity and productivity is maximized when
each '"country produces those items in which it enjoys the
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^greatest comparative advantage, exchanging surpluses of

these commodities to other' countries for the things in which

other countries have the greatest comparative advantage. Like

all classical theory, this argument for free trade is based on

the assumption of full employment. Where full and continu-

ous employment prevails, there is little doubt concerning the

validity of the free trade argument. Under full employment,

real national income is maximized when unit costs of produc-

tion are minimized, as they are under free trade. An industry

requires protection only if it is less eiScient than the same

industry in sopie other country. Hence, protection interferes

with the most economical use of national and world resources.

Protection causes productivity to be less and real income to

be less than they would be if each nation produced those

things for which its resources are best suited under condi-

tions of free World trade. Under protectionism, the national

income may he greater than under free trade because of a

higher level of employment resulting from a higher level of

effective demand. The wastes of unemployment may out-

weigh the 'Wastes of a poor allocation of resources. The alter-

native to employing workmen less efficiently imder protec-

tionism may he no employment at all. Of course, the higher

unit costs of production are in themselves a national disad-

vantage to he weighed against the advantages of greater em-

ployment. From the viewpoint of a single country, the ques-

tion of tariffs is simply which of these two-sccunteracting ten-

'dencies will yield thejarger real national income. Protection

is more likely to increase real national income in periods of

large-scale unemployment than in periods of small-scale un-

employment. As in all cases where Keynes’ theory challenges

the conclusions of classical theory, the key to the whole mat-

ter is his assumption of less than full employment. There is

no inconsistency, except in the different assumptions, between

the theory which pistifies free trade imder conditions of full

employment, on the* one hand, and on the other hand the

theory winch justifies, under conditions of less than full em-

ployment, protective tariffs as a means to increasing national
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welfare by raising employment and real natipn^l income* ^

Tbe strongest case against pro’tective tariffs in a world of

unemployment is that they^ like mercantilistic policies in

general^ are nationalistic. Benefits to one nation are gained at

tbe expense of other nations. If protective tariffs increase

employment in one country^ they do so at the price of ior

creased unemployment in other countries. Although a favor-

able balance of trade is equivalent to investment for the na-

tion which exports more than it imports, for the world as a

whole, it does not represent investment. World exports must

equal world imports, which means that the excess of exports

from' some nations is offset by an excess of imports to the

rest of the nations of the world* All nations cannot export

more than they imp6rt and^thus all cannot enjoy the benefits

of a favorable balance of trade. Increases in employment

which result from the favorable balance in one nation may be

matched by decreases in employment in other nations of the

worlde '

Foreign Exchange Stahilisatioii

The international gold standard, which was closely associated

with classical economic theory and its general laissez-faire

attitude toward economic policy, was one of the earliest ob-

jects of criticism by Keynes, In his first book, Indian Currency

and Finance (i913), he compared the conventional gold

standard unfavorably with the gold exchange standard. In’

the Tract on Monetary Reform (1923), Keynes advocated

a managed currency which he thought would permit a greater

stability of the domestic price level than could be achieved

under the gold standard, combined with short-term stability

and long-run flexibility of foreign exchange rates, Keynes
remained a relentless critic of orthodoxy in foreign exchange

policy, and finally toward the end of his® career, when his

views on gold became generally accepted, he saw the objec-

tive outlined in his Tract realized in the Internatiorial Mone-
tary Fund set up at Bretton Woods,
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Cariticism. &£ tli® int^niational gold staiidaifd

The great fault of the £atemational gold standard, as it

operated after the first world war, was that it tended to cause

deflation and unemploymen't in countries with an excess of

imports over exports. During the 1920’s England returned to

the gold standard at a subsequent cost that was to prove more
than she could bear, and in 1931 gold was abandoned after

doing great harm to the world and to the British economy. A
gold standard requires that a nation, usually through its

monetary authority, stand ready to buy and to sell gold at a

price fixed in terms of its domestic currency. When a nation

is importing more goods than it is exporting, gold tends to go

abroad to offset the unfavorable balance of trade. If the

deficit in exports continues for a time, »a wholesale loss of

gold can 'be prevented only if the monetary authority takes

positive steps trf protect the national stock of gold. The theory

of the gold standard is that the drain on gold will cause prices

to fall in the deficit nation, and the influx of gold wiU cause

prices to rise in the country with a surplus of exports. By
virtue of fltecible domestic prices, the country exporting gold

becomes a better place in which to buy and the country im-

porting gold a less favorable place in which to buy. The
result, according to theory, is a reversal of the flow of goods

and the flow of gold.
,

In the 1920’s, when gold was flowing into the United States

and out of Britain at an imprecedented rate? American prices

"did not rise as they should have for the automatic gold stand-

ard adjustments to take place. The failure of American prices

to rise was partly-because the American monetary authority,

the Federal Reserve System, was fearful of the effects of ris-

ing prices and so did not allow imported gold to be used as a

basis for credit expension, and partly because there was a

lesser connection between gold stocks and domestic prices

than the gold standard theory takes for granted. Probably
the latter was much “the more important reason. In Britain,

domestic prices did not fall according to the postulates of the
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gold standard^ partly because of iniexiHe wages and prices

and partly, because of a decreasing connection between gold

slocks and domestic prices* Hence, the adjust-

ments presupposed in the traditional theory of the gold

standard were missing* Instead of lower prices, Britain got

imemployment* In order to protect the nation’s declining gold

stocks, the British bank rate was raised to attract foreign

lending to London and to discourage foreign lending by

Englishmen. An increase in the bank rate meant an increase

in domestic rate of interest, which in tom led to a fall in

domestic investment, income, and employmei^. As domestic

incomes fell, the demand for imports fell because people at

home had less money to spend abroad. As a result, the un-

favorable balance oi trade was reduced. In England, as im-

ports fell in relation to exports, the foreign exchange rate

rose because the demand for foreign currencies (dollars) in

relation to the home currency (pounds) was reduced. Less

foreign currency was needed to settle tl^e fewer purchases

being made abroad.

To rescue the gold standard in a deficit nation Imder mod-

em conditions means to sacrifice control of the domestic rate

of interest; it means a reduction in investment, employment,

and income via high interest rates; it means deflation at

home, which, among c^her things, involves an attempt to

lower costs in home industries to the point where they will

be able to compete on favorable terms in foreign markets ; it

means pressure to reduce wage rates a# a means for getting

lower costs of production, and lower wage rates are resisted

by organized labor; it probably means industrial strife,

strikes, and interrupted production. After ail these gainful

adjustments, the gold standard may be saved but at a price

which no nation can afford to pay. Keynes concluded early

in the ’twenties that unemployment and deflation, the inevi-

table consequences of the gold standard in annation in Britain’s

position at that time, were evils which *far outweighed the

advantages of the gold standard.
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Proposal for exchange stability

withoiit the gold standard

Nevertheless, an undeniable advantage of the gold standard

is the stability of exchange fates among gold standard coun-

tries. Stable foreign exchange rates encourage international

trade by enabling those who buy from foreigners and those

who sell to foreigners to know how much they will have to

pay and how much they will receive in terms of their own

domestic currency. Imports must be paid for in money ac-

ceptable to foreign sellers, and exports are sold to foreigners

whose foreign currency must be converted into currency ac-

ceptable to the domestic sellers. Unstable exchange rate^ add

unnecessarily to the risks of international trading. The lead-

ing problem of international finance is how to preserve the

stability of foreign exchange rates, which the international

gold standard ^id provide, without subjecting domestic econ-

omies, especially those which are importing more than they

are exporting, to the ravages of imemployment and deflation

which result from the high interest rate required to make the

gold stancfard work. During the inter-war years after the

breakdown of the gold standard throughout the world, there

developed a hodge-podge of exchange controls, quota sys-

tems, blocked currencies, and barter agreements. These stop-

gap measures are clearly imsatisfactory in a well-ordered

world economy. They sacrifice many of the economic gains

from an international division of labor because nations which

sell under bilateral agreements are unable to buy except from

the coimtry to which they sell, and often what they might want

from these countries is not available to them. To escape from

these evils as well as from the ill effects of the gold standard

on domestic stability, yet to gain short-term stability and

long-term flexibility of foreign exchange rates, was the pur-

pose of Keynes’ proposal for an International Clearing

Union. This propcfSal was made by the British Government in

1943 while Keynes*was serving as a special adviser to the

British Treasury.

In describing to the House of Lords the official British
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proposal for the International Clearing Unions a plan ofwMc^
lie was tlie chief but not the exclusive author, Keynes sum-

marized the main purpose as follows: "^^The principal object

can be explained in a single sentfence: To provide that money
earned by selling goods to one country can be spent on pur«

chasing the products of any other country. In jargon, a system

of multilateral clearing. In English, a universal currency

valid for trade transactions in all the world. Everything else

in the plan is ancillary to that/’^ When a British textile manu®

facturer pays for cotton purchased in the United States, the

American seller does not necessarily wish to u^e the proceeds

of his sale to buy things from England. Nor does any other

American necessarily wish to huy British goods. In so far as

Americans wish to hxy abroad at all, they may wish to offset

the sale of cotton to Britain by the purchase of coffee from

Brazil or natural rubber from the Netherlands Indies or by

some combination of such purchases of imports. It is pre-

requisite to the widest international division of labor that

Americans be able to use their foreign exchange secured

from cotton sales to Britain to purchase wherever^and what-

ever they wish. Under the International Clearing Union, the

pounds paid by British buyers of American cotton would be

converted into an international form of money known as

^%ancor” and credited to the account of the United States,

which could then spend it for goods and services anywhere

in the world. Erbiy nation would have an account in ^^bancor’’

which would beulebited or credited ^enever purchases or"

sales were made in international trade. Individual countries^

accounts would be cancelled against each ^ther and the re-

maining balances cleared through the International Clearing

Union. The clearing technique which has so long been part

of domestic banking facilities was to be carried over into the

field of international financial relations.

The Keynes plan for an International Cfearing Union was,

like all of Keynes’ peacetime programs^ expansionist in na-

S. Parliamentary Debates on an International Clearing Union^ House of

Lords, page 76. May 18, 1943, Britisli Information Service,
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tare. It provided for the establishment of large initial credits

of the new international money, “bancor,” which credits were

in the nature of overdraft .facilities so familiar in British

banking. The amount of the initial credit alloted to each

nation was based on the volume of foreign trade before the

war. in contrast with the American or White Plan, the plan

actually adopted at Bretton Woods, the Ke3mes plan called for

no contribution of gold to the International Fund. However,

gold was not completely igpored in the Keynes plan because

the new international money, '“bancor,” could fee purchased

with gold evefl though it could not be converted into gold.

Thus, countries with large stocks of gold or countries which

mine large quantities of gold would not suffer from its de-

monitization. ^

One of the merits claimed by Keynes for the International

Clearing Union was that it would get around the difficulty

caused when some nations export without importing to an

equal extent. Under the gold standard, gold flowed to the na-

tions with a favorable balance of trade and thereafter the

gold was removed from circulation so far as world trade

was concerned. Between the two world wars, most of the

world’s monetary gold 'game into the possession of the United

States, only to be buried under the ground at Fort Knox,

Kentucky. This represented a form c>f international hoarding

which did not decrease the total amount of_^ money actually

held but did reduce the ammmt in active circulation and re-

duced the effective demand for goods and services.

The failure of a strong exporting nation, e.g., the United

States, to make ilse of its balance represents a fall in effective

demand in world trade. It represents sales which are not fol-

lowed by purchases. Under the Clearing Union, a nation ex-

porting more goods and services than it imports could use its

balance only to purchase goods from some other countries.

Its balance coulff not be converted into gold for hoarding.

Keynes believed one of the novel features of his plan was its

attempt to mitigate international hoarding, to free in the in-

ternational field the effective demand which tended to get
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locked up in buried gold. Howeverj his plan^was only a b%
ginning and the measures in this respect were relatively mild.

Nations which sold and refused to buy would find themselves

with growing idle balances of ^^b^ncor’^ which they could not

withdraw or convert into gold. They would be exposed to the

world and to themselves as guilty of anti-social behavior.

Keynes felt that moral pressures as well as enlightened self-

interest would lead the offending creditor nations to take

corrective steps to increase their international purchases and

thereby reduce their unused balances. He said to the House

of Lords: have lately come to understand more clearly

than before how employment and the creation of new incomes

out of new production can only be maintained through the

expenditure on goods and services of the income previously

earned. This is equally true of home trade and of foreign

trade.^’^ Keynes was striving to carry over in?o international

economics the principles of effective demand outlined in his

General Theory for domestic economics.

The International Clearing Union was more than an at-

tempt to extend the principles of the general theory of em-

ployment to the field of international economic relations. It

represents a natural and necessary complement to the closed-

economy economics of the General Theory. The International

Clearing Union, as well^as the International Monetary Fund

which was actually established, was intended to integrate

domestic economic systems into the international economy

without sacrificing domestic stability. fThe traditional gold

standard integrated domestic economic systems into the inter-

national economy at the price of domestic stability, caused

by high interest rates, depressed investment, unstable prices,

and unemployment. The International Clearing Union re-

tained the one chief virtue of the gold standard—short-term

stability of foreign exchange rates—in a manner consistent

with the domestic stabilization of employment at a high level

by means of low interest rates, stable domestic price levels,

and such other measures as public investment, et cetera

4. page 77^
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wMch may i:^quireci for the purpose. In the long the

Keynes plan allowed for flexibility in foreign exchange rates

to the degree necessary to adjust to long-term changes in the

relation of the domestic to the international economy. This

adjustment was to be one of changing the external value of

the domestic currency to coincide with its domestic value^

rather than making the adjustment the other way around^ as

required under the intemational gold standard.
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Whilst, therefore, the enlargement of the functions of

government, involved in the task of adjusting to one
another the propensity to consume and the indntement
to invest, would seem to a nineteenth-century publicist or

to a contemporary American financier to be a terrific

encroachment on individaahsni, i defend it, on the con-

trary, both as the only practicable means of avoiding

the destruction of existing economic forms in their en-

tirety and as the c%iidition of the successful functioning
of individual initiative,

J. M, Keynes, Th^ General Theory of Employment^ Interest

and Money^ page SSO.*^

The fokegoino chapters have dealt almost exclusively with

Keynes’ The General Theory of Employment^ Interest and
Money. This work, which was published in 1936 when Keynes
was fifty-two years of age, marks the breaking point with the

classical school and the working out of a system of economic
theory along anti^lassical lines. Preceding this event, Keynes
had been an adherent of the general classical tradition,

his break with the classical school may appear to have been
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quite sudden, Ms earlier writing rtnd tMnldng contain mani^

elements of his later position. In 'the present chapter an at-

tempt is made to trace the gradual development of Keynes’

thought during the period in which he accepted the classical

theory and to show why, after so many years, he changed to

the unorthodox position which is presented in the General

Theory and outlined in the preceding chapters.

There was notMng capricious or fortuitous about Keynes®

break with the classical tradition. It grew out of long ex-

perience from which there developed gradually the convic-

tion that classical economics is inadequate to^deal with the

pressing problems of contemporary economic society. The

practical implications of classical economics are essentially

laissez-faire, and laissez-faire was dying during the first world

war and the years which followed. Keynes wrote a tract called

The End of Laissez-Faire in 1926. Since his theory was al-

ways geared to policy, the logical outcome of the conviction

that laissez-faire was dead must have led rather surely in

time to the further conviction that classical economics as an

adequate system of thought was also dead. To 'develop a

systematic body of theory to replace the classical principles

required time. The formative period of the General Theory

was the decade or more prior to its publication, when it be-

came apparent that England would not make a full recovery

from the primary postwar depression. The Treatise on Money

(1930) is in this sense a transitional work, but the real break

with the classical theory came after.the, Treatise and culmi-

nates in the General Theory. Yet, in a broader sense, Keynes’

formative period begins with his very firs^ writing, which

contains criticisms of orthodox economics. The main question

to he answered is why such a book as the General Theory came

to be written. This involves the forces at work in the environ-

ment, and the reaction of Keynes to these forces. If the Gen-

eral Theory is a great work, as surely it is, |he answer to this

question of why it was written must enrich our appreciation

of its meaning and influence. This task might have been per-

formed before the general theory itself was explained, but
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it was felt that the story’ of its development would have

greater significance if the reader first knew what the final

outcome of this process of development was to be. While

this procedure would not b6 desirable in mystery thrillers^ it

seems the best approach to a solid body of economic thonghL

A word should be inserted concerning the nature of Keynes^

challenge to traditional economics. He has not questioned the

method or the scope of classical Anglo-Saxon economics. His

challenge is rather to the content, that is, the assumptions, of

the classical doctrine. As previously indicated,^ Keynes corn

tends that his^theory is a general theory of employment of

resources, whereas the classical theory pertains only^to a

special case, the case of full employment. Critics of the

classical conception of the appropriate jnethod and scope of

economics will not find Keynes’ general theory satisfactory,

even though they may feel it is an improvement over the

classical position. However, if the matter is viewed prag-

matically, in a manner which takes as fundamental the rela-

tion between theory and policy, Keynes’ new departure has

been quit^^s useful in challenging the old tenets of economic

policy as a challenge directed at method and scope could

have been. It seems clear that the greatness of Keynes^ work
lies in its impact on economic policy.

BeYelopment Prior to tlie' Great Bepression

The general thesis of the following discussion is that Keynes
changed from a clasgical to an anti-classical economic iheo-

rist because of a change in his ideas about economic policy^

His anti-classicaj economic theory is derived from his prac-

tical position, which may be characterized as an attack on
financial capitalism and a defense of industrial capitalism.

The framework of interpretation for this thesis attributes

to Keynes a dualism between the financial and the industrial

aspects of modem capitalism. The terms ^‘financiaF’ and
^"^industrial” capitalism are not used by Keynes, but they

may be Approximately identified with his distinction between

^^finance’’ and ^"industry” or between ‘^"financial circulation^^
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and ^‘'industrial circulation/^ as employs these categories

in .Ms Treatise on Money. Keyne^ defines ^Mnance” as ^^the

business of holding and exchanging existing titles to wealthy

^ « including Stock Exchange atid Money Market transac-

tions^ speculation and the process of conveying current saV“»

ings and profits into the hands of entrepreneurs*^^ He defines

^^industry^^ as ^^the business of maintaining the normal process

of current outputj distribution and exchange and paying the

factors of production their incomes for the various duties

wMch they perform from the first beginning of production to

the final satisfaction of the consumer.’’^ In the General
c

Theoicy^ the dichotomy between ^^industry’^ and ^Mnance^^

reappears in the form of the distinction between Mi^ or money
held to satisfy the transactions and precautionary motives

(industry) 5 and M29 or money held to satisfy the^specula-

tive motive (finance)*

As long as Kejmes remained an adherent of the general

classical tradition and was preoccupied with short-run mone-

tary problemsj he had no occasion to develop a theory of

capitalism* In his later thinking, however, he began to ques-

tion aspects of the fundamental structure of capitalism, even

to the point of foreseeing as a condition of its survival the

disappearance of all rentier capitalism. In these later writ-

ings, especially the General Theory^ the ever-present distinc-

tion between ^^finance’’ and ^^industry” became the framework

for his fragmentary theory of capitalism* Even in these later

stages of his thought, Keynes did pot^develop a theory of

capitalism in the self-conscious sense in which Wemer Som-

bart, or Karl Marx, or Thorstein Veblen d^eloped theories

of capitalism. The chief task of the present section is to trace

the development of Keynes’ early thinking in terms 'of the

distinction between ‘'^finance” and ^Tndustry/’

Keynes was not the cloistered scholar that many, if not

most, of his fellow economists have been* Jn Ms preoccupa-

1 . fTeatise on Money, Vol I, Chap. XV, ‘The Indiistrial Circulation and the

Financial Circolation,” page 243. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,

Inc., 1930.
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^ion with the world of affairs as well as with the world of

theory, he found it necessary to divorce himself from -the

orthodox tradition and, in the process of estrangement, was

led to a position which ha^ long and interesting antecedents.

This is, as Ke}Ties partly recognized, the tradition of the

monetary heretics such as Silvio Gesell, Proudhon, the Ric-

ardian socialists, the mercantilists, and even of the canonists,

with their strictures against taking interest.^

Keynes’ early opposition to orthodox monetary theory is

evident in his first important publication, Indian Currency

and Finance /1913).® This work was essentially an attack

on the report of the British Fowler Committee of 1898, which

had recommended the adoption of the gold standard for

India.'^ Though Indian Currency and Finance is for the most

part a technical treatment of a special problem, Keynes

draws certain'^ conclusions which have terms of reference

much broader than the problem of fndian currency and

finance. He was impressed by the uneconomic consequences

to India of her propensity to hoard great stores of gold and

silver. Afihe time (1913), the price levels of western Europe

were being prevented from a rapid increase only because

India—the “sink of p/ecious metals”—^was absorbing large

amounts of gold which were flowing in great quantities from

newly opened mines, especially those of South Africa, where

production had just reached its zenith. Consequently, the

gold standard was not working so badly irf Europe. However,

Ke3mes warned Europe not to continue to leave “the most inti-

mate adjustments of our economic organism at the mercy of

a lucky prospector, a new chemical process, or a change of

Ideas in Asia.”® These ideas regarding Indian currency and
finance foreshadow Keynes’ later stress on hoarding as a

2. Self-Adjusting Economic System?” The New Republic^ February 20®

1935, VoL LXXXII, No„ 1055, page 35.

London; MacmillSn and Company, Ltd., 1913. See especially page 99«

4« See Report of the 5?oycd Commission on Indian Currency and Finance
VoL L London; His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1926.

5. Indian Currency dnd Finance, page 101.
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brake on economic progress and! on Ms preference for a?

managed currency instead of tbe “automatic” gold standard.

In The Economic Consequences of the Peace (1920),
Keynes’ chapter on “Europe Before the War” has particular

significance for any study of his subsequent economic writ-

ings because here he sketches his long-view perspective of

the capitalist process. His emphasis is upon the underlying

instability of the outwardly placid currents of European
capitalism before the war, a war which “had so shaken this

system as to,endanger the life of Europe altogether.”® In

numerous passages, Keynes expresses a skepticism which

sugge§ts a starting point for the rather far-reaching changes

in social relations called for by the program of the General

Theory, The relations between the laboring and capitalist

classes are portrayed as a game of deception and of double

bluff, designed to attain the maximum accumulation of cap-

ital, but resting on a psychological base so unstable that it

might crumble if either the laboring class. or the capitalist

class should cease to be satisfied with a rate of consumption

very small in comparison with the creation of wealth:

It was not natural for a population, of whom so few enjoyed the com-

forts of life, to accumulate so hugely. The war has disclosed the pos-

sibility of consumption to all and the vanity of abstinence to many.

Thus the bluff is discovered; the laboring classes may be no longer

willing to forego so largely, and the capitalist classes, no longer con-

fident of the future, naay seek to enjoy more fully their liberties of

consumption so long as they last, and thus precipitate the hour of

their confiscation.'^

The laboring class did not consume more l^cause its mem-
bers received rights to only a small share of the national divi-

dend. The capitalist class preferred the enjoyment of the

power of accumulated wealth to the enjoyment of consump-

tion on a large scale. “It was precisely the inequality of the

distribution of wealth,” Keynes wrote, “whkh made possible

those vast accumulations of fixed wealth and of capital im-

6. Page 25. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Howe, 1920.

7. Economic Consequences of the PeacCp page 22.
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provements owMcit distinguished that age from all others.

Herein lay, in fact, the main justification of the Capitalist

System.”® Whether the laboring class would be satisfied with

its lot and whether, in the light of uncertainty, the capitalist

class would continue to venture its capital were crucial issues.

Keynes never embraced capitalism wholeheartedly. He fav-

ored it because “Capitalism, wisely managed, can probably be

made more efficient than any alternative system.” But capital-

ism “in itself is in many ways extremely objectionable.”^

Whereas exercise of the duty of “saving” hy-the capitalist

class, coupled"with inequality of wealth and income, yielded

maximiiTn accumulation in pre-1914 Europe, such saving

was, on the whole, irrational:
r

The dntyoof ^^saving” became nine-tenths of yirtiie and the growth of

the cake the obiect of true religion . . „ the cake increased; but to

what end was not clearly contemplated^ . . » Saving was for old age

or for your children; but this was only in theory,—^the virtue of the

cake was that it was never to be consumed, neither by you nor by

your children after you,^^

This passage is interesting because, like the General Theory^

it attacks thrift as an irrational type of behavior. It also

stresses the importance of habit in influencing the propensity

to save, and thus contrasts with the view that interest is the

reward for saving, Keynes’ subsequent refutation of the class-

ical theory of interest rests on his repudiation of the idea that

interest is a reward for saving, or for waiting, or for

abstinence.

Following publication of Economic Consequences of the

Peace^ Keynes plunged into some of the most important post-

war European controversies on economic policy. During the

decade of the ’twenties he was concerned primarily with three

problems: an appeal for reduction of war debts, reparations,

and debt service; opposition to postwar deflationary tenden-
®

8. Ibid,, page 19,

9. Laissez-faire and Communism^ pages 76-77. New York: New Republic,

1926.

10. Economic Consequences of the Peace,, page 20.
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cies in Britain; and opposition ifi the retarn to the goLJ,

staiidard. In the Preface to a coUeciion of his more important

miscellaneous writings of the 1920’s, Keynes characterized

his general attitude toward these, and all other similar issues,

as “the profound conviction that the Economic Problem o£

want and poverty and the economic struggle between classes-

and nations is nothing but a frightful muddle, a transitory and
an unnecessary muddle.” Here we see the liberal mind at

work attempting to reconcile the grave issues of the day. Lib-

eralism as a,habit of mind tends to impute evil to wrong
thinking rather than to irreconcilable conflicts,^embedded in

the structure of society. This thesis that ideas are more pow-

erful than vested interests and that by changing our minds we
can change the world, recurs frequently in Keynes’ writings,

for example, in the closing paragraph of the General Theory,

So we find Keynes always ready with a plan, h compromise,

or an amendment for resolving the problem at hand.

In the huge war debts, Keynes saw a menace to stability

everywhere. As remedies, he suggested that the German cash

reparations be reduced to a low figure ($10 billiom)'’ and that

the interallied war debts and interest thereon be cancelled.^^

If carried out, his recommendations,,would have involved

immediate recognition of a large national “sacrifice” by the

United States and to a lesser extent by Great Britain. How-

ever, he believed the reparations and war debts among nations

could not and would not be paid under any circumstances

likely to exist, and therefore it was bstteif to recognize this in

advance than to suffer political and economic instability only

to eome out with the same result on debts in 4he end, default

and de facto cancellation. The artificial financial transactions

arising from war debts and reparations would, he predicted

in 1920, react adversely upon the prosperity of industry.

By 1930, Keynes saw his 1920 predictions concerning war

debts verified. The huge international transfers arising from
n

11. Essays in Persuasion^ page vii. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company^

Inc., 1932.

12. Economic Consequences oj the Peace^ pages 256-282,
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iWar debts, in conjunction ;^ith the international gold standard

(after 1925), were responsible for the failure of interest'I'ates

in Britain to fall to a level compatible with full employment,

according to Keynes. In 1930, Keynes maintained that the

current long-term interest rates were 50 per cent above the

prewar level. During the middle ’twenties, these rates started

to decline and would have continued to decline, in Keynes’

opinion, except for the gold standard and the war-debts-repa-

rations muddle. The high market rate of interest led to an

inadequate volume of investment, which in turn was the pri-

mary factor^^leading to depression in British industry at a

time when most of the great capitalist countries were* enjoy-

ing a considerable degree of prosperity. Keynes estimated

that his country’s deflationary postwar policy, associated with

high interest rates, war debts, and the gold standard, de-

creased the production of wealth during the decade of the

’twenties by more than one billion pounds.^®

In order to reduce the huge internal British debt arising

from the war, Keynes advocated a capital levy in 1920.^^ As
the next liest alternative at that time, two years after the close

of the war, he favored a reduction in the stipulated interest

rate on the public debt. However, Keynes deemed this pro-

posal as well as the capital levy impracticable, on equity

grounds, except in the first few yqgrs after the close of the

war. As a third choice immediately following the war and as

first choice after the lapse of several yCars, he advocated a

long-term rise in the internal price level as the best method

for reducing the burden of the war debt. The significant point

about these thrf?e proposals, however, lies in their similarities

rather than in their differences. Each is a variation on the

common theme that, in the interest of the economy as a whole,

the “real” burden of rentier capitalist claims against the

active, producing classes should be lightened. In France,

Keynes said, th^ value of the franc would be determined in

Treatise on Money

^

VoL 11, pag® 181.

14. See Keynes® te^mony on tlie capital levy before the Committee on Na**

tional Debt and Ta^sation, Minutes of Evidmce (1927)5 VoL II, pages S34^40o
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the long rim by tbe proportion erf earned income that tli©^

Frei^ch taxpayer wouM permit to be taken from Mixi to pay
claims of the rentier,^®

Keynes^ bias against financial ^^apital is indicated by the

imderlying theme of the Tract on Monetary Reform (1923)«
In the first paragraph of the Preface, he attributes all the

major ills of capitalism to monetary instability»^^ Unemploy-
ment, insecurity, business losses, uncertainty, profiteering,

and speculation ^^all proceed, in large measure, from the in-

stability of the standard of value.^’ Keynes argued for a man-
aged currency, in place of the traditional gold standard to

which '"most economists and statesmen were then assuming

Britain would return at an early date. The managed currency

should be directed toward stabilization of the internal price

level, thus avoiding the speculative dangers of excessive infla-

tion as well as the retarding forces of deflation.'^

Although he objected to both inflation and deflation, Keynes

viewed moderate inflation as the lesser evil -because “it is

worse, in an impoverished world, to provolce unemployment

than to disappoint the rentier In the past there hall always

been a tendency toward a secular rise in prices (inflation),

and this had been to the good because “depreciated money
assisted the new men and emancipated them from the dead

hand; benefited new wealth at the expense of old, and armed

enterprise against accumulation. . • . It has been a loosening

influence against the rigid distribution of old-won wealth. , . .

By this means each generation can d^inherit in part its

predecessors’ heirs.”^^ On the other hand, deflation permits

the “dead hand of the past” to retard the \^alth-producing

entrepreneur. If Britain continued to foster a deflationary

policy, said Keynes, an increasingly large share of the na-

15. “The French Franc,” The New Republic, January 27, 1926, VoL 3LV,
No. 582, page 266.

16. The American edition is called Monetary Reform.^ew York: Harconrt,

Brace and Company, Inc., 1924. The following references are to the American

edition.

17. Ibid,, pages 44-45.

18. Ibid,, pages 12-13,
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fctional income, would acciftie to the rentier class. An intoler-

able burden would fall on the productive classes, and* the

consequences would be inimical to the welfare of the com-

munity as a whole.
*

In his fight against deflation, Ke3mes collided head on with

the policy of the conservative British government. In his

budget message of 1924, Winston Churchill, then Chancellor

of the Exchequer, announced that the United Kingdom would

return to the international gold standard at the prewar parity

by removing the embargo on gold exports. The,goId standard

was restoredDin April, 1925. Shortly after Mr. Churchill’s

message appeared, Keynes issued a pamphlet entitled The

Economic Consequences of Mr. Churchill,^^ in which he pre-

dicted many dire results from the govesranent’s policy. At the

time Churchill announced this policy, the pound was approx-

imately 10 per cent below the prewar value in terms of gold.

Prewar parity meant a poimd worth $4.86, .whereas the pre-

vailing rate of exchange valued the pound in terms of dollars

at $4.40. The return to gold at prewar parity amounted to a

10 per cent reduction in the prices of British export goods,

without compensating decreases in costs of production at

home. Keynes labeled ihe government’s policy a “cold-blooded

Income Deflation.”^® Automatically pressure was placed on
industries producing for export—^yery important industries

in -the British economy—to reduce their costs, especially

wages, in order to ofiEset the reduction iif prices.

Great Britain alone among the great powers had not recov-

ered from the first postwar depression. Industry generally

and export indastries in particular were already (1925) in a

distressed condition, and imemployment was at an all-time

high.®^ Keynes said the Churchill policy would result in more

19. The American edition is entitled The Economic Consequences of Sterling

Parity* New York: Ifarcourt, Brace and Company, Inc*, 1925. The following

quotations are from the.American edition.

20. Treatise on Money

^

VoL II, page 182,

21. See John H. Oapham, An Economic History of Modern Britain^ VoL
IIL pages 542-545. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1938.
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iiisiress to industry^ more luiemplcyment^ and strikes against

those firms and industries which attempted to cut wages«

In this pamphlet^ The Economic Consequences of Mr.

Churchill^ Keynes devoted one chapter to an analysis of the

coal industry^ the leading export industry^ pointing out that

ChiirchiU^s policy would lead to a coal strike and perhaps to

something much worsen

The working classes « . » attacked first are faced with a depression of

their standard of life, because the cost of living will not fall until al

the others have, been successfully attacked too; and, therefore, they

are Justified in defending themselves^ * * « They are bo^jnd to resist so

long as they can; and it must be war, until those who are econom-

icaMj weakest are beaten to the ground. . . . The plight of the coal

miners is the first, but not—^unless we are very lucky—the last, of the

Economic Gonsequences'^of Sterling Parity.

The validity of Keynes^ prophecy was verified,in 1926 when

resistance by the coal miners to lower wages precipitated the

general strike, which in almost any other country might have

developed into revolution. The general strike was surely the

greatest single catastrophe in the interwar crisis British

capitalism.

How did Keynes^ opponents in this controversy view the

return to gold at prewar parity? How did they justify this

policy and what did they expect to gain thereby? Chancellor

Churchill maintained thdt the return to gold was more

responsible for the,condition of affairs in the coal industry

than is the Gulf Streamd^^^ Churchill reported in his budget

message that the return to gold was dictated by the absence of

any alternative if England was to bring her financial system

into agreement "^Vith reality/’

The “compelling reality’’ which dictated England’s return

to the gold standard seems to have been the shift of interna-

tional financial transactions from London to New York. Inter-

national banking and associated services had been one of

England’s largest sources of income. If th^ return to gold was

22. Ecommic Consequences of Sterling Parity^ pages 9, 23.

23. Ibid., page 8; also pages 20, 21, 28.
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»to be made,at all, there w^s “compulsion” that it be made at

prewar parity because, in the words of the Macmillan Com-

mittee (1930), the international financial world would have

been immensely shocked if the world’s greatest prewar cred-

itor nation were deliberately by a positive act to reduce the

value of its currency below par.^^ Any other policy would

have meant a further loss of confidence in the London money
market and an accentuation of such trends as the tendency of

the Dominions to base their financial transactions on the

dollar rather than on the pound. The government’s policy was

designed to restore position and prosperity to bankers, ren-

tiers, and other financial interests without much coAscious

regard for the effects of such a policy upon British industrial

entrepreneurs. Keynes, the champion o4industrial capital and

the antagonist of financial capital whenever these two inter-

ests clashed, denounced the government’s policy with all the

logic and rhetoric at his command.

The unfortunate consequences of Mr. Churchill’s policy

were not confined to the coal, textile, machine, iron and steel,

and otheMndustries producing for export markets. All indus-

tries, and especially those requiring new investment for ex-

pansion or rationali^sation, suffered because, in order to

attract and protect a gold balance adequate to maintain the

gold standard, the Bank of EngIan(J’s discount rate and con-

sequently all interest rates in Britain had to be maintained at

an abnormally high level. Shortly after GhurchilFs announce-

ment that England •would return to the gold standard, the

Bank of England advanced its discount rate to a high level in

order to assuresesufficient gold to prepare for removal of the

embargo on the export of gold during 1925. This policy led

to a restriction of credit to industry and was accompanied by

an increase in imemployment.

The government’s policy foxmd support among those who
gave first emphatis to London’s monetary and financial power

and those who were naively unaware how much the world

24. Great Britain, Committee on Finance and Indnstry, Report^ pag© 109^

London: His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1931.
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economy had changed from the prewar era when the gold

standard had not been incompatiblfe with domestifc prosperity

in industry. The Times of London pointed out that the higher

discount rate was necessary to attoct funds which were then

going to New York because the United States had lemained

on the gold standard, ‘^^Once back on the gold standard we
should find that foreign balances which have been kept in

New York should return to us and our financial and monetary

power would be greatly increased,’’ In contrast with the

optimistic tone of The Times

^

Keynes took the gloomy view

that a return to the gold standard would compel the Bank of

England to act in a manner inimical to industrial prosperity.

The rules of the gold standard und^ the circumstances then

existing in Great Britain necessitated a high bank rate and a

consequent restriction of credit to business. The inevitable

resiiltj Keynes predicted^ would be discouragement of iiidus»

trial enterprise and intensification of unemployment,^®

Keynes did not deny The Times^ assertion that this policy

might greatly increase his country’s financial and monetary

power. His statement does represent, however, a,.gtrenuous

objection to a policy that attempted to gain a large share of

international banking business at the expense of domestic

industry and employment.

Another objection made by Keynes to the Churchill policy

also represents a criticisih of financial capital This refers to

the windfall gains accruing to rentiers or functionless iiuTes-

tors as a result of the deflation policy: ^"^When we raise the

value of sterling by 10 per cent, we transfer about $5,000,“

000,000 into the pockets of the rentiers out of the pockets of

the rest of us, and we increase the real burden of the National

Debt by some $3,750,000,000, This , , . is inevitable/’^

The *^dead hand of the past,” which Keynes deprecated in

his Tracts again stood as one of the chief barriers to a ra-

tional program. As a firm believer in the po^er of 'persuasion

25. The Times, London, Maxell 5, 1925, page 15.

26. Economic Consequences of Sterling Parity, pages 18-19.

27. Ibid., page 11.
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to reconcile group coniict, Keynes thought it possible that the

trade unioifists might be ^willing to accept a reduction in

money-wage rates were it not for the automatic transfer of

wealth to the rentier class. But, in the light of this transfer, he

thought it both unjust and inconceivable that the representa-

tives of labor could be reconciled to reductions in money
wages. Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin in an interview with

the coal miners’ representatives stated: “All the workers in

this country have got to face a reduction of wages ... to help

put industry on its feet.”^® Keynes predicted that the laboring

classes woul<| resist the Churchill-Baldwin policy until they

were “beaten to the ground.” His prediction proved liter-

ally true.

In Britain’s gold-standard controversy of the 1920’s, indus-

trial interests clearly stood opposed to the interests of English

international finance and of the rentier. Here, as always,

Keynes stood for and advocated a course of action that placed

him in the position of a defender of industrial capital and a

critic of financial 'capital. He was not acting as a champion of

the worksiig class. Here as elsewhere Keynes did not object

in principle to reductions in money-wage and real-wage rates.

His position was that, as a matter of practical policy, it was
impossible to secure t£e necessary reductions in money-wage

rates without causing strikes and increasing unemployment,

which would interfere with the continuity of industrial pro-

duction. »

When the Macmillain, Committee was seeking an explana-

tion for Britain’s depressed economic condition of the 1920’s,

Keynes, who was a member of the committee, maneuvered

Bank of England officials like Montagu Norman and Sir

Ernest Harvey into positions in which they were compelled to

confess a disregard for the welfare of home industry. By
implicitly placing the blame for Britain’s industrial depres-

sion on the banking policy of the nation, Keynes expressed

his ever present criticism of finance capital.

28. See Allen Hutt, The Post-War History of the British Working €lass^

page 89. New York? Coward-McCaim, 1938.
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Before the Great Depression, Keynes believed that moiie»

tary reforms were adequate for ‘attaining whatever social

reforms were necessary. He had said in 1925, Church^

ilFs Budget is the real source of^our industrial troubles/^

His optimism concerning the possibilities of monetary reform

is indicated by the following statement:

The supporters of Monetary Reform, of which I, after further study

and reflection, am a more convinced adherent than before, as the

most important and significant measure Great Britain can take to

increase economic welfare, must expound their arguments more folly,

more clearly, alid more simply, before they can overwhelm the forces

of old custom and general ignorance , - . • [It is] %i7 belief that

fluctatibns of trade and employment are . . . the greatest and the

most remediable of the economic diseases of modern society, that

they are mainly disease| of our credit and banking system . . ,

The British election of 1929 was the occasion for a new

development in Keynes^ practical outlook. Hil position as a

purely monetary reformer was qualified by the addition of

public works and government loans to the^ agenda of social

control Unemployment was the leading issue in the campaign

in which Lloyd George was the leader of the Lib^eral party

and Stanley Baldwin and Ramsay MacDonald the leaders of

the Conservative and Labour parties, respectively. Lloyd

George offered a public works program as the remedy for

unemployment. In support of the Liberal p^rty program,

Keynes, in collaboration with Mr. H. D. Henderson, issue^ a

pamphlet entitled Can Lloyd George Do it? An Examination

of the Liberal Pledge. Keynes suppoited Lloyd George^s

promise that his proposed public works program would in-

volve no rise in taxation, since the increased primary and sec»

ondary employment would augment the taxable n^ional

income while decreasing expenditures for luiemploymenl

relief in amounts sufficient to offset the additional outlays for

public works. In attempting to establish the validity of these

29. Economic Consequences of Sterling Parity^ page fs.

30. ®*The Return Towards Gold/" Ike New Republic^ March 18, 1925, VoL
mi, No. 537, pages 92, 93,

31. London: The Nation and Athenaeum, 1929.
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promiseSs Keynes and Henderson tried to make qiiaiititati¥e

estimates of tlie relation ' between initial outlay in public

works and the final increase in national income^ This^ so far

as Keynes is concerned^ marks the genesis of the so-called

^^theory of the multiplier/" which is a refinement of the

common-sense insight that, in an environment of unused re-

sources, an expenditure for public works will increase the

national income not only by the amount of the direct govern-

ment outlay hut hy some multiple of it,^^

Here we see public works emerging in a liberal democracy

during the ii^erwar period as a program designed to place

new purchasing power in circulation after it was found vir-

tually impossible to force funds into circulation in times of

depression merely by manipulation of^the banking mechan-

ism/^ The extension of government activity in the form of

public works was in no sense intended to be an entering wedge

for socialism. On the contrary, public works as well as mone-

tary control were part of the liberal program for avoiding

socialism.

The Break With ihe Qassieal Theory

Keynes changed from^n orthodox to an unorthodox general

economist in the period between his Treatise on Money

(1930) and his General Theory (1936). His transition to a

dis^ inctly anti-classical position was precipitated at that time

by the incompatibility between the policy Keynes advocated

and the practical iiflplication of classical principles of eco-

nomics. In its theoretical aspect, the Treatise makes no attack

on the main bo’dy of traditional economic principles but is

confii>ed to a pretentious monetary theory of the trade cycle.

32. Keynes and other® have credited R. F. Kahn with the invention of the

multiplier theory. This is true only in the sense that Kahn first gave it a refined

technical formulation. The basic insight and a clear explanation of its practical

significance is clearly^, expressed in the Keynes-Henderson pamphlet of 1929,

whereas Kahn’s article ip The Economic Journal did not appear until 1931.

33. For -a standard textbook view of the relation between monetary control

and public works, see James Arthur Estey, Business Cycles; Their Nature^

Cause, and Control, page 405. New York; Prentice-Hall, 1941.
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The practical problem envisaged is control of the trade cycle.

The^ general tone is optimistic. There is no hlnf in Ke3mes’

writings and speeches during 1929 that he foresaw the stock

market crash, nor, in 1930, that he realized its severity. Pub-
lic works were viewed as a temporary expedient, as indicated

by a statement made in May, 1929: three to five years we
should be able to employ every one without the aid of special

schemes. ... We must lift ourselves out of the rut. Once we
have succeeded in doing that, our business men will be able

to run things for themselves,”

This optimistic tone is replaced in the General Theory by
doubts concerning the survival powers of capitalism. Rather

than mitigation or elimination of the trade cycle, the problem

in the General Theory is one of implementing a declining

capitalism against the loss of the self-recuperative powers that

characterized it during the nineteenth century. The unique-

ness and objectives of the General Theory^ both as a proposal

for practical action and as an attack on the old principles of

economics, can be appreciated only by understanding Keynes’

shift in viewpoint. V"

The most important event influencing Keynes during this

transition period seems to have been the financial crisis of

1931. The economic depression that began in 1929 appeared

to him as a recurrence of earlier trade cycles until it devel-

oped into a severe crisis two years later. Whereas in his

Treatise Keynes refers to the ^^slump of 1930,” in 1931Ve
find him asking, ^^Can we prevent an §lmost complete collapse

of the financial structure of modem capitalism? One begins

to wonder and to doubt.” On another occasion, in June,

1931, he said, ^^We are today in the middle of the greatest

economic catastrophe ... of the modem world.”

In this pessimistic frame of mind, Keynes collided head on

34. The Times^ London, May 29, 1929, page 9.

35. The Worldss Economic Crisis and the Way of Esca^e^ page 57, New York:

Century Company, 1932.

36. Quincy Wright, ed., Unemployment as a World-Problem^ page B. Chicago:

The University of Chicago Press, 1931.
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*

^witih the classical view tiiat personal inrift and reduced gov»

eminent spending are desirable because individual saving

and a balanced budget facilitate recovery from depression.

According to die traditionai view, accumulating savings would

lower interest rates and thus encourage investment. What the

traditional view called “savings,” Keynes saw as “hoarding,”

which resulted not in increased investment but in decreased

employment. He protested against the competitive struggle

for liquidity, and labeled acts of curtailed expenditure for

useful things “anti-social acts.”®^ His insight tiiat a prefer-

ence for liquidity may have far-reaching anti-social conse-

quences is developed in the General Theory as the basis for

the liquidity-preference theory of interest, which from an
anti-classical point of view is the mos^ important theoretical

concept in the General Theory. Although the preference for

owning money rather than other forms of wealth is a common
type of social behavior, which becomes accentuated in crises,

it became all-important in the Keynesian model as a result of

a historical impression on the part of one who by training,

experient>i, and traditional anti-rentier bias was sensitive to

its consequences for industrial production.

Keynes’ thought wap crystallized into an anti-classical mold
during the financial crisis of 1931 by the tenacity with which

the British government stuck to principles of orthodox finance,

and the strong opposition that most of his fellow economists

ofifered to Keynes’ policy suggestions. In the face of shrink-

ing effective demand, ,^Parliament passed the Budget and

Economy Act in August, 1931. This measure supposedly fol-

lowed the rules of “sound” finance, since it was directed

toward a balanced budget. A policy of cutting wages, reduc-

ing relief payments, and retrenching on housing and road

building followed the Economy Act. Keynes characterized

this triumph of the “Treasury view” in its most extreme form

as a curtailment^f purchasing power, whereby “if the theory

which underlies all this is to be accepted, the end will be that

37. The World^s Economic Grids and the Way of Escape^ page 61.
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ao one can be employed except those happy iew who gro’ij

their own potatoes.”

An aspect of the financial crisis of 1931 was England’s

effort to remain on the gold standard. Events at this time were

a sequel to the return to gold in the middle ’twenties and,

when England was forced to abandon the gold standard in

September, 1931, represented a partial fulfillment of Keynes’

prophetic statement of 1925: “The British Public will submit

their necks once more to the Golden Yoke, as a prelude, per-

haps, to throwing it off forever at a not distant date.”®® The

return to gold had restored to some extent the^ international

financial prestige of London, hut it also reacted, as Keynes

said it would, to the distress of industry in Britain. In 1931,

the demand for a ba]||inced budget was in part motivated by

a desire to bolster confidence in the pound in order to pre-

vent a drain of English gold reserves. It appeared that events

had justified Keynes’ prognostications of 1925. He predicted

strikes and strikes had resulted; he said the gold standard

was unworkable and so it had proved to be*; he said industry

would suffer under the gold standard and suffered^k had. In

1931 we find Keynes mournfully picturing himself as a Cas-

sandra whose predictions were prophetic hut whose prophecies

were never heeded. This whole unhappy episode of the return

to gold seems destined to^live in British opinion as the “strait-

jacket of 1925-1931.”

A considerable p'Prtion of the General Theory is devoted to

a polemic against the so-called classi«al political economy. In

offering advice on matters of policy, Keynes found his efforts

frustrated because of the conflicting practical,advice given by

his fellow economists. We may refer briefly to controversies

with Professors Pigou and Robbins and Sir William Bever-

idge during the years preceding publication of the General

Theory.

38. "The Budget,” The New Statesman and Nation, September 19, 1931, New
Series, Vol. H. No. 30, page 329.

39. “Is the Pound Overvalued?” The New Republic, May 6, 1925, Vol. LXH,

No. 544, page 287.
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Professor I^igoug in testimony before the Macmillan Corn*

attributed unemployment to interferences with the

^Tree working of economic forces/’ and to wage rates of

adjustment with the general conditions of demando”^^ Pigou

insisted that his analysis was on the ^^reaF’ and not the

'^‘^money” level. Keynes, as a member of the questioning com-

mittee, tried to get Pigou to shift from the "^Veal” to a

^^money” analysis, but without success.

In The Theory of Unemployment (1933) and in Econom-

ics in Practice (1935), Pigou continued to emphasize the

^^real” as against the "^^monetary” analysis. From his theoret-

ical analysis he concluded that unemployment is caused pri-

marily by wage rates which are too high, and that money and

interest are unimportant both in explaining unemployment

and in finding ways of eliminating it. Speaking of a policy of

lower wage rules, Pigou says, "^This policy, if it could be

practically carried out, would in my view, be a true antidote,

within its limits, to slump conditions. It would not abolish, but

it would effectively lessen the waste of unemployment:.”^^

Pigou’s heretical position, combined with the advice that he

gave on practical affairs, is of special interest in explaining

the sharp anti-classi<jal position taken by Keynes in the

General Theory,

In 1931, Sir William Beveridge^ denounced Keynes’ pro-

posal to levy a general protective tariff, with rebates on all

imported materials entering into exports.^^Beveridge criticized

the proposal in typj.calrclassical fashion when he asserted a

protective tariff could,do only harm, because the reduction in

imports that w/)uld follow would result in a reduction of

exports. Keynes replied that, contrary to the classical assump-

tion implied in Beveridge’s argument, ^There is ... no

simple and direct relationship between the volume of exports

and the volume of imports/’^^

r

40. Committ^ on Finance and Industry, Minutes of Evidence^ Vol. II, page 78.

41. A. C* Pigou, Economics in Practice^ page 5L See also page 70. London:
Macmillan and Company, Ltd., 1935.

42. The Times, London, April 2, 1931, page 6,
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Lionel Robbins, like Beveridge, invoked traditional free-

trad.e arguments to ridicule Keynes’ suggestions* fdr protective

tariffs and referred to his proposals as “petty devices of eco-

nomic nationalism.” True to the classical tradition, Robbins
attributed the current economic distress to economic frictions,

and in particular, to wage rates that were too high to permit
full employment. Robbins accused Keynes of being so mud-
dled over the wage question that he was blinded to the obvi-

ous need for a downward readjustment in wage rates. “If he
had not been so anxious to discredit his late associates and to

destroy that which he once adored,” said Rohbqis, “he might
have shosen terms less glaringly inconsistent with Ms own
earlier pronouncements.”^®

Undoubtedly Ke5mes’ new position on the relation of pro-

tectionism to unemployment was, to orthodox economists, one

of the most distressing changes in his thinking because free

trade was one of the cornerstones of classical economics, and
repudiation of free trade was in direct contradiction to the

position Keynes had previously taken. For ‘example, in 1923

he had written, “The claim to cure unemploymen|» involves

the Protectionist fallacy in its grossest and also in its crudest

form.”^^ In the General Theory, Keynes explicitly repudiates

this earlier position and maintains that protectionism may be

an aid to national employment. As previously indicated, the

free-trade argument, which is valid imder conditions of full

employment, requir«s qualification for all types of duties ind

botmties when the assumption of full,employment is dropped

and maximum national income rather than minimum unit

cost of production is taken as the criterion for judging desir-

able policy. Keynes never became a true advocate of protec-

tionism, but on occasions such as the crisis of 1931,'*when

international economic co-operation seemed hopeless, he

viewed tariffs as a lesser evil than unemployment. His critical

^
43. Lionel Robbins, Reply to Mr. Keynes,’^ The New Smesrnm md

Nation, Maroh 14, 1931, New Series, VoL I, No. 3, page 100.

44. ®^Free Tra<ie for England,” The New Republic^ Beeember 19, 1923, YoL

XXXVH, No. 472.^page 87.
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^attitude toward free trade was but one specific illustration of

the change that had taken place in his thinking-.- The corre-

spondence between controversy in theory and controversy in

policy suggests that Keynes’ transition to a distinctly anti-

classical position was greatly influenced by his conviction that

classical theory is vicious in its practical implications.

Thus Keynes’ break with his past in economic theory was

more abrupt than the accompanying change in his practical

point of view. There had been important and fundamental

changes in his views on policy, but they were in nearly all

cases nascenUn his earlier writings. His strong predisposition

to be critical of certain social classes and institutions crystal-

lized in the General Theory into a theory of the capitalist

process and found expression in a prpgram more sweeping

than anything he had previously proposed. For example, while

Keynes was always antipathetic toward rentiers, it was not

until the General Theory that his program, envisaged com-

plete disappearance of the rentier class. To take another exam-

ple, the significance of inequality of income distribution for

the instability of capitalism was clearly stated in the Eco-

nomic Consequences of the Peace, but Keynes had never, prior

to the General Theory, advocated a program that took the

broader implications of this inequality and instability into

account. During the years that intervened between Economic

Consequences and the General Theory, inequality of income

and wealth was viewed by Keynes as a condition favorable to

economic progress, ^Ibeit a capnVious one, but in the General

Theory inequality is in a very fundamental sense the root

cause of unemployment and the greatest barrier to economic

progress, “progress” being defined in the classical sense of

capital accumulation.

By 1935, Keynes had become a self-acknowledged heretic

from the general body of classical doctrine. In an article

provoked by a discussion among English economists on the

problem of povertf"^ and potential plenty, Keynes maintains,

contrary" to the classical theory, that the capitalist economic
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system is not self-adjusting* Chiefly responsible for the lack

of automatic adjustment to an equilibrium at flill employ-

ment was the special nature of the rate of interest.^ ^ He refers

to the traditional theory of interest as tlie ^Tatal flaw’’ in the

whole of orthodox thinking of the past century* By repudiat-

ing the classical theory of interest and substituting a mone-

tary theory of interest, Keynes believed he was on the way (in

1935) to a general theory of what determines the level of

effective demand and the volume of aggregate employment,

and therefore to a theoretical explanation of poverty in the

midst of potential plenty*

The foregoing discussion has shown that Keynes was pre-

disposed to he critical of orthodox economic policy and theory

from the beginning of Ms careen The evolution of his posi-

tion as a practical reformer went on more or less continu-

ously from the time of his first important publication on
Indian Currenc% and Finance. Although Keynes was critical

of monetary and trade cycle theory early in his career, the

change in his position as a general economic theorist came

rather abruptly in the period between his Treatise^ Money
in 1930 and his General Theory in 1936* After accepting, or

at least tolerating, the orthodox principles of economics for

fully twenty of Ms mature years, Keynes found himself

during the financial crisis of 1931 in a position where the

breach between the policies he was advocating and the prin-

ciples upon wMch he had been nurtured became too grea^ to

tolerate longero^The old principles, ^aijicularly as they re-

lated to the theories of interest, money and employment,

were cast aside for a new set of doctrines^ in his General

Theory^

45* ®*Now I range myself witli tke lieretics. I believe their Hair and their

instinct move them towards the right conclusion ^ . There is, I am convinced,

a fatal Saw in that part of the orthodox reasoning .
. ^

due to the failure of

the classical doctrine to develop a satisfactory and realistic theory of the rate

of interest.” Self-Adjusting Economic System?” The New Republic^ Feb-

ruary 20, 1935, Vol, LXXXn, No, 1055, page 36,
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Polftieal Liberalism^ Class Loyalties^

and Anti-Marxism

Keynes’ major purpose may be characterized as an attempt to

buttress political liberalism with a new economic program

and to fortify this economic program with a new political

economy. In this sense, Keynes follows in the tradition of the

great British economists since Adam Smith, all of whom were

liberals, with the possible exception of Malthus, and none of

whom questioned the fundamental efficacy of private prop-

erty. Smith and Ricardo were the champions of a new liberal-

ism, which in their time was founded on laissez-faire. Be-

ginning with John Stuart Mill, the advice given by classical

economists on matters of practical policy became increasingly

interventionist^^ Keynes differs from his liberal predeces-

sors in the exfent of intervention which his program entails

and in his willingness to lop off the dead wo@d of rentierism,

of which all the classical economists, again with the excep-

tion of Malthus, were criticaL Keynes is the first great British

economisf4n this tradition explicitly to repudiate laissez-faire.

The spirit of individualism still pervades his thinking quite

as intensely as it did that of nineteenth-century British econo-

mists- Of government participation in economic life, Keynes

says: defend it - • « both as the only practicable means of

avoiding the destruction of existing economic forms in their

entirety and as the condition of the spccessful functioning of

individual initiative/’ (p- 380)^^

In politics, Keynes was always a self-avowed, self-styled

liberal- As a member of the British Liberal party, he con-

sistently rejected the political philosophies of both the Con-

servative and Labour parties. The Conservatives were to him

the Hards,” the representatives of the ^^Do-Nothing

Party,” led by men ^%capable of distinguishing novel mea-
F

4f6. Jacob Yiner, “‘Ma^sbalFs Economics, The Man and His Times,” The
American Economic Review^ June, 1941, VoL XXXI, No. 2, page 225.

47. The General Theory of Employment^ Interest and Money. New York;
Harcourt, Brace and Company, Inc., 1936.
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siires for safeguarding Capitalism from what they call Bol-

shevism/^?® Ke3nies rejected the notion of clas% struggle, as

seen both from the conservative and from the labor side»

When Winston Churchill quit the Liberal party to join the

Conservatives, Keynes said it would be fortunate for the

Liberal party if all those who believed like Churchill ^^that

the coming political straggle is best described as Capitalism

versus Socialism, and, thinking in these terms, mean to die in

the last ditch for Capitalism,” were to do the same.^^

Keynes rejected membership in the Labour party primarily

because it is a class party, and if there is to be^ class straggle

in politics Keynes wished to he associated with the bour-

geoisie and not the ^^boorish proletariat.” In listing his ob-

jections to joining tjie Labour party, Keynes wrote in 1925:

To begin with, it is a class party, and the class is not my class. If I

am going to pursue sectional interests at all, I sh^l pursue my own.

When it comes to the class struggle as such, my local and personal

patriotisms, , « . are attached to my own surroundings. I can be in-

fluenced by what seems to me to be Justice ai?d good sense; but the

Class war will find me on the side of the educated bourgeoisie,^^

Keynes^ criticisms of the Labour party referred to the in-

herent difficulties of securing leadership capable of acting in

the interests of the community as a whole. The class character

of the party requires its leaders to depend upon an appeal to

^Widespread passions and jealousies” against those who have

wealth and powei% rather than upon an appeal to reasoli and

to justice. There is danger that am autocratic inner ring will

seize control of labor and make decisions in the interest of

that element within the Labour party whjph ^"^hates and de-

spises existing institutions and believes that great good will

result merely from overthrowing them—or at leasf that to

48. Essays in Persuasion, page 327.

49. Ibid,, page 343.

50. Ibid., page 324. Tbe British election of 1945 to indicate that many

of the “educated bourgeoisie” disagree with Keynes regarding membership in

the Labour party. Approximately one-half of the Labour Meml>ers of Parlia-

ment elected in the overwhelming Labour victory are from middle-class pro-

fessions and trades.
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overthrow them is the necessary preliminary to any great

goodo” The ilrogressive Liberal has the advantage over the

most admirable Labour representative because can work

out his policies without having to do lip-service to Trade-

Unionist tyrannies, to the beauties of the class war^ or to doc-

trinaire State Socialism«^^^^ Although Keynes acknowledges

elements of potential good in the Labour party, the class

character of the party itself imposes limitations on its ca-

pacity for dealing appropriately with social and economic

issues, *

The economic counterpart of Keynes^ political bias against

the Labour party is reflected in his preference for social

services instead of higher money wages as the best means of

bettering the standard of life of the wage-earning class.

Speaking -with reference to England, Keynes maintained in

1930 in the midst of depression that a rise in wage rates

^ would increase costs to an internationally uneconomic level.

These higher costs, he said, would tend to drive British capital

abroad, whereas thel)enefits of higher wages could be secured

through soo^l services paid for out of taxes which would not

have the disadvantages of higher wages. During 1939 and

1940, when Britain was^ threatened by dangerous inflation,

Keynes appealed to the working class to accept his liberal

plan of ^‘forced savings” as the only method by which the

long-run interests of wage earners could be safeguarded.

Keanes always dealt with the wage problem indirectly and

never developed anything^ that could properly be called a

theory of wages. He strenuously objected to reductiojas in

money-wage rates during depression periods, but on the other

hand he did not advocate higher wage rates. The direct prob-

lem to Mm was one of interest rates, profit expectations, dis-

tribution of income, effective demand, money supply, money

standards, and stock market speculation, but never wages as

such. In How to for the War is a typical statement:

51. Ibid., page 342.

5Z ‘The Quefitson of High Wages,^ The FolUicd Qumterlft Jamiafy, 1930,

VoL I, No. 1, pagos
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have not attempted to deal directly with the problem of wages.

It is wiser,. I expect, to deal with it indirectly/^

Although Keynes frequently addressed his proposals to

the working class, the latter never received them with much
enthusiasm^ Keynes^ plan in How to Pay for the War pro-

voked from a British labor group a critical reply in the form

of a pamphlet entitled. The Keynes Plan—Its Dangers to

Workers.^^ Keynes was accused of fighting the battle of the

capitalists, however well meaning he may have been, and Ms
plan was characterized as a subtle argument for reducing real

wages. The idea of postwar payment of wages^earned during

the war was scornfully labeled ^^pie in the sky.’^ Among the

important reasons why Keynes’ plan was not acceptable to

these labor critics were: (1) The funds for payment of de-

ferred wages were to be raised by a levy on capital after the

war at a time when there was danger of a depression. That

funds could be raised in this manner at such a time was con-

sidered highly doubtful. (2) There was a long tradition of

broken promises of the government to labor, the most promi-

nent case cited being the Sankey Commission ca|e of 1919.

(3) Inflation of prices might reduce to practically nothing the

real value of wages to be paid in the future. The pamphlet

denied Keynes’ basic premise that the total quantity of con-

sumers goods going to labor during the war was fixed, and

therefore denied also tfiat labor had nothing to lose under the

plan. As an alternative to Keynes’ plan, it was proposed that

labor should increase its real wagjes now at the expense of

profits. If necessary this should be done by government op-

eration of vital industries on a non-profit-making basis, with-

out compensation being paid to the owners for “being de-

prived of the opportunity for profiteering.” The torih of the

argument shows clearly that Keynes’ plan strudc an unsympa-

thetic chord with these socialistically inclined Labourites.

Keynes’ repudiation of the classical position with respect

to the self-adjusting nature of the modem economy and his

53. Eow to Pay for the War, page 55.

54. LoBdon: Faxleigk Press, 19^.
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proposals for govennnent control of investment did not lead

lifm to advocate'collectivism* In fact^ lie is much further from

the socialist position than that archclassicistj Professor Pigou^

who in Ms Socialism versus Capitalism (1937)®^ becomes

virtually a sociaiisto For the most part^ Keynes ignores the

socialist argument that social ownership of the« means of

production is essentia^ but Ms occasional references indicate

a strong opposition to collectivism* This is illustrated in a

negative way by the foregoing discussion of Keynes’ political

and class biases* It is illustrated in a positive fashion by his

lack of regard or the work of Marx, his opposition to social-

ization of the instruments of production, and his attkude

toward Soviet Russia.

Apart from a bare recognition that Marx had something

to say about effective demand, Keynes was always scornful

of the work of Marx. "^"^Marxian Socialism,” he wrote in 1925,

^^must always remain a portent to the historians of Opinion
—^how a doctrine so illogical and so dull can have exercised

so powerful and enduring an influence over the minds of men,

and, through them, the events of history.”^® Discussing the

Soviet Union after his visit there in 1925, Keynes wrote,

can I accept a doctrine which sets up as its bible, above

and beyond criticism, an obsolete economic textbook wMch
I know to be not only scientifically erroneous but without

interest or application for the modern world Keynes^

prais^ of what he calls the '^‘^anti-Marxian s(¥?ialism” of Silvio

Gesell, the stamped-money reformer, illustrates his own anti-

Marxian bias. Gesell was just such a critic of financial capital

and staunch defender of private industrial capitalism as we
have indicated Keynes to be. Keynes’ judgment of the relative

merits df Marx and Gesell, so apparently false in the light

of history, would seem to reveal much more about Keynes

55. London: Macmillan and Company, Ltd., 1937.
a

56. Laissez-faire end Communism^ pages 47-48.

57. Ibid., page 99.
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than it does about either Marx or Gesello^^
^ ^

In a manner characteristic of the outlook of a financial re-

former^ Ke3riies has viewed social ownership of the means of

production as an unimportant issue. He wrote in 1926 that

large-scale enterprise tends to socialize itself because the

shareholders become dissociated from the managemenL The

direct personal interest of management under these conditions

is in the general stability and reputation of the enterprise^

and the making of large profits becomes secondary to manage-

ment. This optimistic acceptance by Keynes of the separation

of ownership from control in modern corporate enterprise

stands in sharp contrast to the alarm expressed by many

economistSp^^ Keynes’ attitude toward nationalization of rail-

roads also minimizes the importance of socialization of the

means of production. ^There is ... no so-called important

political question so really unimportant, so irrelevant to the

re-organizatioi\ of the economic life of Great Britain, as the

Nationalisation of the Railways.” On another occasion

Keynes speaks of ^^the falsity of the supposed historic an-

tithesis between socialism and individualism.”^^'These and

similar views, expressed before he departed from the classical

position, are reasserted in the Gei^ral Theory, where he

states, "Tt is not the ownership of the instruments of produc-

tion which it is important for the State to assume,” (p. 378)

and also in his references to the "'anti-Marxian socialism”

of GeselL In spite\)f the high degree of government intelren-

tion involved in Keynes’ program, it is jplear that he remained

58. “I am no Marxian. Yet I sufficiently recognize tlie greatness of Marx to

be o'fended at seeing him classed with Silvio Gesell and Major Douglas.*’—

I. A. Schumpeter, in his reveiw of Keynes’ General Theory in the Journal of

the American Statistical Association, December, 1936, New Series, VoL XXXI,

No. 196, page 793n.

59 For example, by Thorstein Veblen in Absentee Ownership and Busine^

Enterprise in Recent Times; the Case of America, New York: B. W. Hnebsch,

1923; and by Adolf A. Berle and G. G. Means in The Modern Corporation and

PHvate Property, New York and Chicago: Commerce Clearing House, 1932.

60. Laissez-faire and Communism, page 64.

61. The Times, London, August 1, 1927, page 7.
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fundamentally ,an individualist in Hs economic and social

philosophy.
"

Ke3nies’ perspective on social and economic issues is also

revealed by his attitude toward Soviet Russia. Following his

visit there in the ’twenties, Keynes concluded that, if. com-

munism had a future, it was as a new religion and not as a

more efficient form of economic organization. He appears to

have been tremendously impressed with Soviet economic

inefficiency:

On the economic side I cannot perceive that Russian Communism has

made any contribution to our economic problems of intellectual inter-

est or scientific value. I do not think that it contains, or is likely to

contain, any piece of useful economic technique which we could not

a]^ply, if we chose, with equal or greater success in a society which

retained aj! the marks ... of British bourgesSs ideals.

Nevertheless, Keynes thought that what was happening in

Soviet Russia was important, much more important, for ex-

ample, than anything happening in the United States during

the 1920’s. Communism, he thought, would survive in spite

of its econ^ic inefficiency because, unlike capitalism, it does

not place economics and religion in separate compartments.

Capitalism, wrote Keynes, “is absolutely irreligious, without

internal union, without much public spirit, often, though not

always, a mere congeries of possessors and pursuers. Such

a system has to be immensely, not merely moderately, suc-

cessful to survive.”®^ While expressing tbs belief that capi-

talism, rightly organized,, is probably more efficient than any

other form of economic organization, capitalism is in itself

highly objectionable on moral grounds. The business man
motivated by the “love of money” is tolerable as a means but

not as 'Jin end. This feeling that contemporary capitalism is

62. Laissez-faire and Communism^ page 130. There is bo evidence from

Keynes’ published writings that his fundamental skepticism of and dislike for

the economic structure of Soviet Russia ever changed in any important respect.

On the contrary, such positive evidence as exists in occasional referenoes in

his later writings indicates a continuation of his earlier bias. See General

Theory, pages 380, 381; How to Pay for the Wm, pagea 7, 53, 55.

63. Laissez-fcdre and Communism, page 131,
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spiritually and morally bankrupt probably explains^ at least

in.partj the psychological basis for Keynes’ consistent attacks

upon the financial abuses and speculative orgies of this

system^

Here one finds in Keynes something of the medieval

schoolman^ to whom avarice was a deadly siii« But as the

later canonists founds there is a dilemma where private prop“

erty renders indistinguishable the motives of speculation

(finance) and enterprise (industry). The solution is a com-

promise which in the ideal society reduces all income to the

reward for labor, including profit as a special^ type of wage,

but eliminates ^^sury,” that is, income from lending money.^^

Neither with the canonists nor with Keynes does the criticism

extend to the institution of private property in the means of

production.

The historic significance of Keynes’ new political economy

is that it furnishes the theoretical basis for a new liberalism,

which, unlike classical liberalism, rejects laissez-faire. The

concept of a pre-established harmony df economic forces,

which Eli Heckscher has described as the fundamental pre-

conception of laissez-faire, is absent from Keynes’ thinking.

In this sense Keynes fits into the mej|;cantilist tradition, which

likewise uniformly lacked the postulate of pre-established

harmony.

Because a private property economy lacks pre-established

harmony, social cmtrols are needed to prevent it from plung-

ing to its own destruction. The greatest^disharmony of laissez-

faire capitalism is that full employment becomes increasingly

difficult to attain with the progressive ^accumulation of

wealth. The dilemma of poverty in the midst of potential

plenty arises because the increase of wealth neces^tates a

64. See R, H. Tawney, Rdigwn md the Rise of Capitalism^ pages 4849.

HanuBondswortli, Middlesex, England; Pelican. Books, 1938. For Keynes* stric-

tures on usury, see his General Theory, pages 241, 3^, 351, 353. For Keynes®

acceptance of the labor theory of value, see the general Theory, pages 213,

214.

65. Eli F. Heckscher, Mercantilism, ¥oL II, especially pages 316*324. Lon-

don: G. Allen and Unwin, 1935.
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greater quantity of investment, while at the same time ac-

cumulation 'Weakens the inducement to invest. The dilemma

is heightened because the power to consume is limited by the

unequal distribution of wealth which is characteristic of

laissez-faire capitalism. The general perspective from which

Keynes projected both his earlier and his later theory and

practice was that of liberalism. The essence of his liberalism

is a criticism of financial capitalism, combined with

a strong desire to establish an environment in which industrial

capitalism, the system of private enterprise, can function.

His work in tliis sense is essentially conservative and oriented

toward a preservation of the status quo.

Tire General Theory as ^ Program
of Action

Thus far the present chapter has traced the development of

Keynes’ thought and has indicated the general point of view

within which this development took place. The ultimate sig-

nificance the theory which emerged from this process of

development resides in the program of action with which it

is associated. Being critical of the status quo, Keynes calls

for a program of social reform, but, not being revolutionary,

be envisions the execution of his program within the frame-

work of the existing social order. There is no plea in Keynes’

work for a total reconstruction of economic society along

socialistic lines. At the s^me time, however, the explicit and

inferential changes called for are hardly of a mild variety.

They are severely liberal. Above all, they are dedicated to

a preservation of civil rights and liberties and to the creation

of an economic environment which will allow the individual

to realize his full potentialities. Any society which tolerates

mass unemployment not only fails to produce the goods and

services of which jt is capable, but denies to millions of indi-

viduals the dignity ^of creative labor and the possibility of

self-realization of personality. Therefore, the first prerequi-

site of a better society is the abolition of unemployment. The
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second prerequisite is a more equitable and less arbitrary dis-

tribution of wealth and income (p. 372).

The immediate steps

The immediate proposals suggested by Keynes for pro-

moting a h^gh level of exppioyment have been indicated in

connection with the discussion of various parts of his theory

and need only be summarized here before passing to his

long-range view of social change. Fortunately, the steps which

will promote a higher level of employment will also result in

a more equal distribution of income and wealth. The most

important proposals in Keynes’ program for increasing em«

ployment are the following: (1) Progressive taxation to

raise the community propensity to consume; (2) Public in-

vestment and public control of private investment to.compen-

sate for and to reduce the magnitude of fluqtuations in the

marginal efEciency of private investment; (3) Strong mone-

tary authority to control the supply of money and lower the

rate of interest. ^

(1) Since unemployment develops because society

as organized must produce much more than we have the

economic ability to consume at full employment, the two ap-

proaches to full or nearly full employment are to increase the

ability to consume and to raise the volume of investment to

a level at which it will fill the gap between total income and

consumption at fi\ll employment. Increasing the ability to

consume means increasing the propensity to consume so more

will be consumed at given levels of a national income. Keynes^

main suggestion in this connection is to use progressive taxa-

tion to redistribute the social income from'’individuals with

a low propensity to consume (the rich) to those with^a high

propensity to consume (the poor) and thus raise the com-

munity’s average propensity to consume.

(2) Investment may be increased either by raising the

marginal efficiency of capital or by lowering the rate of

interest. The marginal efficiency of capital has its operational

or practical meaning in what Keynes eall§ Ae ^“^socialisatioii
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of investment.’^ As indicated in Chapter 7, Keynes does not

say precisely what he means hy the socialization of invest-

mentj but the proposal seems to suggest control of private

investment of a rather far-yeaching nature as well as public

investment on an expanded scale. Private investment should

be encouraged in every possible manner. Howeyer, private

investors are very sensitive to government controls and there

is danger that attempts to foster private investment may react

unfavorably on the marginal efficiency of capital. This means

there is not a great deal that can be done in a positive way to

increase private investment through the marginal efficiency of

capital. Som^good may be achieved by a heavy transfer tax

on all stock-market transactions. Such a tax would discourage

buying and selling of stocks merely for the capital apprecia-

tion and. might mitigate the dominance’ of speculation over

eeterprise in thp securities market. Legislation like the Ameri-

can Securities and Exchange Act is in line with Keynes’ de-

sire to eliminate the worst faults of financiaTcapital. Gener-

ally speaking, however, not much can be done to stabilize pri-

vate investment at a high level. Therefore, a public investment

authority like the Board of Public Investment suggested by
Keynes in 1938 (see Chapter 7) should stand prepared to

compensate for the fluctuations and inadequacies of private

investment with public investment projects. The Council of

Economic Advisers established under the EmpIo3mient Act

of 1/546 is the type of government agency which might per-

form a similar function,in the United States. Although the

Employment Act of 1946 hardly goes beyond the advisory

stage, its preamble represents a step in the direction of

Keynes’ philosophy of the role of government in maintaining

high levels of employment. In the preamble Congress de-

clares, “It is the continuing policy and responsibility of the

Federal Government to use all practicable means consistent

with its needs and, obligations and other essential considera-

tiom of national policy, and with the assistance and coopera-

tion of industry, agriculture, labor and state and local gov-

ernments, to coordinate and utilize all its plans, functions



and resources for tlie purpose of creating and maintaining,

in a manner calculated to foster and promote f|ree competi-

tive’ enterprise and tlie general welfare, conditions under

wMch tkere will be afforded useful employment opportuni-

ties, including self-employment, iox those able, willing, and

seeking to work, and to promote maximum emplo5mient5

production, and purchasing power.”

(3) The third of the fimdamental determinants of employ-

ment, the rate of interest, finds its operational meaning in

the proposal for a strong monetary authority with rigorous

control over 'the total quantity of money as a means of lower-

ing tlje rate of interest in order to stimulate private invest-

ment. In this suggestion for a strong central banking au-

thority Keynes gives practical expression to the liquidity-

preference theory ofthe rate of interest. In a series of articles

on “How to Avoid a Slump,” appearing in The Times ^
London in January, 1937, Keynes affirmed &is faith in the

ability of the <ifentral monetary authority to push down and

keep down the long-term rate of interest to,a level compatible

with a flow of investment that would insure against an eco-

nomic slump. He was aware that once a boom col&psed into

a slump, the profit expectations of potential investors would

probably fall so low that no reductioli in interest rates could

stimulate recovery from depression. As noted in the chapter

on interest, it is important not only to push down the interest

rate, but to give assurance that it will stay down in the future,

since one of the great obstacles to a low long-term rate is the

anticipation that the rate may rise ih tbe future.

The long view

Even if thes^ immediate proposals were put into e%ct and

worked successfully, they would prove inadequate in the long

run because the marginal efficiency of rapital would continue

to decline whereas the rate of interest could not be lowered

by ordinary means below a level of, say? two per cent. In-

vestment would therefore cease, and widespread tmemploy-

ment would return to plague the economic system. Conse-
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qiientiy^ some means other than conventional bank control

ever the quantity of money must be found to lower the long-

term interest rate from two per cent down to serOo Ke5riies

makes no specific proposal for accomplishing this necessary

step» He praises the principle behind the stamped-money

plan of Silvio Geseli, who suggested that money, like other

commodities, should be made to incur carrying costs in order

to -discourage storing wealth in the form of money. Gesell

suggested that this could be done by requiring that currency

notes be stamped periodically as a condition of retaining

their value. According to Keynes, the stamped-money idea is

theoretically ^ound and may contain ^"^the essence of what is

needed, but it is not workable in the form proposed by

Gesell^ Nevertheless, Keynes felt that we should look to

GeselFs^work rather than to that of Marx for the ultimate

Iglution of the economic problem. Beyond these hints, Keynes

makes no attempt to point out what steps might be taken to

reduce the rate of interest to zero in order to iiiake it possible

for investment to advance unimpeded to the point at which the

marginal efficiency of capital would also be lowered to zero.

Although the concrete proposals for the long-run solution

of the economic problem are not given by Keynes, his prefer-

ence for Gesell rather than Marx, plus other aspects of his

social philosophy, indicates the general nature of his solu-

tion, His goal is an alternative to s6cialism in the Marxian

sense of government ownership of the means of production.

His criticisms are directed toward the financial, rentier and

speculative features oT capitalism. In the long run the answer

to the capitalist dilemma is to be discovered in the elimina-

tion of these faults rather than in the elimination of private

owner^ip of the means of production.

The analyses of the capitalist process given by Keynes and

Marx have a good deal in common. It is the operational mean-

ings of their analyses as reflected in what to do about the

situation that indicate the fundamental difference between
r

66. See Silvio Gesell, The Natural Economic Order, Saa Antonio: Free
Economy Publishing Corjjpany, 1936,
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the two systems of tlioiiglit. In both theories^ .the successful

fimctioiiiiig ^of the capitalist system depends on ’a high rate

of capital accunmlation because the unequal distribution of

income and wealth leads to greM potential savings which

must be realized in the form of new capital assets if they are

to be realized at alL The alternative is mass unemployment.

These potential savings cannot be realized in the form of con-

sumers goods and services because the unequal distribution

of income is associated with a low propensity to consume.

In its historical development^ capitalism shows a tendency

for the capacity to produce to outrun the capacity to consume.

This means the gap between income and consumption at full

employment is growing constantly larger. The capacity to

consume refers^ of ^course, to economic capacity and not

physical capacity for consumption. As long as this inequality

persists, there remains the necessity of capitalizing, in t3e

form of capital, assets, the surplus portion of large incomes,

or suffering the only alternative of mass unemployment. In-

equality arises primarily from the concentration of income

from property as contrasted with income from ^bor. The

social and economic problem cannot be solved as long as

inequality exists.

Keynes^ view that inequality of income is a barrier to the

creation of new wealth reverses the traditional notion that the

accumulation of wealth depends on the savings of the rich out

of their superfluity^ The old idea that equality
^

and proglress

are incompatible is transformed by^Keynes"' theory into the

revolutionary doctrine that greater equality is one of the

essential conditions of progress. As he says, ^^"One of the chief

social justifications of great inequality is, therefore, re-

moved/' (p, 373) Keynes is not an equalitarian in th^ sense

that he believes everyone should be rewarded equally. He

saw social and psychological justification for ''significant

inequalities/' However, the disparities are much greater than

can be justified on social and psychological grounds, and also

much greater than is compatible with a high level of aggre-

gate demand.
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r Society cannot go on forever widening the gap between

what it currently produces and what it currently consumes at

'full employment. Sooner or later the capacity to consume

must be brought into harnfony with the capacity to produce.

This is not possiblcj however, in a society in which a relatively

few owners receive nearly all the income from property and

the great mass of non-owners receive only labor income.

Getting rid of the deficiency of consumption means ultimately

getting rid of gross inequality in the distribution of income.

Up to this point, Keynes and Marx could agreer Beyond this

point, however, there are two fundamental directions which

economic evolution might follow. It is here that Keynes and

Marx part company. Marx sees the only realistic solution of

the contradiction between the capacity, to produce and the

capacity to consume in the socialization of the means of pro-

duction. This ViU automatically socialize surplus incomes.

Inequality will not disappear completely, , but it will be

greatly reduced and will cease to be a barrier to full employ-

ment. Investment will become a collective activity of society

based on Social need, rather than the consequence of private

profit calculation.

The second road, thr one which Keynes takes, regards the

socialization of income-yielding property as unnecessary and
undesirable. According to Keynes, capital assets yield income

because they are scarce. When they cease to be scarce, they

will cease to be a source of income to their owners. When
property ceases to yielddncome, only labor, both mental and

physical, will constitute a basis for receiving income. There-

fore, if capitaL assets can be made sufficiently abundant,

property income will disappear and with it the inequality of

income distribution which is the great barrier to a high level

of consumption andoCmployment. However, the elimination

of income from mere ownership would probably not eliminate

the desire to sar3 out of income at full employment. Pre-

sumably, the “socialisation of investment” would take care

of the ta^ of finding offsets to saving. F re is the perspective

from which Keynes views the solution of the social and eco-
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nomic problems of imemployment aad inequality. THs per-

spective leads quite logically to the view that labor is the sole

factor of production and to a sympathy with the labor theory

.

of value. Even in accepting the labor theory of value, which

was a fundamental part of Marx’s theory, Ke3aies differs from

Marx. Keynes is careful to include as functional labor the

full services of entrepreneurs, whereas Marx excluded from

functional labor a large part of the activities of entrepre-

neurs because he thought they were devoted to the exploita-

tion of wage earners under a system of private ownership of

the means of production and were unnecessary in a rationally

organised society.

If these inferences of the long view seem to raise more

questions than they answer, we can only express sympathy

with the reader and add that it is unfortunate Lord -Keynes

did not live to grapple with the secular problem. If it seenar*

utopian to suppose that private enterprise can continue to

function after the rewards of ownership have ceased, we can

merely offer the observation that “socialists” of this variety

have been labeled “utopian” for the past hundred^ears. At

this point a warning is in order. We should not belittle the

value of Keynes’ short-run analysis, "(i^hich is all he intended

to give, just because the secular aspects of his theory are left

undeveloped. The General Theory maj have great merit in

relation to problems of unemployment and inflation and not

be very useful as a <ool of secular analysis.

The fulfillment of Keynes’ long-term^ goal would indeed

constitute a minor revolution in class relations. The rentier

capitalist, the functionless investor, would ^disappear as a

class. Ownershij) would no longer constitute a basis for flie

receipt of income. The process would take place gratkally,

however, as the continuation of what has been going on in

Great Britain for several decades, an3 would require no

violent break with the past for its completion. To Keynes

this minor revolution is desirable not only because it would

67. See pages 194-195.
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produce a more Just society^ biit^ more important^ because it

is the necessary price that must be paid in order to avert in

the long riiii a major revolution of the Marxian Varietyo It

represents the alternative to Marxism. Its basic purpose is to

preserve private industrial capitalism^ and in no sense does

Ke3mes view it as the entering wedge for a gradi^al transition

to collectivism. Financial capita^ speculation^ and rentierism^

with all their abuses, are a cancerous growth on the body of

private enterprise and are not an organic par^ of the system.

Nevertheless, saving the patient requires a serious operation.

In brief, Keynes believes the preservation of private capital-

ism requires the elimination of its worst faults. He also be-

lieves these faults can be abolished without at the same time

destroying the foundations of private industrial capitalism.
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Kejnes a prolific writer as ike following bibliograpliy

attests. As editor of The Economic Journal^ the quarterly

journal of the Royal Economic Society^ for more than thirty

yearSj undoubtedly wrote many unsigned notes and notices,

editor of tbe liberal British weekly. The Nation and the

Athenaeum^ he coAitributed numerous unsigned articles and

editorials. As a member ©f several government commissions

and committees (the Royal Commission on Indian Currency

and Finance, 1914; the Macmillan Committee on Finance

and IndiiStry, 1931; and the Treasury group that drew up the

Plan for an International Clearing Union^ 1943), Keynes

made further, important contributions. Since individual au-

thorship cannot be clearly attributed in most of these cases, I

have not listed them in the bibliogmphy of Keynes^ writings.

Apart from these items and certain brief bits of correspon-

dence and duplicate articles, I have included practically all

of Keynes’ publicalJons. A bibliography that lists some anony-

mous articles believed to have been written by or discussed

with Ke5uies h'^jfore publication will be found in The New
Economics, edited by Seymour E. Harris (Now York: Alfred

A. Knopf, 1947), pages 665-686.
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